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PEEFACE TO THE FIEST EDITION

THE present volume has grown out of certain

chapters relating to the Poetics in the first edition

of ' Some Aspects of the Greek Genius.' These

chapters have been enlarged and partly re-written ;

and further questions, not touched on in the earlier

volume, and bearing on Aristotle's theory of tragedy,

are here discussed. A text and a translation of the

Poetics are prefixed to the Essays.

It is just a hundred years since a critical text

of the Poetics has been published in Great Britain.

Tyrwhitt's edition, which appeared at Oxford in

1794, was, indeed, the work of an admirable

scholar
;
but since that time much light has been

thrown on almost every page of this treatise. And

yet even to-day, after all the labours of German

scholars, no editor can hope to produce a text

which will not provoke dissent on the part of com-

petent critics. For my own part, I find myself

more frequently in agreement with William Christ

on questions of reading, than with any previous

2047239



vi POETRY AND FINE ART

editor. Susemihl, to whom every student of Aris-

totle is profoundly indebted, appears to me to carry

conjecture too far, more especially in the trans-

position of sentences and the omission of words.

On the other hand, Vahlen's adherence to the

Parisian MS. (A
c

)
borders on superstition, if one

may dare so to speak of the critic who in a pre-

eminent degree has contributed to the elucidation

of the Poetics.

The superiority of the Parisian over all other

extant MSS. is beyond dispute ;
still I cannot share

the confidence with which the best editors now

speak of it as the sole source from which the rest

are derived. It is true there are no decisive

passages by which the independent value of these

latter can be established. But that some of them

have an independent worth is rendered highly

probable by two considerations. First, by the

appearance in them of words which are omitted in

Ac
, but are necessary to complete the sense. The

missing words are not unfrequently such as a

copyist could hardly have supplied. Secondly, by
the number of instances in which the true reading
is hopelessly obscured in Ac

,
but preserved in some

of the so-called
'

apographa.' No ordinary scribe

could have hit on such happy corrections. While

doubting, however, whether Ac
is indeed the arche-

type of all extant MSS., I have, for the sake of

convenience, retained in the critical notes the usual
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abbreviation
'

apogr.,' to denote any MS. or MSS.

other than Ac
.

The conjectures of my own which are admitted

into the text are few in number. They will be

found in iii. 3. 1448 a 33, xix. 3. 1456 b 8, xxiii. 1.

1459 a 17, xxiv. 10. 1460 a 35, xxv. 4. 1460 b 17,

xxv. 14. 1461 a 27, xxv. 16. 1461 a 35.
1 The emen-

dation in xxiii. 1, evl fjierpy yu-i^Tt/c^? for ev perpa)

/it/i^rt/c^? will, I hope, appear as plausible to others

as it is convincing to myself. In ix. 5 (ovrto ret

rv^ovra ovofjuna), though I have not altered the

traditional reading, yet for reasons stated in note

1, p. 376, I suspect we ought to read ov ra rv^ovra

ovopara, and I venture to press this suggestion.

In a certain number of passages I have bracketed

words, hitherto retained by the editors, which I

take to be glosses that have crept into the text.

The passages are these iii. 1. 1448 a 23, vi.

18. 1450 b 13, xvii. 1. 1455 a 27, xvii. 5. 1455

b 22.
2 But the detailed treatment of these and

other questions of criticism and interpretation must

be reserved for the more fitting pages of a com-

mentary.

Fortunately, the general views of Aristotle on

1 Of these the conjecture in iii. 3 is withdrawn in later editions
;

that in xxv. 14 gives place to <olovovv> (Tucker).
2 In vi. 18 I read in ed. 2 rG>v Aeyo/z,evo>i> (Gomperz) instead

of [TWI/ fj&v Aoywv] of ed. 1, and in xvii. 5 on airros (Bywater) for

[rivets arrros]. In ed. 3, however, I returned to the MSS. reading

in xvii. 5 : see infra, p. xxv.
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Poetry and Art are not affected by the minor

difficulties with which the Poetics abounds. In-

complete as our material is when all scattered

references have been brought together, the cardinal

points of Aristotle's aesthetic theory can be seized

with some certainty. But his Poetics must be read

in the light of his other writings ;
we must trace

the links which connect his theory of Art with his

philosophic system as a whole ; we must discover

the meaning he attaches to
* Imitation

'

as an

aesthetic term, a somewhat infelicitous term, it

must be owned, inherited by him from his pre-

decessors, but henceforth charged with a new

meaning. Such an inquiry will dispel the vulgar

notion that still survives in popular manuals, that

by 'Imitation' Aristotle means a literal copy, a

mere facsimile of the world of experience. The

clue to his real thought is to be found in the

assertion that Poetry is an expression of the

'universal'; that is, of the universal element in

human life. In interpreting the full significance

of this conception frequent reference will of

necessity be made to the wider principles of

the Aristotelian philosophy.

In the following pages I have attempted to bring
out some of the vital connexions which are thus

suggested between Aristotle's theory of Poetry
and other sides of his comprehensive thought. In

endeavouring to state his views and estimate their
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worth candidly and without exaggeration, I have

not forgotten that Aristotle, more than any other

writer, has suffered from the intemperate admiration

of his friends. There have been periods when he

was held to be infallible both in literature and

in philosophy. A sovereign authority has been

claimed for him by those who possessed no first-

hand knowledge of his writings, and certainly were

not equipped with sufficient Greek to interpret

the text. A far truer respect would have been

shown him had it been frankly acknowledged, that

in his Poetics there are oversights and omissions

which cannot be altogether set down to the frag-

mentary character of the book ; that his judgments
are based on literary models which, perfect as

they are in their kind, do not exhaust the

possibilities of literature
;

that many of his

rules are tentative rather than dogmatic ;
that

some of them need revision or qualification ; that,

for example, the requisites laid down in chap. xiii.

for the character of the tragic protagonist would

exclude from the first rank of art some of the

noblest figures of the Greek drama, Antigone,

Clytemnestra, and possibly Prometheus. On the

other hand, we may well wonder at the im-

partiality of mind, which lifted him above some,

at least, of the limitations of his age, though he

could not wholly emancipate himself from the

external rules and usages of the Athenian theatre.
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Above all we may admire his insight into the

essential quality of Poetry as a concrete expression

of the universal. To this result he was led by a

penetrating analysis of the imaginative creations

of Greece itself. Universality is, indeed, their

characteristic note. The accidents of human

nature seem here to fall into the background,

while its larger lineaments are disengaged.

A list of the more important works which treat

of the Poetics will be found on page xxxvii. I

desire, however, here to mention the books which

have chiefly aided me in the preparation of the

Essays : E. Mttller, Geschichte der Kunst bei

der Alien, Breslau, 1834. Vahlen, Beitrdge

zu Aristoteles' Poetik, Wien, 1865. Teichmiiller,

Aristotelische Forschungen, Halle, 1869. Kein-

kens, Aristoteles uber Kunst, Wien, 1870. Doring,

Die Kunstlehre des Aristoteles, Jena, 1870. Ber-

nays, Zwei Abhandlungen Uber die Aristotelische

Theome des Drama, Berlin, 1880. I owe, more-

over, special and personal thanks to Prof. A. C.

Bradley for valuable criticisms on my earlier

volume, which I have here turned to account. I

have reason also gratefully to acknowledge the

singular care and skill displayed by Messrs. R & R
Clark's Reader.

EDINBURGH, November 1894.
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THE chief alterations in this edition, as compared
with the first, consist in the enlargement of the

Critical Notes, and a careful revision of the Trans-

lation. Minor changes and additions will be found

in the Essays. A third index also has been added

containing a list of the passages in Greek authors

referred to in the volume.

In making use of the mass of critical material

which has appeared in recent years, especially in

Germany, I have found it necessary to observe a

strict principle of selection, my aim still being

to keep the notes within limited compass. They
are not intended to form a complete Apparatus

Criticus, still less to do duty for a commentary.
I trust, however, that no variant or conjectural

emendation of much importance has been over-

looked.

Of my own conjectures, printed in the text of

the first edition, one or two appear to have carried

general conviction, in particular that in xxiii. 1.
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Two have been withdrawn (see p. vii.). One,

which I previously relegated to the notes, while

putting in a plea for its acceptance in the preface,

has since won the approval of many scholars,

including the distinguished names of Professor

Susemihl and Professor Tyrrell, and it is with

some confidence that I now insert it in the text.

I refer to ov (OVTCO MSS.) ra rv%6vra ovopara in

ix. 5. 1451 b 13, where the Arabic has 'names

not given at random/ For the copyist's error

cf. ix. 2. 1451 a 37 (
= a 36 Bekk.), where Ac

has ovra), though ov rb rightly appears in the
'

apographa
'

: and for a similar omission of ov

in Ac
cf. vi. 12. 1450 a 29, ov -n-oirjo-ei o TJV rfjs

Tpayw&ias epyov, the indispensable negative being
added in 'apographa' and found in the Arabic.

The emendation not only gives a natural instead

of a strained sense to the words ra rv%6vra

6v6fiara, but also fits in better with the general

context, as I have argued at some length, pp.

376-9 (note).

Another conjecture of my own I have ventured

to admit into the text. In the much disputed

passage, vi. 8. 1450 a 12, 1 read <irdvre<j> a><? etVeiV

for OVK 0X1704 avrwv o>9 eiVeiV of the MSS., follow-

ing the guidance of Diels and of the Arabic. I

regard OVK 0X1704 avr&v as a gloss which displaced

part of the original phrase (see Critical Notes). As
a parallel case I have adduced Rhet. i. 1. 1354 a
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12, where ovBev &>9 eljreiv, the reading in the

margin of A, ought, I think, to be substituted in

the text for the accepted reading o\Lyov. The

word 6\lyov is a natural gloss on ovBev &>? elirelv,

but not SO, ovBev &>9 elireiv on 6\iyov.

In two other difficult passages the Rhetoric

may again be summoned to our aid. In xvii. 1.

1455 a 27 I have (as in the first edition) bracketed

TOV Oear^v, the object to be supplied with e\dv0avev

being, as I take it, the poet, not the audience.

This I have now illustrated by another gloss of

a precisely similar kind in Rhet. i. 2. 1358 a 8,

where \av0dvovo-iv re [row aKpoarai\ has long been

recognised as the true reading, the suppressed

object being not the audience but the rhetoricians.

Once more, in xxiv. 9. 1460 a 23, where Ac

gives the meaningless a\\ov Be, I read (as in the

first edition) a\V ovBe, following the reviser of A.
This reading, which was accepted long ago by

Vettori, has been strangely set aside by the chief

modern editors, who either adopt a variant aXXo

Be or resort to conjecture, with the result that

TTpoadeivat, at the end of the sentence is forced into

impossible meanings. A passage in the Rhetoric,

i. 2. 1357 a 17 ff., appears to me to determine the

question conclusively in favour of dX)C ovBe . . .

dvdjK'T] . . . TTpoaOeivcu. The passage runs thus :

eav jap y rt TOVTWV yvtapt/jLov, ovBe Bel \eyeiv avros

yap TOVTO Trpoo-riOrja-iv 6 dtcpoarrfs, olov ori
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yva vevtcrjicev, iicavv eiTrev ori

yap vevitcrj/cev, TO S' OTI <TT<f)aviTr)s ra 'Q\v/j,7ria, ov8e

Set rrpoa'Oeivaf yiyvaxr/covcrc yap Trdvres. The general

idea is closely parallel to our passage of the Poetics,

and the expression of it is similar, even the word

ovSe (where the bare ov might have been expected)

in the duplicated phrase ouSe & \eyeiv, ovSe Set

Trpoo-decvai. One difficulty still remains. The sub-

ject to elvat, rj yeve<r0at is Omitted. To supply it

in thought is not, perhaps, impossible, but it is

exceedingly harsh, and I have accordingly in this

edition accepted Professor Tucker's conjecture,

dvdytcr) <icdiceivo> elvat rj yevecrOai.

The two conjectures of my own above mentioned

are based on or corroborated by the Arabic. I

ought to add, that in the Text and Critical Notes

generally I have made a freer use than before of

the Arabic version (concerning which see p. 4).

But it must be remembered that only detached

passages, literally rendered into Latin in Professor

Margoliouth's Analecta Orientalia (D. Nutt, 1887),

are as yet accessible to those like myself who are

not Arabic scholars
; and that even if the whole

were before us in a literal translation, it could not

safely be used by any one unfamiliar with Syriac

and Arabic save with the utmost caution and

subject to the advice of experts. Of the precise

value of this version for the criticism of the

text, no final estimate can yet be made. But it
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seems clear that in several passages it carries us

back to a Greek original earlier than any of our

existing MSS. Two striking instances may here

be noted :

(1) i. 6-7. 1447 a 29 ff., where the Arabic

confirms Ueberweg's excision of eVoTroua and the

insertion of dvcovvfjws before rvy^dvova-a, accord-

ing to the brilliant conjecture of Bernays (see

Margoliouth, Analecta Orientalia, p. 47).

(2) xxi. 1. 1457 a 36, where for /te7a\ta>T<wi/ of

the MSS. Diels has, by the aid of the Arabic,

restored the word Mao-o-aXtwnoi/, and added a most

ingenious and convincing explanation of 'E/j/io/cai'-

Ko^avQos (see Critical Notes). This emendation

is introduced for the first time into the present

edition. Professor Margoliouth tells me that

Diels' restoration of eirevj-dfievos in this passage is

confirmed by the fact that the same word is

employed in the Arabic of Aristotle's Rhetoric

to render ev^f-vGai.

Another result of great importance has been

established. In some fifty instances where the

Arabic points to a Greek original diverging from

the text of Ac
,

it confirms the reading found in

one or other of the 'apographa/ or conjectures

made either at the time of the Kenaissance or in

a more recent period. It would be too long to

enumerate the passages here ; they will be found

noted as they occur. In most of these examples
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the reading attested by the Arabic commands our

undoubting assent. It is, therefore, no longer

possible to concede to Ac the unique authority

claimed for it by Vahlen.

I have consulted by the side of Professor

Margoliouth's book various criticisms of it, e.g. by
Susemihl in Berl. Phil. Wochenschr. 1891, p. 1546,

and by Diels in Sitzungsber. der Berl. Akad.

1888, p. 49. But I have also enjoyed the special

benefit of private communication with Professor

Margoliouth himself upon a number of difficulties

not dealt with in his Analecta Orientalia. He has

most generously put his learning at my disposal,

and furnished me, where it was possible to do so,

with a literal translation. In some instances the

Arabic is itself obscure and throws no light on

the difficulty ; frequently, however, I have been

enabled to indicate in the notes whether the exist-

ing text is supported by the Arabic or not.

In the following passages I have in this edition

adopted emendations which are suggested or con-

firmed by the Arabic, but which did not find a

place in the first edition :

ii. 3. 1448 a 15, wnrep ol rows 1

vi. 7. 1450 a 17, <6 Se /3ios>, omitting KCU fv&aifwvias
Kai

r/ euSaifwvia of the MSS.
xi. 6. 1452 b 10, [rovrwv 8* . . . ei/oip-eu]

xviii. 6. 1456 a 24, <KCU> ei*bs
2

1 In ed. 3 I simply give the MSS. reading in the text, &<nrep f yas f.
2 In ed. 3 the word here added is omitted in the text
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XX. 5. 1456 b 35, <OVK> avev 1

xxi. 1. 1457 a 34, [/ecu cur^ov]. The literal trans-

lation of the Arabic is 'and of this some is

compounded of significant and insignificant,

only not in so far as it is significant in the

noun'

xxi. 1. 1457 a 36, Moo-o-aAiwTwv (see above, p. xv.)

XXV. 17. 1461 b 12, <KCU wrws dSvva.TOV>

I hesitate to add to this list of corroborated

conjectures that of Dacier, now admitted into the

text of xxiii. 1. 1459 a 21, /cat ^ o^otW l<rropicus

ra9 crvv06<Tis, for icol fir} o/iota? tcTTO/Ma? Ta9 <rvvr)0ei,<s

of the MSS. (In defence of the correction see note,

p. 165.) The Arabic, as I learn from Professor

Margoliouth, is literally
' and in so far as he does

not introduce (or, there do not enter) into these

compositions stories which resemble.' This version

appears to deviate both from our text and from

Dacier's conjecture. There is nothing here to

correspond to avvrjdw of the MSS. ; on the other

hand, though a-wdeae^ may in some form have

appeared in the Greek original, it is not easy to

reconstruct the text which the translation implies.

Another conjecture, communicated privately to

me by Mr. T. M'Vey, well deserves mention. It

involves the simpler change of o/Wa? to oia?. The

sense then is,
' and must not be like the ordinary

histories
'

; the demonstr. TOIOVTOV? being sunk in

1 In ed. 3 the word here added is omitted in the text.
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oia9, so that olai ia-ropiat,
at (rvwijdets becomes by

attraction, oia? iffropia* T? owiffcrc.

I subjoin a few other notes derived from corre-

spondence with Professor Margoliouth :

(a) Passages where the Arabic confirms the

reading of the MSS. as against proposed emenda-

tion :

iv. 14. 1449 a 27, eKftaivovres "njs XCKTIK^S a.pp.ov!a.<$ :

Arabic, 'when we depart from dialectic com-

position.' (The meaning, however, is obviously

misunderstood.)

vi. 18. 1450 b 13, TWV fitv Aoywv: Arabic, 'of the

speech.' The /xev is not represented, but, owing
to the Syriac form of that particle being identical

with the Syriac for the preposition 'of,' it was

likely to be omitted here by the translator or

copyist.

xviii. 1. 1455 b 25. The Arabic agrees with the

MSS. as to the position of rroAXaKts, 'as for

things which are from without and certain things

from within sometimes.'

xviii. 5. 1456 a 19, /cat ev TOIS cbrAots TTpaypoorn Arabic,
' and in the simple matters.'

xix. 2. 1456 a 38, rot TrdOrj Trapao-Kevdfav : Arabic,

'to prepare the sufferings.'

More doubtful is xvii. 2. 1455 a 30, dfrb TT}? avrrjs

^uo-ea)? : Arabic, 'in one and the same nature.'

The Arabic mode of translation is not decisive as

between the MSS. reading and the conjecture air

avrrjs T?}? </>uo-ew<?, but rather favours the former.

(b) Passages where the conjectural omission of

words is apparently supported by the Arabic :
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ix. 9. 1451 b 31, oTa av ei/cos yevfo-dai /cat Svvara yeve-

<rdat : Arabic,
' there is nothing to prevent the

condition of some things being therein like those

which are supposed to be.' But we can hardly

say with certainty which of the two phrases the

Arabic represents.

xvi. 4. 1454 b 31, oTov 'Opeo-rqs ev TQ 'I^iyevetp.

aveyvw/3Tv on 'Op(<rrr)s : Arabic,
'

as in that

which is called Iphigenia, and that is whereby

Iphigenia argued that it was Orestes.' This

seems to point to the omission of the first

0/3CO-T7/S.
1

In neither of these passages, however, have I

altered the MSS. reading.

(c) Passages on which the Arabic throws no

light :

i. 9. 1447 b 22. The only point of interest that

emerges is that in the Arabic rendering ('of all

the metres we ought to call him poet ')
there is

no trace of KCU, which is found alike in Ac and

the 'apographa.'

X. 3. 1452 a 20. The words yiyvea-Oat ravra are

simply omitted in the Arabic.

xxv. 18. 1461 b 18, oxrre Kal aurbv MSS. The line

containing these words is not represented in the

Arabic.

XXV. 19. 1461 b 19, orav
fj.rj dvdyicrjs ova"t]s /t^Sev . . .

The words in the Arabic are partly obliterated,

partly corrupt.

1 Vahlen (Hermeneutische Bemerkungen zu Aristoteles' Poetik ii.

1898, pp. 3-4) maintains that the inference drawn from the Arabic

is doubtful, and he adds strong objections on other grounds to Diels'

excision of the first
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Apart from the revision of the Text, the Trans-

lation has, I hope, been improved in many passages,

and the improvements are largely due to the in-

valuable aid I have received from my friend and

colleague, Professor W. R Hardie. To him I

would return my warmest thanks ;
and also to

another friend, Professor Tyrrell, who has read

through the proof-sheets of the earlier portion of

the volume, and has greatly assisted me by his

literary and critical skill.

The Essays are substantially unchanged, though

they have undergone revision in detail and some

expansion. In the notes to the Essays some

new matter will be found, e.g. pp. 142-4 (on

ch. i. 6-9), pp. 376-9 (on ch. ix. 4-5), pp. 259-

260 (on ch. xiii. 2).

In conclusion, I desire to acknowledge my
obligations to friends, such as Mr. B. Bosanquet

(whose History ofAesthetic ought to be in the hands

of all students of the subject), Dr. A. W. Verrall,

Mr. W. J. Courthope, Mr. A. 0. Prickard, and Rev.

Dr. Lock, who have written me notes on particular

points, and to many reviewers by whose criticism I

have profited. In a special sense I am indebted to

Professor Susemihl for his review of my first edition

in the Berl. Phil. Wochenschr., 28th September

1895, as well as for the instruction derived from his

numerous articles on the Poetics, extending over

many years in Bursian's Jahresbericht and else-
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where. Among other reviewers to whom I feel

grateful, I would mention Mr. Herbert Richards

in the Classical Review, May 1895 ; Mr. R. P.

Hardie in Mind, vol. iv. No. 1 5 ;
and the authors

of the unsigned articles in the Saturday Review,

2nd March 1895, and the Oxford Magazine, 12th

June 1895.

To Messrs. R. & R. Clark's Reader I would once

again express no merely formal thanks.

EDINBURGH, November 1897.
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IN preparing this third edition for the press I have

expanded the critical notes and introduced some

fresh material here and there into the Essays. The

whole has been subjected to minute revision, and

nothing of importance, I hope, has escaped me
either in the criticisms of reviewers or in recent

contributions made to the study of the text or to the

general literature of the subject. Certain topics,

indeed, might well have invited fuller treatment,

but I have been reluctant to allow the volume to

grow to an unwieldy size.

In the revision of the text I have had the

advantage of consulting two new editions, based

on very different principles, those of Professor

Bywater and Professor Tucker, from both of which

I have derived assistance. In Professor Bywater's

edition I have noted the following passages in

which manuscript authority (Parisinus 2038) is

cited for readings which hitherto have been given

as conjectural: i. 4. 1447 a 21
; xi. 5. 1452 b 3
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and 4; xv. 1. 1454 a 19; xviii. 1. 1455 b 32;

xxii. 7. 1458 b 20 and 29; xxiv. 8. 1460 a 13;

xxv. 4. 1460 b 19; xxv. 16. 1461 b 3 and 17.

1461 b 13; xxvi. 3. 1462 a 5
;
xxvi. 6. 1462 b 6.

I am also indebted to Professor Bywater's text

for several improvements in punctuation. Most

of his important emendations had appeared before

the publication of my earlier editions, and had

already found a place in the text or in the notes.

I now append the chief passages in which the

text of this edition differs from that of the last :

vii. 6. 1451 a 9. Here I keep the reading of the

MSS., WOTTe/D 7TOT6 KCU aAA.OT ^>a(TlV. Schmidt's

correction f'uaOatriv for fewiv seemed at first

sight to be confirmed by the Arabic, but, as

Vahlen argues (Hermeneutische Eemerkungen zu

Aristoteles' Poetik, 1897), this is doubtful, and

a more fundamental objection the question
arises whether the correction can, after all, con-

vey the sense intended. Can the words as

emended refer to a known practice in present

time,
'
as is the custom on certain other occasions

also,' i.e. in certain other contests, the dywi/es of

the law-courts being thus suggested 1 As to

this I have always had misgivings. Further

observation has convinced me that TTOTC KCU aAAore

can only mean 'at some other time also,'

in an indefinite past or future. With ^ao-tV

(sc. dyuvuraarOai) the reference must be to the

past. This lands us in a serious difficulty, for

the use of the KXcifvSpa. in regulating dramatic

representations is otherwise unheard of. Still

it is conceivable that a report of some such
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old local custom had reached the ears of Aristotle,

and that he introduces it in a parenthesis with

the <j)oo-lv of mere hearsay.

ix. 7. 1451 b 21. I accept Welcker's 'Ai/0 for

avOfi. Professor Bywater is, I think, the first

editor who has admitted this conjecture into

the text.

xvii. 5. 1455 b 22. I restore the MSS. reading

dvayvwpia-a.'s rtvas, which has been given up by
almost all editors, even the most conservative.

Hitherto a parallel was wanting for the required

meaning,
'

having made certain persons acquainted
with him,' 'having caused them to recognise
him.' But Vahlen (Herm. BemerTc. 1898) has,

if I am not mistaken, established beyond question
this rare and idiomatic use of the verb by a

reference to Diodorus Siculus iv. 59. 6, and by
the corresponding use of yvwpifa in Plut. Fit.

Thes. ch. xii.

xix. 3. 1456 b 8. For ySta of the MSS. I now read

?!
Sidvota. (Previously I had accepted Tyrwhitt's

correction
-IjSrj

a Sei.) This conjecture was first

made by Spengel, and strong arguments in its

favour have recently been urged by V. Wr6bel

in a pamphlet in which this passage is discussed

(Leopoli, 1900).

xxv. 6. 1458 b 12. For //,eiy>ov I now read perpiov

with Spengel. (So also Bywater.) Is it possible

that in xxvi. 6. 1462 b 7 we should similarly

read TOJ TOV fjterpiov (fLtrpov codd.) [trJKei, 'a fair

standard of length
'

?

In xiv. 8-9. 1454 a 2-4 a much vexed question

is, I am disposed to think, cleared up by a simple

alteration proposed by Neidhardt, who in a 2 reads
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xpdna-TOV for Bevrepov, and in a 4 Sevrepov for

Kparurrov. This change, however, I have not intro-

duced into the text.

The Arabic version once more throws interesting

light on a disputed reading. In xvii. 2 eicarariKoL

instead of egeraa-TiKoi is a conjecture supported by
one manuscript. In confirmation of this reading,

which has always seemed to me correct, I extract

the following note by Professor Margoliouth (Class.

Rev. 1901, vol. xv. 54) : 'Professor Butcher . . .

informed me that a continental scholar had asserted

that the Arabic read cKtrrarucoi for e^eraa-Tucoi in

this passage. I had been unable to satisfy myself

about the Arabic word intended by the writer of

the Paris MS., and therefore could not confirm

this ; but I must regret my want of perspicacity,

for I have now no doubt that the word intended is

'ajdbiyylna, which is vulgar Arabic for
"
buffoons,"

literally
" men of wonder." The Syriac translated

by this word will almost certainly have been

mathh'rdne, a literal translation of eWT<m/eot,

which the Syriac translator probably thought
meant "men who produce ecstasies." The verb

e^ia-raa-Oat, is not unfrequently rendered by the

Syriac verb whence this word is derived.'

In a few other passages the Critical Notes or

Translation contain new matter; e.g. ix. 8. 1451

b 23 ;
xvi. 7. 1455 a 14

; xxiv. 10. 1460 b 1
;

xxvi. 6. 1462 b 7.
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Turning now from the text to the subject-

matter of the treatise, I must mention a valu-

able book, Platon und die Aristotelische Poetik,

by G. Finsler (Leipzig, 1900). Aristotle's debt

to Plato is here set forth in fuller detail than

has ever been done before; and though in some

instances it may be doubted whether the obligation

is not exaggerated and the ideas of these two

thinkers brought into rather forced relation, yet

there is much to be learned from the volume.

In the notes to the Essays I have added many
fresh illustrations from Plato, which have been

suggested by reading Finsler.

Mr. W. J. Courthope's Oxford Lectures form

another noteworthy volume, concerned chiefly with

modern poetry, but embodying Aristotelian prin-

ciples. The estimate of the Poetics in the lecture

on *
Aristotle as a Critic

'

is marked by rare insight

and sureness of judgment.

The learned and interesting History of Criticism,

by Professor Saintsbury, ought also to be consulted

by all students of the Poetics. The first five

chapters of vol. i. give an instructive survey of

Greek criticism, chapter iii. being devoted to

Aristotle. I would direct attention, moreover,

to the History of Literary Criticism in the

Renaissance (New York, 1899), by J. E. Spingarn,

to which frequent reference is made in the notes.

I owe to the kindness of Professor Sonnenschein
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the information as to the significant names in

Roman comedy contained in the note pp. 376 ff.

In rewriting this whole note, as also that on p. 259,

I have slightly modified my former view. Another

note, pp. 344-5, gives in a compressed form the

result of a conversation with Mr. A. C. Bradley,

whom I desire to thank, not for the first time.

The remarks added on pp. 225-6 are designed

further to elucidate the relation between Art and

Morality as I believe it to have been conceived by
Aristotle. A few observations on Ibsen's drama

will be found on pp. 270-1. It is needless to

specify other minor additions of a like kind.

I cannot in concluding omit a word of cordial

thanks to Messrs. K. & R. Clark's accomplished
Reader.

EDINBURGH, October 1902.
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THIS edition differs but little from the last, the

only two changes of any importance being in the

interpretation of %<pov (ch. vii. 4-5, xxiii. l) p.

188, and of TrepiTrereia pp. 329-331. On particular

points, including bibliographical matter, I have

received kind assistance from Dr. J. E. Sandys.

I desire also to express once more my obligations

to Messrs. E. & R. Clark's Reader.

LONDON, January 1907.
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PREFACE TO KEPEINT OF 1911

IN a set of sheets of this book found among my
brother's papers after his death, he had introduced

a few corrections both in the textual notes and in

the translation as far as p. 110. These have been

embodied in the present reprint, which is otherwise

an exact reproduction of the edition of 1907, when

the book was for the first time printed from

electrotype plates. The additions to the textual

notes consist mainly of references to two MSS.,

Parisinus 2038 and Biccardianus 46. The slight

verbal changes in the English version are in every
case aimed at conveying the sense more closely,

and are interesting illustrations of the author's

scrupulous care in such matters.

J. G. BUTCHER.
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AKISTOTLE'S POETICS

ANALYSIS OF CONTENTS

I.
' Imitation

'

(ytt^o-is) the common principle of the Arts of Poetry,

Music, Dancing, Painting, and Sculpture. These Arts dis-

tinguished according to the Medium or material Vehicle, the

Objects, and the Manner of Imitation. The Medium of

Imitation is Rhythm, Language, and '

Harmony
'

(or Melody),
tuken singly or combined.

II. The Objects of Imitation.

Higher or lower types are represented in all the Imitative

Arts. In Poetry this is the basis of the distinction between

Tragedy and Comedy.

III. The Manner of Imitation.

Poetry may be in form either dramatic narrative, pure
narrative (including lyric poetry), or pure drama. A
digression follows on the name and original home of the

Drama.

IV. The Origin and Development of Poetry.

Psychologically, Poetry may be traced to two causes, the

instinct of Imitation, and the instinct of 'Harmony' and

Rhythm.
Historically viewed, Poetry diverged early in two directions :

traces of this twofold tendency are found in the Homeric poems :

Tragedy and Comedy exhibit the distinction in a developed
form.

The successive steps in the history of Tragedy are enumer-

ated.

V. Definition of the Ludicrous (ri> yeXotoj'), and a brief sketch of the

rise of Comedy. Points of comparison between Epic Poetry
and Tragedy. (The chapter is fragmentary.)

3E 1 B
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VI. Definition of Tragedy. Six elements in Tragedy : three external,

namely, Spectacular Presentment (6 T^ Sfews Kfiffftos or ^is),

Lyrical Song (fjx\oiroda), Diction (\<&j) ;
three internal,

namely, Plot (ftOeos), Character (JjOos), and Thought (Sidvota).

Plot, or the representation of the action, is of primary import-

ance ;
Character and Thought come next in order.

VII. The Plot must be a Whole, complete in itself, and of adequate

magnitude.

VIII. The Plot must be a Unity. Unity of Plot consists not in Unity

of Hero, but in Unity of Action.

The parts must be organically connected.

IX. (Plot continued. ) Dramatic Unity can be attained only by the

observance of Poetic as distinct from Historic Truth ;
for

Poetry is an expression of the Universal, History of the Par-

ticular. The rule of probable or necessary sequence as applied

to the incidents. Certain plots condemned for want of Unity.

The best Tragic effects depend on the combination of the

Inevitable and the Unexpected.

X. (Plot continued.) Definitions of Simple (av\oi) and Complex

(TTfir\ey/dvu) Plots.

XI. (Plot continued.) Reversal of the Situation (itepitrireia), Recog-
nition (avayvupiffis), and Tragic or disastrous Incident (irdOos)

defined and explained.

XII. The 'quantitative parts' (/^/M? /cari rb voffbv) of Tragedy de-

fined: Prologue, Episode, etc. (Probably an interpolation.)

XIII. (Plot continued.) What constitutes Tragic Action. The

change of fortune and the character of the hero as requisite

to an ideal Tragedy. The unhappy ending more truly tragic

than the '

poetic justice
' which is in favour with a popular

audience, and belongs rather to Comedy.

XIV. (Plot continued.) The tragic emotions of pity and fear should

spring out of the Plot itself. To produce them by Scenery or

Spectacular effect is entirely against the spirit of Tragedy.

Examples of Tragic Incidents designed to heighten the

emotional effect.

XV. The element of Character (as the manifestation of moral purpose)
in Tragedy. Requisites of ethical portraiture. The rule of

necessity or probability applicable to Character as to Plot.

The ' Deus ex Machina '

(a passage out of place here). How
Character is idealised.

XVI. (Plot continued.) Recognition : its various kinds, with examples.

XVII. Practical rules for the Tragic Poet :

(1) To place the scene before his eyes, and to act the
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parts himself in order to enter into vivid sympathy with the

dramatis personae.

(2) To sketch the bare outline of the action before proceed-

ing to fill in the episodes.
The Episodes of Tragedy are here incidentally contrasted

with those of Epic Poetry.

XVIII. Further rules for the Tragic Poet :

(1) To be careful about the Complication (Sfots) and Zte-

nouemeiit (Xwm) of the Plot, especially the Denouement.

(2) To unite, if possible, varied forms of poetic excellence.

(3) Not to overcharge a Tragedy with details appropriate
to Epic Poetry.

(4) To make the Choral Odes like the Dialogue an organic

part of the whole.

XIX. Thought (Sidma), or the Intellectual element, and Diction in

Tragedy.

Thought is revealed in the dramatic speeches composed

according to the rules of Rhetoric.

Diction falls largely within the domain of the Art of

Delivery, rather than of Poetry.

XX. Diction, or Language in general. An analysis of the parts of

speech, and other grammatical details. (Probably interpolated.)

XXI. Poetic Diction. The words and modes of speech admissible

in Poetry : including Metaphor, in particular.

A passage probably interpolated on the Gender of Nouns.

XXII. (Poetic Diction continued.) How Poetry combines elevation of

language with perspicuity.

XXIII. Epic Poetry. It agrees with Tragedy in Unity of Action : herein

contrasted with History.

XXIV. (Epic Poetry continued.) Further points of agreement with

Tragedy. The points of difference are enumerated and illus-

trated, namely, (1) the length of the poem ; (2) the metre ;

(3) the art of imparting a plausible air to incredible fiction.

XXV. Critical Objections brought against Poetry, and the principles on

which they are to be answered. In particular, an elucidation

of the meaning of Poetic Truth, and its difference from common

reality.

XXVI. A general estimate of the comparative worth of Epic Poetry and

Tragedy. The alleged defects of Tragedy are not essential to it.

Its positive merits entitle it to the higher rank of the two.



ABBREVIATIONS IN THE CRITICAL NOTES

apogr.=

Arabs =

Ald.-

Vahlen =

Vahlen coni. =

the Parisian manuscript (1741) of the llth

century : generally, but perhaps too con-

fidently, supposed to be the archetype from

which all other extant MSS. directly or in-

directly are derived.

one or more of the MSS. other than Ac
.

the Arabic version of the Poetics (Paris 882 A),

of the middle of the 10th century, aversion

independent of our extant MSS. It is not

directly taken from the Greek, but is a trans-

lation of a Syriac version of the Poetics by an

unknown author, now lost. (The quotations

in the critical notes are from the literal Latin

translation of the Arabic, as given in Mar-

goliouth's Analecta Orientalia.)

the Greek manuscript, far older than Ac and no

longer extant, which was used by the Syriac

translator. (This symbol already employed

by Susemihl I have taken for the sake of

brevity.) It must be remembered, therefore,

that the readings ascribed to 2 are those which

we infer to have existed in the Greek exemplar,

from which the Syriac translation was made.

the Aldine edition of Rhetores Graeci, published
in 1508.

Vahlen's text of the Poetics Ed. 3.

a conjecture of Vahlen, not admitted by him into

the text

= words with manuscript authority (including Ac
),

which should be deleted from the text.

= a conjectural supplement to the text,

a lacuna in the text.

words which are corrupt and have not been satis-

factorily restored.

4
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I Tlepl TroLfjriKrjf avrrjs re Kal rwv el&wv avrfjs r\v TWO,

eKCHTTov e%ei, Kal TTW? Set <rvvi(rra<T6at, rovs

10 el fj,e\\ei /raXw? egeiv rj 7roLr}(Ti,<;} en, Se CK Troawv ical

iroUav ecrrt p,opia>v, oyttotw? 8e /ecu Trepl rwv aXXcov ocra rrj<;

avrrfs e<rrt pedoSov, \ey(a/j,v apgdfjievoi Kara (f)V(nv Trpw-

rov OTTO rwv irpwrwv. eVoTroita Srj Kal 77 rrj$ rpayw&ias 2

Troirja-is eri, Se Kw^at^ia Kal
f) BidvpafM^OTronjrtKr} Kal rrj<;

15 av\r)rtKrj<; f} irkdarirj Kal Kidapto-riKrjs -rrdaai rvy%dvovoriv

o&aai /JMfAijo'eis TO crvvo\ov
) Siatyepova't Be d\\ij\(i)v rpKriv,

3

rj yap TW ev ere/sot? /L6t/iet<r$ai r) ro3 erepa rj ro5 ere-

/3a>9 Kal fir) rov avrov rpojrov. f fba-Trep jap Kal ^pm^aa-i 4

Kal a-^fjiaa-i TroXXa fJbi^iovvraL rives d.7rei,Kd%ovres (ol p,ev

20 Bia
re.^vtjs ol 8e $ia <rvvrideia<i), erepot Se Sta rr}? (frwvrjs,

ovrto KOV ra?9 elprfneva^ re%vai<;' aTraaai fjt,ev TTOIOVVTCU

rrjv fjiifjirjcriv ev
pvQ/j,<j) Kal \6y<p Kal dp/iovta, Tourot9 S'

rf %wpW f) nefMiy/jbevoifi' olov dp/j,ovia Ka

12. \tyufi.ei> apogr. : \{yo/j,ei> A: (habuit iam S var. lect., 'et dicamus et

dicimus' Arabs) 17. iv Forchhammer ('imitatur rebus diversis'

Arabs) : <y<?m A 20. TTJS <j>wvrjs codd. (' per sonos
'

Arabs) : rrjs 0y<rews

Maggi : afar,* rr,* ^.^ewj Spengel 21. K&V Parisinus 2038, Aid. :

Kal tv apogr. alia : Kal A
6



ARISTOTLE'S POETICS

I I propose to treat of Poetry in itself and of its various
47 a

kinds, noting the essential quality of each
;

to inquire into

the structure of the plot as requisite to a good poem ;

into the number and nature of the parts of which a

poem is composed ;
and similarly into whatever else falls

within the same inquiry. Following, then, the order of

nature, let us hegin with the principles which come

first.

Epic poetry and Tragedy, Comedy also and Dithyrambic 2

poetry, and the music of the flute and of the lyre in

most of their forms, are all in their general conception

modes of imitation. They differ, however, from one 3

another in three respects, the medium, the objects, the

manner or mode of imitation, being in each case

distinct.

For as there are persons who, by conscious art or 4

mere habit, imitate and represent various objects through

the medium of colour and form, or again by the voice
;

so in the arts above mentioned, taken as a whole, the

imitation is produced by rhythm, language, or
'

harmony,'

either singly or combined.

7
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fievat fjiovov 77
re av\i}TiKrj Kal 17 KiOapicrriKr) Kav ei

25 erepai Tvy^dvovcnv oftcrai, roiavrcu rrjv Svvajuv, olov 77
TWV

a-vplyywv aura) oe TO> pv6p<x> [/tt/Aowrot] %<w/w dpfiovlas 5

77
T&V opxrjo-T&v, Kal yap ovrot &ia rwv 0-^^aTi^of.ievwv

pvOfJLWV fJLlflOVVTCU Kal TJdf) Kal TTadf] KOi TTpdgeiS' V)
6 6

[eiroiroiia] povov rot? \6yois t/rtXofr r\ rot? peTpots icai rov-

1447 b rot? etre jj,iyvv<ra /Lter aXX^Xwv el^' eyt Ttvt y&ei xpwfievrj

TWV perpwv, <ava>vvpo<;> rvy^dvet, ov(ra f^e^pi rov vvv ovBev 1

10 yap av e^oi^ev ovofidaai KOIVOV rovs ^w^povo? /cat He^a/J^ou

/it/iov? /tat rot*? ^o>KpariKov<; \6yovs, ovSe ei rt? Sia rpifie-

Tpwvrj eXeyeiwv rj
TWV a\\Q)v nv&v TWV TOLOVTWV TTOIOITO rrjv

ptfMja-iv 'jr\r}v ol avOpwrroL 76 (rvvaTTTOVTes TO) f^erpa) TO

Troieiv eXeyeioTTOiovs, TOU? Se eVoTrotou? ovopalaveriv, ov% co?

15 /cara TTJV jjii^cnv TroirjTas a\\a icoivf) rcaTa TO peTpov Trpoa--

ayopevovTes. Kal yap av iaTpifcbv 77 (frvcriKov TI Bia TWV 8

etctyepaxTiv, OVTW Ka\elv la)0a<riv ovoev Be KOWOV

firfpy Kal 'E/i7reSo/cXet TrXrjv TO peTpov Sto TOV [lev

Sltcaiov Ka\elv, TOV 8e <f>vo-to\6yov (j,a\\ov rj Troirj-

20 TTJV. o/iotto? Se Kav et rt9 airavTa TO, fieTpa fjityvixav 9

TTOtotro Trjv fjLifjLtjo-iv KaOairep XaiprffAcov eTroirja-e Keyrau-

pov fjiiKTrjV pa^mBiav ef airdvTwv TOJV fjieTpwv, Kal TOVTOV

25. Tvyx6vovcri '' apogr. : TV~fx&v <j3fflv ^ roioCrat add. apogr. ('aliae

artes similes vi
'

Arabs) : om. Ac 26. r(J5 0^ 5^ S male (Margoliouth)

/tt/uoCfrat del. Spengel (confirm. Arabs) 27. T/ apogr. (
'
ars instrument!

saltationis
'

Arabs) : ol A : ol < xo-P^repoi> Gomperz : ol < xapi&res>
Zeller : al Reiz dpx^-rp&v S male (Margoliouth) 29. tiroiroda. seel.

Ueberweg : om. S ^tXoij ^ rots] ^ T<HS ^iXoij sive ^ ^tXois TO?J coni.

Vahlen 1447 b 9. dvuvvpos add. Bernays (confirmante Arabe 'quae
sine nomine est adhuc ') rirfx&vei otea Suckow : Tvyx<^vovffa Ac 15.

Kard. Tty Guelferbytanus : rty /card Ac
KOIVT) A 16. <J>vffii<6v

Heinsius (' re physica
'

Arabs : confirm. Averroes) : fj,ov<nK6v codd. 22.

IUKTT)V om. S IUKT^V pa.if/<$8la.v del. Tyrwhitt Kal TOVTOV apogr. :

Kal A (om. S) : ical Rassow : OVK tfSr) /cat Aid. vtirba 20-22 opolus 5

. . . TUV /j^Tpuv post 12 Toiofowv transtulit Susemihl, commate post Toiotrwv

posito, deletia 12 iroiotTO rijv idwaw et 22 Kal iro^r^ : sic eflftcitur ut
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Thus in the music of the flute and of the lyre,

'

harmony
'

and rhythm alone are employed ;
also in

other arts, such as that of the shepherd's pipe, which

are essentially similar to these. In dancing, rhythm 5

alone is used without '

harmony
'

;
for even dancing

imitates character, emotion, and action, by rhythmical

movement.

There is another art which imitates by means of 6

language alone, and that either in prose or verse which

1447 b verse, again, may either combine different metres or con-

sist of but one kind but this has hitherto been without

a name. For there is no common term we could apply to 7

the mimes of Sophron and Xenarchus and the Socratic

dialogues on the one hand
; and, on the other, to

poetic imitations in iambic, elegiac, or any similar

metre. People do, indeed, add the word 'maker' or

'

poet
'

to the name of the metre, and speak of elegiac

poets, or epic (that is, hexameter) poets, as if it were not

the imitation that makes the poet, but the verse that

entitles them all indiscriminately to the name. Even 8

when a treatise on medicine or natural science is brought

out in verse, the name of poet is by custom given to the

author
;
and yet Homer and Empedocles have nothing in

common but the metre, so that it would be right to

call the one poet, the other physicist rather than poet.

On the same principle, even if a writer in his poetic 9

imitation were to combine all metres, as Chaeremon did

in his Centaur, which is a medley composed of metres
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Trotrjrrjv Trpoo-ayopevreov. Trepl pev otv rovrcov Bta)p[a-0a)

rovrov rov rpoTTOV ela-l Be rives at iravi xp&vrat rots elpt)- 10

25 pevois, Xey&> Be olov pvO^m /cat /ieXa KOI fterpw, wa-rrep

TI
re rwv BiOvpap/Sucwv 77-0/170-49 /cat 77

rwv vojuwv Kil 77

re rpaywBta /cat 77 tcayfjtyBia' Bta^epovo-t Be on at fiev

d/jta Tracnv at Be Kara ftepos. ravras pev ovv \ejco ra9

Biafopas rwv reyvGiV, ev ols rroLOVvrai rrjv pifjurjcnv.

II 'E-Tret Be jjLt/j,ovvrcu ol /jufMov/j,evoi rrpdrrovras, avdyKi) Be
a
rovrov; rj o-TrouSatou? ^ <f>av\ov<; elvat (ra jap ijdrj a%eBbv

ael rouroi? dKO\ov0el /jiovoif, KaKia yap KOI apery ra tfdrj

Bia<j>epova-i irdvres), rjrot ySeXrtom? rj fcaO' 17/^5 17 %eipova<;

5 rj teal roiovrovs, tbcnrep ol 7panels' Ho\vyvcoro<; fj,ev jap

Kpeirrovs, Tlaixrcav Be %elpovs, Aioi/i/crto9 Be 6fj,oiov$ eiKa^ev

Brj\ov Be ort ical rwv \e^6eta'S)v eKacrrr) /juifjujaewv e^ei 2

ravras ra? Biatyopas /cal carat erepa rq> erepa ^i^elaQai

rovrov rov rpoTrov.
>> teal yap ev op^cret /cat av\i]<ret teal 3

10 Kidaptaet eari <yeve<r0ai ravras ra? dvo/jtoiorijras real [TO]

Trepl TOU? \6yovs Be teal rrjv ^rt\ofierplavi olov "Qpripos

fjtev y8eXTtou9, KXeo<wi> Be Oyu-otof9, 'Hj^ajv Be 6 acri09 o

ra? 7ra/j&)Sta9 73-04770^9 7rpwT09 /cat N itco^dpr]^ 6 rrjv AetXt-

dBa %ef)OW o/iot&)9 Be teal Trepl rovs Bi0vpd/j,/3ov$ teal Trepl 4

15 rot9 z/o/iou9, (oo~Trep ^yarf Ky/c\6t)7ra9 Tifjiodeos teal

verbis <f>v<rio\6jov /taXXoi/ ^ ironjritv vpoffayopevrfov concludatur locus

24. at Aid. 1536 : ai Riccardianus 16 : ol A 26. Sidvpd^uv apogr.
28. ir<rcu apogr. o5^ apogr. : 06 A 29. ols Vettori : afs codd.
1448 a 3. Kturfe . . . dpery apogr. S : xcucla . . . dperi, A 7. S^ Morel
8. r$ apogr. : r6 A 10. rt> om. Parisinua 2038 : T(? Bywater 12.

6 ante rij add. Parisinus 2038 13. rpaytfSias ut videtur S (' qui primus
faciebat tragoediam' Arabs) A\td5a A pr. m. (recte, ut in Iliadis

parodia, Tyrrell : cf. Castelvetro) : AtjXidSa apogr. Ac corr. (rj supr. et m. rec.)
15. tiffirep yas codd.: &<rirfp <'Apyas> Castelvetro: (is n<?p<ras <Kal>n<?p<ras
F. Medici: &o-7re/> ykp coni. Vahlen : fio-Tre/) oPrwj fort. 2 ('sicut imitatur

quis, sic Cyclopas etc.' Arabs): Gxrwep ol rote coni. Margoliouth
A
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of all kinds, we should bring him too under the general

term poet. So much then for these distinctions.

There are, again, some arts which employ all the 10

means above mentioned, namely, rhythm, tune, and

metre. Such are Dithyrambic and Nomic poetry, and

also Tragedy and Comedy ;
but between them the

difference is, that in the first two cases these means

are all employed in combination, in the latter, now one

means is employed, now another.

Such, then, are the differences of the arts with respect

to the medium of imitation.

II Since the objects of imitation are men in action, and
3 a

these men must be either of a higher or a lower type

(for moral character mainly answers to these divisions,

goodness and badness being the distinguishing marks

of moral differences), it follows that we must represent

men either as better than in real life, or as worse, or

as they are. It is the same in painting. Polygnotus

depicted men as nobler than they are, Pauson as less

noble, Dionysius drew them true to life.

Now it is evident that each of the modes of imitation 2

above mentioned will exhibit these differences, and be-

come a distinct kind in imitating objects that are thus

distinct. /Such diversities may be found even in dancing, 3

flute-playing, and lyre-playing. So again in language,

whether prose or verse unaccompanied by music. Homer,

for example, makes men better than they are ; Cleophon

as they are
; Hegemon the Thasian, the inventor of

parodies, and Nicochares, the author of the Deiliad, worse

than they are. The same thing holds good of Dithyrambs 4

and Nomes
;
here too one may portray different types, as
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fez>09 [/jLCfjitfa-atTO av rt?]' ev ry avrf} Be Siatyopa teal
77

rpayy&ia -TT/DO? rr)v KW/AySiav Siea-Trjtcev 77 pev yap %ei-

pou9 ?;
Be /3e\TLOv<> ycu/ietcr$ai /3ov\6Tai rcav vvv.

Ill "Eri Be TOVTCOV rpirij Siatyopa TO a>9 l/cacrra TOI;T<UZ> (.ufjuj-

20 aaiTQ av Ti9. al 7p ev rot? avrot? Kal ra avra
fjLi-

/jieia-Oai <rriv ore p,ev d-jrayyeXkovra (rj erepov rt <yt,yvo-

pevov, wcrTrep "Oprjpos Trotel, rj w? rbv avrov /cat fir) pera-

iravra^ co? Trpdrrovra^ Kal evepyovvras [TOU?

/ ev rpivl Brj raurai? Sia(f>opal<; rj fii^a-i^ ea-rw, 2

25 to? t7To/j,ev icar dp^d<j, evj)ls re Kal a Kal W9. ware rfj

fiev 6 avro9 av efy /it/i^r^ 'O^pw 2o<^>o/cX^9, pipovvrai,

jap ap(f>ca cnrovbaiovs, rfj Be ^Apto-rocfidvet,, irpdrrovra^ yap

fjM/jbovvrai Kal Spwvras a/i0a>. odev Kal Bpa^ara Ka\et- 3

a-Qal rive? avrd
(f>acriv, on fUftovvrai Spwvras. Bto Kal

30 avrnroiovvrai r^9 re rpaywSias Kal rrjs /c&>/ia)8ta9 ol Aeo-

/3tet9 (r^9 /*ev <y^/
J KWfjUpStas ol Meyapets oi Te evravOa

a>9 eVt r?}9 Trap' avrott Brj/jLOKpariaf yevofiewr)?, Kal ol e/c

2u/eeXia9, eKeWev yap r/v 'E7rt^a/)^to9 o TTO^

irporepo*; tav XicoviSov Kal Maiyy?7T09* /cat r?}9

35 evtot rctiy ey IleXoTrow^o-ft)) Troiovpevoi, rd ovopara
avrol /j,ev yap K0)fj,a<; ra9 jrepioiKibas Ka\eiv fyacrw, 'A0ij-

valovs Se S^/ioi/9, ct>9 /ccD/i&)Sot9 ou/e a-Tro roO Ka>/j,detv \e-

16. Ot/i^o-atro AJ* TW] secludendum coni. Vahlen TJ O^T^ 5^ Vettori

('in eadem discrepantia
'

Arabs) : iu6ro 5^ r M. Casaubon : atfrjj 5^ T^ codd.
18. TUI> vvv om. ut videtur S 21. 6r^ ptv . . . yiyv6/j.ei>oi>'] <^> OT^

/i^v ox-ayytXXoi'Ta <OT 8'> ?rep6^ rt yiyv&/Mvov Zeller, recte, ut opinor :

eodem fere pervenit Arabem secutus Margoliouth n seel. Zeller, Spengel
22. rbv seel. Bywater 23. irdj-rar] irdvra. I. Casaubon TO^S ^i,uou-

/t^ow seclusi (olim seel. Vahlen): tuetur S: [TOI)J] /ju/^o^evov Friedrichs,
Schmidt 25. /cai & ai &s] dj'a7/catoj ut videtur S Kal 4 om. A :

add. apogr. (confirm. Arabs) 32. ^o*cpar'as A c 34. Xiwvldov
Eobortello (confirm. Arabs) : Xw^5ou A 35. fort. <5'> ^ tot Bywater
36. afa-ol Spengel: oSrot codd.

'

AOrpaiovs edit. Oxon. 1760 et Spengel:
&0r)valoi codd. (cf. 1460 b 35), tuetur Wilamowitz
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Timotheus and Philoxenus differed in representing their

Cyclopes. The same distinction marks off Tragedy from

Comedy ;
for Comedy aims at representing men as worse,

Tragedy as better than in actual life.

Ill There is still a third difference the manner in which

each of these objects may be imitated. For the medium

being the same, and the objects the same, the poet may
imitate by narration in which case he can either take

another personality as Homer does, or speak in his own

person, unchanged or he may present all his characters

as living and moving before us.

These, then, as we said at the beginning, are the 2

three differences which distinguish artistic imitation,

the medium, the objects, and the manner. So that from

one point of view, Sophocles is an imitator of the same

kind as Homer for both imitate higher types of

character
;
from another point of view, of the same kind

as Aristophanes for both imitate persons acting and

doing. Hence, some say, the name of
' drama

'

is given 3

to such poems, as representing action. For the same

reason the Dorians claim the invention both of Tragedy

and Comedy. The claim to Comedy is put forward by
the Megarians, not only by those of Greece proper, who

allege that it originated under their democracy, but also by

the Megarians of Sicily, for the poet Epicharmus, who is

much earlier than Chionides and Magnes, belonged to that

country. Tragedy too is claimed by certain Dorians of the

Peloponnese. In each case they appeal to the evidence of

language. The outlying villages, they say, are by them

called KM/jLat, by the Athenians Sr)/io4 : and they assume

that Comedians were so named not from tcwjud^eiv,
'
to
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xOevras d\\a rrj Kara KWftas ir\dvr] aTifjLa%o/j,evov<; e/c Toy

1448 b da-Tew^, /cat TO iroiecv avrol pev Bpav, 'Afojvalov? Be

trpaTTeiv 7rpocra<yopeveiv. Trepl fj,ev ovv TWV BicKpopwv 4

/cat Trocrat fcal Tives rrfc fUfJL^<reto<i elp^adw raura.

IV 'Eot/cacrt Be yevvfjcrai fjuev 6'Xa>9 rrjv iroiTjriK'rjv alriai Bvo

5 rives /cat avrat (frvcntcai.
TO re 7a/) /zt/ietcr^at av/j,(j>VTOv 2

T0t9 avOpdaTTOLS K TTdiStov e'<rrt, at TOUTW Bia<j>pov<n,

T&V a\\(ov ^(awv ort fiifjwjTiKcaTaTov eVrt /cat ra9 p,a6r)-

o-et9 Troietrat Sta iup,r)crew<s ra? Tr/DCeira?,
/cat TO %aipeiv

rot? fMfjMifiacre TrdvTas. crf^elov Be TOVTOV TO crvpfiaivov 3

10 eVt TWZ> epywv a <yap avTa Xi/TTT/peo? opw/iev, TOVTCOV ra9

ei/covas ra9 fid\icrTa rjKpi/3a)fJieva<; ^aipop^ev OewpovvTes, olov

Ovjpiwv Te
fjLOp<j>a<;

T&V aTt/iOTarwi/ /cat veicpwv. alnov Be 4

at TOVTOU, ort fjiavddveiv ov p.ovov rot9 0tXocro0ot9 TJBicrTov

aX\A /cat rot? aX\ot9 o/iota)9, aXX' eVt ySpa^u KOLVWVOV-

15 (rtv ayroO. Sta 7<zp TOUTO %at,povcrt ra9 et/coi/a? op&VTes, ort 5

crvji/Saivei 0ecopovvTa<; pavOdvew /cat (rv\\oyi,ea'dat rt e/ca-

ort OUT09 e/ceti/09* eVet eay /t^ TU^ TrpoewpaKcas,

roiij<rei TTJV rjBovrjv aX.Xa 8ta T^I/ direp-

yacriav rj TTJV %poiav fj
Bia TOiavTijv Tiva a\\r)V atrtav.

)V(riv Brj OVTOS rjfuv TOV fAifj,eicrdai /cat r^9 dpfj,ovi,a<s
6

/cal ToO pvdfiov (TO, <yap perpa ort /iopta r<wy pvOpwv e<TTt

(j>avepov) ef dp%fis 7re</)UOT9 ^at aura /iaXtcrra /cara

irpodyovTes eyevwrjcrav TTJV Trot^crtv e/c rw

1448 b 1. icai r6 Troteii/ . . . wpoo-ayopffeiv om. Arabs 4. SXws om.
Arabs 5. aCrcu Parisinus 2038 : atfral A 13. *ca2 rotfrou apogr.

(confirm. Arabs) : xai roOro A : [/cai roi5rou] Zeller : *cai [TOI^TOI;] Spengel :

/cai <\fryoj> TOI^TOU Bonitz 18. ofy V Hermann, et S, ut videtur :

otfx' codd. TV ySovriv om. Arabs 20. ST; coni. Vahlen : 5^ codd.

22. icaZ ai/rA] irpij o^rd Aid. : < eis > atird /coi Gomperz : ical aiird post

fjui\i<rra traiciendum esse coni. Susemihl
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revel,' but because they wandered from village to village

(xara /coyia?), being excluded contemptuously from the

1448 b city. They add also that the Dorian word for
'

doing
'

is Spav, and the Athenian, irpdrreiv.

This may suffice as to the number and nature of the 4

various modes of imitation.

IV Poetry in general seems to have sprung from two

causes, each of them lying deep in our nature. First, the 2

instinct of imitation is implanted in man from childhood,

one difference between him and other animals being

that he is the most imitative of living creatures, and

through imitation learns his earliest lessons
;
and no less

universal is the pleasure felt in things imitated. We 3

have evidence of this in the facts of experience.

Objects which in themselves we view with pain, we

delight to contemplate when reproduced with minute

fidelity : such as the forms of the most ignoble animals

and of dead bodies. The cause of this again is, that to 4

learn gives the liveliest pleasure, not only to philosophers

but to men in general; whose capacity, however, of

learning is more limited. Thus the reason why men 5

enjoy seeing a likeness is, that in contemplating it they

find themselves learning or inferring, and saying perhaps,
'

Ah, that is he.' For if you happen not to have seen

the original, the pleasure will be due not to the imitation

as such, but to the execution, the colouring, or some such

other cause.

Imitation, then, is one instinct of our nature. Next, 6

there is the instinct for
'

harmony
'

and rhythm, metres

being manifestly sections of rhythm. Persons, therefore,

starting with this natural gift developed by degrees their
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Biea'Trdo'dr) Be Kara ra ol/ceia tfdr) rj iroitja'if 7

25 ol fjiev jap o-epvbrepot, ras /caXa<? e/M/jLovvro Tr/aafet? /cal

ra? TZ> rotovrtov, ol Be evrekearrepoi ra? T<WZ/ (f)av\(ov,

irpwrov ^Irbyovs rroiovvres, axnrep arepoi V/AVOVS teat, eytca>u,ta.

r&v fjiev ovv Trpo 'Opripov ovBevbs e^ofiev elirelv TOIOVTOV 8

TroirjfAa, et/co9 Be elvai TroXXovs, airo Be 'Ofjur/pov dpafj,evoi<t

30 e&Tiv, olov etcelvov 6 Mapyirr)? KCU ra rotavra. ev ol? ical

TO dp/j,6rrov [ta/iySetoi/] 77X^6 fjuerpov, Bib /cal iafj,/3eiov /ca-

\eirai, vvv, on ev r&5 /Jierpq)
rovrw Id^L^ov aXX^Xou?. teal 9

eyevovro rwv ira\aiwv ol pev f)pa>iKwv ol Be Id^wv Trot?;-

q
rat. "OHTTrep Be /cal ra (nrovBala /j,d\i,o~ra TTOL^rr]^ "Ofjurjpos

35 TIV (povos jap ov% on ev aXX<a> [ort] teal
fJUfirfcrei'S Bpapa-

nieas eiroi^o'ev), ovras /cat ra rfjs /cw/iwSta? o-^fiara

vTreBei^ev, ov tybjov aXXa TO je\oiov Bpaftaro-

b yap Mapjirys dvd\ojov %ei, &<rrrep 'IXta?

1449 a Kal
r) 'Q8v<T<ria Trpo? Ta? rpa<yyBi,a<;, ovra) teal ovros irpbs

tas. rrapa^aveLo-^ Be T^? rpaywBias Kal KO>- 10

ot 0' eKarepav rrjv TTOIVJO'IV bp/jiwvres Kara rrjv

oiKeiav
<f>va-iv

ol /j,ev dvrl r&v Idpftwv KcofjuaBoTToiol eye-

5 vovro, ol Be dvrl rwv eirwv rpaywBoBt,Bdo-Ka\oi, Bici TO

fteifrva Kal evn/jibrepa ra
o-%ijfjiara elvai ravra eKelvwv.

TO fiev ovv eTTia-KOTreiv el ap e%6t ijB'r} r) rpayq>Bia rocs 11

27. &repoi Spengel : trepot codd. 30. Kal (post oh) Aid. : icard A
31. lapplm* (bis) A la^elov ante fjKBe seel. Stahr 35. dXX& Bonitz

(confirm. Arabs) : d\X' 8rt codd. : dXX' ?rt Tucker Spa^ariKas Ac et 2 :

opa.fiariKw<i apogr. 38. 6 apogr. : rb A 1449 a 6. fulfwa apogr. :

7. ei A/m ?x Parisinus 2038 : irap^ A<= :
/>'

?x Vahlen
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special aptitudes, till their rude improvisations gave birth

to Poetry.

Poetry now diverged in two directions, according to 7

the individual character of the writers. The graver

spirits imitated noble actions, and the actions of

good men. The more trivial sort imitated the actions

of meaner persons, at first composing satires, as

the former did hymns to the gods and the praises of

famous men. A poem of the satirical kind cannot 8

indeed be put down to any author earlier than Homer
;

though many such writers probably there were. But

from Homer onward, instances can be cited, his own

Margites, for example, and other similar compositions.

The appropriate metre was also here introduced
;
hence

the measure is still called the iambic or lampooning

measure, being that in which people lampooned one

another. Thus the older poets were distinguished as 9

writers of heroic or of lampooning verse.

As, in the serious style, Homer is pre-eminent among

poets, for he alone combined dramatic form with

excellence of imitation, so he too first laid down the

main lines of Comedy, by dramatising the ludicrous

instead of writing personal satire. His Margites bears

1449 a the same relation to Comedy that the Iliad and Odyssey

do to Tragedy. But when Tragedy and Comedy came 10

to light, the two classes of poets still followed their

natural bent : the lampooners became writers of Comedy,

and the Epic poets were succeeded by Tragedians,

since the drama was a larger and higher form of

art.

Whether Tragedy has as yet perfected its proper n
c
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eiBea-iv iicavws r/ ov, avro re Kad* avro ^tcplverai rj val'f

Kal TTpbsra 6earpa,a\\o<; \6yos. yevopevr) <S'> ovv arc apyr)<$ 12

10 avroa-^eBiaa-riKij,
Kal avrrj KOI f] Kco/jLwBia, real rj pev CLTTO

rS>v e^ap^ovrwv rbv Bidvpajjiftov, 17 Be arro rwv ra <pa\-

\IKO, a en Kal vvv ev 7ro\\at<i rwv iro\ewv Bta/^evei vo-

^op,eva, Kara pucpov yvgrjOrj "jrpoa^ovrwv oaov e<yi<yvero

<f>avepbv avrrjf, Kal TroXXa? /j.era/3o\a<? /j,ra/3a\ovcra TI

15 rpayySla eiraixraro, eVet eo-^e rrjv avrfp (f>v<riv.
/ Kal TO 13

re rwv vTTOKpir&v 7T\ijQo<; e'f ez/o? et? Bvo Trpeoro? At'cr^u-

Xo? tfyaye Kal ra rov %opov tjXarrwfre /cat rov \oyov

Trptoraywviarrjv TrapecrKevacrev, rpels Be Kal (TKijvoypa^lav

^otf)OK\ri<f. en Be TO /AeyeQos ex fiiKpwv pvOcav Kal \e- 14

20 ^e&>? <yeXota5 Bia TO CK aarvpiKov p,era^a\elv otye aire-

a-efivvvdrj. TO Te perpov e/c rerpaperpov lapfteiov eyevero-

TO fiev yap Trpwrov rerpapirpw e^pwvro Bia rb (rarvpiKrjv

Kal opxyo-nKwrepav etvat rrjv Troirja-iv, Xe|?ea>5 Be ryevofjievr)?

avrrj rj (jjvcrif rb otKeiov /uierpov evpe' (j,d\i,<rra yap \Kn-

25 KOV rwv fjierpwv rb iafj,flel6v e&nv a~rip,eiov Be rovrov

irKelcrra yap la/A/Seia \eyo/j,ev ev ry Bia\eKr<p rfj TT^JO?

u?, edfj,erpa Be oXiyaKis Kal eKftalvovres rfjs \e-

a/3/ioyta?. en Be faeiffoBfaov TT^Orj Kal ra aXX' 15

8. Kptverai 1) val Kal A : va.L seel. Bursian : Kplvfrai elvai Kal apogr. : Kpivai
Kal Forchhammer : fort. Kplverai ctvai ^ Kal : afrrd> re KO.T ainb elvai

KptiTTov fj ir/)6j ddrepa S ut videtur (Margoliouth) 9. yevofjifrri 8' ofo

Riccardianus 46 : yevontvrj ofo apogr. : fevo^v^ otv Ae 10. en5ro<rxe5ta-

o-TiKTj apogr.: oi/roo-xeStaerriK^j Ac 11. ^aXXixd apogr. : <j>av\\iKa Ac
:

<f>av\iKa vel ^oOXa S 12. Sia^vti apogr. : Siantvetv A 15. avrrjs

Bekker: ^aur^j apogr.: aurijs A 19. X^{ews] X<?s S
(

' orationes
'

Arabs; : <
i) \tis IK> X^ews Christ. Omissum vocabulum collate Arabe id

esse Margoliouth suspicatur cuius vice Graeculi v^rjyopla usurpant 20.

ffarvpiaKov A<= 21 et 25. latflov AC 26. la^La AC 27. e^erpa]
rerpd^rpa Winstanley efs \eKriKty appovlav Wecklein (cf. Rhet. iii. 8.

1408 b 32) : codicum lect. tutatur Arabs verba 25 ffrj/j-etov 28 ap/j-ovlas
suadente Usener seel. Susemihl 28. post TrX^Oi} punctum del. Gomperz
tfXXct ibj apogr. (confirm. Arabs) : flXXws A : tfXXa ofj Hermann
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types or not
;
and whether it is to be judged in itself, or

in relation also to the audience, this raises another

question. Be that as it may, Tragedy as also Comedy 12

was at first mere improvisation. The one originated

with the authors of the Dithyramb, the other with those

of the phallic songs, which are still in use in many of

our cities. Tragedy advanced by slow degrees ;
each

new element that showed itself was in turn developed.

Having passed through many changes, it found its natural

form, and there it stopped.

Aeschylus first introduced a second actor
;
he dimin- 13

ished the importance of the Chorus, and assigned the

leading part to the dialogue. Sophocles raised the number

of actors to three, and added scene-painting. Moreover, 14

it was not till late that the short plot was discarded for

one of greater compass, and the grotesque diction of the

earlier satyric form for the stately manner of Tragedy.

The iambic measure then replaced the trochaic tetrameter,

which was originally employed when the poetry was of

the satyric order, and had greater affinities with dancing.

Once dialogue had come in, Nature herself discovered the

appropriate measure. For the iambic is, of all measures,

the most colloquial : we see it in the fact that con-

versational speech runs into iambic lines more frequently

than into any other kind of verse; rarely into hexa-

meters, and only when we drop the colloquial in-

tonation. The additions to the number of
'

episodes
'

15

or acts, and the other accessories of which tradition
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&>9 eKaa-ra Koa-^d^jvai \eyerai ecrrw fjiuv elprjfieva- TTO-

30 Xy 7<xp ay tW? 6/0701; efy Btegievat Ka

V 'H Se KWfMpBia eVrty w<nrep ei-rrofiev pi^cris <^av\orepa)v

fjLev,
ov pevTot, Kara iraaav Kaidav, aXXa roO

e'crri TO rye\olov popiov. TO 7<z/> ye\olov ecrrtv afjid

fjid TI teal aZo-p09 dvcoBvvov Kal ov <j)6apriKOv, olov ev-

35 ^t9 TO ye\oiov Trpoffwirov alo-%p6v n Kal Siea-rpajjifjievov

avev oSvvrjs. al fiev ovv rrjf rpayyBia^ /u,6Ta/3acret9 Kal 2

St' wv eyevovro ov \e\riOa<riv, 77 Be KcopmBia Bia TO
fjirj

1449 b (nrovBd^eadai e^ dp%rj<;
e\aOev' Kal <yap ftopov KcofiwBcov

o^re wore 6 apvwv eBwKev, aXX,' eOe\ovral rja~av. rj^Tj Be

a-^pard nva avrrj
1? cloven?*; ol \ej6fjievoi, avrf)? TrotrjTal

fjbvtjfjiovevovrai. Tt9 Be TrpcxreoTra aTreBaJKev rj 7rpo\6yov<? rj
3

5 TrXijOr) vTTOKpiTwv Kal oaa roiavra, r/yvorjTat,. TO Be fjiv-

0ov<; Troielv ['E7rt^;a|OyLio9
Kal 3?opiMi<i\ TO /juev e'f dp^rjf

rjXOe, rwv Be
'

A6ijvr)<riv Kparrj^ irpwro^ r)p%ev

T^9 ta/i/3t/c^9 IBeas KaOoXov iroieiv \6yovs Kal

17 [lev ovv eiroTTOtia rrj rpaywBia fA%pi> pev rov /juera
*

,67aXou] fj,lfj,r)cri<i
elvat, o-TrovBaiwv r/KoXovOyvev T&>

Be TO fjierpov a7r\ovv %eiv Kal d7raf

yye\lav elvat, ravrr)

29. irepl ptv ofo rotrwv TOtroOra add. Aid. ante fora 32. d\\' ^ rov

alffxpov Friedreich : dXXA </cara rb ye\oiot>, > roO <5'> alffxpov Christ : 'sed

tantum res ridicula est de genere foedi quae est portio et ridicula Arabs, i. e.

dXXcl fj.6vov rb yeXoibv iffn TOV alffxpov 8 ft.6pt.6v (m Kal rb ye\oiov S, quod ex

duabus lectionibus conflatum esse censet Susemihl (1) dXXd /ripiov /j.6voi> rb

ye\ol6v t<rn TOV alffxpov, (2) dXXd rov alffxpov ft.bpi.6v ecm Kal rb ytXoTov
33. y&Mar (bis) A 1449 b 3. ol \ey6fievoi] 6\lyot pb ol Castelvetro :

6\lyoi fdv [ol] Usener 4. irpo\6yovs A : vp6\oyov Christ : \6yovs Her-

mann 6. 'Eirlxapfjios Kal $<5pytus seel. Susemihl : <iKeiOtv yap ffari)v>

'Eirlxap/j.0* Kal $6p/itx post ^X0e Bywater, collate Theniistio, Or. xxvii. p. 337 A,
recte, ut opinor 8. elSfas A 9-10. f^xp1 t*t" TOV juerd futrpov Thurot

(cf. Arab.) : M^XP1 ffaw fvtrftv fj,eyd\ov codd. : /J^XP1 f^v TOV fj^Tpy <iv /u^xeo

Heya\<f coni. Susemihl : n^xp1 f^" TOV M^TPV Tyrwhitt : /^XP' pAvov <roO Sta

\6yov dfji> fj.trpov fieyd\ov Ueberweg 10. neydXov codd.: seel. Bursian:

Hfra \6yov Aid. et, ut videtur, 2 r$ Aid.: rb A 11. ravrt] A
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tells, must be taken as already described; for to discuss

them in detail would, doubtless, be a large under-

taking.

V Comedy is, as we have said, an imitation of characters

of a lower type, not, however, in the full sense of the

word bad, the Ludicrous being merely a subdivision of

the ugly. It consists in some defect or ugliness which

is not painful or destructive. To take an obvious

example, the comic mask is ugly and distorted, but does

not imply pain.

The successive changes through which Tragedy passed, 2

and the authors of these changes, are well known, whereas

Comedy has had no history, because it was not at first

1449 b treated seriously. It was late before the Archon granted

a comic chorus to a poet ;
the performers were till then

voluntary. Comedy had already taken definite shape

when comic poets, distinctively so called, are heard of.

Who furnished it with masks, or prologues, or increased 3

the number of actors, these and other similar details

remain unknown. As for the plot, it came originally

from Sicily; but of Athenian writers Crates was the

first who, abandoning the ' iambic
'

or lampooning form,

generalised his themes and plots.

Epic poetry agrees with Tragedy in so far as it is an 4

imitation in verse of characters of a higher type. They

differ, in that Epic poetry admits but one kind of

metre, and is narrative in form. They differ, again,
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Bia(f>epov(riv' ert Be ro5 prf/cei, <eVet> 17 /*ez> OTL

ireipdrat VTTO p.lav irepLoBov ij\iov elvat rj fUKpbv e

17 Be eVoTroua dopia-ros reo ^povw, KOI rovray Btatyepei KaLroi

15 TO irpwrov o/tWa>9 eV Tafc TpaytpBiais TOVTO eirolovv fcal ev

rot? eirecnv. pepi) S' etrrl ra /*i/ ravrd, ra Be iSta rfj<; 5

Tpaytp&ias" Siovrep o<7Ti9 Tre/jl rpayySia^ otSe (nrovSaias

Kal
(f>av\r}<;,

olSe KCU Trepl eir&v a /i/ <yap eVoTrotta

e^et, virdp'^et, ry rpaywSia, a Se avrfj, ov irdvra ev rfj

20 eTTOTTOtia.

VI Tlepl fjiev ovv rr}? ev e^a/ierpot? /u-t/i^ri/c^? /cal Trept :&>-

/ift)Sta9 vcrrepov epov/j,ev, irepl Be TpayatBias ^eywfiev dva-

\af3ovres avrfjs e'/c rwi/ elp'rj/jievcov
rov ytvopevov opov rf)<;

(~~ ou<rta9. e&Tiv ovv Tpay<p8ia nifjLV)<ns irpd^ews crTrovBaias 2

25 al reXeta9 fAeyeflos e^ovcr^, ^Bva-fieva) \6y<p %w/H9 e/ca-

<TTft) TWV etSwi/ / roi9 fjbopiois, BpcovTMV Kal ov Be* a7rajy-

t' eXeou /cat <f>6/3ov trepaivova-a rrjv T$>V TOIOVTWV

tcddapcriv. \e<ya) Be rjBv&fjievov ftev \6yov rov 3

e%ovTa pvdfjbbv Kal dppovLav Kal /te\o9, TO Be %wpt9 Tofr

30 e'i8eo~t, TO Bia ^erpcov evta pbvov Trepalve<r6ai Kal jrdXiv erepa

Bia yu-eXou9. eVel Be irpdrrovre^ vroiovvrai rrjv filfiya-iv, 4

irp&Tov jjbev eg dvdyKtj^ av efy TI popiov rpaytdBias 6

T?/9 oi/re&)9 /co(r/io9, elra /LieXoTroua Kal Xe^69 ev TOVTOIS yap
TTOiovvrai rrjv fii/j,ijo-iv. \eya> Be \e%iv fiev avrrjv rrjv TWV

12. diafopei. Hermann (confirm. Arabs) <tirel> ij fj.h Gomperz : <^>
}] fj^v coni. Vablen: <e/> ^ pit* Tucker : ij fdi> ykp apogr. 14. TOVTW

(?roOro pr. m.) A $ia<f>tpov<Tiv Christ 16. eire<nv et Aircuri var. lect.

S (Diels), 'in omnibus epesi' Arabs ratrd. apogr.: ravra A 19.

avrrji Ac
: aMj apogr. : aOn? Reiz : ^j a^ry Richards 21. jui/ add. apogr. :

om. A 22. dvaXapdifres Bernays : dwoXa/JiWey codd. 25. exdcrTy
Reiz: ^/cdo-rou codd. 28. TraOij/jLAruf corr. apogr., 2: fw.Oiifji6.Tuv
Ac

29. *cai /xAoj] /caZ ^Tpoi/ Vettori : seel. Tyrwhitt 30.

H&pia. S (' partes
'

Arabs) 34. aiV^^] Tatnjv Bywater
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in their length : for Tragedy endeavours, as far as

possible, to confine itself to a single revolution of the

sun, or but slightly to exceed this limit
;
whereas the

Epic action has no limits of time. This, then, is a

second point of difference; though at first the same

freedom was admitted in Tragedy as in Epic poetry.

Of their constituent parts some are common to both, 5

some peculiar to Tragedy: whoever, therefore, knows

what is good or bad Tragedy, knows also about Epic

poetry. All the elements of an Epic poem are found

in Tragedy, but the elements of a Tragedy are not all

found in the Epic poem.

VI Of the poetry which imitates in hexameter verse, and

of Comedy, we will speak hereafter. Let us now discuss

Tragedy, resuming its formal definition, as resulting from

what has been already said.

Tragedy, then, is an imitation of an action that is 2'

serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude ;
in language

embellished with each kind of artistic ornament, the

several kinds being found in separate parts of the play ;

in the form of action, not of narrative
; through pity and

fear effecting the proper purgation of these emotions. By 3

'language embellished,' I mean language into which

rhythm, 'harmony,' and song enter. By
'

the several kinds

in separate parts,' I mean, that some parts are rendered

through the medium of verse alone, others again with

the aid of song.

Now as tragic imitation implies persons acting, it neces- 4

sarily follows, in the first place, that Spectacular equip-

ment will be a part of Tragedy. Next, Song and Diction,

for these are the medium of imitation. By
'

Diction
'
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35 uerpcov (rvvdeo-iv, p,e\oirodav Be o rrjv Bvvafuv <f>avepav

e^et Traatv. eVet Be Trpdgew ecrrt ^770-49, irpdrrerat, Be 5

VTTO TIVWV TTpaTTOvrav, ot>9 dvdyKrj TTOIOVS Tti^a? elz/at /cara

re TO 77^09 /cat rrjv Bidvoiav (Bia yap rovrwv KOI ra9

1450 a Trpa^et? elvai (frafiev Trota? nvas, ire^VKev Be curia Bvo rwv

elvai, Bidvoiav Kal ^05, /cal Kara ravras Kal

Kal airorv^dvovcn Tra^re?), ea-nv Br) rrjf fjuev
6

pvdos rj fitteris
'

Xe7a> yap fjuvOov TOVTOV, rrjv

5 trvvdeaiv ro)v Trpayf^drcav, ra Be rjOrf, KaO* o Trotou? rivas

elvai
<j)afjiev rot"? Trpdrrovras, Bidvotav Be, ev ocrot? \eyov-

re? dTroBeiKvvaa-iv ri rj Kal diro^aivovrai, ryvwfjbijv. avdyK?) 7

ovv ira<ri)<s rpaywBias ftepij
elvai ef, Kad' a iroid Tt9 earlv

17 TpaywSia' ravra 8' earl /iC#o<? ^al 77^7; /cat Xe^t9 /cal

10 Bidvoia Kal o^rif Kal /xeXoTrotta. ol? jiev yap /jufAovvrai,

Bvo pepr) eariv, a>9 Be /MfjiovvTai, ev, a Be fiifiovvrai, rpia,

Kal Trapa ravra ovBev. TOVTOIS fiev ovv <7raz/T69> \OVK o\.i<yoi 8

avTwz/ja>9 eiTrelvKe%pr)vrai T0i9 e'lBecriv Kal "/apo-fyew e%ei Trdv

xal 77^09 Kal fivdov Kal \e%iv Kal yu.e\09 KOI Bidvoiav (*><rav-

15 T&>9. jjieyio'Tov Be rovrcav etrrlv 77 rwv Trpay/jidrwv o'vffrao'is' 9

35. f^rpuv] 6vo[jL&ruv Hermann, collato 1450 b 15 36. iraffiv Maggi :

iraffav codd. 38. 5ti 5^ Zeller 5i(i "yet/)
Totiruv . . . Trd^rej in

parenthesi Thurot 1450 a 1. irtyvicev 8^ apogr. : iriQvKev A atria

codd. : aMas Clirist 3. 6?j Eucken : $t codd. 4. TOC/TOV] rovro

Maggi: seel. Christ (cf. Arab.) 5. *a06 A: /ca^' & apogr. 8.

*et0' A irotd apogr. : KaBoTrota Ac 12. otf* 6X^701 aurwv wj elirtiv codd. :

^Xf'you airr&v < Hiravres > ws eliretv coni. Bywater : OI)K 6X^701 atiruv < dXXi

7rd'res> 1>J elireiv Bursian : oi)/c 6X^701 ai>rw' om. S, sed irdvTus (l=TrdvTes)

add. (vid. Margoliouth). Secluso igitur tanquam glossemate O^K tMyoi

afrruv, scrips! < Tribes> ij eiTreii' : cf. Rhet. i. 1. 1354 a 12, <5XJ7<w codd.:

ovStv tlis elirelv A marg., ubi 6\lyov glossema esse suspicor, veram lect. oflS^

ws elirelv : Dem. or. xxxviii. 6 ir&vruv rCiv irXflffruv uij elireiv, ubi rdv

ir\fl<TT<av secluserim. Viam monstravit Diels, qui tamen irdvres quoque
omisso, rotfrots ptv o5i wj direiv scripsit : o^/c 6X^701 avruv < dXX' iv iraffi

7rdvrej> Gomperz : otf/t 6X^701 ainlav <dXXd, iravres ira<ri> Zeller:

tv irao-iv a&rrjs> Susemihl 13. 5fs vel 6tyw apogr. : 3^ix A
iure suspexeris
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I mean the mere metrical arrangement of the words :

as for
'

Song/ it is a term whose sense every one under-

stands.

Again, Tragedy is the imitation of an action
;
and an 5

action implies personal agents, who necessarily possess

certain distinctive qualities both of character and thought;

1450 a for it is by these that we qualify actions themselves,

and these thought and character are the two natural

causes from which actions spring, and on actions again

all success or failure depends. Hence, the Plot is the 6

imitation of the action : for by plot I here mean the

arrangement of the incidents. By Character I mean

that in virtue of which we ascribe certain qualities to

the agents. Thought is required wherever a statement

is proved, or, it may be, a general truth enunciated.

Every Tragedy, therefore, must have six parts, which 7

parts determine its quality namely, Plot, Character,

Diction, Thought, Spectacle, Song. Two of the parts con-

stitute the medium of imitation, one the manner, and three

the objects of imitation. And these complete the list.

These elements have been employed, we may say, by the 8

poets to a man
;
in fact, every play contains Spectacular

elements as well as Character, Plot, Diction, Song, and

Thought.

But most important of all is the structure of the 9
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77 yap rpaywBla fdftajfflt
e&riv OVK dvdpcajrwv aXXa, Trpd-

fet>5 Kal plov <6 Be /3;o<?> ev Trpdget ecrrlv Kal TO reXo?

7rpafc9 Tt9 (TTIV, ov TTOiorr)?' elo'lv Be Kara jjuev TO, r^Qt] rcoioi 10

TP69, Kara Be ra? Trpd^e^ evBal/Aoves r) rovvavriov. OVKWV

20 OTTCO? ra ^T; fj,if
JLija'a)VTai Trpdrrovaiv, aXXa ra ijOr] <rvfj,-

Trapa^a^dvovcrtv Sia ra? Trpafet?' wtrre ra ITpaypara Kal

6 /Autfo? re'Xo? T^? TpaywSias, TO Se Te'Xo? (leyta-rov airdvrtov.

ere avev p,ev irpd^eo)^ OVK av yevoiro rpayySia, avev Be 11

rjQwv yevoir av. at yap TWV ve(ov TWV l7r\ela'TO)V drfOeis

25 rpayw^iai elcrlv Kal oXa>9 rronjral TroXXol TOIOVTOI, olov Kal

TWV ypa<f)eiov ZeO^t? TT^O? TldXvyvcorov iretrovdev o /j,ev yap

TloXvyvcaros dyados r/0oypd(j)0<;, 17 Be Zeu^tSo? ypa<f>r) ovBev

%et, 77^09. eri edv ri<; e^>ef^9 Off pijtretf rjdiKas Kal Xe^et 12

KOI BtavoLa ev TreTronjpeva^, ov Trot^a-ei o fy T?}9 rpayw-

30 8t9 epyov, aXXa TroXu yuaXXov 97 KaraBeea-Tepois TOVTOIS

Ke^pij/jLevrj rpaywBia, e^ovaa Be p,vOov Kal o'varacnv Trpa-

ypdrmv. 7T/D09 Be TOVTOIS ra peyia-Ta ot9 tyv%ay(i)yei 17 13

rpaywBia, TOV /Jivdov fieprj e&riv, ai re TrepnreTetai, Kal dva-

yvwpiaeis. en a-tjpeiov OTI Kal ol ey^eipovvTe<; -iroieiv trpo- 14

35 repov Bvvavrai rfj \e^ei Kal Tot9 rjOeaiv aKpi/3ovv rj ra

Trpdy/jiara avvLcrrao^Oai, olov KOI ol Trpwrot, Troirjral (T^eBbv

a7rai/T9. upJCl p^v ovv Kal olov ^v^r) 6 p,v6o<s rrj<} rpa-

16. dXXoi Ti-pdfews Kal /3/ou Kal c68aif*.ovlas Kal rj KaKoSaifiovla Iv irpdet codd.,
sed alio spectat Arabs ('sed in operibus et vita. Et <vita> est in opere') ;

unde Margoliouth a\\a irpdfews Kal ptov, <6 5^ /3ioy> iv irpdfri, quod pro-
bant Diels, Zeller, Susemihl. Codicum lectionem ita supplet Vahlen, Kal

evdaifiovlas < /cat KaKodai/j-ovtas, TJ 8t evSatfiovla > Kal T) KaKodaifiovla
20. irpaTTOvcriv] irpaTTovra* voiovffiv coni. Vahlen ffvnira,pa\an^avov<n

Guelferbytanus pr. m., Spengel : ffv/j.irept\a/j.pdi>ov<Tiv A 26 et 27.

noXiVwcrrov et noXi^yi/oxrToj A 28. X<?ei Kal Stavola Vahlen (confirm.

Arabs): X^fetr Kal Siavotas codd. 29. ov add. apogr. ('nequaquam'
Arabs) : om. A : fort. ouSa/xws Margoliouth 20. 17 apogr. : ^ Ac 36.

ffwlffraa-ffai. codd. : trwiffrdvai Thurot
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incidents. For Tragedy is an imitation, not of men, but

of an action and of life, and life consists in action, and

its end is a mode of action, not a quality. Now 10

character determines men's qualities, but it is by their

actions that they are happy or the reverse. Dramatic

action, therefore, is not with a view to the representation

of character : character comes in as subsidiary to the

actions. Hence the incidents and the plot are the end of

a tragedy; and the end is the chief thing of all. Again, 11

without action there cannot be a tragedy ;
there may be

without character. The tragedies of most of our modern

poets fail in the rendering of character
;
and of poets in

general this is often true. It is the same in painting ;

and here lies the difference between Zeuxis and Polygnotus.

Polyguotus delineates character well : the style of Zeuxis

is devoid of ethical quality. Again, if you string 12

together a set of speeches expressive of character, and

well finished in point of diction and thought, you will

not produce the essential tragic effect nearly so well as

with a play which, however deficient in these respects,

yet has a plot and artistically constructed incidents.

Besides which, the most powerful elements of emotional is

interest in Tragedy Peripeteia or Reversal of the

Situation, and Eecognition scenes are parts of the plot.

A further proof is, that novices in the art attain to finish 14

of diction and precision of portraiture before they can

construct the plot. It is the same with almost all

the early poets.

The Plot, then, is the first principle, and, as it were,
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ynBias, Bevrepov Be TO, rjdrj irapaTrXrjcnov yap ecrnv teal 15

1460 b CTTI T?)9 ypa(f>iKr)<;
el yap Tt9 evaXefyete rot? /caXXto-Tot9

d>ao/*a/eot9
iyv8<

rjv1
OVK av o/iota>9 ev<f>pdvet,ev Kal \ev/eo-

ypa$r)<ras elteova' eanv re fj,if4i)<ri<; trpd^eoj^ ical Bia Tavrijv

fidX.ia'Ta T&V irpaTTOvrcov. rpirov Be r) Bidvoia' rovro Be 16

5 <TTIV TO \eyetv Svvaadat, ra evovra ical ra dpfiorrovra,

e-rrl rwv \6ycov rrj<t TroXtrtA:?}? /cat pijTOpticf)*; epyov

ol /j,ev yap dp%aiot, 7roXtrt/cw9 CTTOLOVV \eyovras, ol

Se vvv prjTOpiKO)?. eariv Be rjdos ftev TO roiovrov b S^Xot rrjv 17

irpoaipecrLV oirola Tt9 irpoaipelrai rj <f>evyei Btoirep OVK

10 %pvcriv ?7#09 rwv \6ycav ev ol<j OVK e&rt, Bf)\ov rf ev

ofc /t^S' 0X0)9 ea-nv o Tt irpoatpetrat ff favyet, o \eywv
Stdvoia Be, ev ols d'rroBeiKVVovo'i TI d>9 <TTIV 77 0)9 OVK eoriv

rj KadoXov rt airofyaLvovrat,. reraprov Be r&v \eyofievwv 17
18

X^t9* \eyco Be, &<nrep Trpbrepov etpiyrat, \eiv elvai rrjv

IS Bia T?}9 oi/o/tao-ta? epfjLijveiav, b Kal eVt rwv epperpwv /cat

e?rt T&V \6ycov e%ei Trjv avrrjv Bvvaftiv. rfav Be \ot7rwv 19

q /ieX-OTrotia fteyta-rov TWV riBvapdrcov, fj Be oi/rt?

p,iv, are^vorarov Be Kal ijKKrra ot/cetoy T^9 iroirj-

to->a>9 yap T?/9 rpaytpBia? Bvvajus xal dvev dywvos

38. vapav\-fiffiov . . . fUdva. supra post irpa.yni.ruv v. 31 collocavit Castel-

vetro. 1450 b 1. &a Xetyei* A 3. re codd. : -y<i/> Hermann 6.

^irl ruv \6yuv seel. M. Schmidt 9-11. ovoid TK . . . #ei>x 6

Gomperz, alios secutus : oirdid ru (6 voia. rl*) tv ofs oi)/c ^ri

fl-poeupeiTeu ^ Qetyci- 8i6irep otic fyovGi" $0* T&V \byuv tv oh ^5' SXws ?(TTt'

S rts ( TI apogr.) irpoayeiTai. $ <f>{^yei 6 \tywv A : ovolo. ns- 8i6irep ofa

tXw ' <t>e6yei 6 \tyui> (verbis iv ok otoc ten. Srj\ov 1) vpoaipeirai $
frtyei omissis cum Arabe) Margolioruth. Suspicatur Susemihl iv ofs oiJ/c

ten . . . q fetiyei et iv oTs fiyS' 8\w eirnv . . . }} ^ei^yet duplicem lectionem
fuisse 11. TI apogr. : T A 13. \eyofitvw Gomperz : fib \6yuv
codd. : if \6yv Bywater 17. irbre Ac

: seel. Spengel (confirm. Arabs) :

v^wfw apogr. 18. direxrtfrww A 19. fcrwj Meiser : wj A: 4
apogr. : 5\ws Gomperz
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the soul of a tragedy : Character holds the second place.

1450 D A similar fact is seen in painting. The most beautiful 15

colours, laid on confusedly, will not give as much pleasure

as the chalk outline of a portrait. Thus Tragedy is the

imitation of an action, and of the agents mainly with a

view to the action.

Third in order is Thought, that is, the faculty of 16

saying what is possible and pertinent in given circum-

stances. In the case of oratory, this is the function of

the political art and of the art of rhetoric : and so indeed

the older poets make their characters speak the language

of civic life
;
the poets of our time, the language of the

rhetoricians. Character is that which reveals moral 17

purpose, showing what kind of things a man chooses or

avoids. Speeches, therefore, which do not make this

manifest, or in which the speaker does not choose or

avoid anything whatever, are not expressive of character.

Thought, on the other hand, is found where something is

proved to be or not to be, or a general maxim is

enunciated.

Fourth among the elements enumerated comes 18

Diction
; by which I mean, as has been already said, the

expression of the meaning in words
;
and its essence is

the same both in verse and prose.

Of the remaining elements Song holds the chief place 19

among the embellishments.

The Spectacle has, indeed, an emotional attraction of

its own, but, of all the parts, it is the least artistic, and

connected least with the art of poetry. For the power

of Tragedy, we may be sure, is felt even apart from

representation and actors. Besides, the production of
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20 /cat vTTOKpirwv ecrTLV, en Be Kvpicorepa 7Tpl rrjv arrepyao-iav

T&v oifrecav r/
rov crKevoTroiou Te%vr) rrjs rwv ironjrwv e&riv.

VII ^.iwpio-fjLevwv Be rovrwv, \eycofj.ev fiera ravra rrolav

riva Bel rrjv Gvcrracnv elvat, rtov Trpay/Jidrcov, eTreiBrj rovro

Kal Trpwrov Kal fAeyMTTOv TT}? rpayyBias ea-riv. Kelrai Srj
2

25 rjpJiv rrjv rpayw&iav reXeta? Kal 0X179 TT^a^ea)? elvat, fii-

rt fjieyeOof ecrnv yap o\ov Kal fjwjSev e%ov

oKov Se ecrnv TO e%ov ap%f)v Kal /iecroi/ Kal re- 3

\CVTTJV. apx?) Be e&Tiv o avro ftev JJLT)
e avdyKrj^ //.er'

aXXo ecrrtV, /ier' eKelvo 8' erepov 7re<j>VKev elvai rj yiveaOai'

30 re\evrr) Be rovvavriov o avro /ier' a\\o 7re(f>VKev elvat, fj

e^ avdyKt)*; rj a>? eirl TO TTO\V, fiera Be TOVTO a\\o ovBev

fiea-ov Be o Kal avro fier aXXo /cat per eKeivo erepov.

Bel apa TOW <rweo"T<UTa9 e5 /J,v0ov<; [ATJO* OTro6ev erv^ev

ap^eaOat, fi^O' OTTOV erv^e reXevrav, aXXa Ke^prjadai Tat?

35 elpi]fjLevai,s IBeais. en B* eVet TO Ka\ov Kal %q)ov Kal atrav 4

7rpayjj,a o avvecrT'rjKev K TIVWV ov /JLOVOV ravra rera<yp,eva

Bel %eiv aXXa /cat peyedos vTrdp%eiv prj TO rv)(ov TO

yap Ka\ov ev peyeOei Kal rdgei ea-riv, Bib ovre TrdajjUKpov

av Tt yevotro Ka\bv &5oy (a-vy^eirai, yap rj Qewpia eyyvs

40 TOU ttyato-^?;Tou %povov yivo/jbevt]), ovre irafjipeyeOes (ov yap
1451 a apa r) Qewpla yiverat, dXX*

o'l%erai Tot? dewpovcri TO ev

Kal TO o\ov ex rf)S Oewplas], olov el fivpiwv <rraBl(av eirj

wcrre Set KaOdrrep eirl rwv acoadratv Kal eTrl rwv 5

/j,ev /j,eyedo<;, rovro Be evo-vvoTrrov elvat, ovra>

24. S^ Bywater : 5' A<= 28. M ^ &v&-fK^ codd. : <f dvdyK7,s ^ Pazzi

35. fS<fcus apogr. : eiS^ati A 38. irdfifjuKpov Riccardianus 16 : irav fUKpbv
A : irdvv piKpbv Laurentianus Ix. 16 40. XP^>VOV secl- Bonitz : tutatur

Arabs TrafjL/j.tye0es Riccardianus 16 : TTO.V pAye&os A : irdvv ntya Lauren-
tianus Ix. 16 1451 a 3. o-w/xdTwy] avffTwdTwv Bywater
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spectacular effects depends more on the art of the stage

machinist than on that of the poet.

VII These principles being established, let us now discuss

the proper structure of the Plot, since this is the first

and most important thing in Tragedy.

Now, according to our definition, Tragedy is an 2

imitation of an action that is complete, and whole, and

of a certain magnitude ;
for there may be a whole that

is wanting in magnitude. A whole is that which has 3

a beginning, a middle, and an end. A beginning is that

which does not itself follow anything by causal necessity,

but after which something naturally is or comes to be.

An end, on the contrary, is that which itself naturally

follows some other thing, either by necessity, or as a rule,

but has nothing following it. A middle is that which

follows something as some other thing follows it. A well

constructed plot, therefore, must neither begin nor end

at haphazard, but conform to these principles.

Again, a beautiful object, whether it be a living 4

organism or any whole composed of parts, must not

only have an orderly arrangement of parts, but must

also be of a certain magnitude ;
for beauty depends on

magnitude and order. Hence a very small animal

organism cannot be beautiful
;

for the view of it is con-

fused, the object being seen in an almost imperceptible

moment of time. Nor, again, can one of vast size be

i45i a beautiful
;

for as the eye cannot take it all in at once,

the unity and sense of the whole is lost for the spectator ;

as for instance if there were one a thousand miles

long. As, therefore, in the case of animate bodies and 5

organisms a certain magnitude is necessary, and a magni-
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5 Kal eirl rtav pvdav e%eiv fiev prJKO
1

;, rovro Be evfj.vr}fji6vev-

rov elvcu. rov priKovs 0/309
< o > ftev 7T/309 TOU? dywva? Kal 6

rrjv aia'drjaiv ov rvjs re%vr)<>
eo~riv el yap eBet, efcarbv

rpaytpBia? ayuvl&ordat, Tr/309 KhetyvBpas av ^y

wcnrep Trore KCU a\\ore fyaarw. o Se KCUT avrrjv rrjv (friH

10 rov 7rpdyfj,aro<; 0/309, ael p,ev o fU%tO/V /^e%/>*
Tof) <rvv-

^77X09 elvai Ka\\icov e<rrl Kara TO /MeyeOos' 9 Se a-

7rXw9 Siopia-avTas eiTreiv, ev oaw /AeyeOei, Kara TO et/co9 ^

TO dvayicalov e^>e^9 yiyvofjievwv ffvfjiflaivei et9 evrv^iav

14 e^ Sv<TTV%ia<; r) e
ei>TV%ia<; et9 Bvo-rv^iav ^era^d\\eiv,

VIII iKavbs 0/309 eVTi^ ToO /Ji<ye0ov<;. M{)^09 S' ecrrlv elf

ov% wa-irep Tti/69 oiovrat, eav irepl eva rf TroXXa 70/3

Acal airetpa TO) evl (rv/A/Saivei, e tov [ei/twi'] ovBev ea~Tiv

ev ovrcof Se Kal Trpdgei? ei/09 TroXXat etV/, ef wv

/u-ta ovBefiia yiverai 7T/3aft9. Sto Trdvres eof/caa-iv dfiap- 2

20 rdveiv o<roi rwv iroirjTwv 'HpaicX.'rji&a tjarjiSa Kal ra

rotavra TroirjfjiaTa TreTrotrjKaa'tv' oiovrai ydp, ejrel e?9 r^v

o 'H/3aX^9, eva /cat TOI> fivOov elvai Trpoa-rjKew. 6 8' "O- 3

/i?7/309 &<nrep Kal ra aXXa
&ia<j)epet, Kal rovr eoixev Ka-

Xw9 tSeti/ rjTOfc Sia rexvrjv T) Sia (j>v<7iv 'OSixrcreiav yap

25 TTOi&v OVK eTroL'Tja'ev arcavra ocra avr(p <rvve/3r), olov TrXrj-

yijvai fj,ev ev TOO Hapva<ra>, fjiavrjvai Be 7rpo<nrotija-a<T0ai, ev

6. 6 add. Bursian ^ irpbs A : irp6y fi.lv apogr. 8.

apogr. 9. dXXore ^ao-fi' codd. : dXXor* eididaa-iv M. Schmidt
; quod olim

recepi, sed ITOT^ Kal a\\ore vix aliud significare potest quam 'olim

aliquando.' Quae in Arabe leguntur ('sicut solemus dicere etiam aliquo
tempore et aliquando'), alterutri lectioni subsidio esse possunt 17.M Guelferbytanus : ytvei A (cf. 1447 a 17): TV 7' M Vettori
seel. Spengel 18. al ante TroXXaf add. apogr.
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tude which may be easily embraced in one view
;
so in

the plot, a certain length is necessary, and a length

which can be easily embraced by the memory. The

limit of length in relation to dramatic competition and

sensuous presentment, is no part of artistic theory. For

had it been the rule for a hundred tragedies to compete

together, the performance would have been regulated by

the water-clock, as indeed we are told was formerly

done. But the limit as fixed by the nature of the 7

drama itself is this: the greater the length, the

more beautiful will the piece be by reason of its

size, provided that the whole be perspicuous. And

to define the matter roughly, we may say that the

proper magnitude is comprised within such limits, that

the sequence of events, according to the law of probability

or necessity, will admit of a change from bad fortune to

good, or from good fortune to bad.

VIII Unity of plot does not, as some persons think, consist

in the unity of the hero. For infinitely various are the

incidents in one man's life which cannot be reduced to

unity ;
and so, too, there are many actions of one man

out of which we cannot make one action. Hence the 2

error, as it appears, of all poets who have composed a

Heracleid, a Theseid, or other poems of the kind. They

imagine that as Heracles was one man, the story of

Heracles must also be a unity. But Homer, as in all 3

else he is of surpassing merit, here too whether from

art or natural genius seems to have happily discerned

the truth. In composing the Odyssey he did not include

all the adventures of Odysseus such as his wound on

Parnassus, or his feigned madness at the mustering of

D
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ro3 dyep/J,q>, <av ovBev Qarepov yevopevov dvayKatov r\v

r) eiKo? ddrepov yeveo-0ai, dXXa irepl plav irpafyv oiav

\eyo/J,ev Trjv 'OSv<ro-etav <rvve<rTi]<Tev, o/iotw? Be Kal TVJV

30 'IXmSa. %pr) ovv fcaOaTrep teal ev rat? aXXats/u/AT/Titfcu? fj pia 4

/uyLt7;<Ti9 evo<j effTiv OVTCO Kal TOV fjuvOov, eirel Trpd^ecos /xt/x^crt?

<TTI, /Ata? re elvai Kal ravrr)? 0X175 Kal ra pepy (rvvecrrd-

vai r<av Trpay/Adrav OVTWS wcrre fj^e'raTiOefiivov TWOS fjuepovs

TI dtyaipovfjievov 8ta<pepea'0at Kal Kweladai TO 6\ov o yap

35 Trpoo-bv r) fir) Trpoo~ov /JujSev iroiel 7rt,Br)\ov, ovSev fiopiov TOV

o\ov eo~Tiv.

IX Qavepov Be K T&V elpqfAevav Kal ort ov TO TO,

ryevofieva \eyeiv, TOVTO TTOL^TOV epyov ecTTiv, a\\' ola av

yevoiTO Kal TO, SvvaTa /cara TO etKos rj TO dvayKatov. o yap 2

1461 b io-TopiKo? Kal o Tro^T^s ov Tc5 rj e/j,}j,Tpa \iyew rj apeTpa

Bia<f)epovcriv (eir) yap av TO, 'HpoSorou ei? //.erpa Tefffjvai,

Kal ovSev rfTTOv av i?) io~Topia rt9 pera fieTpov rj avev peTpav)'

aXXa TOVTta Biatpepei, ro3 TOV pev TO, yevo/j,eva \eyetv,

5 TOV Be ola av yevoiTO. Bio Kal <f>t,\oo-ocf>a)Tepov xal 8

o~7rovBaioTepov Trot^crt? tcrropta? e<rrti/' r) fj,ev yap Trot^crt?

/j,a\\ov TO, Kado\ov, rj S' io~TOpla TO, Ka6* Kao~Tov \eyei.

ea-Tiv Be Kad6\ov p,iv, TO) iroito TO, irola arra crvpPaivei 4

\iyeLV rj TrpaTTeiv /cara TO et/co? r) TO dvayKalov, ov O~TO-

10 yafyTai rj Trotr/tris ovofiaTa eTriTiOefjLevr)' TO Be itaff e/ca-

CTTOJ;, Tt 'AXi/3taS^5 etrpa^ev r} TI evradev. eVt fiev ovv Tr)<; 5

Brj TOVTO Brj\ov yeyovev (rvo~Tijo~avT<; yap TOV

28. 4) add. apogr. 29. X^yo/uei' apogr. : \tyoi/j.ci> Ac
: &v \tyoifj.fv Vahlen

32. Kal Ta<jTt)s] ratfrij! Kal Susemihl 34. SiafepeffOai] 8ia<f>8elpeff0ai

Twining (

'

corrumpatur et confundatur '

Arabs) : habuit fort, utramque
lect. S (Margoliouth) : fort. SiaQopelffOai (cf. de Div. 2. 464 b 13) 35.

woifi, eirlSyXov wj apogr. 87. ot> rd apogr. (confirm. Arabs): oCrw Ac

38. yfvt>net>a Riccardianus 16 : yiv&fjxva cett. 39. Kal ret dwara seel.

Maggi 1451 b 4. TOIJT^ . . . r<? apogr. : TOVTO . . . TW Ac
: TOVTO . . . TO

Spengel 10. TO apogr. : TO? A3
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the host incidents between which there was no necessary

or probable connexion : but he made the Odyssey, and

likewise the Iliad, to centre round an action that in our

sense of the word is one. As therefore, in the other 4

imitative arts, the imitation is one when the object imitated

is one, so the plot, being an imitation of an action, must

imitate one action and that a whole, the structural union

of the parts being such that, if any one of them is

displaced or removed, the whole will be disjointed and

disturbed. For a thing whose presence or absence makes

no visible difference, is not an organic part of the

whole.

IX It is, moreover, evident from what has been said,

that it is not the function of the poet to relate what

has happened, but what may happen, what is possible

according to the law of probability or necessity. The 2

1461 b poet and the historian differ not by writing in verse or

in prose. The work of Herodotus might be put into

verse, and it would still be a species of history, with

metre no less than without it. The true difference is

that one relates what has happened, the other what may

happen. Poetry, therefore, is a more philosophical and 3

a higher thing than history : for poetry tends to express

the universal, history the particular. By the universal 4

I mean how a person of a certain type will on occasion

speak or act, according to the law of probability or

necessity; and it is this universality at which poetry

aims in the names she attaches to the personages. The

particular is for example what Alcibiades did or

suffered. In Comedy this is already apparent : for here 5

the poet first constructs the plot on the lines of prob-
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fj,vdov Bid r&v eltcorow ov rd rv%6vra bvofiara vrrori-

deaa-iv, teal ouy wairep ol tafiftoTroiol frepl rbv Ka@' eKaarov

15 7rotov(Tiv. eVt Be -7-779 rpayaBias r&v yevo/juevfov bvo/jidrwv 6

dvre^ovrai. a'lnov S' on mOavov e<rrt TO Bvvarov. ra fiev

ovv /i?) yev6fj,eva OVTTO) 7ricrrevo/j,ev elvat, Sward, ra Be ye-

vopeva (fravepbv on, Bvvard, ov jap av eyevero, el rjv dBv-

vara. ov pr)V dXXa Kal ev rat? rpaywBiais einat? /j,ev ev 7

20
rj

Bvo r&v yvcopi/jLwv e<rrlv ovopdrwv, ra Be aXXa

jj,eva, ev eviai? Be ovB
y

ev, olov ev r&5 Ayddwvos 'Avdel

yap ev rovra) rd re Trpdjfjiara Kal ra ovopara TreTroi'rjrai, Kal

ovBev rfrrov eixfrpalvet,.
a>(rr' ou Trdvrws elvat, fyrijreov r&v 8

TrapaBeBopevtov pvQwv, irepl 01)9 al rpaywBiat, elcrtv, dvr-

25 e%ea~dai. Kal yap ye\otov rovro tyreiv, eVel Kal ra yva>-

pi/jia 0X17049 yvwptfAd ea~nv dXX' oyu.&)9 ev<j>palvei

Bij\ov ovv K rovrwv on, rbv Troirjrrjv /j,a\\ov r<ov

elvat, Bet Tronjrrjv rj r&v perpcov, ocra) iroi'rjrr)'? Kara rrjv /it-

/j,r)o-t,v ea-nv, fu/Aelrai, Be ra9 7T/3a|et9. K&V apa crvfi^fj yevo-

30 /j,eva TToietv, ovOev r/rrov Troiijrijs ecrrt,' rwv yap yevoftevcov

evia ovBev K(a\vet, roiavra elvat ola av et/co9 yeveadai Kal

Bvvard yevecrdat, Ka0' o eKetvos avrwv TroiTjrt]
1; ecrnv.

r&v Be d\\o)v fivdcov Kal irpd^ewv al e7ret,(roBid>Beis 10

13. ou scrips! ('nequaquam' Arabs): oCrw codd. (cf. 1451 a 37) &rt-

TiQtaa-i apogr. 14. rbv A: r(av apogr. 16. Treidavbv Ac 19. r

ante Mais add. apogr. (ceterum cf. Dem. or. iii. 11, xviii. 12) 21. oW ft.]

ovO' Zv A : ov6tv apogr. olov . . . 'AvOei]
'

quemadmodum si quis unura esse

bonum statuit
'

Arabs ; male Syrus legisse videtur v r6 dyaObv 3s &v 6%

(Margoliouth) 'A.v8cl Welcker: &v0ei codd. 23. &<TT' 01)] oxr rod

Ac ov ir&vTus ttvcu, si saria sunt, arte cohaerent (cf. oi^x ^KUV etvai,

KO.T& Sijvafjuv etcou, KO.TCL TOVTO eTvat) elvai seel. Spengel : &i> etrj M. Schmidt
24. oi < evdoKifwvffcu > Tpayydlat coni. Vahlen 31. Kal Sward ycvtffOai
seel. Vorliinder : om. Arabs 33. TWV 5t &\\ui> Tyrwhitt : ruv 5t a.tr\G>v

codd. : dn-Xws 5^ TWV Castelvetro
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ability, and then inserts characteristic names
;

unlike

the lampooners who write about particular individuals.

But tragedians still keep to real names, the reason being e

that what is possible is credible : what has not happened

we do not at once feel sure to be possible : but what has

happened is manifestly possible : otherwise it would not

have happened. Still there are even some tragedies in 7

which there are only one or two well known names, the rest

being fictitious. In others, none are well known, as

in Agathon's Antheus, where incidents and names alike

are fictitious, and yet they give none the less pleasure.

We must not, therefore, at all costs keep to the received s

legends, which are the usual subjects of Tragedy. Indeed,

it would be absurd to attempt it
;

for even subjects that

are known are known only to a few, and yet give pleasure

to all. It clearly follows that the poet or
' maker '

9

should be the maker of plots rather than of verses ;

since he is a poet because he imitates, and what he

imitates are actions. And even if he chances to take

an historical subject, he is none the less a poet ;
for

there is no reason why some events that have actually

happened should not conform to the law of the probable

and possible, and in virtue of that quality in them he is

their poet or maker.

Of all plots and actions the epeisodic are the worst. 10
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elcrlv '^eipia'rai' \eya> eTreKroBiatBtj ^\)Qov ev c5 ra

35 6Bia /ACT' aXXT/Xa oi5r ei/co9 our dvdyKrj etvai. roiavrai

Be jrotovvrat VTTO
/Jt,ev

rwv (f>av\(ov TTOIIJTWV oY avrovs, VTTO

Be r&v dyadwv Bia rovs vTTOKpird?' dywvlcrfjiara yap

TTOIOVVTCS Kal Trapa Trjv Bvvafiiv TTapareivovTe
1; /J,v6ov iro\-

I452a\a/a9 Siacrrpefaiv dvajKa^ovrat, TO
e<j>ej;fj<;.

eVei Be ov 11

povov reXeta9 earl Trpdgews rj fjblfjLrja-is
d\\a Kal <f>oj3ep)v

ical e\eeiv(t)v, ravra Be yiverai [Kal] f^dkiffra orav jevijTai

Trapa rrjv B6%av, Kal /zaXXoy <6rav> Be aXXT/Xa' TO yap Oav- 12

5 fiaarbv o{/Ta)9 eget, fia\\ov r/ el a?ro ToO avrofjbdrov Kal

T?)9 Ty^9, eTTet Kal rwv O.TTO TV^T)*} ravra davpatrKarara

BoKei o<ra axnrep eTrirrjBes tyalverat, yeyovevai, olov &>9 o

dvBpias 6 rov MtTuo9 ev "Apyei aTreKreivev rov airiov rov

Oavdrov TCO MtTft, dewpovvn e/i7reercov eoiKe yap ra roiavra

10 OVK eiKfj yevecrdai' axrre dvdyKi) rovs roiovrov? etvai, KO\-

XtOU9 /iV^Of9.

X EtVi Be rwv jivdutv ol pev a?rXot ol Be ireTrXey^evoi,,

/cat yap al irpd^eis u>v /ja/jLtjaeif ol fivdoL ei<riv vTrdp^ov-

<rtv evdvf ovcrai roiavrai. \eyco Be aTrX.'fjv fiev Trpa^iv 7^9 2

15 yivo/j,evr)<; wairep &pi<rrai trvve^ovf Kal /iia9 avev Trepitre-

relas rj dvayvwpKr/jLov 77 fj,rd/3acri<; yiverai, 7re7r\eyfj>vr)

B' ea-rlv 779 ftera dvayvwpicrfjiov r) Trepnrereia? 77 dp,$olv rj

fteTdfia&is <rriv. ravra Be Bel ylvecrdat, eg avrrjs rfjs av- 3

o"Tao"e<B9 TOU /J,v6ov, axrre e/c rwv Trpoyeyevrjfievwv <rvp,f3aivw

37. iiiroKpirte A<= (cf. Rhet. iii. 11. 1403 b 33) : KpirAj apogr. 38. iraparel-
vovres apogr. : Trapareij/ai'Tes Ac 1452 a 2. ^ seel. Gomperz 3.

Kal seel. Susemihl 4. Kal pctiXov post /cai /tdXta-ra codd. : post Sifai'

Reiz (cf. Rhet. iii. 9. 1410 a 21) : Kal K&\\IOV Tucker : Kal /MO\\OV sive Kal

ndXurra seel. Spengel : Kal fj.a\\ov ante Kal /j.a\urra Richards frrav

add. Reiz 9. M^^W A 17. 5' ^(rTii/ ijs Susemihl : 8^ X^fw A" : 5* $
^s Riccardianus 16 : 5 Trpafij apogr. : 8(f i<mv % ijj (h. e. 5^ '/I

'

efijj) Vahlen
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I call a plot
'

epeisodic
'

in which the episodes or acts suc-

ceed one another without probable or necessary sequence.

Bad poets compose such pieces by their own fault, good

poets, to please the players ; for, as they write show

pieces for competition, they stretch the plot beyond its

i2 a capacity, and are often forced to break the natural con-

tinuity.

But again, Tragedy is an imitation not only of a 11

complete action, but of events inspiring fear or pity.

Such an effect is best produced when the events come 011

us by surprise ;
and the effect is heightened when, at the

same time, they follow as cause and effect. The tragic 12

wonder will then be greater than if they happened of

themselves or by accident
;

for even coincidences are most

striking when they have an air of design. We may
instance the statue of Mitys at Argos, which fell upon his

murderer while he was a spectator at a festival, and killed

him. Such events seem not to be due to mere chance.

Plots, therefore, constructed on these principles are

necessarily the best.

X Plots are either Simple or Complex, for the actions

in real life, of which the plots are an imitation, obviously

show a similar distinction. An action which is one and 2

continuous in the sense above defined, I call Simple, when

the change of fortune takes place without Reversal of

the Situation and without Eecognition.

A Complex action is one in which the change is

accompanied by such Reversal, or by Recognition, or

by both. These last should arise from the internal 3

structure of the plot, so that what follows should be the
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20
rf eg dvdyKrjs rj Kara TO et/co? yiyvecrdai ravra' Bia<f)epei

yap TroXu TO yiyveadai TaBe Bta TaBe r/ /iera TaBe.

XI "Eo-rt Se TrepnreTeia pev 77 et? TO evavTiov TWV irpaTTO-

pevcov /iera/3oX?7, [/ca^aTrep et/j^rat,] /cat TOUTO 8e u

\e<yofiev Kara TO et/co9 ^ dvayicaiov axrTrep ev T&5 OtS

25 eXdwv (09 evffrpav&v TOV QlSiTrovv Kal d7ra\Xda)v TOV

r^y fju)Tepa <}>6/3ov, 8T)\(i)cra<; 05 77^, TovvavTiov

Kal ev TO) Ai"y/cei o /ier a'yo/iei'o? a>9 anroQavov^evo^, o 8e

Aavao? dKo\ov6a)V a>9 diroKTevwv, TOV /j,ev awe/Si) etc TWV

Treirpayfjievwv aTroOaveiv, TOV Be (rojdf)vai. dvayvwpia'is 2

30 e, axj-Trep Kal Tovvopa a-ypaivei, eg dyvoias ei9 yvaxriv

fieTaf3o\rj rf et9 <j>t,\iav rj et9 e^Opav TWV 7rpo9 ei/TV^iav rj

ov<TTV%iav (upio-fievwv Ka\\iaTJ) Be dva<yv<api(ri$, oTav apa

TreptTreTetai yivcovTai, olov e%et rj ev rc5 QiBiTToBi. elcrlv ftev 3

otv Kal a\\ai dvayvcopicret?' Kal yap 77/309 a^rv^a Kal TO,

35 TV^ovTa ecTTtv a>9 <o>irep eUprjTai <rv/j,/3aivei, Kal el Tre-

irpaye rt9 rj p^ vreTrpayev e&Tiv dvayvcopia-ai. d\\' rj fid-

\ia~Ta TOV /jbvdov Kal f) /j,d\icrTa Trj<t 7rpa^e&)9 r) eiprj/jLewr)

ea-TiV f) yap ToiavTt] dvayvcopion? Kal irepiTreTeia f) e\eov 4

1452 b eet 77 <f>6(3ov, O'LCOV Trpdgecov rj TpaywSia yu-t/aT/o't? VTTOKCiTai

eTt, Be Kal TO aTV^eiv Kal TO evTV^eiv eVt TWV TOIOVTWV

20. raOra] Tfoavrla Bonitz : rd Syrtpa Gomperz 23. Ka.6i.irep ef/^rai seel.

Zeller: <^> KO.B' d Trpoypyrai (delete commate post ^era^oX^) Essen
31. Post (x^Pav add. ^ d\\o TI Gomperz 32. fijita irfpiirereiif Gomperz
33. ybovrai A oi'av Bywater 35. wi fee/a Spengel : Sxrirep A :

a^' <S>7rep Gomperz ffv/*/3alvci A : trv/jL^alveiv apogr. 36. ^
apogr. : ei A 38. Kal Trepnrtrfia seel. Susemihl /caJ <fj.d\iffr' far

Kal> irepurtreia. 77 ?\eov coni. Vahlen 1452 b 1. otW apogr.: olov Ac

2. ?rt 5^] tireiSi) Susemihl (commate post uTri/cetrai posito)
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necessary or probable result of the preceding action. It

makes all the difference whether any given event is a

case of propter hoc or post hoc.

XI Eeversal of the Situation is a change by which

the action veers round to its opposite, subject always

to our rule of probability or necessity. Thus in the

Oedipus, the messenger comes to cheer Oedipus and

free him from his alarms about his mother, but by

revealing who he is, he produces the opposite effect.

Again in the Lynceus, Lynceus is being led away to

his death, and Danaus goes with him, meaning to slay

him
;
but the outcome of the preceding incidents is that

Danaus is killed and Lynceus saved.

Eecognition, as the name indicates, is a change from 2

ignorance to knowledge, producing love or hate between

the persons destined by the poet for good or bad fortune.

The best form of recognition is coincident with a Reversal

of the Situation, as in the Oedipus. There are indeed other 3

forms. Even inanimate things of the most trivial kind

may in a sense be objects of recognition. Again, we may

recognise or discover whether a person has done a thing

or not. But the recognition which is most intimately

connected with the plot and action is, as we have said,

the recognition of persons. This recognition, combined 4

1462 b with Reversal, will produce either pity or fear; and actions

producing these effects are those which, by our definition,

Tragedy represents. Moreover, it is upon such situations

that the issues of good or bad fortune will depend.
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(TV^/Byo-erai. eVet Sr) 77 dvayvwpKTts nvwv ea-riv dvayvd>pi(ri<;, 5

at f*ev darepov Trpbs rov erepov fiovov, orav y 77X09 arepo<;

5 T49 ecTTti/, oVe Be dp<f>orepov<; Bel dvayvo)pi<rai, olov 77

/j,ev 'l<piyeveia TO) 'Qpeffrrj dveyvcopiffdi} ex

B 7T009 T7?

Auo yu,ey ov^ TOV pvdov pepr) Trepl ravr ecrrt, Trepnrereia 6

10 /cat dvayva)pi<Ti<;, rpLrov Be TrdQos. [rovrcav Be TrepnreTeia fiev

Kal dvayvtopta-is eiprjTai,] TrdOos Be ecrn Trpafys <f>6apTucr) r)

oSwrjpd, olov o'i re ev To3 (fiavepa) Bdvaroi /cat at trepi-

coBvvlai Kal rpcba-eis KOI ocra roiavra.

XII [Meprj Be rpayaBia*; ols pev ft>9 eiBe<Tt Bel ^rfffOai,

15 irporepov eiirop,v, /caret Be ro TTOO-OV /cat et9 a Btaipelrat,

Ke^wpLa-fieva rdBe evrlv, 7rp6\oyo<; eTreio-oBtov 6^0809 %o-

pitcov, Kal rovrov TO jj,ev irdpoBos TO Be arda'tfiov Koivd fiev

cnravrtov ravra, iBia Be ra aTro T^9 GKrjvrjs Kal K0fj,/j,oi,.

eorriv Be vrpoXoyo? fj,ev fj,epo<;
o\ov rpay<p8t,as TO TT/JO %opov 2

20 TrapoBov, evreia-oBiov Be ftepos o\ov rpaywBias ro p,era%v

o\fov %opiKa>v fjLe\wv, egoBos Be
/Lte/oo9

o\o^ rpayiaSlas

fj,ed* o OVK e<rn %opov /ieXo9' %opiKov Be irdpoBos nev 17

Trpcarij Xe^i9 0X7; %opov, (rrdo'i/Mov Be ytieXo9 %opov TO avev

dvairaia'rov Kal rpo%aiov, /co/x/io? Be Opfjvos KOIVOS ^opov Kal

25 <T<wy> aTro a-Kijinj^. pepr) Be rpay(i)Bia'? ols pev a>9 et'Seo-t Bel 3

3. tlireJ ^ Parisinus 2038 : fveidij codd. cett. 4. trtpov] eratpov S, ut

videtur flrepos Parisinus 2038, coni. Bernays : frepos codd. cett.

7. lictlvov Bywater : iKtlvw A : ^/ce^^ apogr. 9. srepl om. Riccardianus 46

et, ut videtur, S raOr'] raw-d Twining 10. TOI/TWI/ W . . . ftfnjrai

seel. Susemihl: om. Arabs 12. ol re apogr. : 6r< A 14. totuin

hoc cap. seel. Ritter, recte, ut opinor 17. /coivA ^v . . . /c6/xM del.

Susemihl 19. rpo^wpoD A<= 23. Xij Westphal : S\ov A 25.

T>V add. Christ praeeunte Ritter ws fWecrt add. apogr.
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Recognition, then, being between persons, it may happen 5

that one person only is recognised by the other when

the latter is already known or it may be necessary that

the recognition should be on both sides. Thus Iphigenia

is revealed to Orestes by the sending of the letter; but

another act of recognition is required to make Orestes

known to Iphigenia.

Two parts, then, of the Plot Reversal of the Situation 6

and Recognition turn upon surprises. A third part is

the Scene of Suffering. The Scene of Suffering is a

destructive or painful action, such as death on the stage,

bodily agony, wounds and the like.

XII [The parts of Tragedy which must be treated as

elements of the whole have been already mentioned.

We now come to the quantitative parts the separate

parts into which Tragedy is divided namely, Prologue,

Episode, Exode, Choric song; this last being divided

into Parode and Stasimon. These are common to all

plays : peculiar to some are the songs of actors from the

stage and the Commoi.

The Prologue is that entire part of a tragedy which 2

precedes the Parode of the Chorus. The Episode is

that entire part of a tragedy which is between complete

choric songs. The Exode is that entire part of a tragedy

which has no choric song after it. Of the Choric part

the Parode is the first undivided utterance of the

Chorus : the Stasimon is a Choric ode without anapaests

or trochaic tetrameters : the Commos is a joint lamenta-

tion of Chorus and actors. The parts of Tragedy which 3

must be treated as elements of the whole have been
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^prfa-Oai frporepov e'lirap-ev, Kara Be TO irocrov Kal et<? a

BiaipeiTat Ke^mpio-^eva ravr eo-TtV.]

XIII *&v Be Bet a-TO^d^ea-dai Kal a Bet ev\afieio-0ai crvv-

la-rdvTas TOI<? pvdov? Kal iroQev ea-rai TO rrjs TpaywBia? ep-

30 yov, e&e^Tjs av elt] \Kreov Tot9 vvv elprj^evo^. eireiBr) ovv 2

Bet rrjv (rvvOecrw elvai TT}? Ka\\icrrrj<f rpaywBias pr) a7r\rjv

a\\a TreTrXeYfAevrjv Kal ravTtjv faftepwv Kal eheeivwv elvai

[uprjTiKtfv (TOVTO yap iBiov TTJS roiavTiy; fiifji,rjcreo)<i ea-riv),

irpwrov p,ev Br/\ov on ovre TOU9 eVtet^et? avBpas Bet pera-

35 ^aXXoi/Ta? <f)aive<rOai e% ei/Tw^ta? elf Bv(TTV%iav, ov yap

ipofiepbv ovBe eXeeivov TOVTO a\\a piapov ea-Tiv OVTC Toy?

el; aTV^ta? et? evTv^iav, aTpaywBoTaTOV yap
'

eo"Tt irdvTtov, ovBev yap e^ei &v Bel, OVTC yap (f>i\dvdpo)-

1463 a TTOV oijTe eXeeivbv ovTe <j)o/3epov ecrTiv ovB' av TOV a-<f>6Bpa

Trovijpbv % evTV^ias et? Bv<rTV%iav peTaTriTTTew TO [lev yap

<j)i\dv0p(07rov e%oi av f) TOiavTr) cruo"Tao"t5 aX\' oi;T6 eXeov

OVTC <j>6/3ov, o fi,ev yap irepl TOV dvdgiov ecrTiv BvcrTV%ovvTa,

5 6 Be Trepl TOV opoiov, e\eo9 fJt>ev irepl TOV dvdgiov, ^>oySo? Be

Trepl TOV O/AOIOV, &o~Te OVTC e\eeivbv OVTC (j)o/3epbv e&Tai TO

crvfjijSalvov. 6 fjueTa^v apa TOVTCOV XotTro?. eaTt Be TOCOVTOS 3

o /i?^re dpeTrj Bta<f>ep<av Kal BiKaioa'vv'r), fJir/Te Bia KaKiav

Kal poxOijpiav fieTafidXXmv els TTJV BvcrTV%iav aXXa oY

10 afAapTiav Tivd, TWV ev fieyd\7) Bo^y OVTWV Kal

28. &v Parisinus 2038 : (is A 1453 a 1. at rbv Parisinus 2038 : aM A
5. Aeos ptv . . . rbv 8/j.oiov seel. Ritter (non confirm. Arabs)
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already mentioned. The quantitative parts the separate

parts into which it is divided are here enumerated.]

XIII As the sequel to what has already been said, we must

proceed to consider what the poet should aim at, and

what he should avoid, in constructing his plots ;
and by

what means the specific effect of Tragedy will be produced.

A perfect tragedy should, as we have seen, be arranged 2

not on the simple but on the complex plan. It should,

moreover, imitate actions which excite pity and fear, this

being the distinctive mark of tragic imitation. It follows

plainly, in the first place, that the change of fortune

presented must not be the spectacle of a virtuous man

brought from prosperity to adversity : for this moves

neither pity nor fear
;

it merely shocks us. Nor, again,

that of a bad man passing from adversity to prosperity :

for nothing can be more alien to the spirit of Tragedy; it

1453 a possesses no single tragic quality; it neither satisfies

the moral sense nor calls forth pity or fear. Nor,

again, should the downfall of the utter villain be ex-

hibited. A plot of this kind would, doubtless, satisfy

the moral sense, but it would inspire neither pity nor

fear
;

for pity is aroused by unmerited misfortune, fear

by the misfortune of a man like ourselves. Such an

event, therefore, will be neither pitiful nor terrible.

There remains, then, the character between these two 3

extremes, that of a man who is not eminently good and

just, yet whose misfortune is brought about not by vice

or depravity, but by some error or frailty. He must

be one who is highly renowned and prosperous, a
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olov OlBiTTOVs KCU vecrrr)s real ol etc r<av roiovrwv yevwv

7rt<j>aveis dvBpes. avdy/cij dpa rov /caXw? e%ovra /nvOov 4

atr\ovv elvat /taXXov r/ Bnr\ovv, wa-irep rives <f>a<ri,
/cat pera-

j3d\\eiv OVK els evrv^iav CK Bvo~rv%ias aXXa rovvavriov

15 e' evrv%ias els Bva-rv%lav, prj Bia
/juo'^d'rjpiav

d\\a Si*

afJMpriav fieyd\r)V rj
otov eiprjTai rj j3e\Tiovos (jboX\ov r)

%eipovos. <rv}iJ,iov 8e KOI TO >yiyv6fjvov irpwTov fjiev yap 5

ol TTonjral rovs TV%6vTas n-vBovs airtipLOpovv, vvv Se irepl

o\iyas olicias at /ta\\t<TTat rpayy&Lai, Gwridevraty olov

20 Trepl 'A\/c/i6&)i/a ical OlBiTrovv /cat 'Opeo-Trjv /cat MeXeaypov

teal ve<rTr)v /cal Tij\<f>ov KOI oaots aXXot? <rv/j,j3e/3'r)K:ev

rj iradeiv Seiva r) Troifja'ai. rj fiev ovv tcara rrjv re^vrjv

Ka\\iart] rpaywSia e'/c Taurus rrjs a-vcrrda-efas eVrt. Sto /cat 6

ot EivpnriSp eyKa\ovvres TOVT avrb dfJMprdvova'iv, on rovro

25 Spa eV rat? rpayaSicus teal TroXXat avrov els Bv<TTv^iav

T\evTQ)(riv. rovro yap e<rriv uxrTrep eipijrai opdov a"rjp,elov

Be pAyt,<TTov' e?rt yap rfav atcrjvwv /cat rwv dyoavwv rpayi-

K(orarai at roiavrat, <f>atvovrai, av KaropOwdwa-iv, /cat o

EuptTTtSiy? et /cat ra aXXa p,rj ev olKovofjuel aXXa rpa-

30 yitcwraros ye rwv Troi'rjrwv (paiverai. Bevrepa 8' fj Trpotirrj 1

\eyofjievr) VTTO rivwv e&riv [<rv(rracris] rj StTrX^i/ re rrjv avcrra-

<riv e%ovcra, /cadaTrep r) 'OSu<7<reta, Kal reXeuTftio'a e evav-

rtas rois /SeXrioo-t /cat ^eLpocnv. 8o/cet Se e*z>at irpourt) Sta

rrjv rwv Bedrpwv do~devetav aKo\ov0ovo-i yap ol ironjral

35 /car ev^rjv Troiovvres rots dearais- eo~riv Be ov% avrrj 8

11. QlSlirovt apogr. : Slirovs Ac 16. ^ /SeXr/o^oj A 19.

seel. Christ : om. Arabs 20. "AX/c^wca Bywater (cf. Meisterhans Gramm.
Att. Inschr. p. 35) : 'A\Kftaluva codd. 24. TOUT' alrrh Thurot : r6 a^ri

codd. : aM Bywater : ai;rol Reiz : seel. Margoliouth collate Arabe 25.

<cal> ToXXai Knebel : fort. TroXXal <aJ> .Tyrrell 31. ffvcrraffis seel.

Twining rj] 1) A 33. /3<rXHw<rt Ac 34. OedTpuv A et 2, ut
videtnr (cf. 1449 a 9, Herod, vi. 21 <?s Sd/cpua ?7recre T^ OtqTpov, Aristoph.

Eq. 233 Tb -yip Ota,Tpov 5efi6v) : dea.rlav Riccardianus 16
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personage like Oedipus, Thyestes, or other illustrious

men of such families.

A well constructed plot should, therefore, be single 4

in its issue, rather than double as some maintain. The

change of fortune should be not from bad to good, but,

reversely, from good to bad. It should come about as

the result not of vice, but of some great error or frailty,

in a character either such as we have described, or better

rather than worse. The practice of the stage bears out 6

our view. At first the poets recounted any legend that

came in their way. Now, the best tragedies are founded

on the story of a few houses, on the fortunes of Alcmaeon,

Oedipus, Orestes, Meleager, Thyestes, Telephus, and those

others who have done or suffered something terrible. A

tragedy, then, to be perfect according to the rules of art

should be of this construction. Hence they are in error e

who censure Euripides just because he follows this

principle in his plays, many of which end unhappily.

It is, as we have said, the right ending. The best proof

is that on the stage and in dramatic competition, such

plays, if well worked out, are the most tragic in effect
;

and Euripides, faulty though he may be in the general

management of his subject, yet is felt to be the most

tragic of the poets.

In the second rank comes the kind of tragedy which 7

some place first. Like the Odyssey, it has a double

thread of plot, and also an opposite catastrophe for the

good and for the bad. It is accounted the best because

of the weakness of the spectators ;
for the poet is guided

in what he writes by the wishes of his audience. The 8

pleasure, however, thence derived is not the true tragic
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<?7> OTTO rpaywBias rjBovrj a\\a /j,a\\ov T?}9 KWpwBlas olieeia'

eteel yap 01 av e^dicrroi (txrtv ev TO> fivOw, olov 'Qpeo-Tijs

/cal Aiyia-Oos, <pi\ot yevopevoi eVt Te\eim}9 e^ep^ovrat

teal dirodvya-Kei, ovBels VTT ovBevos.

XIV "Ecrriv fjiev ovv TO <f}o/3epbv teal eXeetvov etc Tr}? o-v|re&)9 yi-
1453 b

yvecrdat, e&riv 8e teal ej; av

oirep ea-rl Trporepov teal TroirjTOv apeivovos. Bel yap ical dvev

rov opdv OVTW avveo'Tavat rbv fjivdov, wcrre rbv aicovovra ra

5 7rpay/j,ara ywo/jbeva teal <f>pt,TTi,v teal eXeeiv etc TWV av^aivov-

TWV airep av iraQoi Tt9 aKovcov rbv rov OlSiirov fivdov.

TO Se Sia T^? o-v/re&)9
TOUTO Trapaartcevd&iv dre^vo- 2

repov teal ^opijyia<j Seofievov eoriv. 01 Be
p.rj TO <f>o/3e-

pbv Bia T?}9 oi|reo)9
aX,Xa TO repaTtaBes JAOVOV irapaaicevd-

10 ^ovTe9 ovSev rpayySia teoivoavova'iv ov yap Trdcrav Set

tyjTelv rjSovrjv dvrb rpaywSias d\\a rrjv oltcei,av. eVel Be 3

TTJV aTTO eXeov teal <f)6(3ov Bia /ityu,/o"e&)9 Bet rjBovrjv Trapa-

<ricevd%eiv TOV -jroirjT^v, <f>avepbv a>9 TOUTO ev rot? irpdyfia-

<TW cfATroirjTeov. Troia ovv Beiva r/ iroia oltcrpa (jjaiverai

15 rwv a-VfiTrnrrovTcov, Xa/3a>yaey. dvayKij Brj rj <$>i\a)v elvai 4

77^)09 a\\^Xoy9 Ta9 roiavras Trpd^eis rj e%0pcov r\ /iT/Se-

repcov. av jj.ev ovv 6^^/309 e^dpov, ovBev eXeeivbv ovre

JTOI&V ovre /j,e\\(ov, ir\r]V tear' avrb TO 7rd0o<f ovB* av

/j,r)BeTepa)<j e^ovre^' orav B' ev rais <f)i,\iat,<; eyyevrjrai ra

36. <i)> coni. Vahlen 37. ot &v Bonitz : &v ol codd. : K&V ol Spengel
1453 b 4. ffvveffravai A 7. a.Tex,v6rfpov apogr. : drexctire/w A 15.

STJ Spengel: 5 codd. 17. t\Bpbv <awoKrdvg> Pazzi <(j>opfp6v>
ovS' e\eeivoi> Ueberweg
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pleasure. It is proper rather to Comedy, where those

who, in the piece, are the deadliest enemies like Orestes

and Aegisthus quit the stage as friends at the close,

and no one slays or is slain.

XIV Fear and pity may be aroused by spectacular means ;

but they may also result from the inner structure of the

piece, which is the better way, and indicates a superior

poet. For the plot ought to be so constructed that, even

without the aid of the eye, he who hears the tale told

will thrill with horror and melt to pity at what takes

place. This is the impression we should receive from

hearing the story of the Oedipus. But to produce this 2

effect by the mere spectacle is a less artistic method,

and dependent on extraneous aids. Those who employ

spectacular means to create a sense not of the terrible

but only of the monstrous, are strangers to the purpose

of Tragedy ;
for we must not demand of Tragedy any and

every kind of pleasure, but only that which is proper

to it. And since the pleasure which the poet should 3

afford is that which comes from pity and fear through

imitation, it is evident that this quality must be impressed

upon the incidents.

Let us then determine what are the circumstances

which strike us as terrible or pitiful.

Actions capable of this effect must happen between 4

persons who are either friends or enemies or indifferent

to one another. If an enemy kills an enemy, there is

nothing to excite pity either in the act or the intention,

except so far as the suffering in itself is pitiful. So

again with indifferent persons. But when the tragic

incident occurs between those who are near or dear to

E
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20 Trddr), olov el dSeX<o9 dBe\<j>bv rj vibs irarepa 77

vlbv 77 uto9 fiijrepa diroicreiveL rj /teXXet T; rt aXXo roiovrov

Spa, ravra fyrijreov. TOU? /iei> ow/ 7rapei\tjfifJievov<j fj,v0ov<> 5

\veiv OVK ecrnv, \e<yo& Be olov rrjv KXvTaifMJcrTpav cnroOa-

vovcrav VTTO rov 'Qpea-rov Kal rrjv 'EpufrvXyv viro rov 'A\/c/ie-

25 <ovo<f, avTov Be evpi&iceiv Bet Kal rot? TrapaBeBofjLevois xpf)-

<rdai Ka\(t><;. TO ^e /caXw? rt \eyofjuev, eiTrca/juev <ra(f>o-Tepov.

e&Ti fiev jap ovro) yivetrOai, rrjv Trpa^iv, axyirep ol ira\aiol 6

eirotovv elBoras Kal lyiyvaxrKovras, KadaTrep Kal EyptTTtS^?

eiroifjo'ev d'rroKTivovo~av Toi9 TraiBas rrjv MrfBeiav eanv Be

30 Trpagai fiev, asyvoovvTas Be vrpdgat TO Betvov, eW varepov

dvayvojp[o-ai, rrjv <f>i\iav, axrrrep 6 2o<o/cXeou9 OiBiirovs' rov-

ro fj,ev ofiv ego) rov BpapaTos, ev B' avry rfj rpajyBia olov

6
J

A.\Kjj,ecov 6 'Ao"Ti;8a/iavTO9 rj o Tr)\eyovof 6 ev T&> rpav-

paTia 'OSuo-o-et. en, Be rpLrov irapa ravra * * TO fie\\ov- 7

35 ra Trotelv ri TWV dvf]Ke(7Ta)v Be ayvoiav dvayvcopiGai Trplv

7roif)o~ai. Kal vrapa ravra OVK eariv aXXo)9. rj yap irpd^at

dvdjKf) TI fjirj
Kal elBoras rj fj,rj elBoras. rovrtav Be TO jj,ev

yivcoa-Kovra fj,e\\jjo-at, Kal ^ trpa^ai, ^eipia-rov TO Te yap

/jbiapov e^ei, Kal ov rpayiKov aTraBes yap. BioTrep ovBels

I464a7roiei oynotft)9, el
/j,rj oXtya:9, olov ev 'Avnyovg rov K.peovra

6 At/i,a)y. TO Be irpd^ai Bevrepov. fteXriov Be TO dyvoovvra 8

20. dov el Sylburg : olov $ codd. 22. Spq. apogr. : Spav A 23.

KXvrai^a-Tpav S : KXurai/jLvfiffTpav codd. 24.
'

A\Kfj,aiuvos codd. 26.

etiru/jiev apogr. : etiro/j.ev A 33. 'A\KfMlwv 6 Gryphius : 'A\K(j.alwvos codd.

34. Trapd raOra, <r6 /xeXX^crai yiv&ffKovTa Kal /ATJ irotijcrat, /cat T^ra.prov> coni.

Vahlen r6 Bonitz : r6v codd. 1454 a 2. Seirrepoj'] Kpanyrov Neid-

hardt, recte, ut opinor
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one another if, for example, a brother kills, or intends to

kill, a brother, a son his father, a mother her son, a son

his mother, or any other deed of the kind is done these

are the situations to be looked for by the poet. He may not

indeed destroy the framework of the received legends the 5

fact, for instance, that Clytemnestra was slain by Orestes

andEriphyle byAlcmaeon but he ought to showinvention

of his own,and skilfullyhandle the traditional material. Let

us explain more clearly what is meant by skilful handling.

The action may be done consciously and with know- 6

ledge of the persons, in the manner of the older poets.

It is thus too that Euripides makes Medea slay her

children. Or, again, the deed of horror may be done,

but done in ignorance, and the tie of kinship or friend-

ship be discovered afterwards. The Oedipus of Sophocles

is an example. Here, indeed, the incident is outside

the drama proper ;
but cases occur where it falls within

the action of the play : one may cite the Alcmaeon of

Astydamas,or Telegonus in the Wounded Odysseus. Again, 7

there is a third case, <to be about to act with knowledge

of the persons and then not to act. The fourth case is>

when some one is about to do an irreparable deed through

ignorance, and makes the discovery before it is done. These

are the only possible ways. For the deed must either be

done or not done, and that wittingly or unwittingly.

But of all these ways, to be about to act knowing the

persons, and then not to act, is the worst. It is shocking

without being tragic, for no disaster follows. It is, there-

1464 a fore, never, or very rarely, found in poetry. One instance,

however, is in the Antigone, where Haemon threatens to

kill Creon. The next and better way is that the deed 8
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[lev Trpagcu, Trpd^avra Be dvayvwpicraf TO re jap /j,iapbv

ov Trpoo-ea-Tiv Kal rj dvayvcopiais eKTrXrjKrtKov. fcpdria-Tov Be 9

5 TO re\evralov, \eyci) Be olov ev TW Lpea-<f>6vTrj rj Mepoirr]

/ieXXet rbv viov aTTOKreiveiv, diroKreLvei Be ov, d\\* dv-

eyvoaptcre, /cat ev rfj 'Itfrtyeveia rj d8e\<f>r} TOV dBe\(f)6v, Kal

ev rrj
r/

E\\rj 6 f/o9 rrjv juvjTepa IfcBiBovai /j,e\\a)v dveyvo!)-

picrev. $ia <ydp TOVTO, oTrep TraXat etprjTat,,
ov Trepl 7ro\\d

10
<yewr) al rpaywBicu elaiv. %r)TOvvT<; jap OVK UTTO re^vrjf

d\\' diro Tv^y? evpov TO TOIOVTOV Trapao-Kevd^eiv ev T0i9

pvdow dvajKa^ovrai ovv eirl ravras Ta? oi'/aa? aTravrav

oo-ai? Ta TOtauTa cru/i/Se/S^Ace TrdOr). Trepl fj,ev ovv rrjs

rcov "Trpayfjidrcov (rvGrdo'ews Kal Troioy? rivds etvai Bel TOU?

15 /iu$ot/5 etpijrai iKavuts.

XV Tlepl Be rd ^Orj rerrapd ea-rtv &v Bet o-ro^d^eo-0ai, ei>

fjiev teal Trpwrov OTTO)? ^prja-rd 17. eget Be 17^05 fiev edv

axTTrep e\e^dij iroif} tyavepov 6 \6yos r) f) irpafys irpoaipeo-iv

riva, xpyarbv Be edv xpyo-Tijv. eariv Be ev eKaa-rw

20
yevet,' Kal yap yvv^ ecmv ^prjo-rr)

Kal Sov\o<;, Kairot

ye tcr&)5 Tovrav TO p*v %etpov, TO Be oX&)? <f>av\6v

e(mv. Bevrepov Be TO dp/AOTTovra ecrnv yap dvBpelov 2

uev Tt rjOos, d\\* OVX dpfiorrov yvvaiKl TO dvBpecav rj

Beivrjv elvai. rpirov Be TO opoiov. rovro yap erepov rov 3

4. Kp&TiffTov] Setrepov Neidhardt, recte, ut opinor 8. "EXX?;] 'At>Ti6irri

Valckenaer 18. favephv Aid., Bekker 19. rtva Parisinus 2038 :

TWO. rj Ac
: riva <:fj rts &v> y com. Vahlen (? cf. Arab.) : <fy>Tiva <8>rj

Bywater : nva 1)
<

<p\ryfi>>
> Diintzer : riva < txovra>

oirola TIJ &v> ^

Gomperz : nva, <f>av\ov /j.ti> tav <pati\r) Jj apogr. 22. rb Vahlen (ed. 1 ) :

rot codd. 23. TI i$0os Hermann : rb ^0os codd. rb apogr. : * * rut

A: ofirwy Vahlen collato Pol. iii. 4. 1277 b 20. Desunt in Arabe verba

T(JJ dvdpeiav . . . flvai, quorum vicem supplet haec clausula,
' ne ut appareat

quidem in ea omnino
'

(Margoliouth) ; unde Diels r$ dvSpelav . , . flvai

glossema esse arbitratus quod veram lectionem eiecerit. scribendum esse coni.
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should be perpetrated. Still better, that it should be

perpetrated in ignorance, and the discovery made after-

wards. There is then nothing to shock us, while the

discovery produces a startling effect. The last case is the 9

best, as when in the Cresphontes Merope is about to slay

her son, but, recognising who he is, spares his life. So

in the Iphigenia, the sister recognises the brother just in

time. Again in the Helle, the son recognises the mother

when on the point of giving her up. This, then, is why
a few families only, as has been already observed, furnish

the subjects of tragedy. It was not art, but happy

chance, that led the poets in search of subjects to

impress the tragic quality upon their plots. They are

compelled, therefore, to have recourse to those houses

whose history contains moving incidents like these.

Enough has now been said concerning the structure

of the incidents, and the right kind of plot.

XV In respect of Character there are four things to be

aimed at. First, and most important, it must be good.

Now any speech or action that manifests moral purpose

of any kind will be expressive of character : the character

will be good if the purpose is good. This rale is relative

to each class. Even a woman may be good, and also a

slave
; though the woman may be said to be an inferior

being, and the slave quite worthless. The second thing 2

to aim at is propriety. There is a type of manly valour
;

but valour in a woman, or unscrupulous cleverness, is in-

appropriate. Thirdly, character must be true to life : for 3
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TO rjOo$ KOI dpporrov iroirjvai W(T7rep ecpvjrai.

reraprov Be TO o//.aXoV. KCLV yap az/ft>yu.aXo? rt? y o rrjv 4

jjiiurjcrtv 7rape%wv Kal rotovrov r)dos viroridefa, O/AW? opa-

X9 dvci)/j,a\ov Bel elvai. ecrriv Be TrapaBeiypa Trovypias p.ev 5

rjdovs fir; dvayfcaiov olov o Mez>eXao9 o ev rat 'Ope&Trj, rov

30 Be dirpeirovs Kal prj app,OTTovTO<s o re 0pr)vos 'OSvo-creco? ev

ry ^KvX\,rj real r] TT}? MeXar/tTrTr^? pfjari,^,
rov Be dva>fj,d\ov

77 ev AyXt'St 'I<j)iyeveia'
ovBev yap eoucev rj licerevova-a rfj

vo~repa. %prj Be Kal ev rot? ijOeo'iv wcnrep /cat ev rfj rwv 6

Trpay/AarcDV <rv<Trd<Tei del fyreiv rj TO dvayicalov rf TO 6t/co9,

35 ware rov roiovrov ra roiavra \eyetv rj rrpdrreiv y dvayKaiov

rj et/co9, Kal rovro pera rovro ylvea-dat $ dvayicaiov rj et/eo9.

fyavepov ovv on Kal Ta? Xua-et? rwv jAvOwv e| avrov Bel rov 1

a~vfA/3aLveiv, Kal fir) waTrep ev rfj M^Seta 7ro
fj,ij-

Xavij? Kal ev rfj 'IXtaSt ra Trepl rov aTTOTrXow dXXa fir)-

Xavfl %prIG'Teov eirl ra e%co rov Bpdaaros, rj oo~a irpo rov

yeyovev a ov% olov re avOpwrrov elBevai, r) ocra varepov, a

5 Belrai Trpoayopeixretas Kal dyyeKias* aTravra yap dTroBi-

&<rre fiySt QalveffBai Ka06\ov :

' The manly character is indeed sometimes

found even in a woman (to-rtv yap dvSpetov pfv rb ^0os), but it is not

appropriate to her, so that it never appears as a general characteristic

of the sex.
'

Sed hoc aliter dicendum fuisse suspicari licet ; itaque Susemihl

huiusmodi aliquid tentavit, &<rre fj.-r)dt tftalvecOai tv ai'iry ws iirlwav, vel wy

tirlirav direiv :

' There is indeed a character (ri ^0os) of manly courage, but it

is not appropriate to a woman, and as a rule is not found in her at all'

25. lacunam ante tiatrep statuit Spengel wirirep etprjrat. fort, secluden-

dum : direp dprrrai Hermann 29. avayKaiov Marcianus 215, Bywater :

ava.yKa.1ov Ac
: dvayicalas Thurot 0101* seel. E. Miiller 30. <6>

'OSvtTfftws Tucker : <6roO> 'OSucro-^wj Bywater 31. SKiyXX?? TJJ 6a\arri<f

2, ut videtur post prjcris exemplum rov avopoiov intercidisse coni.

Vettori 35 et 36. % Hermann : ^ codd. 36. < ws> Kal TOVTO

olim Bywater 37. rdv /J.MUV] rCiv ^OCiv 2, ut videtur 1454
b 2. &irbir\ovv Riccardianus 16 : dvairXovv Parisinus 2038, S, ut videtur :

a.ir\ovv A 3. M ra apogr. : tireira Ac 4. olbv re apogr. :

ottvrai Ac
post forepov distinguit "W. R. Hardie, qui ayye\las ad o<ra

irpb rov refert, Trpoayopefoews ad o<ra Ccrrepov
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this is a distinct thing from goodness and propriety, as here

described. The fourth point is consistency : for though 4

the subject of the imitation, who suggested the type,

be inconsistent, still he must be consistently inconsistent.

As an example of motiveless degradation of character, we 5

have Menelaus in the Orestes : of character indecorous

and inappropriate, the lament of Odysseus in the Scylla,

and the speech of Melanippe: of inconsistency, the

Iphigenia at Aulis, for Iphigenia the suppliant in no

way resembles her later self.

As in the structure of the plot, so too in the por- 6

traiture of character, the poet should always aim either

at the necessary or the probable. Thus a person of a

given character should speak or act in a given way, by

the rule either of necessity or of probability; just as

this event should follow that by necessary or probable

sequence. It is therefore evident that the unravelling 7

of the plot, no less than the complication, must arise out

1454 b of the plot itself, it must not be brought about by the

Deus ex Machina as in the Medea, or in the Eeturn of

the Greeks in the Iliad. The Deus ex Machina should

be employed only for events external to the drama,

for antecedent or subsequent events, which lie beyond

the range of human knowledge, and which require to be
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Boftev T0i9 0eot9 opav. a\oyov Be fj,r)Bev elvai ev rot? rrpd-

y/jiacnv, el Be
fji-q, e%w rfjs rpayyBias, olov TO ev TG>

OlBiTToBi T&> %o<f>o/c\eovs. eTrel Be /j,ifj,v}a'fa eo~riv
r) rpayy- 8

Bia /3e\ri6vcav <rj tcad' > 77/^9, Set fufj,ei<r0ai, rovs dyadovs

elKovoypdfovs' fcalyap etceivot, aTroBtBovre 1? rrjv IBiav /Aop<j)r)v

o/iotou? TTOIOVVTGS /taXX/ou? ypdfyovaiv OVTW /ecu rov Trottjrrjv

/j,i/j,ov/j,evov Kal opyfaovs teal padvfj,ov<; Kal ra\\a ra roiavra

eirl rwv r/dwv, rotovroy? ovras eTrieuceif Troteiv

<TK\r)poT'r)To<;], olov TOV 'A^tXXea 'A.ydda)v /cal

ravra Brj <Bel> Btarijpeiv

irapa ra e% dvdyKij<i aKO\ov6ov<Tas

Kal yap /car' avras eartv d^aprdveiv
<7roX\a/ct9 >

etprjTai

Be Trepl avrwv ev ro?9 eicBeBo/jLevois \6yois iicav&s.

XVI 'A-vayvcapttGis Be rl pev evrtv, eiprjrai, irporepov e'lbrj

20 Be dvayi'copiO'ecos, Trpwrv) fj,ev 17 dre^vordrr) Kal y 7r\eLo~Tr)

Bi dTropiav, rj
Bta rwv crrj^eLwv. TOVTOJV Be ra /J,ev %

, olov
"
Xoyxyv rjv <f>opov(ri, Trjyevel?

"
fj do-repa?

oioL9 ev TOO vea-rrj KapKivos, ra Be eVt/cr^ra, Kal TOVTWV

ra fiev ev ro3 crca/tari, olov ov\ai, ra Be e/cT09, ra irepi-

25 Bepata Kal olov ev rfj Tvpot Bia rr)<s aKa^)^. eanv Be Kal

TOUTO49 %pr)(rdai, rj f3e\rt,ov 77 ^elpov, olov 'OSu<rcrei'9 Bia 3

vrro r^9 rpo(f>ov

7. r6 A<= (? TW pr. AC) : r6 vel TW apogr. : ri Aid. 9. fl /catf' add. Stahr

(confirm. Arabs) 14. irapdSeiyfw. cr/cXi7/)6ri7TOs seel. Bywater : 0^01* ante

0-apddetyfj.a ponit Tucker d-ydtfoH' apogr. : aya.6C>v A 15. ST?5et Aid. :

STJ Ac
: Set apogr. T&S irapi r& vel ra 7ra/)A ras apogr. : T&J TropA rds

A 20. irXelffTy apogr. : 77 TrXetVrij A 21. 17 apogr. : r) A 22.

dorfyes Richards 24. TreptStpcua apogr. pauca : irepidtppea Ac 25. ofo?

apogr. : oZ Ac
o-^d^i;?] <r7rd^i;s 2, ut videtur,

'
ensis

'

Arabs : (R. Ellis)

26. <6> '05wr<rei>s Bywater
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reported or foretold
;
for to the gods we ascribe the power

of seeing all things. Within the action there must be

nothing irrational. If the irrational cannot be excluded,

it should be outside the scope of the tragedy. Such is

the irrational element in the Oedipus of Sophocles.

Again, since Tragedy is an imitation of persons who 8

are above the common level, the example of good portrait-

painters should be followed. They, while reproducing

the distinctive form of the original, make a likeness

which is true to life and yet more beautiful. So too

the poet, in representing men who are irascible or

indolent, or have other defects of character, should

preserve the type and yet ennoble it. In this way
Achilles is portrayed by Agathon and Homer.

These then are rules the poet should observe. Nor 9

should he neglect those appeals to the senses, which,

though not among the essentials, are the concomitants of

poetry ;
for here too there is much room for error. But

of this enough has been said in our published treatises,

XVI What Eecognition is has been already explained.

We will now enumerate its kinds.

First, the least artistic form, which, from poverty of

wit, is most commonly employed recognition by signs.

Of these some are congenital, such as
'

the spear which 2

the earth-born race bear on their bodies,' or the stars

introduced by Carcinus in his Thyestes. Others are

acquired after birth
;
and of these some are bodily marks,

as scars
;
some external tokens, as necklaces, or the little

ark in the Tyro by which the discovery is effected. Even 3

these admit of more or less skilful treatment. Thus in

the recognition of Odysseus by his scar, the discovery is
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VTTO TWV VvftoTWV elffl yap al fJ.V TriaTeCOS VKCl aT%v6-

Tepai, Kal al rotavrai rracrai, al Be CK TrepnreTeias, &<r-

30 irep f)
ev rofc NtTTT/ooi?, /3e\Tiovs. BevTepai Be al jreiroir]- 4

fjuevai V7TO TOV TTOII^TOV, Bio aT%voi. olov 'O^<rT^9 $v ry
y

l<f)tyeveia aveyvcapHrev ori 'Opecm;?* e/ceivr) jj,ev yap Bia rfjs

eVt<rTo\^9, eiceivos Be awro? \eyei a ^ov\erai o TTO^T^? a\\'

ov% 6 /jLvdos' Bio 67705 n rr}? eipqfJL&qs dfjLaprias ea-riv, egfjv

35 yap av evia KOI eveyiceiv. Kal ev ro3 So^o/cXeov? Typei rj

T?}? KepKiBos (frwvij. TI rpirij Bia fj,v^fj,T]<f, TIM aicrOeo'Oai 5

1455 a n IBovra, wcnrep 17 ev KvirpiOK; rot? Aitcatoyevovs IBobv yap

rrjv ypatyrjv eic\avcrev' Kal rj ev 'A\Kivov airoiKoyw' aKovwv

yap TOV Kidapia-Tov Kal fAvrjcrQels eBaKpvaev, odev dveyva)-

pio-Orjo-av. TeTapTrj Be
f)

K a-v^Xoyia-fjiov, olov ev XoT/^o/Jot?, 6

5 OTI 0/z.oto? Ti? e\^\v0ev, o/i04O9 Be ovOels a\V 77 o 'OpecrT
1

^?,

oyro? apa e\r)\vQev. Kal
rj Ho\viBov TOV CTO$I,<TTOV irepl r^9

'I<f)tyeveia<; CIKCK; yap TOV 'Opeo-Tvjv <rv\\oyi<raa-0ai OTI r)
T

dBe\<f>r) eTvdrj Kal avTat crvftftaivei OvecrOai. KOI ev TW

eoBeKTOv TvBel, OTI e\.6o)v 009 evprfcronv vibv avro9 dirro\-

10 Xurat. Kal rj ev ro?9 <&ivelBai<;. IBovaai yap TOV TOTTOV <rvv-

e\oyi(ravTo TIJV elfUtpfA&vijv OTI ev TOVTW e'ipapTo cnroOaveZv

31. olov <:d> Bywater 'Op^o-Tijy seel. Diels (confirmante fort. Arabe)
32. AveyvupiffOrj Spengel 34. Sib fyyfo TI Vahlen : 5i' 6n t-yyfo Ac

:

5i6 rt tyyfc Bywater 35. alia S legisse videtur, 'haec sunt in eo

quod dixit Sophocles se audiisse vocem radii contempti' (Arabs); unde
W. R. Hardie coni. rotatm) 5' ^ 4v ry [2o^oK\^oi;s ?] T^/jei "T?)S avatSov,"

<fnj<rt,
"
tcepddos <)>WVT]V xXtfw" 36. r} rplrtj Spengel: 1froi riji Ac

: rplrri i)

apogr. ah0e<r6a.i A 1485 a 1. rots apogr. : TTJS A 2. diro\6yv
Parisinus 2038 : diro \6yuv A 4. Xo7?</6potj Vettori : x^orl^P ^ Ac

6. Ho\viBov Tyrwhitt : iro\veidov apogr. : Tro\vel8ovs Ac 10.

Reiz : jnvlSau codd.
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made in one way by the nurse, in another by the swine-

herds. The use of tokens for the express purpose of proof

and, indeed, any formal proof with or without tokens

is a less artistic mode of recognition. A better kind

is that which comes about by a turn of incident, as in

the Bath Scene in the Odyssey.

Next come the recognitions invented at will by the *

poet, and on that account wanting in art. For example,

Orestes in the Iphigenia reveals the fact that he is

Orestes. She, indeed, makes herself known by the letter;

but he, by speaking himself, and saying what the poet,

not what the plot requires. This, therefore, is nearly

allied to the fault above mentioned : for Orestes might

as well have brought tokens with him. Another similar

instance is the ' voice of the shuttle
'

in the Tereus of

Sophocles.

1466 a The third kind depends on memory when the sight of 5

some object awakens a feeling: as in the Cyprians of

Dicaeogenes, where the hero breaks into tears on seeing

the picture ;
or again in the '

Lay of Alcinous/ where

Odysseus, hearing the minstrel play the lyre, recalls the

past and weeps ;
and hence the recognition.

The fourth kind is by process of reasoning. Thus in 6

the Choephori :

' Some one resembling me has come :

no one resembles me but Orestes: therefore Orestes has

come.' Such too is the discovery made by Iphigenia

in the play of Polyidus the Sophist. It was a natural

reflexion for Orestes to make, 'So I too must die at the

altar like my sister.' So, again, in the Tydeus of

Theodectes, the father says,
'
I came to find my son, and

I lose my own life.' So too in the Phineidae : the

women, on seeing the place, inferred their fate :

' Here
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t?, Kal yap e^Tedr)o~av evravQa. eo~Tiv Be rt? Kal o~vv- 7

r)
etc r

rrapa\ojio~fj,ov TOV darepov, olov ev TG> 'OSutrcret ra5

tyevBajje\<p' 6
fjt,ev jap TO TOOV e<?; * * * jvcoo-eadai o

15 ovy ewpdicei, TO Se eo? 8^ eiceivov dvajvwpiOvvTos Bid TOVTOV

TTOirjo-ai, Trapa^oyKT^o^. irao-wv Be /3e\TicrTr} dvajvaipio-is rj e| 8

avrwv r&v Trpajfidrcov TT}? e/cTrX^ew? fyiyvopevrjs Si elico-

rtov, olov [o] ev TW !So^>oXeou5 OlBiTroBi teal ry 'I<f)i<yeveia'

el/cos jap {3ov\eo~0at eiriOelvai ^pap/Mara, at ^yap roiavrai,

2o/idz/at az/ef TCOV TreTroirjfjiev&v o-y/jLeicav Kal Sepalwv. 8ev-

repai Be al etc <rv\\ojta'fjLov.

XVII Aet Be TOU? /iv^ou? GwiGTavai /cal rrj \eei crvvair-

epyd%eo~dai cm fjid\i,o~ra irpo o^fjbdrwv ridepevov ovrco jap

av evapjea'Tara [6] opwv a>o~7rep Trap
1

avrois jijv6fjievo<? Tot?

25 irpaTTO/jbevois evpio~Koi TO irpkirov Kal rfKiara av \av0dvoi

ra vTrevavTia. &r)nelov Be TOVTOV o e'rreTip.aTO Kap/civG)'

6 jap 'Afityidpaos ej; lepov avyei, o fir) op&VTa [TOV

OeaTrjv] e\dv6avev, eir\ Be Trjs o~K /

rjvrj<; e^eTreaev Bvo~%epa-

vdvTcov TOVTO TWV OeaTwv. oo~a Be BvvaTov Kal TO?? 0^77-

o-vvaTrepja^o/jievov. TTidavcoTaToi jap diro T

13. Oartpov Bursian, praeeunte Hermann : Bedrpov codd. 14-16. o /*&

yAp . . . irapaXoyLfffj.fa] multo plura hie legisse videtur Arabs (Margoliouth) ;

post tyrj lacunam indicavi ; vide quae supra in versione addidi, Arabem

quoad potui secutus 14. 6 [j.tv apogr.: rb p.lv A ri> ante T6ov om.

apogr. 15. dij Tyrwhitt : Si codd. 16. iroiTja-ai codd. : Police Aid.

irapa\oyi<r(Jt.6s Riccardianus 46, Vahlen (confirm. Arabs) : irapd\oyiff/j,6i'

codd. 17. ^/ca-X^ews apogr. : TrXiJ^ews A TTJS ^KvX^ews . . . elKbruv

om. Arabs flidtvTtav A 18. 6 seel. Vahlen: rb Bywater: 5 Tucker:

i) apogr. pauca 19-20. al ykp rotavrai . . . irepidepaiw seel. Gomperz
20. SepaLuv apogr. corr. : Stpewv Ac

: TrepiSfpaLwv apogr. pauca
Kal Sepaluv seel. Tucker, fort, recto 24. tvapytffTara apogr. :

A & om. Parisinus 2038 25. \av0dvoi r6 Ac
: XavBdvoiro apogr.

plura (TO deleturn est in nonnullis) tirerifjia. marg. Riccardiani 16 :

tiriTipa. rwt A (cf. 1462 a 10) 27. dvyei Guelferbytanus (confirm. Arabs) :

&v eli) A opuvra codd. : bp&vr &v Vahlen 27-28. rbv Bear^v seclusi

(cf. Rhet. i. 2. 1358 a 8 TOI>S dKpoarfa in textum irrepsit) : rbv iroirfrriv Dacier

M bpuvr' atrbv [OearTjv] Gomperz, emendationis meae, credo, inscius
30. dn-d TTJS afiTijs codd. (confirmare videtur Arabs) : dv' avTrjs r^s Tyrwhitt
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we are doomed to die, for here we were cast forth.'

Again, there is a composite kind of recognition involving 7

false inference on the part of one of the characters, as in

the Odysseus Disguised as a Messenger. A said <that

no one else was able to bend the bow
;

. . . hence B

(the disguised Odysseus) imagined that A would >

recognise the bow which, in fact, he had not seen
;
and

to bring about a recognition by this means the expecta-

tion that A would recognise the bow is false inference.

But, of all recognitions, the best is that which arises 8

from the incidents themselves, where the startling dis-

covery is made by natural means. Such is that in the

Oedipus of Sophocles, and in the Iphigenia ;
for it was

natural that Iphigenia should wish to dispatch a letter.

These recognitions alone dispense with the artificial aid

of tokens or amulets. Next come the recognitions by

process of reasoning.

XVII In constructing the plot and working it out with

the proper diction, the poet should place the scene,

as far as possible, before his eyes. In this way, seeing

everything with the utmost vividness, as if he were a

spectator of the action, he will discover what is in keeping

with it, and be most unlikely to overlook inconsistencies.

The need of such a rule is shown by the fault found in

Carcinus. Amphiaraus was on his way from the temple.

This fact escaped the observation of one who did not see

the situation. On the stage, however, the piece failed,

the audience being offended at the oversight.

Again, the poet should work out his play, to the

best of his power, with appropriate gestures; for 2
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u<re&>9 ol ev rot? Trddecriv elcriv Kal ^eip,aLvei, 6

6 o/yyto/t>O9 aX^Oivatrara. Bio
ev<f>voi><? f)

rj fjuaviKov" TOVTOJV yap ol pev V7r\a<7Toi ol Be

i elcnv. row? re \6<yov<s KOI TOt9 TreTronjfjievovs 3

1465 b Set Kal avrbv iroiovvTa eKTideaOat Ka66\ov, eW ovrats eireia--

oBiovv Kal Trapareiveiv. \eya) Be ovrcof av decapelo'Oai, TO /caO-

6\ov, olov T?/9 'I^iyeveia*}' Tvdeicr'rjs TWOS Kopijs ical a<f>a-

vi<r0ei,<rr)s aS^Xw? rot? dvaao-iv, i8pvv6eio-r)<j Be et? a\\r)v

5 %(opav, ev y ^0/409 rjv roy? evov<> dveiv ry Bern ravrrjv

rrjv tepaxrirvrjv xpov<o Be vcrrepov T&> aSeX^

T^? lepelas (TO Be on, aveTkev o 0eb<; Bid riva airlav, e^w rov

Ka06\ov [e\6eiv eieei], Kal
e'^>'

o Tt Be, ej-co rov fjivdov).

Be Kal \ij(f>6el<; OveerOai /ieXXwi/ dveyvcbpMrev, eW tw?

10 7rtS^9 eW a>9 IIoXi;tSo9 eiroi'rjo~ev, Kara TO et/co9 eiTrcbv on,

OVK apa fiovov rrjv dBe\<f)r)v dXXa Kal avTov eBei rvOrjvai,

Kal evrevdev rj crwTrjpia. fieTa ravra Be ijBi) inrodevra TO, 4

ovo/jiara eTreta-oBiovv 07r9 Be ecrrai ot/ceta Ta eVeto-oSta,

olov ev rq> 'Opeo-Ty rj pavia BS ^9 \rj<j>6i) Kal i) o-co-

15 Tt)pi,a Bia T^9 KaddpcreoDS. ev /lev ovv roi<? Bpdp,a<riv TO, 5

avvropa, rj 8' eVoTrotta TovTot9 prjKvverai. rrjf

33. duplicem lect. eCwXaffroi et Aw\a<rroi habuisse videtur S (Diels) 34.

iKffTariKol Eiccardianus 46 (confirm. Arabs, vid. Margoliouth, Class. Rev.
xv. 54) : ^eraffriKol codd. cett. rots re vel TO&TOV* re rote apogr. :

TOI^TOUS re Ae
,
sed ne Graece quidem dicitur -irapei\T)/j./j.tvov! coni. Vahlen

1455 b 2. tireiffoSlov A vapartiveiv Riccardianus 46, Vettori : irepirdveiv
codd. 7-8. secludendum videtur aut ^X^eti' <! (Bekker ed. 3) aut ?w
roO KaObXov (Diintzer) 8. /ca06Xov] fort. /iiJ^ou Vahlen A5^oi'] fort.

Ka0&\ov Vahlen 9. dveyvuplffBrt M. Schmidt 10. IloXtfetSoj codd.

(cf. 1456 a 6) 15. 8p6.fM.ffi. (vel 07x00-1) apogr. : &pnaaiv A
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those who feel emotion are most convincing through

natural sympathy with the characters they represent;

and one who is agitated storms, one who is angry rages,

with the most life-like reality. Hence poetry implies

either a happy gift of nature or a strain of madness. In

the one case a man can take the mould of any character
;

in the other, he is lifted out of his proper self.

As for the story, whether the poet takes it ready 3

1455 b made or constructs it for himself, he should first sketch

its general outline, and then fill in the episodes and

amplify in detail. The general plan may be illustrated by

the Iphigenia. A young girl is sacrificed
;
she disappears

mysteriously from the eyes of those who sacrificed her
;

she is transported to another country, where the custom is

to offer up all strangers to the goddess. To this ministry

she is appointed. Some time later her own brother

chances to arrive. The fact that the oracle for some reason

ordered him to go there, is outside the general plan of

the play. The purpose, again, of his coming is outside the

action proper. However, he comes, he is seized, and, when

on the point of being sacrificed, reveals who he is. The

mode of recognition may be either that of Euripides or of

Polyidus, in whose play he exclaims very naturally :

' So it was not my sister only, but I too, who was doomed

to be sacrificed
'

;
and by that remark he is saved.

After this, the names being once given, it remains 4

to fill in the episodes. We must see that they are

relevant to the action. In the case of Orestes, for

example, there is the madness which led to his capture,

and his deliverance by means of the purificatory rite.

In the drama, the episodes are short,, but it is these that 5
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jap 'OSuo-o-et'a9 <ov> ftaKpos o \yo<j ea-rlv

TWOS errj TroXXa /cat 7rapa<f>v\aTTOfievov V

Kal povov OVTOS, Ti Se T&V OIKOI, OVTWS %6vTQ)v wcrre ra xprj-

20 p,ara VTTO fJLvrfa-rrjpwv
ava\i(TKe<rdat, Kal TOV vibv 7ri{3ov-

\evea~6ai, avTos Se dcptKvetTai ^et/u-ao~0et9
Kal dvajvwpia'a^

rtva? avTOf e7ri6e/j,evo<; auro? pev ea-o^Ov) Toi>9 8' %0pov<;

$ie(f>0ipe. TO fjuev ovv c&iov TovTO, TO, S' aXXa eTreicroSia.

XVIII "EcTTi Se irdaris TpayaSias TO p,ev Se<rt9 TO Se Xycrt?, ra

25 fj,ev e^fodev Kal evia TWV ecrwOev 7roXXa/ct9 17 Secrt?, TO

Be \onrbv 17 Xucri?. \e<yw Se Seo-iv fiev elvai Trjv air dp-

^7}? yu/e^/ot
TOVTOV TOV /Jiepovs o eo^a/roV ecrrt^ e^ ou /xeTaySat-

z/ety et? evTV%iav rj a? arv^iav < crv^alvei > , \vo~iv Se T^V

TeAoi>9* (offTre ev

30 ra vyKet To eoe/cTov eo-49 yu-ey T<Z T6

Kal
77

TOV TraiSiov X?}i/rt9 ai TraXiv "\"fj avTwv Brj
* *)

Xv<7i9 8' 17 aTro r?79 atTtacre&>9 roO OavaTov p>%pt, TOV

T6\ov9. * * T/?a7&)8/a9 Se el'S?; etVl Te<r<rapa, [Too-ay

/cal Ta /ie/wy eXe^^T/,] 17 //,e^ TreTrXey/jievr}, 779 TO 0X0^

17. 01; add. Vulcanius (confirm. Arabs) paicpfc Ac
: niKpbs apogr. 19.

^rt Riccardianus 16, S : ^Tret A 21. 5^ codd. : 5ij coni. Vahlen 22.

rtvds ai/r6s codd. : Sn ai/rdx coni. Bywater : nvas atirbs olim seclusi : airij

seel. Spengel. Codicum lectionem stabilivit Vahlen (1898) citato Diodoro

Siculo iv. 59. 6 rbv A.lyta Sid. T&V ffvfj.^6\ui> aveyvibpurtv : simili fortasse sensu

Plutarch. Vit. Thes. ch. xii ffwayayuv TOI>S iroMras tyvupifrv 25. iroX-

\dKis post ZfaOev collocavit Ueberweg : codd. lect. confirm. Arabs 28. els

eurvxlav 7) els driix^a'' O 11
: els ebrvxiav codd. cett. : els efrrvxiav < K Svarvxlas

<rv/j.palvei ^ ( evrvxias fls Svffrvxiav > coni. Vahlen : < els dvcrrvxiav crv^aivei.

il> els evTvxia.j> Gomperz 30. Xirym apogr. : Xwcet Ac 31. Sr) Ac
:

dt) <.airayurYn,> coni. Vahlen: 5i$<Xw<ns, > Christ ('et ea quae patefecit'

Arabs) 32. Xi;<rty 5 ri Parisinus 2038, coni. Vahlen : om. cett. ('solutio

autem est quod fiebat
'

Arabs) TOV Oa.v6.rov : fort. TOV AavaoO (Vahlen
et Spengel) TOV Te\ovs] hue transferenda quae leguntur 14B6 a
7-10 SlKaiov tcpare'io-dai (Susemihl) 33. TOffavra yb.p e\e-)(6ri seel. Susemihl
ed. 1 34. Kal ri /j^pTj Ac

: /cara pepy Heine : /cat TO. nvOuv Tyrwhitt :

Kal TO. nMov Susemihl T? (j.ei> <a,Tr\TJ i) 5e> Zeller (Vahlen post
35 <r/ 5^ air\T)> cum definitione deesse suspicatur)
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give extension to Epic poetry. Thus the story of the

Odyssey can be stated briefly. A certain man is absent

from home for many years ;
he is jealously watched by

Poseidon, and left desolate. Meanwhile his home is in

a wretched plight suitors are wasting his substance and

plotting against his son. At length, tempest-tost, he him-

self arrives
;
he makes certain persons acquainted with

him
;
he attacks the suitors with his own hand, and is

himself preserved while he destroys them. This is the

essence of the plot ;
the rest is episode.

Till Every tragedy falls into two parts, Complication

and Unravelling or Denouement. Incidents extraneous

to the action are frequently combined with a portion of

the action proper, to form the Complication ;
the rest is

the Unravelling. By the Complication I mean all that

extends from the beginning of the action to the part

which marks the turning-point to good or bad fortune.

The Unravelling is that which extends from the

beginning of the change to the end. Thus, in the

Lynceus of Theodectes, the Complication consists of the

incidents presupposed in the drama, the seizure of the

child, and then again * * <The Unraveiling > extends

from the accusation of murder to the end.

There are four kinds of Tragedy, the Complex, depend- 2

ing entirely on Eeversal of the Situation and Eecognition ;
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35 Trepnrereia /cal dvayvoepia-i?, -fj
Se TraOrjriKr), olov OL re Aiav-

1456 a re? teal ol 'Ifu)i>e9, 17
Se yOiKy, olov at <!>04&mSe9 Kal o

II^X,U9. TO Se reraprov <rj a7r\rj> * * "fot}<;^ olov a'l re

<I>o/9/aSe9 Kal Upofjiijdeix; Kal o<ra ev a&ov. ftdkicrra pev ovv 3

airavra Set ireipaa-Oai, e%eiv, el Se p,r), ra peyicrra Kal TrXei-

S a-ra, aXXw? re Kal <w? vvv <rvKO(j>avrovo-iv rovs Troiijrd?' je-

ryovorwv yap KaO* eicao~rov pepos ayadwv Tronjrwv, eKaarov rov

I8iov dyadov d%iova-i rov eva vTrep/3d\\eiv. Bi,Katov Be Kal

rpayw&iav a\\r]v Kal rqv avrrjv \eyetv ov8ev<l> i(7O>9 <a>9>

To5 fivOq)' rovro 8e, wv
-f] avrrj ?rXo/c^ Kal Xu<rt9. TroXXol Se

10 I

rr\e^avre<; ev \vov<ri Ara/ca>9* Set Se a/Lt^>w del Kparel<r0ai,

Xprj Se OTrep eipijrai 7roXXa49 ^^vr\<rQai Kal pr) iroielv eVo- 4

TTOUKOV (rva-rtjfia rpayyo'iav (eirorroiLKov Se \eya> TO iroXv-

pvOov), olov et Tt9 rov rf)$ 'IXtaSo9 o\ov TTOIOI fivOov. exei

fjikv yap Sta TO fjbrjKos \af4J3dvei, ra pepr) TO irpeirov jAeyeOos,

15 ev Se Tot9 Bpafiaffi TTO\V rrapa rrjv uTroX^^ti/ aTroftaivet,. cry- 5

peiov Se, oVot rckpcnv 'iXtoy o\rjv etroirjo-av Kal
/j,rj

Kara pepo?

eKTrlrfrovo~iv
rj KaK&s dywvi^ovrai, e-rrel Kal 'AydQuv e'f-

1456 a 2. i] a.ir\TJ add. Susemihl post ^ drrX^ nonnulla intercidisse puto
rb dt rtraprov 6175 Ac

: ri 5^ rfraprov 6\j/is (cf. ad 1458 a 6) Bywater, recte,

nisi fallor, quod ad 6\f/is attinet, sed rA etdrj in hoc loco eadem utique esse

debent quae in xxiv. 1 : rb dl rtraprov reparuiSej Schrader : rb St rtparuSet
< dXX<5rpioc > Wecklein 5. dXXwj re apogr. : dXX' S>t ye A 6.

tied* Marcianus 215, Parisinus 2038 : J/raoroi' A 7-10. SlKcuov

K/>aT<r0at v. ad 1455 b 33 8. ovSevi fowj ws Bonitz : oMe?i ws Tyrwhitt:
ovdtv tew r$ codd. 9. ToCro] raM Teichmiiller : TOI^TV Bursian 10.

Kpareweai (cf. Polit. iv. (vii.) 13. 1331 b 38) Vahlen et 2 ('prensaruut

utrumque
'

Arabs) : KporeiffOai, codd. 12. S ante rb add. Ac
: om. apogr.

17. )) add. Vahlen Xi6pi,i>] 'E/ctljV Valla, unde 'Exd/^v [/cai . . .

oj,] Reinach 18. ayaBuv pr. A et S
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1456 a the Pathetic (where the motive is passion), such as the

tragedies on Ajax and Ixion
;

the Ethical (where the

motives are ethical), such as the Phthiotides and the

Peleus. The fourth kind is the Simple. <We here

exclude the purely spectacular element >, exemplified by

the Phorcides, the Prometheus, and scenes laid in Hades.

The poet should endeavour, if possible, to combine all 3

poetic elements
;
or failing that, the greatest number and

those the most important; the more so, in face of the

cavilling criticism of the day. For whereas there have

hitherto been good poets, each in his own branch, the

critics now expect one man to surpass all others in their

several lines of excellence.

In speaking of a tragedy as the same or different, the

best test to take is the plot. Identity exists where the

Complication and Unravelling are the same. Many poets

tie the knot well, but unravel it ill. Both arts, how-

ever, should always be mastered.

Again, the poet should remember what has been often 4

said, and not make an Epic structure into a Tragedy

by an Epic structure I mean one with a multiplicity of

plots as if, for instance, you were to make a tragedy

out of the entire story of the Iliad. In the Epic poem,

owing to its length, each part assumes its proper

magnitude. In the drama the result is far from

answering to the poet's expectation. The proof is that 6

the poets who have dramatised the whole story of the

Fall of Troy, instead of selecting portions, like Euripides ;

or who have taken the whole tale of Niobe, and not a

part of her story, like Aeschylus, either fail utterly or

meet with poor success on the stage. Even Agathon
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eirea-ev ev rovr<p fi6v<p' ev Be rais Trepnrereiais [fcal ev rot?

20 a-n-Xofc Trpdypao-i] <rro%derai <av

rpayiKov yap rovro /col <f>i\dv6p(arrov. e<rnv Be rovro, orav 6

o <ro<o<? [/te*'] pera rrovriplas e^aTrartjOfj, tbcnrep 2,t<ri/-

$05, xal 6 dvSpeios fiev aBiKos Be rfrrijOg. etrrw Be rovro

et/co5 OHTTrep 'Ayddav \eyet, et'/co? yap yivea-Oat, TroXXo

25 Kai Trapa TO et^o?. /cat rov xopov Be eva Bet inro\a- 7

ftelv rwv vTToicpir&v, teal fiopiov etvai rov o\ov ical <rwaya)-

vi%e<T0ai fir) axnrep T&vpnriBy a\X' <a<nrep So^>o^\et. rot?

Be XotTTOt? ra aBofieva <ou8ev> fia\\ov rov /JLV&OV rj a\\i)<;

rpaywBtas evriv Bio 6^t/9oXt/u,a aBov<riv Trpiarov ap%avro<t

30 'AydBcovos rov roiovrov. /cairoi ri Bia<f>epei r)

aBeiv TI el pij<riv ef a\\ov ei? aXXo dp/j,6rroi rj

o\ov ;

XIX Tiepl fj>ev ovv rwv aXXwi/ 77817 eipijrat, \onrov Be irepl

Xeea>5 /cal Biavoias eiTrelv. ra fiev ovv rcepl rrjv Bidvoiav ev

35 rot? irepl pr)ropiicf)<; xeia-ffco, rovro yap iBiov fia\\ov etceiwr]*;

rf)<t fiedoBov. ea~ri Be Kara rrjv Bidvoiav ravra, oo~a VTTO

rov \6yov Bel 'Trapaa-tcevaa-d'ijvai. pepy Be rovrwv TO T6 arro- 2

BeiKvvvai Kal TO \vetv ical TO rrdOi) irapao-Kevd^eiv, olov

1466 b e\eov rj <o/3oi> ^ opyrjv Kal ova roiavra, Kal ert

19-20. Kal Iv . . . vpAyfMffi seel. Susemihl : tuetur Arabs iv TOIS a7rXo]
iv TOIJ 8rXo Twining : da-Xwj iv rots Gomperz 20. <rrox^fro,i Heinsius :

<rrox<ioi>T(u codd. 21. TpaytKbv <f>i.\av6p<airov infra post ^rrij^j collocat

Susemihl 22. aut secludendum ptv (Margoliouth cum Arabe) aut &
post irovijplat legendum (add. Riccardianus 16) 23. ^m)ij A 24.

/col e/(c6j <&<rirfp Riccardianus 46 (confirm. Arabs) 27. Sxrirfp trap' fanrtp

vapk Aid., ceterum cf. PoL 1339 b 8 28. XOITTOIS] iroXXotj Margoliouth
cum Arabe q.S6fieva Maggi (

'

quae canuntur
'

Arabs) : 8iS&/j.eva A
oMir add. Vahlen, et S (' nihil . . . aliud amplius

'

Arabs) : otf add. Maggi
30. Totoirrou] woiip-oO 2, ut videtur 33. 1}5i] apogr. : yd' Ac

: elSf&v S,
ut videtur 34. Kal Hermann : 4} codd. 38. vd6ij seel. Eeruays,
tuetur Arabs
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has been known to fail from this one defect. In his

Eeversals of the Situation, however, he shows a marvellous

skill in the effort to hit the popular taste, to produce a

tragic effect that satisfies the moral sense. This effect is 6

produced when the clever rogue, like Sisyphus, is out-

witted, or the brave villain defeated. Such an event is

probable in Agathon's sense of the word :

'

it is probable,'

he says,
' that many things should happen contrary to

probability.'

The Chorus too should be regarded as one of the 7

actors
;

it should be an integral part of the whole, and

share in the action, in the manner not of Euripides but

of Sophocles. As for the later poets, their choral songs

pertain as little to the subject of the piece as to that of

any other tragedy. They are, therefore, sung as mere

interludes, a practice first begun by Agathon. Yet

what difference is there between introducing such choral

interludes, and transferring a speech, or even a whole act,

from one play to another ?

XIX It remains to speak of Diction and Thought, the

other parts of Tragedy having been already discussed.

Concerning Thought, we may assume what is said in

the Ehetoric, to which inquiry the subject more strictly

belongs. Under Thought is included every effect which

has to be produced by speech, the subdivisions being, 2

proof and refutation
;
the excitation of the feelings, such

i4B6&as pity, fear, anger, and the like; the suggestion of
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tcai fjLiKpoTijTas. Srj\ov 8e on Kal [eV] rot? Trpdyftacriv airb 3

rwv avTwv ISewv Set xpfjo-dai, orav f) e\eeiva rj Beiva rj

fj,eyd\a rj el/cora Serj 7rapao~Kevd%ew ir\rjv TOO~OVTOV 8ia-

5 <bepet, ort ra pev Bel <j>aiv<r6at dvev StSatr/caXta?, ra Se

ev ra> \6jw VTTO TOV \ejovro<f Trapaa-Kevd^etrdat Kal Trapa

rbv \6yov jtjvea-dat. ri yap av el'r) TOV \eyovro? epyov, el

<j>aivoiTO rj
Sidvoia Kal p.r) Sia rbv \6yov ; rwv Se irepi rrjv 4

\eiv ev fiiv ea~Tiv etSo? Oewpias ra a"^>jfjLara rrjs Xe^ea)?,

10 a eo~Tiv elSevai Trjs vTroKpt,Ti,Kf)<i Kal TOV Trjv ToiavTrjv %ov-

TO? dp^lTKTOVlK^V, olov Tl VTO\r) Kal TL V%r) Kal Bllj-

yr)<ri<i xal direi^r) Kal e/jwr^eri? /cat aTroKpia-if Kal e" rt a\\o

TOtovTov. Trapa yap Trjv TOVTWV yvaxnv rj ayvoiav ovSev 5

t9 Trjv TToiijTiKrfV eTriTifArjfAa <f>epeTat o TL Kal a^iov O~TTOV-

1 5 Bfj<;. rt yap av Tt? UTroXaySot f)iJ,apTf)<r0ai, a HpwTayopas

eTTiTifJia, ort ev%e(r0ai, ottpevo? eVtrarTet eliriav
"

/j.ijvt,v aetSe

^ea," TO yap Ke\.evo~ai fyijcrlv Troietv rt ^ jjurj eTrtra^t? eo~TW.

8to irapeia-da) a>9 a\\r)s Kal ov Trjs TroiijTiKrjs bv
0e(opr)fjui.

XX [T?;9 8e \e^6&)9 aTrdo-ijs raS' earl ra peprj, <TTOI-

v\\al3T) trvi/Seo'/iO? ovofjia pij^a \apdpov\ Trraio't?

o-Toi^elov fikv ovv eo~Tiv fywvrj aStat/36TO?, ov iracra 2

1456 b 2. tuKptrirrcu A : ffiwcpbrrira. Parisinus 2038 iv seel. Ueberweg :

<rotj> tv Wrobel 3. ISew apogr. : eldeuv A 4. S<?T; Parisinus
2038 : 5'

1) A 8. 0a^otro scrips! : ^avoiro codd. 17 Staj/oia

Margoliouth, Wrobel (praeeunte Spengel) : ijtea codd. (
'

voluptates
'

Arabs) :

18r) Castelvetro : y Stoi Vahlen (ed. 2) : IjSr) 4 Set Tyrwhitt : ijSri ry Otq.

Gomperz 20. &p6pot> seel. Hartung (quern dubitantius secutus sum) :

post fffcStfffios transtulit Spengel (confirm. Arabs): ffti>de<r/jios <^
Steinthal
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importance or its opposite. Now, it is evident that 3

the dramatic incidents must be treated from the same

points of view as the dramatic speeches, when the object

is to evoke the sense of pity, fear, importance, or prob-

ability. The only difference is, that the incidents

should speak for themselves without verbal exposition ;

while the effects aimed at in speech should be pro-

duced by the speaker, and as a result of the speech.

For what were the business of a speaker, if the Thought

were revealed quite apart from what he says ?

Next, as regards Diction. One branch of the inquiry 4

treats of the Modes of Utterance. Bui this province

of knowledge belongs to the art of Delivery and to

the masters of that science. It includes, for instance,

what is a command, a prayer, a statement, a threat,

a question, an answer, and so forth. To know or not 6

to know these things involves no serious censure upon

the poet's art. For who can admit the fault imputed

to Homer by Protagoras, that in the words, 'Sing,

goddess, of the wrath,' he gives a command under the

idea that he utters a prayer ? For to tell some one to

do a thing or not to do it is, he says, a command. We

may, therefore, pass this over as an inquiry that belongs

to another art, not to poetry.

XX [Language in general includes the following parts :

Letter, Syllable, Connecting word, Noun, Verb, Inflexion

or Case, Sentence or Phrase.

A Letter is an indivisible sound, yet not every such 2

sound, but only one which can form part of a group of
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Se aXX' e' 979 7re<j)VK (rvvOerrj yiyveadat (fxovtj' Kal yap rcav

0Tjpid)V elcriv aStaipeTOi, <j)0)vai, wv ovSefiiav \eyco aroi-

%eiov. ravTrjs Be pepr) TO re (fxovfjev teal TO r/fjultyowov Kal

25 dffxovov. eariv Be (jjcavrjev p,ev <ro> avev Trpocr/SoX?}? e%ov 3

<f>Q)vr)V arcova-Tijv, r)/jii<f)(t)vov
Se TO pera 7rpo<rf3o\fj<; %ov

r/v dtcov(TTi]V, olov TO S Kal TO P, afywvov Be TO fiera

a^' auTo jj.ev ovSeftiav e%ov (fxovqv, /Jiera 8e

TWI/ e^ovrrav riva ^xovrfv yivo/juevov aKovarov, olov TO F Kal

30 TO A. ravra Se Siatyepei a^^acrw re rov o-ToyxaTO? Kal 4

T07rot9 *u Saa-vTijTi Kal ^riXoTtjrt, Kal piJKei Kal /3pa%y-

rt]n, eVt 8e O^VTTJTI Kal fiapvTrjTi xal To3 fjueo-q)' Trepl wv

Kaff eKa&Tov [ev] TO?? /tT/)t/cot? Trpoa-ijKei, Oecopelv. o-u\Xa/9^ 5

Se ecrnv <f)wvr) darj/jio^ crvvBerrj ef; a<p(0vov Kal (pcavrjv e%ov-

35 TO?* Kal yap TO FP areu TOU A <rv\\a{3r) Kal /iTa Toy

A, olov TO FPA. aXXa at ToyTwy dewpijaai ra<t Sia<J>opa<t

T^5 fieTptKrjs ecrriv. crvv$e<rp,o<; Be ecrnv <f>a>vr) acr^ytto? ^ ov- 6

1457 a Te KtoXvei, oiire Troiei (fxovrjv (Jbiav (rij/jLavrtKijv K 7r\eiovo)v

(jjcovwv, 7T<f)VKvia [o~i/z/JTi0eo~&u Kal eTrt TWV a,Kpa)v Kal eTrl

22. ffvvderi] apogr. ('compositae voci' Arabs): o-weri] Ac 25. TO add.

Reiz 33. lv seel. Spengel 34. post QWVJJV txoVTOS coni- Christ

<^ 7r\6wj' 6.<j>&vuv Kal <j>ui>i)i> ?xo>/TOJ> 35-36. /cal >Ap r6 TP (Lvev

TOV A o-uXXa/Srj /cal jteTot roO A A :
' nam T et P sine A non faciunt syllabam,

quoniam tantum fiunt syllaba cum A' Arabs, unde Kal yap rb TP <oi)/c>

&vev TOV P cruXXajSi}, dXXA /aera TOU A Margoliouth (similia Susemihl ed. 1) :

Kal yap rb TA avev rov P <rtAXa/3^ <cai /^erA TOV P Tyrwhitt : al yap TO A fi/eu

TOV TP cruXXa^ *cai /XCT& ToC TP M. Schmidt 1457 a 1-8. % ovTe Kw\vei

iJTOi, St. Hartung, Susemihl. Codicum fide ita vulgo legitur: r, OVTS

K<a\vei OVTS iroiei <f>uvriv plav a-fifiavTiK^v, IK v\eiovuv (jxavtav ire<j>VKViav avvrl-

Becreai, Kal tirl TUI> &Kpuv Kal tvl TOV (dffov, ty pr, apuorrei (ty

apogr.) ev apyri TiBevai. KaO' avTOv (avTT,v Tyrwhitt), ofoj' fj.fr (Jw. Ac
),

(rfrol. Ac
), 5^ (5e Ac

). ^ <pwvi) ao-rj/Ms r, CK ir\ei6vtav (ifr <pwvuv /Mas ffynavTiKuv

(Robortelli : ffri/MVTiKOv Ac
) de iroteiv irf(pvKfv /jdav <rr)UM.vTiKty (jxavfy. apdpov

$' f<rrl
<t>wv^

dffijMos, ^ \oyov apx^v r, rAoi ^ Siopiffflbv oif^ol, olov TO afntpl

(Hartung: tj>. p.. T. Ac
: <foid Aid., Bekker) Kal TO irepl (W. e. p. i. Ac

) Kal Ta dXXo.
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sounds. For even brutes utter indivisible sounds, none

of which I call a letter. The sound I mean may be 3

either a vowel, a semi-vowel, or a mute. A vowel is

that which without impact of tongue or lip has an

audible sound. A semi-vowel, that which with such

impact has an audible sound, as S and K. A mute,

that which with such impact has by itself no sound,

but joined to a vowel sound becomes audible, as G and

D. These are distinguished according to the form 4

assumed by the mouth and the place where they are

produced; according as they are aspirated or smooth,

long or short
;
as they are acute, grave, or of an inter-

mediate tone; which inquiry belongs in detail to the

writers on metre.

A Syllable is a non-significant sound, composed of a 5

mute and a vowel : for GE without A is a syllable, as

also with A, GRA. But the investigation of these

differences belongs also to metrical science.

A Connecting word is a non-significant sound, which 6

1457 a neither causes nor hinders the union of many sounds

into one significant sound
;

it may be placed at either

Sed nescio an Doring vero propius accesserit qui locum sic restituit :

ffi/vSeerytos 5^ etrriv <put>r) Ayr/fjun ^ K irXeioviav (tev <fiwvu>v, fuds

5 TTOLeiv ire<pvKv ftlav fftjfiavTiKrjv <puv^v, j)v fly apfiArrfi tv dpx5
ndfvai KO.&' abrfy, olov rb ap<t>l Kal rb irepi Kal rfc fiXXa. &pOpov

tfavT) &o"r)fjios, ff afire KwXi/et afire iroiet <puvT)v /jlav <ri)iJ.a.vTiKT)v {K Tr\ei6i>uv

<f>wi>wi> \Tre(pVKv1o.v] ffwriOeffOcu, < dXX'> ^ \6yov Apxty % r^Xos ^ diopifffibv

8r)\oi, ire<pvKv1a. riOecOai Kal eirl rdov &Kpuv Kal Ivl TOV /JL^COV, olov (lev, ijrot,

Se. Nullam tamen Arabia rationem Doring habuit, et Arabs quidem cum
nostris codicibus parum congrnit. Ipse ut in re nondum satis explicata

tir^xfii' me fateor 2. tre<pvK\iia. rideffffai Winstanley : irftpVKvtav crw-

TldeffOcu codd.
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ToO fikcrov TI <f)wvr) atTijfjbos r) etc irketovrnv fiev

vcov /Lua<?, (rijfAavTiKwv Be, rrotetv 7re<f>VKev fiiav

5 (frwvijv,
olov TO dpfyL Kal TO irepi teal ra d\\a" <^> <f>covrj 7

ao-77/to9 f) \6yov dp^rjv 77 reXo? 77 Biopta-fjiov BrjXol, r)v prj

dppoTTei, ev ap%r) \6yov ridevai KaQ
1

avrijv, olov piv, rJTOt,

be. [^7 (fxavr) ao'i)fio<; rj oi/re icw\vi oure iroiel
<f>covr)v

piav a-rjfjiavriKrjv e/c 7r\eiovcov cfrwvwv 7re(j>VKvia rl0<T0ai real

10 eTrt rwv aicpwv KOI 7rl TOV //.etrou.] ovo/Jia Se e<m (frwvr) 8

a-vvderr) (rrjfjiavTiKr) avev %povov 775 pepo? ovSev ecrrt /ca#'

auro (TijpavTiKov V <yap rot? SiTrXofc ov ^po^/j^da w? /cat

ayro :a^' auro o-rj/Aaivov, olov ev TW eoSw/^w TO Btopov

ov <rr)/j,aivei. pfjfut, Se ^>oi/^ (rvvderrj o-rjfjLavriKr) p,ra %po- 9

15 you 779 ov8ev
fJLepos arj^aivet icad* avro, w&Trep teal eVl rwv

ovofuiTcov TO /jLV yap avOpwTros 77 \CVKOV ov o"r)/j,aivi TO

7TOT6, TO Se /3aSiet rj ftefidSiicev TTpoa-o-rjpaivet TO /j,ev TOV

irapovTa xpovov TO Be TOV irape\ri\v6oTa. TTTWO-^? 6 eo-Tiv 10

ovofJMiTOS rj pr)}iaTO<s i) fiev TO Kara TO TOVTOV r} TOVTW <n]-

20 fialvov KOI oo~a TotavTa, 77 Be Kara TO evl r) TroXXot?, olo^

77 dv0pco7rof, 77 Be Kara TO, vTTOKpiTiicd, olov KO,T

eVtVa^tv TO yap e(3dBio-ev ; rj /3dBte TTTwtrt?

pij/j,aTO<; KaTa TavTa TO, e'IBr) eo~Tiv. \of
yo<; Be (fxovr) arvvOeTrj 11

(rr)fj,avTiKT) 775 evta pepr) Kad' avTa a-rj^aivei, TI- ov jdp

25 aTra? Xoyos e/c prjfjuiTfov Kal ovopAToov crvyKeiTai, olov
"

o

TOV dvdpcoTTov opio-^6^' d\\' evBe^eTai <Kal> dvev ptj/juaTcov

4. ff-rifjutfTiKuv Robortelli: ffijuavTiictiv A 7. froi] 5i} rot Bywater
8-10. ^ . . . M<^OV seclus. Reiz 17. TTOT^ Spengel /9a5if apogr. :

/3o5tfeu> Ac
icpofforij/JLalvei Parisinus 2038 : irpoffij/Mtvei A 19. r6

/rari r6 Riccardianus 1 6 : T& /card Ac
: (card r6 Reiz 22. tfidSiffev ; (nota

interrogationis addita) Tyrwhitt : <
S/j' > ifidSurfv ; Vahlen

Riccardianiis 16 : tpdSifrv A 26. *cal add. Gomperz
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end or in the middle of a sentence. Or, a non-significant

sound, which out of several sounds, each of them signi-

ficant, is capable of forming one significant sound, as

a^L, 7re/H, and the like. Or, a non-significant sound, 7

which marks the beginning, end, or division of a sentence;

such, however, that it cannot correctly stand by itself at

the beginning of a sentence, as fUv, fJToi, 8e.

A Noun is a composite significant sound, not marking 8

time, of which no part is in itself significant : for in

double or compound words we do not employ the

separate parts as if each were in itself significant. Thus

in Theodorus,
*

god-given,' the Bwpov or
'

gift
'

is not in

itself significant.

A Verb is a composite significant sound, marking 9

time, in which, as in the noun, no part is in itself signi-

ficant. For '

man,' or
' white

'

does not express the idea

of 'when'; but 'he walks,' or 'he has walked' does

connote time, present or past.

Inflexion belongs both to the noun and verb, and 10

expresses either the relation
'

of,'
'

to,' or the like
;

or

that of number, whether one or many, as 'man' or

' men '

;
or the modes or tones in actual delivery, e.g. a

question or a command. ' Did he go ?
'

and '

go
'

are

verbal inflexions of this kind.

A Sentence or Phrase is a composite significant 11

sound, some at least of whose parts are in themselves

significant ;
for not every such group of words consists

of verbs and nouns '

the definition of man,' for example

but it may dispense even with the verb. Still it will
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\6yov. /Jiepos /JLCVTOI aei TI (rrjfjLalvov e%et, olov "ev T5

," "KXeW 6 K\eWo9." el? Be eVrt Xoyo? Bi^w, ^ jap 12

o ev o-rjfjuiivwv, r\ 6 eK TrXeiovcov crvvBea-fiw, olov r} 'I\ta9 /*ei>

30 o-vvBeo-fjLO) els, o Be rov avOpwirov TG> ev trijfiaiveiv.']

XXI 'Oz/o/iaro? Se eifS?; TO /u,ez/ airkovv, arrKovv Be \eya> o

fjirj
ex <ri)iJ,aivovT(i)v <rvyKirai, olov yrj, TO Be BITT\OVV TOVTOV

Be TO fiev etc avjfiaivovTO^ Kal a<nf)fiov (Tr\rjv OVK ev TW

OVOfJMTt, <Tt]^alvOVTO<^ \KOl O(T1jfJ,Ov]), TO Be K fft]^alVOVTOiV

35 ffvytceirai. eli] S' av teal rpnr\ovv Kal rerpa7r\ovv ovofia Kal

tro\\a7T\ovv, olov ra Tro\\a ruv M.ao~(ra\ia)T<av 'E/j/Lto/cat-

1467 b Ko^avdos < eirev^afievo^ Atl Trarpl> . atrav Be ovopA e&Ttv 2

rj Kvptov rj yXwrra rj /Mera^opa r) Koo-fios r] iretroi^^kvov

rj eireKTerafJievov rf v^rjpvjfievov rj e^rpO^a^ffievov. \eyc0 3

Be Kvpiov fiev o5 xp&vrat eKao-roi, ry\S)TTav Be w

5 erepoi' &o~re <f>avepbv on Kal yXwrrav Kal Kvpiov elvat,

Bvvarbv TO avro, fir) Tot9 avTot9 Be' TO <yap aiyvvov

Kirn-piois fiev Kvptov, rjfilv Be y\G>TTa. ftTa<f>opa Be 4

eo~Tiv ovofjMTos d\\oTpiov Tri(f>opa r\ airo rov yevovs etrl

eISo9 rj
airo rov etSoi/9 eirl TO 761/09 rj

aTro TOU et-

28. /SaS/fv A" : /3a5tfei Parisinus 2038 KX^ow 6 KX^os M. Schmidt

(KX^wvoi habuit S) : KX^wp 6 KX<?w/ codd. tv ry "/SaSffct KX<?a>
"

6

(rA Bigg) KX&w edd. plerique 29. avvUfffuf Riccardianus 16 : avv^fffuav

Ac 30. r<p apogr. : ri Ac 33. iv rQ 6v6/jiaTt, Vahlen, et 2, ut

videtur: b> r$ 6v6/MT<K codd. : ^rii row 6v6/MtTos Tucker 34. Kaldff^fj.ov

om. 2, ut videtur ('non tainen indicans in nomine' Arabs). Idem effecit

Ussing delete Kal der^/iou in v. 33 et mutata interpunctione, ^K ffTjualvovros,

xXV OVK ev T$ 66fMTi fftitMivovTos, Kal affjpov, <crX. 36. fifya\iurup
codd.: Mao-<raXtwTwj' Diels, qui collate Arabe ('sicut multa de Massiliotis

Hermocaicoxanthus qui supplicabatur dominum caelorum') totum versum

"EpnoK. trarpl tanquam epici carminis, cornice scripti, ex coniectura

restituit: unde /terA < 7^X007-01 olov Maffffa>\i<aru>v coni. Rutherford. 'E/yxo/t.

ad Phocaeam spectat, Massiliae MTpoiro\iv, urbem inter Hermum et Caicum
sitam. Ceteras emendationes licet iam missas facere, e.g. /tryctXeW ws

Winstanley : }j*ya\dw olov Bekker ed. 3 : /j.eya\eluv S>v Vahlen 1457 b 3.

aQvptintvov Spengel (cf. 1468 a 1) 9. TO om. apogr.
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always have some significant part, as 'in walking/ or

' Cleon son of Cleon.' A sentence or phrase may form 12

a unity in two ways, either as signifying one thing, or

as consisting of several parts linked together. Thus the

Iliad is one by the linking together of parts, the definition

of man by the unity of the thing signified/]

XXI Words are of two kinds, simple and double. By

simple I mean those composed of non-significant elements,

such as 777. By double or compound, those composed

either of a significant and non- significant element

(though within the whole word no element is significant),

or of elements that are both significant. A word may
likewise be triple, quadruple, or multiple in form, like

145? b so many Massilian expressions, e.g.
' Hermo-caico-xanthus

<who prayed to Father Zeus>.'

Every word is either current, or strange, or meta- 2

phorical, or ornamental, or newly-coined, or lengthened,

or contracted, or altered.

By a current or proper word I mean one which is 3

in general use among a people ; by a strange word, one

which is in use in another country. Plainly, therefore,

the same word may be at once strange and current, but

not in relation to the same people. The word a-iywov,
1

lance,' is to the Cyprians a current term but to us a

strange one.

Metaphor is the application of an alien name by 4

transference either from genus to species, or from species

to genus, or from, species to species, or by analogy, that is,
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10 Bovs eVt elBos rf Kara TO dvd\oyov. \eyo) Be a?ro yevovs /iei>
5

eTrt eiSo? oloj/ "vyvs Be poi r/o ea-rtjKev" TO 70/3 opjieiv eo~Tiv

<rrdvai n. air eiSow Se eVi 761/05 "77 S?) /iupt' 'OoWo-eu?

e'cr#Xa eopyev" TO yap pvpiov TroXv <rl> <TTIV, $ vvv dvrl

TOV TroXXoi) fcexpyrai. air eiSovs Be eVt elBof olov "^aX/coS

15 a7ro ^rvvrjv dpv<ra<;" KOI "ra/jiajv dreipet ^aX/cc3*' evravOa

yap TO /xey dpva-ai rapelv, TO Be Ta/jielv apvaai eipqicev

d/jL<f)0) ydp d<f>e7^eiv TL effTtv. TO Be dvd\oyov \ey(o, oTav 6

o/ioteo? e%r) TO BevTepov TT/SO? TO irpStTov KOI TO TeTapTov

TTpO? TO TpiTOV pt <ydp CiVTi TOV BeVTCpOU TO TCTapTOV Tj

20 dvT\ TOV TeTapTov TO BevTepov, Kal evLoTe irpoa-TiOeacriv avff'

ov \eyet TT/OO? o eo-Tt. \e<yo) Be olov o/iota)? e^ei <f>id\r) TT/OO?

Atoi/uo-oy KOI acrTrt? 7T/305 "Apr)' epet TO'IVVV Trjv fadXyv da-TriBa

Aiovvtrov Kal Trjv affiriBa <f>id\i)v "Apew?. r) o yfjpas TT/JO?

ftiov, Kal ea-Trepa TT/JO? ^fiepav epel TOIVVV Trjv eaTrepav yfj-

25 pa? rjfj,epas
Kal TO yrjpas ecnrepav ftiov rf, uMnrep 'E/x,7reSo;X^5,

Suo-/ia9 ftiov. eviow B* OVK earTiv ovo/j,a Kefaevov TWV dvd- 7

\oyov, ttXX,' ovBev JJTTOV o/40/a>5 \e%6'r)o~Taf olov TO TOV

KapTrbv /Jiev d<f>ievat (nreipeiv, TO Be Trjv <f>\6ya diro TOV

rjXtov dvwvvjMov a\X' o/AOteo? e%et TOUTO TT/JO? TOV rjXiov Kal

30 TO (nrelpeiv TT^O? TOV KapTrov, Bio eiprjTai
"
a-ireiprnv OeoKTia-Tav

<j>\6ya" eo~Ti Be TU> Tpoirw TOVT<P T^ /ieTa^o/aa? xprja-Oai 8

Kal aXXa)?, TrpoaayopevcravTa TO d\\oTpiov aTro^crat TWV

11. 6Pfuv A<= 12. Cravat (a ut videtur ex d) A ^ 3^ apogr. :

^5^ A 13. rfpiov A" ri add. Twining 15. d/HVas Kai

Tyrwhitt (dpi/o-as Leidensis, corr. Vaticanus 1400, <ca2 Laurentianus Ix. 21) :

depi5o-a<r/c A rapuv Bekker (ed. 3): re^Civ Ac
ar^pet A 25-26.

Riccardianus 16, Parisinus 2038 : ^/>aj 4) woTrep 'E/t7re5oc\^j

Sw^s AC 28. dir6] ^^1 M. Schmidt 30.

apirbv Castelvetro
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proportion. Thus from genus to species, as :

' There lies 5

my ship'; for lying at anchor is a species of lying.

From species to genus, as :

'

Verily ten thousand noble

deeds hath Odysseus wrought'; for ten thousand is a

species of large number, and is here used for a large

number generally. From species to species, as :

' With

blade of bronze drew away the life,' and '
Cleft the water

with the vessel of unyielding bronze.' Here apixrai,
'

to

draw away,' is used for rapelv,
'
to cleave,' and rafjuelv

again for dpvo-at,, each being a species of taking away.

Analogy or proportion is when the second term is to the 6

first as the fourth to the third. We may then use the

fourth for the second, or the second for the fourth.

Sometimes too we qualify the metaphor by adding the

term to which the proper word is relative. Thus the

cup is to Dionysus as the shield to Ares. The cup may,

therefore, be called 'the shield of Dionysus,' and the

shield ' the cup of Ares.' Or, again, as old age is to life,

so is evening to day. Evening may therefore be called

'

the old age of the day,' and old age,
'

the evening of

life,' or, in the phrase of Empedocles,
'

life's setting sun.'

For some of the terms of the proportion there is at times 7

no word in existence
;

still the metaphor may be used.

For instance, to scatter seed is called sowing : but the

action of the sun in scattering his rays is nameless. Still

this process bears to the sun the same relation as sowing

to the seed. Hence the expression of the poet
'

sowing

the god-created light.' There is another way in which 8

this kind of metaphor may be employed. We may apply

an alien term, and then deny of that term one of its
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n, olov el rrjv do~7riBa eiTrot
<j)id\i<)v //.?; "Apeeo? dXX'

cioivov. < #007*09 Be . . . >. ireiroirj^ivov 8' ecrrlv o oXa>9 9

35 prj Ka\ovfjivov VTTO TIVWV avT09 riOerai 6 TTOIVJTIJ*;, (So/cet yap
evia elvat roiavra) olov ra Kepara epvvyas Kal TOV iepea

1458 a
dprjT'fjpa. cTreKTCTafjuevov Be eo~Tiv f) d(J3pptjfjievov TO fiev eav 10

fjiaKporepo) Ke^prjfievov y rov oltceiov rj <rv\\afty

j, TO Be av atyyprjfjievov rt, y avrov, eT

fiev olov TO 7roA<6&>9 7ro\7;o5 /cat TO IT^XetSou

5 atyrjprjfLevov 8e olov TO tcpi /cal TO Sw Kal "
fiia ^ti/erat d/*-

<f>OTepci)v oifr." egrfhXaypevov S' eVrti/ OTCIV TOV ovof^a^ofievov
H

TO fiev /caTaXeiTrrj TO Be TTOI-TJ, olov TO
"
BegiTepbv Kara /j,aov"

avTi TOV Bei6v.

\avTwv Be TWV ovofAaTcov TO, fiev appeva TO, Be 6r)\ea TCI 12

10 Be peTagv, appeva p,ev ova TeXeuTa et9 TO N ical P KOI S
Kal oo~a ex TOVTOV o-vytceiTat, (TavTa B' eo-rlv Bvo, *P Kal S),

6r)\ea Be oo~a etc TWV <j)covr}evTO)v et? Te Ta del fiaicpd, olov et9 H
xal ft, Kal TWV eTTCKTeivofjievcov et? A- <uo-T6 iva crvftftaivei,

7T\^drj ei? oaa TO, appeva Kal TO, 0ij\ea' TO jap W Kal TO B
15 <T&) 2> TavTa o~Tiv. et9 Be a^covov ovBev ovofjia TeXeuTa, ovBe

t9 <f>(i)vfjev /3pa%v. t9 Be TO I Tpla /MOVOV, /ieXt /co//u iriirepi,.

e/9 Be TO T 7T6I/T6. Ta Se fjueTagv 6i9 TayTa /cal N at 2.]

XXII Aee&>9 8e dpeTr) <ra0>? al /t^ TaTreivrjv elvai. <ra-

/u.ei'
ovi/ <TTIV 17 e: TWV Kvpicov ovo/jidTcav, dXXa

irapdBeiyfjM Be 17 KXeo0wi'TO9 iroi/

r}o~i<t Kal 17

33. d\X' Aotvoj/ Vettori : aXXi o^ov Ac et S 34. < K6<r/*os 5

Maggi 1458 a 2. Kexpw&os Hermann rj] $ A cnAXajS?;

^vi; Ac 3. dtf>i}/W7 /^^ iS^Ti ^ A 4. ir6Xeos A irrj\d5ov Parisinus

2038: mjX&j Ac
: HijX^oj <n?jX^os Kal r6 Hi;Xe/5oi/>M. Schmidt 6.

6\f/

Vettori; 6r,s Ac
(0 + 1C= 0*IC) 10. ical S Riccardianus 16 (confirm.

Arabs) : om. A 14. 7rXij(?7; A : 7rXi)0 apogr. 15. ry S add.

anon. ap. Tyrwhitt 17. post vfrre add. rd irwu r6 airu rd 76^1; ri

56pu rd d<rru Riccardianus 16 raCra </cai A> (,-ai N </ca2 P> /cal S
Morel
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proper attributes
;
as if we were to call the shield, not

' the cup of Ares,' but '

the wineless cup.'

<An ornamental word . . .>

A newly-coined word is one which has never been 9

even in local use, but is adopted by the poet himself.

Some such words there appear to be : as epvvyes,
'

sprouters,' for tcepara,
'

horns,' and dprjr^p,
'

supplicator,'

for iepevs,
'

priest.'

1453 a A word is lengthened when its own vowel is exchanged 10

for a longer one, or when a syllable is inserted. A
word is contracted when some part of it is removed.

Instances of lengthening are, 73-0X7709 for 7roXeo><?, and

TLrj\ijt,dSe(o for HrjXeiSov : of contraction, Kpi, Ba), and

Sty, as in p,la yivercu d/MJ>OTep(0v o^r.

An altered word is oue in which part of the ordinary 11

form is left unchanged, and part is re-cast; as in Se^i-

repov Kara /jua^ov, Se&repov is for Segiov.

[Nouns in themselves are either masculine, feminine, 12

or neuter. Masculine are such as end in v, p, 9, or in

some letter compounded with 9, these being two, ty

and . Feminine, such as end in vowels that are always

long, namely 77 and CD, and of vowels that admit of

lengthening those in a. Thus the number of letters in

which nouns masculine and feminine end is the same ;

for
T|T

and are equivalent to endings in 9. No noun ends

in a mute or a vowel short by nature. Three only end in

L, fjbe\i, KOfj-fjLi, TreTrepi : five end in v. Neuter nouns

end in these two latter vowels
;
also in v and 9.]

XXII The perfection of style is to be clear without being

mean. The clearest style is that which uses only current

or proper words
;

at the same time it is mean : witness

the poetry of Cleophon and of Sthenelus. That diction,

G
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T) Be KOI e^a\\drrovaa TO IBiwriKov % rot?

geviKOV Be \eyca yX&rrav teal /j,era-

dv Kal e7TKrao~iv teal nrav TO irapa TO Kvpiov. d\\ dv 2

a/to. dvravra roiavra 7704770-77, 77 aiviy/j,a co-rat, 77 fiapfta-

pev ouv K fj,era<f>opQ)v, aiviypa, edv Be etc

y\a)rrc!)V, flap/Sapicr/tof alviyparos re yap IBea avrt] e<rrl,

TO \eyovra VTrdp^ovra dBvvara (rvvd^rai,. Kara aev oZv rrjv

rwv <a\\mv> ovopdrcov crvvOea-tv ov% olov re rovro Troiija-at

Kara Be rrjv fj,era<popav evBe^erat, olov
"
avBp' elBov irvpl %a\-

30 KOV eir dvepi Ko\\ija'avra" Kal ra roiavra. CK rSiv <y\a>r-

ratv papfiapia-fios. Bel apa KeKpaa-Qal TTO)? rovrow TO 3

fjtev yap fjurj
IBicoriKov Troirfa'ei fjwjBe raireuvov, olov 77 y\Strra

Kal 77 fjra<f>opa Kal 6 #007*09 /cat ra\\a ra elprjfjieva

eiBrj, TO Be Kvpiov rrjv cratyijveiav. OVK e\d^tcrrov Be pepo? 4

1468 b o-vp,ftd\\erat, els TO o-a^e? rfjs Xefew? Kal /XT) IBiwriKov

al eVe/CTao-et? Kal airoKoiral Kal ej;a\\ayal rwv ovopd-

rmv Bid ftev yap TO aXXco? e%eiv rj a>9 TO Kvptov, Trapd

TO elcoOof yiyvo/j,evov, TO pr) IBicoriKov Troi^aei, Bid Be TO KOI-

5 vooveiv rov elwdoros rb (rafyes earai. axrre OVK opd&f tyeyov- 5

<riv 01 eTririfAtovres TO> roiovra) rpojrw rijs Bia\Krov Kal Bia-

KWfjiwBovvres rov rroit]rr]v, olov Eu/eXeto^? o dp^alos, a>?

paBiov TTOieiv, ei ns B(a<rei eKrelveiv
e<f>'

OTTOO-QV j3ov\erai,

Ia]ui(3o7roir)cra<; ev avry ry \e%ei
"
^Tri^dprjv elBov Mapa-

24. &fj.a airavra. Riccardianus 16, Parisinus 2038 : &v &ira.vTa Ae
: tiiravra al.

Trover?? apogr. : irotTJffai Ac 28. &X\ut> add. Margoliouth, collato Arabe

'reliqua nomina': Kvpiwv add. Heinsius fftv6e<nv] (rvrfeeiav Tucker

ovxoLovTcu A 29. fort. /j.fra<popuv Bywater 'idov Au
irvpi

Xa\icbv Vettori: irvpixa\Koi> codd. 30-31. ante vel post lK ^ap-
fSapurfifc lacunam statuit Gomperz 31. KfKpdffBai Maggi e cod. Lam-
pridii ('si miscentur haec' Arabs): KetcpiffBai codd. cett. 1458 b 1.

o-i/^dXerai Ac
: <TV/j,pd\\ot>Tat apogr. 9. "ETrixdprjv Bursian : ijr x^P1" A :

tirl x&pw 2, ut videtur ('appellatum cum favore' Arabs) eldov apogr. :

'i8ov Ac
: IS&v Gomperz
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on the other hand, is lofty and raised above the common-

place which employs unusual words. By unusual, I

mean strange (or rare) words, metaphorical, lengthened,

anything, in short, that differs from the normal idiom.

Yet a style wholly composed of such words is either a 2

riddle or a jargon ;
a riddle, if it consists of metaphors ;

a jargon, if it consists of strange (or rare) words. For the

essence of a riddle is to express true facts under im-

possible combinations. Now this cannot be done by any

arrangement of ordinary words, but by the use of meta-

phor it can. Such is the riddle :

' A man I saw who

on another man had glued the bronze by aid of fire,' and

others of the same kind. A diction that is made up of

strange (or rare) terms is a jargon. A certain infusion, 3

therefore, of these elements is necessary to style ;
for the

strange (or rare) word, the metaphorical, the ornamental,

and the other kinds above mentioned, will raise it above

the commonplace and mean, while the use of proper

words will make it perspicuous. But nothing contributes 4

1458 b more to produce a clearness of diction that is remote

from commonness than the lengthening, contraction, and

alteration of words. For by deviating in exceptional

cases from the normal idiom, the language will gain

distinction ; while, at the same time, the partial con-

formity with usage will give perspicuity. The critics, 5

therefore, are in error who censure these licenses of

speech, and hold the author up to ridicule. Thus

Eucleides, the elder, declared that it would be an easy

matter to be a poet if you might lengthen syllables at

will. He caricatured the practice in the very form of

his diction, as in the verse:
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10 OwvdBe /3a8tbz'Ta," teal
" OVK civ 7' epdfAevos TOV etcelvov e'X-

\e/3opov" TO fJLev ovv fyaiveaOaL TTOX; ^pcafievov TOVTW TQ> 6

TOOTTW ye\oiov TO Be fteTpiov KOIVOV aTrdvTcav ecrrl TWV yu,e-

pcov KOI yap fjLTa<j>opai<; /cal <y\(OTTai,<; /cat rot? aXXot?

et'Secrt %p(i)(J,evos aTrpeTrw? /cat eTrirrjBe^ CTTI ra <ye\oia TO

15 auTo av aTrepyda'aiTo. TO Be apporrov oaov Bia^epet e?rt 7

TCOZ/ eirwv Oewpelcrdw evn,0efj,ev(ov rcov <Kvpiwv> ovo/jidrcov et9

TO fjierpov. /cal evrt TT}? fyX&STT^? &e ;at e?rt TWZ/ p^era^opoiv

/cat eVt TCOI; aXXwi/ t'Sewi/ peraTidels av Tt? Ta /cy/ota ovofiara

/cariBoi 6Vt ttXT;^?} ~\.eyo/j,ev olov TO avTO Troir/o-avTos ia/j,-

20 ftetov Ala-^v\ov /cat EuptTTtSou, ey 8e p,6vov ovopa fieTaOev-

T09, az/Tt [/cypiof] elwdoTos yXwTTav, TO //.ev (fraiveTai ica\ov

TO 8' evTeXe?. Atcr^vXo? /nev 70/0 eV TO) ^tXo/cT^T^ eVot^cre

(payeBaiva <8'> ^ /Ltou (rdpfcas ecrdiei 7roSo9,

o Se a^Tt TOV ecrdiei TO OoivaTat jjieTeOijKev. /cat

25 ^w Se /A' eft)!/ 0X^705 Te /cat oiiTiBavbs /cat

64 T4? X6704 T
/CU/Jta /ieTttTt^et?

z/Oy 8e /i' ewi/
/u.t/c^>o?

Te /cat dtr^ez/t/co? /cat

. ix. 515, vOi> 5^ ^' ^au/ 6\iyos re KO! ofrridavbs xal &KLKVS.

10. Av y' tpiififvos apogr. : &v yepdpevos A : &i> yev<r&nevos Tyrwhitt : Sv

irpi6.fj.evos Gomperz 11. TTWJ Ac
: dtrpeirw Twining: Trdj'rws Hennanii

12. /t^-pio;' Spengel : /t^rpop codd. 14. e?ri ra apogr. : frreira

A ^?ri ra -yeXota seel. Gomperz 15. ap^iyrrov apogr. : dp/x6r-

TOCTOS Ac
: a,p/j,orr6vTus Tucker 16. tir&v'] {weKTd.ffeui> Tyrwhitt

<Kvpitav> coni. Vahlen 19. id^iov Ac 20. Afo-x^Xv E^tiriSoi;
Essen: EfyiTrtSov KJ A/o-x^Xoi/ Richards /ieraWcroy Parisinus 2038,
Aid. : fj.tTa.Ti6tvTos A 21. aut /cupiou aut et'w06ros secludendum esse

coni. Vahlen <KCU> etw^^ros Heinsius 23. <f>ay{8cuva 8' ff Ritter:

<t>ayt8awa % apogr. : ^aydSeva ^ AC : fayeSaivav J Hermann : <pa.yt$a.iv' del

Nauck 25. 5^ /xewi' Ac
det/ci^y Riccardianus 46

(

( ut non conveniat'

Arabs) : detS^s Ac
: &KIKVS (cum var. lect. d*ofc) Od. ix. 515 27. <S

S^ Ac
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elBov MapaOwvdBe fiaBl&VTa,

or,

OVK av 7' epdpevos rov eiceivov e\\e{3opov.

To employ such license at all obtrusively is, no doubt, 6

grotesque ;
but in any mode of poetic diction there

must be moderation. Even metaphors, strange (or rare)

words, or any similar forms of speech, would produce

the like effect if used without propriety and with the

express purpose of being ludicrous. How great a differ- 7

ence is made by the appropriate use of lengthening, may
be seen in Epic poetry by the insertion of ordinary forms

in the verse. So, again, if we take a strange (or rare)

word, a metaphor, or any similar mode of expression,

and replace it by the current or proper term, the truth

of our observation will be manifest. For example

Aeschylus and Euripides each composed the same iambic

line. But the alteration of a single word by Euripides,

who employed the rarer term instead of the ordinary

one, makes one verse appear beautiful and the other

trivial. Aeschylus in his Philoctetes says :

(frayeBaiva <B
>

>
77 JJLOV <rdpKas e<r0iet 770809

Euripides substitutes Oowdrai 'feasts on' for etrBlet

'
feeds on.' Again, in the line,

vvv Be JM ewv 0X4705 re KOI ovriSavbs Kal aeiKr)?,

the difference will be felt if we substitute the common

words,

vvv Be
/*' ecav fit/epos re Kal d<r0evi,KO$ /cat aetS^s.
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Btypov deiKe\.iov KaraOels oXiyrjv re rpdrre^av?

30 Bid>pov poyQilpov /caraQels jMiKpdv re Tpdire^av

Kal TO "rjioves /3ooaKra>,"
2

77*01/65 Kpd%ov<nv. en Be 'Apuppd- 8

Srjs T0i>5 TpaymSovs e/cw/uwSet, OTI a ovBels av CITTOI ev rfj Bia-

\eKTO) TOUTO45 %p(t)VTai, olov TO B(t)/JidTCi)V CLTTO d\\d
jJbTj

CLTTO owfJidTcov, Kal TO <r0ev ical TO 6700 Be vw KOI TO

1459 a 'A^XXew? Trepi d\\a fir) irepl 'A^tXXeco?, Kal ocra a\\a

ToiavTa. oia yap TO urj elvai ev rot? Kvpiot,*; Troiel TO p/t]

IBicoTiKov ev Ty \eei airavra TO, TOiavTa* e/ceivos oe TOVTO

rjyvoei. ecrTiv Be aeya pev TO e/facrrw TWV elprjuevfov irpeirov- 9

5 TG>? xpfja-dai, Kal StTrXot? ov6fj,a<rt, Kal yXcoTTais, TTO\V Be

ueryKTTov TO fMeTatyopiKov elvat. fiovov yap TOVTO OVTC Trap'

a\\ov e<TTt \afteiv evfyvias re o-r)fj,ei6v eo-Ti- TO yap ev

fjLeTa<f>peiv TO TO O/AOIOV decopeiv ecrTiv. TWV S' ovo^aTcov TO, 10

uev Bnr\a ud\to-Ta dpfioTTet, TO?? Bi6vpd/j,/3oc<>, at Be y\wTTai

10 To?5 r/pcoiKots, at Be fj,Ta(j>opal rot? lap,peioi<$. Kal ev

uev Tot5 ripwiKols atravra -^p^a-ifia TO, elprj/jieva, ev Be rot?

tayu,/3etot5 Bta TO OTI ud\icrTa \ej;iv aiueicrdai raOra dp-

uoTTet TWV ovofjidTfav ocrot? KCLV ev \oyow rt? XP^~

craiTO eo-Tt Be TO, TotavTa TO Kvpiov Kal fj,Ta<f>opa Kal #007*05.

15 Trepl pev ovv TpaywBias Kal r^5 ev TO) TrpaTTeiv

o-e&)5 ecrTft) rjfuv iKava TO, elpyueva.

1
Odyss. xx. 259, di<ppov deiKfXiov KaraOeh oKlyyv re

2 Iliad xvii. 265.

29. aeiK&iov Parisinus 2038, coni. Susemihl : T' deuctXiov A : r alufriov

Vahlen 31. rb fwj/ey fiouiffiv % faves Ac 32. etiroi apogr. : eiirrji

A<= 1459 a 4. rd apogr.: rwt AC 10 et 12. la^Lois A<= 13. K&P

Riccardianus 46 : Kal A oVots post ^ add. Ac
: om. apogr. : rots

Gomperz : bSols S, ut videtur (Ellis) rtj apogr. : ri Ac
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Or, if for the line,

Si<f>pov dei/ce\iov Karadels o\yr)V re rpatre^av,

we read,

8i<f)pov [LO'xP'ripov KaraOels fiiicpdv re rpaTre^av.

Or, for fjioves ftoowcrw, 77401/69 fcpd%ov(riv.

Again, Ariphrades ridiculed the tragedians for using s

phrases which no one would employ in ordinary speech :

for example, Sa/jLartov airo instead of CLTTO Scopdrcov,

1459 a creOev, eya> Be vt,v, 'A^iXXew? Trepi instead of irepl

'A^tXXetw?, and the like. It is precisely because such

phrases are not part of the current idiom that they

give distinction to the style. This, however, he failed

to see.

It is a great matter to observe propriety in these 9

several modes of expression, as also in compound words,

strange (or rare) words, and so forth. But the greatest

thing by far is to have a command of metaphor. This

alone cannot be imparted by another
;

it is the mark of

genius, for to make good metaphors implies an eye for

resemblances.

Of the various kinds of words, the compound are 10

best adapted to dithyrambs, rare words to heroic poetry,

metaphors to iambic. In heroic poetry, indeed, all

these varieties are serviceable. But in iambic verse,

which reproduces, as far as may be, familiar speech, the

most appropriate words are those which are found even

in prose. These are, the current or proper, the meta-

phorical, the ornamental.

Concerning Tragedy and imitation by means of

action this may suffice.
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XXIII Tlepl Be TIJS 8ir)yr)/*aTiKr)<$ /cdv ev<l

on Bet Toi/9 fMV0ovs /caddirep ev rat9 rpaywBiais avvicrravai

Bpa/maTiKovs Kal Trepl fjiiav vrpatfiv 6\tjv teal re\eiav, e^ovcrav

20 dpx*)v Ka^ /^ecra KOI reXo9, tV wcnrep q>ov ev o\ov iroir) rrjv

oiiceiav rjSovijv, 8rj\ov, /cal
/j.rj 6/iota? i<TToplai<; ra? avv-

elvai, ev al$ avdy/crj ov%l /ita? Trpa^etw? TroielcrOai

v aXX' ei/o? %povov, oaa ev rovrto avve^r] irepl eva

, <av etcacrTov o)<} erv^ev 6%ei 7T/309 aXX^Xa. wcnrep 2

25 yap Kara TOVS avrovs %povov<i r) r' ev ^a\afuvt, eyevero

/cat 77 ev St/ceXta K.ap^r)Bovla)v ^X^ ^Bev

TO avro (TvvTeivovcrai, reXo?, OVTIO Kal ev rot? e'^e^r}?

eviore ytz/erat Odrepov pera Odrepov, e wv ev

ovSev jiverat reXo9. tr^eBov Be ol TroXXoi TWV TroiijTtov TOVTO

30 Bpw<7i. Bio, wcrTrep eLTrofiev ijBfj, /cat ravry OeaTreaiof av 3

fyaveLrj "O/i^o? Trapa rou? aXXou9, rw /i7/8e rov TroXe/ioi/

KatTrep %ovTa ap^nv Kai reXo? eTrt^eip'fja'ai.
iroielv o\ov

\iav yap av fj,eyas /cal OVK evarvvoTrros eyu-eXXez/ e<re<r0ai,

rj TO) fteyeOei fj,erptd^ovra Kara7T7r\eypevov rr} 7roiKi\ia.

35 i/Oz/ S' ev
yu,e/309 d-jroXaftcbv eVetcroStot9 Ke^pijTat, avr&v

7roXXot9, olov yewv Kara\6ya) Kal aXXot9 e7retcro8tot9, o?9

StaXa//,y8az/et r^z/ Trot^crtv. ot' S' aXXot
7re/3t

eVa Trotovai

1459 b ^#1 Trept eVa %p6vov /cal fjiiav irpafyv 7ro\vfjiep'fj,
olov 6

17. Kd/ eel M^W scrips! (cf. 1449 b 11, 1459 b 32) : /cal ev fj^rptf codd.

18. oruj/to-rafat A : aweffTavai coni. Vahlen 20. a-otet Ac 21. 6/noios

IffToplais rds ffvvdtfftis Dacier (confirmat aliquatenus Arabs) : 6yuo/as io-roplais

ras ffvvO-f)ffei.s Riccardianus 46 : 6/xola? iaropia.? rax <rvv^6eis codd. : o?oj

iffropias riis <rvv/i6eis M'Vey 22. el^at] ^et^at Bywater 25. SaXa/xtV?;

Ac 26. vavfMxLa. apogr. : vat^/ia^oj Ac 28. yuerd Odrepov Parisinus

2038, coni. Castelvetro : ^era Oartpov A 31. T< Riccardianus 16 : rb

A 33-34. ^70 (rec. corr. /^yas) e^iJj'OTrTos (JLeTpid^ovra Ac
: /it^a

ewrifroTTTOJ' FJ.eTpiaoi> Bursian 35. avrwv seel. Christ: o^roO Heinsius

36. ots Riccardianvis 16 : Sis pr. Ac
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XXIII As to that poetic imitation which is narrative in

form and employs a single metre, the plot manifestly

ought, as in a tragedy, to be constructed on dramatic

principles. It should have for its subject a single

action, whole and complete, with a beginning, a middle,

and an end. It will thus resemble a living organism

in all its unity, and produce the pleasure proper to

it. It will differ in structure from historical composi-

tions, which of necessity present not a single action,

but a single period, and all that happened within

that period to one person or to many, little connected

together as the events may be. For as the sea-fight at 2

Salamis and the battle with the Carthaginians in Sicily

took place at the same time, but did not tend to any one

result, so in the sequence of events, one thing sometimes

follows another, and yet no single result is thereby

produced. Such is the practice, we may say, of

most poets. Here again, then, as has been already 3

observed, the transcendent excellence of Homer is

manifest. He never attempts to make the whole war of

Troy the subject of his poem, though that war had a

beginning and an end. It would have been too vast a

theme, and not easily embraced in a single view. If,

again, he had kept it within moderate limits, it must

have been over-complicated by the variety of the in-

cidents. As it is, he detaches a single portion, and

admits as episodes many events from the general story

of the war such as the Catalogue of the ships and

others thus diversifying the poem. All other poets

1459 b take a single hero, a single period, or an action single

indeed, but with a multiplicity of parts. Thus did the
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ra KuTrpta Trot^cra? /cat rrjv fj,i/cpav
'IXtaSa. roiyapovv etc 4

pev 'IXtaSo9 Kal 'OoWo-eta? /ua rpaywBia TrotetTat e/ca-

repas rj Bvo povat,, e/c Se K-VTrpiwv TroXXat Kal Tr/9 /u-

5 /c/?a9 'IXta8o9 [-TrXeW] OKTO>, olov OTT\COV Kpi<ri

TIJS, Neo7TToXeyu,o9, Eypz/TTuXo?, TTTto^eta, Ad/caivai,

7rep<Tis /cal aTTOTrXou? [/cat 2tWz> /cat Tp^aSe?].

XXIV "Ert Se ra el'S?; ravra Set e^ety r^y eVoTrottaz; rij

Sta, 17 yap aTrX^i/ ^ TreTrXey/iei'Tji/ -^ rfOiKrjv rj

10 Kal ra
/ie/3?; e^ci> /ieXoTrotta? /cat oi^ew? ravrd' Kal yap

TreptTrerei&v Set ;at avayvcopitretov Kal iraOrjfjLdrcov' ert

ra? Staz/ota? ai T^I/ Xefty ep^etz/ /caXw?. ot? aira&w 2

"0/^97/309 K%pr)Tai Kal 7r/3wro9 /cat t'/caz/w9. /cat yap /cat

TCOZ/ TronjfjLaTcov eKarepov a'vvea'TijKev 17 yu-ey 'IXta9 aTrXoOy

15 /eat iraBijTiKOV, rj Be 'OSuo-<reta TreTrXey/Aei/oy (dvayv<api<ri$

yap StoXoy) at yOiKy- 7rpo9 ya/? rourot9 Xefet /eat Biavola

irdvra VTrepjBefSXrjKev. Bia^epei, Be Kara re r}9 <rucrTa(7eG)9 3

TO /t>}/co9 ?7 eVoTrotta /eat TO /Jberpov. rov ftev ovv /JLIJKOVS 0/909

t/cai/09 o eipyfAevos' Bvva&Oai, yap Bet crvvopacrOai rrjv dp^r)v

20 /cat TO TeXo9. et?; S' ay TOUTO, et TWI/ yu-ey dp^aiwv ekdr-

Toi>9 at' o"vo"Taflret9 etei/, 7rpo9 Se TO 77X77^09 rpaya)Bia)v TWV

et9 /itav aKpoacriv TiOepevcov irapiJKOiev. e^et Se TT^O? TO 4

7rKTelve(r0ai TO fj,e<ye0o<? TroXy Tt 17 cTTOTrotta t'Stoy Sta

TO eV /ni/ T^ rpaywBia pr) evBe^ea-dai apa Trparrofieva

1459 b 2. KrfTrpia Reiz : *ru7rpi/ca A 4. /i6/as pr. AC 5 et 7. TrX^
et /cai 2ilviav Kal Tp^dSes seel. Hermann 7. irpwiaSej pr. A (r sup. scr.

m. rec.) 8. ?TI 5^ bis Ac Set apogr. : 5?j A 9. ridiKijv om.
S 11. /foi ^^wi' post dvayvwplcreuv add. Susemihl 13. i/favcDs apogr. :

iKavbs A 14. vovijfjuiTuv Ac 15. avayvuplo-ets Christ 16. 17^1x6^

corr. rec. m. Ac
-yip Ac

: 5 apogr. 17. Trdfras apogr. 21. irpis

5^ apogr. : irp^de Ac rb ante rpa^vStwj/ add. Tucker 22. fort.

Richards
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author of the Cypria and of the Little Iliad. For this 4

reason the Iliad and the Odyssey each furnish the

subject of one tragedy, or, at most, of two
;
while the

Cypria supplies materials for many, and the Little Iliad

for eight the Award of the Arms, the Philoctetes, the

Neoptolenius, the Eurypylus, the Mendicant Odysseus,

the Laconian Women, the Fall of Ilium, the Departure

of the Fleet.

XXIV Again, Epic poetry must have as many kinds as

Tragedy : it must be simple, or complex, or
'

ethical,'

or
'

pathetic.' The parts also, with the exception of

song and spectacle, are the same; for it requires

Reversals of the Situation, Recognitions, and Scenes of

Suffering. Moreover, the thoughts and the diction must 2

be artistic. In all these respects Homer is our earliest

and sufficient model. Indeed each of his poems has a

twofold character. The Iliad is at once simple and

'pathetic,' and the Odyssey complex (for Recognition

scenes run through it), and at the same time '

ethical.'

Moreover, in diction and thought they are supreme.

Epic poetry differs from Tragedy in the scale on 3

which it is constructed, and in its metre. As regards

scale or length, we have already laid down an adequate

limit : the beginning and the end must be capable of

being brought within a single view. This condition

will be satisfied by poems on a smaller scale than the

old epics, and answering in length to the group of

tragedies presented at a single sitting.

Epic poetry has, however, a great a special 4

capacity for enlarging its dimensions, and we can see the

reason. In Tragedy we cannot imitate several lines of
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25 TroXXa fieprj fjupeicrdai aXXa TO eVt TJ}? o-Kvjvrjs fcai TWV

vTTOKpiTwv /Lie/309 /Jiovov' ev Be Trj eTroTroua Bta TO Birjyrjfriv

elvai ecrrt, TroXXa
/u.e/9?; a/u-a Troieiv TrepatvojAeva, v(f>

&i>

ol/ceicov OVTWV avgerai 6 TOV iroirj^aro^ oyKos. eoo-Te TOUT'

e^et TO ayadov et9 fLe^/aKoirpeireiav KOI TO fjiera/3d\\iv TOV

30 aKovovra Kal eVeto-oStoOi/ avopoiois eVeto-oStot? * TO ^a/j

OIMOLOV Ta^v Tf^tjpovv eKiriTneiv Troiel Ta9 rpaywSiaf. TO Se 5

perpov TO rjpwifcbv airo Tr)<> vret/aa? ijpfio/cev. el yap T49 eV

aXXw Ttz/t /ieTpw Birjyrj/jLaTtKrjv fii/jirjcnv TTOIOITO rj ev 7roXXot9,

a.7ryje7re9 ay <j>alvoiTO' TO yap rjpoufcbv <TTa(n[ji(t)TaTov xal

35 oytcajSecTTaTOv TWV fjueTptov CCTTIV (Sto /cat '/XcoTTa? /cat /iTa-

(j)opa<i oe^eTai /j,d\i(TTa' TrepiTTrj yap Kal <Tai>Trj> rj Sirjyr)-

fiaTiKr) nifjMj&is TWV aXXci)i/). TO Se lap/Sciav Kal TTpd-

1460 a fjiTpOV KlVrjTlKCl, TO fJ,V OpfflGTlKOV TO O TTpaKTlKOV. Tl & 6

aTOTTcoTepov, el fiiyvvot Tt? awTa, (0<T7rep X.at,pr)p,(av. Sib

ovoel<f fjbaKpav trvcrTao'Lv ev a\\a) 7reiroii]KV rj TCO ijpaxp, aXX'

coa-Trep eiTrofiev avTrj 17 <j>v(rt<t
SiSdcrKei TO dppoTTOv [avTrf]

5 [St]a//>eto-^at.
r/

O//,7;po9 Se aXXa Te TroXXa a^t09 7raiveicr0ai 1

Kal Br} Kal OTI fjiovos TWV vroirjTcov OVK ayvoel o Set iroielv

avTov. avTov yap Set TOV TroirjTrjv e\d%i<TTa \eyetv ov ydp

ecrTi KaTa TavTa /ii/Ai;T7;9. ol /J,ev ovv aXXot awTot jj,ev Si" o\ov

29. fort, [rd] dyadbv Bywater 33. d^yTifiaTiK^v apogr. : dirjyrjriKTjv A
36. post Kal add. rafrrr) Twining: T?;5l Tucker 37. /j.i/j,rj<ns apogr. :

Kivrjffi's A lanfilov Ac 1460 a 1. KIVIJTIK& Aid. : KivrjTitcai Ac
:

jccvijTiKd /cal Riccardianus 46, Vahlen 2. /juyvtoi Parisinus 2038 : fu-yvfai

apogr. : fjir)yv6ri A (fuit JIT?, et >; extremum in litura) : /JL^J yvott) S (of. Arab.
1
si quis nesciret ') 3. T^J] rb Ac 4. ai/rg apogr. : atfrrj A : seel.

Gomperz 5. alpetffOai Bonitz (confirmare videtur Arabs) : Sicupetcrtfcu Ac
:

del cupet<r0cu Tucker
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actions carried on at one and the same time
;
we must

confine ourselves to the action on the stage and the part

taken by the players. But in Epic poetry, owing to the

narrative form, many events simultaneously transacted

can be presented ;
and these, if relevant to the subject,

add mass and dignity to the poem. The Epic has here

an advantage, and one that conduces to grandeur of

effect, to diverting the mind of the hearer, and relieving

the story with varying episodes. Tor sameness of

incident soon produces satiety, and makes tragedies fail

on the stage.

As for the metre, the heroic measure has proved its 5

fitness by the test of experience. If a narrative poem
in any other metre or in many metres were now com-

posed, it would be found incongruous. For of all

measures the heroic is the stateliest and the most

massive
;
and hence it most readily admits rare words

and metaphors, which is another point in which the

narrative form of imitation stands alone. On the other

1460 a hand, the iambic and the trochaic tetrameter are stirring

measures, the latter being akin to dancing, the former

expressive of action. Still more absurd would it be to 6

mix together different metres, as was done by Chaeremon.

Hence no one has ever composed a poem on a great scale

in any other than heroic verse. Nature herself, as we

have said, teaches the choice of the proper measure.

Homer, admirable in all respects, has the special merit 7

of being the only poet who rightly appreciates the part

he should take himself. The poet should speak as little

as possible in his own person, for it is not this that makes

him an imitator. Other poets appear themselves upon
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ovvrat, Be o\iya KOI 6\i,ydKi<>' o Be o\iya

evOvs elcrdyei, avBpa rj yvvaiKa rj
a\\o rt,

[77^09] K,al ovBev
1

dijdij dXX' e%ovTa tfdr). Bet pev ovv ev rat? 8

TpaywBiais iroieiv TO Oavpacrrov, pd\\ov 8' eVSe^erat eV

rfj eiroiroua TO a\oyov, Bi o crv^aLvei, paXta-ra TO 0av-

ftaa-Tov, Bia TO
/JLTJ opdv els rbv TrpdrrovTa- evrel ra irepl

15 T
*l
v

f

'R/CTopo<; Sico^tv ejrl <rKT)vf)<? ovra ye\ola av fyaveirj, ol

pev etrTWTe? KOI ov BUOKOVTCS, 6 Be avavevwv, ev Be TO??

eTrecriv \av6dvei. TO Be Oav^acrrov r)Sv' (nj/juetov Be' iravre^

yap frpO(TTidevTe<{ aTrayyeXKovcrtv a>? %api,6/j,evoi,. BeBiBa^ev 9

Be yttaXtcrTa "O/iT/^o? /cat TOU? aXXou? "^revBrj \eyeiv a>9 Bel.

20 ecm Be rovro TrapaXoyKrfAos. otovrat, yap avOpoairoi, orav

rovBl oVro<? roBl rj rj yt,vo/j,evov yivrjrai, el TO vcrTepov <TTIV,

KCU TO TrpoTepov elvai rj yivecrdai,' TOVTO Be <TTI -^e08o9. Bio

Bij, av TO TrpwTOV -^re{)8o9, aXX' ovSe, TOVTOV OVTOS, dvdyrcr)

<KaKelvo> elvai rj yevecrdat, [77] Trpo&Oetvai' Bia yap TO TOVTO

25 elBevai d\r)des ov, 7rapa\oyi^eTat rj/Awv rj ^v^rj /cat TO irpwTov

a>9 ov. TrapdBeiyfut, Be TOVTOV etc TUV Wnrrpwv. Trpoaipelo~dal 10

Te Bet dBvvaTaelKOTafjLd\\ov rj BvvaTa airLBava- TOU9 re \6yovs

e/c pepfav d\6y(ov, d

11. ^tfoscodd., S: seel. Reiz: eldos Bursian ovStv' a^Oy Vettori: ovSeva^dij

Urbinas 47 : ovStva ^0^ Ac
^^17] fort, ijtfos Christ KO.V raty

Gomperz 13. dXoyov Vettori : avdXoyov codd., S Si 8 Parisinus

2038, coni. Vettori: 5t6 codd. cett. 14. tird apogr. : frrerra Ac
,
S

21. roO 5t<Wos pr. A roSl ^ ^ apogr.: rb Si' ty pr. Ac
(rb SI 1) corr.

rec. m.) 23. 6-fi] Set Riccardianus 46, Bonitz &\\ov St Ac

(dXX' o^5* corr. rec. m.) : dXXo 5^ codd. Robortelli : &\\o 5' 5 Vahlen :

fiXXo, 8 Christ 23-24. cum verbis dXX' o{>tea,v6.yKT)irpo<r0eiva.i. con-
tulerim Rhet. i. 2. 13. 1357 a 17, fav y&p $ TL ro6rui> yi>6pi/j.ov, ovdt Set

Xtyeiv avrfc ykp TOVTO Trpoff-rlB^w b 6-Kpoar-fis, et 18. rb S' Sn ffre^vlr^ rb.

'OX^Tria, oi)5^ Set TrpoffOeivai. 24. K&Ketvo add. Tucker ^ seel.

Bonitz : 77 Vahlen : ty Tucker 26. TOVTOV codex Robortelli : TOVTO A :

TOIJTUI> apogr. : TOVTO <r6> Spengel Hirrpw Ac
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the scene throughout, and imitate but little and rarely.

Homer, after a few prefatory words, at once brings in

a man, or woman, or other personage; none of them

wanting in characteristic qualities, but each with a

character of his own.

The element of the wonderful is required in Tragedy. 8

The irrational, on which the wonderful depends for its

chief effects, has wider scope in Epic poetry, because there

the person acting is not seen. Thus, the pursuit of

Hector would be ludicrous if placed upon the stage the

Greeks standing still and not joining in the pursuit, and

Achilles waving them back. But in the Epic poem the

absurdity passes unnoticed. Now the wonderful is

pleasing : as may be inferred from the fact that every

one tells a story with some addition of his own,

knowing that his hearers like it. It is Homer who 9

has chiefly taught other poets the art of telling lies

skilfully. The secret of it lies in a fallacy. For,

assuming that if one thing is or becomes, a second is

or becomes, men imagine that, if the second is, the first

likewise is or becomes. But this is a false inference.

Hence, where the first thing is untrue, it is quite un-

necessary, provided the second be true, to add that the

first is or has become. For the mind, knowing the

second to be true, falsely infers the truth of the first.

There is an example of this in the Bath Scene of the

Odyssey.

Accordingly, the poet should prefer probable im- 10

possibilities to improbable possibilities. The tragic plot

must not be composed of irrational parts. Everything
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Bev eyety a\oyov, el Be /Jirj,
ea) rov

30 OtStTTOf? TO /J,T) elBevat, TTW? o Acuos aTredavev, d\\a pr] ev

rw Bpdfjiari, wcnrep ev 'HXe/cr/ja ol TO, TivQia aTrayyehXov-

T9, rj ev Mvcrofr o a(f>a)vo<;
etc Teyeas el? rrjv Mvcriav rfKwv

wo-re TO \eyetv on avTjp-rjro av 6 /Jiv0o<; ye\otov e^ ap%fi$

yap ov Bei crvvlcnacrOaL TOIOVTOVS. av Se 6y KOL <j)aivrjrat,

35 ev\o f

yQ)Tepa)s, e^Seyeer&u KOI CLTOTTOV <ov>' eirel teal ra ev

'QSvo'a'eia a\oya ra Trepl rrjv eicde(7iv co? OVK av rjv aveKra

1460 b 8rj\ov av jevoiro, el avra <ai)Xo<? 7roirjrij<f Troitjcreie' vvv Be

Tot? aXXot? ayadols 6 Troiijrr)^ d<f>av%i r/Svvwv TO UTOTTOV.

rfj Be Xefet Set BiaTrovetv ev Tot? dpyois fjLepecriv teal pyre n

rjdiicois prjre BiavorjTtKols' airoKpinnei yap trakiv rj \iav

5 \afj,7rpa Xe^t? rd re rjdt] Kal Ta<? Biavoias.

XXV Tlepl Be Trpo^Xtj/jidrfov teal \vffewv, eic irocrwv re teal

elBfav ecrriv, eoS' av deo>pov<riv ^kvovr av <f>avepov.

yap e<rrt /u/i^T^ o Troirjrrjs utcnrepavel (oypd<f)o<> rj Tt?

KovoTToios, dvdytcr) fjitfj^ia-dat, rpiwv ovrcov rov dpi-

10 6/M)v ev rt dei, rj yap ola TJV rf e&nv, r) old <$>ao~iv teal Botcei,

rf ola elvai Bel. ravra B
1

egayyehXerat, Xefet <rj tcvplot? 2

ovofj,a(T(,v> 77 K,ai y\(orrai<j Kai peraffropals' Kal TroXXa rcdQi]

30. <6> OZSiVous Bywater: Ot'5/Trou Tucker Adtos Riccardianus 16:
i'6\oos Ac

: tt>\aos cett. 33. d^petro Ac 35. dTroS^xeff^at apogr.
&TOTTOV <6v> scrips! : rb faowov Par. 2038 : &TOITOV codd. cett. &TOTTOV

quidem pro S,roir6v TI nonnunquam usurpari solet, e.g. &.TOVOV iroieiv (Dem.
F.L. 71, 337), droirov \tyetv (Plat. Symp. 175 A); sed in hoc loco vix

defendi potest ea locutio 1460 b 1. iroirtcreie Riccardianus 46, Heinsius :

Troi-f)ffti codd. : ttrolyffev Spengel 5. rd re] rA 5t Ac 7. troiuv

apogr. : TTO/WV &i> Ac 9. rbv dpiBfibv (vel T$ dpiff/M^) apogr. : r&v apiOfiuiv

Ac 11. ^ ola apogr. : ola Ac <^ Kvplots 6v6fMffiv> coni. Vahlen ;

<:^ Kvpla> Gomperz 12. KOI 6<r d\\a irdOr) coni. Vahlen
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irrational should, if possible, be excluded
; or, at all

events, it should lie outside the action of the play (as,

in the Oedipus, the hero's ignorance as to the manner

of Laius' death); not within the drama, as in the

Electra, the messenger's account of the Pythian games ;

or, as in the Mysians, the man who has come from Tegea

to Mysia and is still speechless. The plea that otherwise

the plot would have been ruined, is ridiculous
;
such a

plot should not in the first instance be constructed.

But once the irrational has been introduced and an air

of likelihood imparted to it, we must accept it in spite of

the absurdity. Take even the irrational incidents in the

Odyssey, where Odysseus is left upon the shore of Ithaca.

How intolerable even these might have been would be

apparent if an inferior poet were to treat the subject.

1460 D As it is, the absurdity is veiled by the poetic charm

with which the poet invests it.

The diction should be elaborated in the pauses of 11

the action, where there is no expression of character

or thought. For, conversely, character and thought are

merely obscured by a diction that is over brilliant.

XXV With respect to critical difficulties and their solu-

tions, the number and nature of the sources from which

they may be drawn may be thus exhibited.

The poet being an imitator, like a painter or any

other artist, must of necessity imitate one of three

objects, things as they were or are, things as they are

said or thought to be, or things as they ought to be.

The vehicle of expression is language, either current 2

terms or, it may be, rare words or metaphors. There

are also many modifications of language, which we

H
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T?}? Xefe&>? earl, BiBoftev yap ravTa rot? Troirjrais. 77/305 Be 3

TOVT045 ou^ 77 awT?) opOorris earlv T?}? 7roXmK% KOI
rff<j

15 7roir)Tifcr)<; ovBe dX\,rj<; Tkyy^ /cat TrotijTiK^. avTfjs Be TT}?

r)? Birrr) dpapTia, 77 /xei/ 70-10
/ca0' avrrfv, 77 Be Kara

el /J,ev yap <rt> irpoeC\.ero fii/jujcraaOai:, <p,r) 4

op6)<> Be e/u/A77<raTO St'> aBwafAiav, avTrjs 77 a/jbapria" el Be

TO) 7rpoe\e(rdat, /ir/ opdias, a\\a TOV ITTTTOV <ayu,'> a//.^>&>
ra

20 Se^ta 7r/)o/3e/3X77/eoTa, T; TO a^' eKao-rijv re^vrjv a/

olov TO /caT* larpitcrjv r) aXX.vjv re^vijv [r) aBvvara

OTTOiavovv, ov Ka6* eavrrjv. axrre Bet ra e-rrtripijfjiaTa ev TO 45

7rpo^\fjfJ,a(riv etc TOVTWV eTrHTKOTrovvra \veiv. irptarov ftev ra 5

7T/309 avrrjv rrjv re^vr]V el dBvvara TreTroirjrai, rjfj.dpTf)Tai'

25 aXV op^w? e%et, et Tvy^dvei TOV re\ov<; TOV avTrjs (TO 7a/>

TeXo? e'lpvjTai),
el O{/T&>? K7r\T}KTiKa>Tpov rj avTo rj aXXo iroiei

?. TrapaBeiyfta TJ TOV "E/eTO/ao? S/w^t?. ei pkvTQi TO TeXo?

77 <p,r)> fjTTOv eveBe^CTO VTrdp^eiv Koi KaTa, TTJV

l TOVTGOV Te^vrjv, [f)papTij(rdai] OVK opOw?- Bel jdp el ev-

30 Be%Tai oXtw5 fjii^Bapfj r)fj,apTfja'Oai. Ti troTepwv eTTt TO

dfjudpTij/Aa, TWV KaTa Trjv Te^vrjv r) /CT' aXXo (rv/jL/Seftr]-

/co? ; eKaTTOv yap el p,r) yBei OTI e'Xa^o? 6rj\eta tcepaTa

OVK e%ei TI el ayLtt/iTJT&j? eypa^rev. jrpos Be TOVTOW edv 6

OT4 ou/c dXijOvj, aXX* tcrct)? W5> 5et otoy ical

17. rt addidi /tr; 6p0us SC addidi : <6pOu>s, ^aprre 5' ^ r<p /ti/xij-

(ra<70cu 5i'> coni. Vahlen 18. eiapogr. : ^ Ac 19. T corr. Pansinus

2038 (Bywater): rb Ac
: <5tA> T* Ueberweg W add. Vahlen

21. $)
dS^ara TreTrot^rat seel. Diintzer : dSi/vaTa TTfirolrjTai (delete tf) post

67roiavoOv traiecit Christ 22. oiroiav 6vv Ac
: ojrotaj'oOv vulg. : oTrot' &v o$v

Bywater: oTrotaoDvWinstanley 23. rd (ei sup. scr. m. rec.) Ac 24. et'add.

Parisinus 2038 : om. cett. 25. aur^s apogr. : avrrjs A 26. eJ/)^rat] etf/wjrat

Heinsius: TrjpeiTai M. Schmidt 28. ^ <-fJ.rj>- Tfrrov Ueberweg: JJTTOV

Ac
: ^ ijTToi/ corr. Ac

apogr. 29. ^/tapr^<r^ac (tMpTrjff6ai pr. Ac
) seel.

Bywater, Ussing : 4jud/rqrcu Aid. : <M^> typ>T%r9M, Tucker, interpuuctione
mutata 32. etdei (rj sup. scr. m. rec.) Ac 33. ?}] y pr. Ac ei

d/it/iijrwj] 17 dfj.ifj.^rus (corr. (cd/xt/iijrws) A 34. <wj> coni. Vahlen
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concede to the poets. Add to this, that the standard of 3

correctness is not the same in poetry and politics, any-

more than in poetry and any other art. Within the art

of poetry itself there are two kinds of faults, those

which touch its essence, and those which are accidental.

If a poet has chosen to imitate something, <but has 4

imitated it incorrectly > through want of capacity, the

error is inherent in the poetry. But if the failure is

due to a wrong choice if he has represented a horse

as throwing out both his off legs at once, or introduced

technical inaccuracies in medicine, for example, or in

any other art the error is not essential to the poetry.

These are the points of view from which we should

consider and answer the objections raised by the

critics.

First as to matters which concern the poet's own 5

art. If he describes the impossible, he is guilty of

an error; but the error may be justified, if the end

of the art be thereby attained (the end being that

already mentioned), if, that is, the effect of this or

any other part of the poem is thus rendered more

striking. A case in point is the pursuit of Hector.

If, however, the end might have been as well, or better,

attained without violating the special rules of the poetic

art, the error is not justified: for every kind of error

should, if possible, be avoided.

Again, does the error touch the essentials of the

poetic art, or some accident of it ? For example, not

to know that a hind has no horns is a less serious matter

than to paint it inartistically.

Further, if it be objected that the description is not 6
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35 ^,o(J30K\r}<; e</>?; avrbs fiev 02bv$ Bet iroieiv, RvpiTrlBrjv Be olot

elaiv ravry \vreov. el Be fj,r)Berep(a<;,
on ovrw <f>acriv' olov 7

ra Trepl Oecov i&wyap ovre /3e\nov ovrw \eyeiv, ovr' d\rj0r},

1461 a dXX' <et> erv%ev wcnrep Bevotydvei' aXX' ovv
(fracri.

ra Be

oil fieKnov piv, dXV ovrw? el^ev, olov ra rrepl rwv

ey^ea Be
<r<f)iv op6' 7rl (ravpwrfjpos'"

1 ovra> <yap TOT'

ev6/j,iov, wcnrep KOL vvv *I\\vpioL irepl Be rov aXw9 ^ (*>*)
8

5 Ka\)s r\ eipijrai nvi rj TreTTpaKrai, ov /JLOVOV crKCTrreov et?

avrb TO Treirpa^^evov rj elprjfiivov /3\eTrovra el <nrovBaiov rj

<f>av\ov, aXXa K<U et? rov irpdrrovra rj Xeyovra, irpbs ov rj

ore TI OTW rj ov eveicev, olov rj ftei^ovo^ aryaOov, iva je-

vrjrai, r) /ietbi>09 KCLKOV, 'iva aTroyevrjrai,. ra Be Trpbs rrjv 9

10 \egiv opwvra Bei Bia\veiv, olov ry\a>rrr)
"
ovpfjas fiev rrpw-

rov
" 2

to-<w5 yap ov rov? rjfjiiovovs \ejet d\\a rov? <pv-

\atca?, Kal rov AoXco^a "
o? p* rj

rot elBo? f^ev erjv /ca/co?,"
3

ov TO o-w/ia do-vfjinerpov d\\a TO Trpocrwrrov alcr^pov, TO

yap eveiBe? ol K.pr/re? evTrpoarwrrov Ka\ovcn' Kal TO "
fapb-

15 repov Be xepaie
" 4 ov TO a/cparov a>9 olvo<j>\v^iv a\Xa TO

6arrov. ra Be Kara fieratyopav elpyrai, olov
"
Trdvre? fj.ev 10

1 Iliad x. 152. 2 7&. I 50.
3 76. x. 316. 4 /&. ix. 203.

35. 'Evpnrl5t)i> Heinsius : eiiptirlSip codd. (tuetur Gomperz, cf. 1448 a 36

&0f)vcuoi codd.) 37. oCrw Biccardianus 16, corr. Vaticanus 1400: otire

A: om. Parisinus 2038 1461 a 1. <ei> coni. Vahlen evo<t>6.vei vel

|e'o</>(ij'i;s apogr. : evo<j>6.vti Ac
: Trapd Se'o^)cl'ei Hitter : < ol irepl > Aevo^dv-rj

Tucker otv Tyrwhitt : 00 Ac
: oOrw Spengel <jM<rL ra 8t Spengel :

0acri rdde. A 6. el apogr.: ^ A 7. distinxi post \tyovra.

<^> Trpis ov Carroll 8. 0^ ^ Ac
: olov el apogr. 9. ^ add.

corr. Ac
apogr. 12. Ss p' 1j TOI Vahlen : ws pijToi (corr. m. rec. p) Ac

:

tfs pd TOI apogr. ftji/ apogr.: el ty Ac 15. Ktpai eov rb pr. Ac

16. TO. Spengel : TO A Trdj/rej Grafenhan : fiXXot Ac et Homerus
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true to fact, the poet may perhaps reply,
' But the

objects are as they ought to be
'

: just as Sophocles said

that he drew men as they ought to be ; Euripides, as

they are. In this way the objection may be met. If, 7

however, the representation be of neither kind, the poet

may answer,
' This is how men say the thing is.' This

applies to tales about the gods. It may well be that

these stories are not higher than fact nor yet true to

i46i a fact : they are, very possibly, what Xenophanes says of

them. But anyhow,
'
this is what is said.' Again, a

description may be no better than the fact :

'

still, it was

the fact
'

;
as in the passage about the arms :

'

Upright

upon their butt-ends stood the spears.' This was the

custom then, as it now is among the Illyrians.

Again, in examining whether what has been said or 8

done by some one is poetically right or not, we must

not look merely to the particular act or saying, and ask

whether it is poetically good or bad. We must also con-

sider by whom it is said or done, to whom, when, by

what means, or for what end
; whether, for instance, it

be to secure a greater good, or avert a greater evil.

Other difficulties may be resolved by due regard to 9

the usage of language. We may note a rare word, as in

ovpfjas fjt,ev Trp&rov, where the poet perhaps employs

oiipfjas not in the sense of mules, but of sentinels. So,

again, of Dolon : 'ill-favoured indeed he was to look upon.'

It is not meant that his body was ill-shaped, but that his

face was ugly; for the Cretans use the word
'

well-favoured,' to denote a fair face. Again,

Se tcepaie,
' mix the drink livelier,' does not mean ' mix

it stronger
'

as for hard drinkers, but ' mix it quicker.'
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pa Qeol re Kol dvepes evSov iravvv^tot,
-
" l

apa Be
(f>r)<riv

"
fj

rot or e<? ireBiov rb TpwiKov adprfaeiev, av\wv (rvpiyytov

Of o/iaSoy"
2

TO yap Trdvres avrl rov TroXXot Kara fiera-

20 <f>opav eipijrai, ro yap rrav TTO\V n- teal ro "
oli) 8' a/i/io-

po$"
3
tcara /Merafyopdv, ro yap yvcopi/Awrarov /AOVOV. Kara H

Be irpocrwBlav, wcrTrep 'iTTTrta? e\vev 6 ao-^o? TO "
StSo/tei/

Be ot"
4
Kal "TO

/u.ei> ou KararrvOerat, oytiySpw."
5 TO Se Biaipe-

12

tret, oto^ 'E/ATreSo/cX?}?
"
al^a Be dvijr' e^vovro, ra rrplv fid-

25 6ov a6avar
>

<elvai> , fopd re irplv KeKprjro" ra Be a/x,(j?>ty3oXta,
13

"Trapm^rjKev Be TrXew vv%'"
6
ro yap vrXettu ap,^)i^o\ov eanv,

ra Be Kara rbeOo<;rrj^\e^e(a<f rwv KeKpajjuevow <olovovv> olvov 14

1 Iliad \i. 1, #XXot /j.ti> pa Oeol re /cat dWpes Itriro

eSdov iravvti-xioi.

ll>. x. 1, fiXXot fiv irapa. vi\v<jlv api<rrfjes Hai'a,xai "'

eftdov ira.vvi/xf-01.

2 II. x. 11, ^ rot Sr' ^j TreSiov TO 'Ypuucbv dBpriaeiev,

irvpa TroXXd ra /camera 'IX(6^t Trp6,

(rvpiyywv T IVOTT^V 6/j.ad6v r avOp&irwv.
3 Ib. xviii. 489, ot-rj S'

&/j,/j.op6s tcrri \oerp(av 'ttKeavoTo.

4 76. xxi. 297, SlSofuv 5t ol eSXos aptcOai. Sed in Iliade ii. 15 (de

quo hie agitur) Tpcieo-o-t 5^ K^Se' tyrjirrai.
5 Ib. xxiii. 328, rd /*& 01) KaraTrvderai 6fJ.pp((>.

6 /&. x. 251, ^tdXa 7<ip iiJ| Averai, tyytidt. 5' 17^7,

ruv Svo fj.oipdui>, Tpirdrrj $'

17. IviroKopvcTTai (Homerus) post dj/fyes add. Christ, habuit iam 2 (cf. Arab,

'ceteri quidem homines et dei qui equis armati insident ') diravres

post e88ov intercidisse suspicatur Bywater 19. 0' Spadoi* Sylburg: re

6/jLad6v (Sftadov apogr.) A roO add. apogr.: om. Ac 23. 5^ ol

apogr. : 8^ot Ac 25. elvai Riccardianus 46, add. Vettori ex Athenaeo x.

fwpd Athenaeus : ftDa codd. re < d > irpiv Gomperz secutus

Bergkium K^Kprjro (i sup. scr. m. rec.) Ac
: K^Kpiro apogr.: fi/cpT/ra

Karsten (ed. Empedocles) 26. ir\tu A<= : ir\4ov apogr. : irX<W Aid.
27. rij/ KeKpa^vov apogr.: rwv KfKpa^vuv Ac

: <6'(ra> rCov KeKpanivuv
Vahlen : <ocra iro>r&v KeKpa.p.tvuv Ueberweg : irav KeKpa-ntvov Bursian

<olovovv> Tucker: <lvta> olim conieci
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Sometimes an expression is metaphorical, as
' Now all 10

gods and men were sleeping through the night,' while at

the same time the poet says :

' Often indeed as he turned

his gaze to the Trojan plain, he marvelled at the sound

of flutes and pipes.'
' All

'

is here used metaphorically

for
'

many,' all being a species of many. So in the

verse, 'alone she hath no part . . ,' otrj, 'alone,' is

metaphorical ;
for the best known may be called the

only one.

Again, the solution may depend upon accent or ll

breathing. Thus Hippias of Thasos solved the difficulties

in the lines, 8i'8o//.ez/ (SiSopev) 8e ol, and TO pev ov (ou)

KaraTrvderai opftpw.

Or again, the question may be solved by punctuation, 12

as in Empedocles,
' Of a sudden things became mortal

that before had learnt to be immortal, and things un-

mixed before mixed.'

Or again, by ambiguity of meaning, as irap- 13

(&%r)Kev Be irKew vv%, where the word TrXeeo is

ambiguous.

Or by the usage of language. Thus any mixed 14

drink is called OLVOS,
'

wine.' Hence Ganymede is said
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(f>a<riv eivai, \p6ev TreTTOirjTai
"
Kvrifu^ VCOTEVKTOV Kaacme-

/aoto"]
1
odev etprjrai 6 Yavv}J,r)&r)<$ "Att olvo^oevei,"

2
ov ITLVOV-

30 TCOV olvov, Kal %a\Keas TOU9 TOV aiBijpov epya^opevovs. eirj 15

o av TOVTO ye < Kal > Kara fMera(j)opdv. Set Se /cat oray ovopd

TI virevavTiwpd ri Soicy oyfuUveof, eVtcr/coTretf 7rocra^ai9 a^

TOVTO ev TQJ
elpr}/j,eva>,

olov TO "Ty p
1

etr^ero %d\Keov

,"
3
TO TavTrj K(o\v6f)vcu Trocra^w? ev&e%eTai. a>8l <8e> 16

35 [^ ft)?] ytittXtcrr' ay Ti? vTro\df3oi, Kara Trjv /caTavTifcpv rj w?

1461 b FXay/etoz' Xe^et, ort evta aA,07&>9 Trpov7ro\afjL(3dvova'iv Kal

avTol KaTa^tj(j)ia-dfivoi <rv\\oyi%ovTai, Kal eo? elpr)KOTO<s o

TI SoKel 7rt,Ti/jiw<ri,v) av inrevavTiov r) Trj avTwv oiijcret. TOV-

TO be ireirovde ra Trepl 'iKapiov. oiovTai yap avTov Adxcova

5 elvai' UTOTTOV ovv TO
fjur) evTV%eiv TOV IrfKefia^ov aura> et?

Aa/ceSat/ioz/a ekOovTa. TO 8' to-&>9 e%et axTTrep ol Ke<aX?;-

ye9 ^>ao~f Trap' avTwv yap yfjjAai \eyovfri, TOV 'O8u<7<rea

/cat e/at 'I/caStoy a\X' oy/c 'iKapiov St' dfidpTrjfui Sr; TO

Trp6j3\'r)fjLa CLKO? eo~Tiv. 0X0)9 Se TO d8vvaTov /J,ev Trpos Trjv 17

rj ?rpo9 TO (3e\Ttov rj 7T/J09 rr/y Sogav Set dvdyeiv.

1 Iliad xxi. 592. 2 /&. xx. 234.
3 Ib. xx. 272, TT; p' ?(rxero /j.d\ivov tyxos.

28. Stfej/ K&ffffirtpoto seel. M. Schmidt 29-30. verba W
oTj'oj' in codd. post tpyafrfitvovs posita hue revocavit Maggi e cod. Lampridii
29. olvoxoefai Ac

: olvoxoeveiv apogr. ireivbvruv pr. Ac 31. Kal add.

Heinsius 31-32. 6v6fj.ari. virevavTub/jLaTi Ac
Sony apogr. : SoKei Ac 33.

ff-rifj.alvoi Vahlen (ed. 1) : ffiwalvoie Ac
: a-rj^veiev Parisinus 2038 : ffrj/jMtveie

alia apographa 33-35. olov rt> <iv r$>"rrj rb ravry KuXvOrjvai [Trocra-

Xws] tvStxerai StTrXwj, f) TTWJ fjniXia-r' &v rts K.T.\. M. Schmidt 34. 8t

addidi 35. 4} toj olim seel. Bywater wdl $ <wSL>, wy Riccardianus 46

1461 b 1. totai. Vettori 2. e^/c6roi Eiccardianus 46 : efy>7?/c<$T dfrt A
3. afiruv Parisinus 2038, coui. Heinsius : avr&v codd. 7. avrtav apogr. :

Ac 8. St' afidpTrjfjia. Maggi : dia/j.dprr)fjLa codd. 5r; Gomperz :

codd. 9. <el>'ot> e^'6s tcrnv Hermann (fort, recte) : ei/c6s ten.

Gomperz <^> irpbs Aid. fort, recte
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'

to pour the wine to Zeus,' though the gods do not

drink wine. So too workers in iron are called ^aX/teas,

or workers in bronze. This, however, may also be taken

as a metaphor.

Again, when a word seems to involve some incon- 15

sistency of meaning, we should consider how many

senses it may bear in the particular passage. For 16

example :

'

there was stayed the spear of bronze
' we

should ask in how many ways we may take '

being

checked there.' The true mode of interpretation is the

i46i D precise opposite of what Glaucon mentions. Critics, he

says, jump at certain groundless conclusions
; they pass

adverse judgment and then proceed to reason on it
; and,

assuming that the poet has said whatever they happen

to think, find fault if a thing is inconsistent with their

own fancy. The question about Icarius has been treated

in this fashion. The critics imagine he was a Lacedae-

monian. They think it strange, therefore, that Tele-

machus should not have met him when he went to

Lacedaemon. But the Cephallenian story may perhaps

be the true one. They allege that Odysseus took a wife

from among themselves, and that her father was Icadius

not Icarius. It is merely a mistake, then, that gives

plausibility to the objection.

In general, the impossible must be justified by 17

reference to artistic requirements, or to the higher
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7rp09 re yap rrjv Troirjcnv aipercorepov TTiOavbv dSvvaTov rj

diridavov teal Svvarov. <KOI t'crax? aBvvarov> TOIOVTOVS elvai,

0101/9 ZeOf^ eypafav aXXa /3e\Tiov TO yap 7rapd&eiy/j,a Set

vTrepe^etv. rrrpbs
<6"> a <j)a<nv, Ta\oya

n ovra) re KOI OTI Trore

15 OVK akoyov eo-Ttv etro? jap Kal irapa TO et/co? yivea-dai. TO, S' 18

v7TvavTL(i)<j elprj/jieva OVTW aKoirelv, wcnrep ol ev rot9

e\ey^oi, el TO avTo Kal Trpbs TO avTo KOI oHravTw

Kal \VTOV
rj Trpbs a avro? Xe^et rf o av <f)p6vifAO<>

v

Tai. opdrj S' eViTt/iT/o-i? Kal d\ojia Kal po^drjpia, oTav pr) 19

20 dvayKt]^ oucrT/9 ftijdev ^prjO'i^Tai rc5 d\6<ya>, axrTrep

TW A.lyel, TI Trj Trovrjpia, wtrirep ev 'OpecrT-r) TOV

TO, fjiev ovv eirLTL^ri^aTa etc irevTe elSwv
<f>epov(Tt,v, rj yap a>9 20

d&vvaTa r) c9 a\oya rj &)9 /3\a{3epa rj a>9 inrevavTia rj (09

Trapd Trjv opdoTrjTa TT/V KaTa Te^vrjv. al 8e \vcreis IK TO>V

25 elprj/jievwv dpidfi&v (TKeTTTeai, el<rlv Be SaSeKa.

XXVI HoTepov Se P\TIWV 17 eTTOTrouKr) /it/i7;o-t9 r) 77 TpayiKij,

SiaTTOprja-eiev av T49. el yap rj rjTTOv <f>opTtKr) /3e\Tio)v, Toiav-

Ttj 8'
r/ 7T|009 /3e\Tiov<i 6eaTa<> ecrTiV del,, \iav Sr)\ov OTI rj

11. ireiOavbv Ac 12. direlffavov A oral fewj dS^aroo Gomperz,
secutus Margoliouth ('fortasse enim impossibile est' Arabs): Kal el dStivarov

coniecerat Vahlen 13. olWs Parisinus 2038, Aid.: olov A 14. 5' add.

Ueberweg (auctore Vahleno) 16. birevavrtus Twining (cf. Arab, 'quae
dicta sunt in modum contrarii ') : {/irevavria ws codd. : J>s bvevavTla. Heinsius

17. wore *cal \vrtov M. Schmidt: wcrre Kal aMv codd. 18.

apogr. : <f>p6vrifj.ov (corr. m. rec. <j>p&vt/j.ov) Ac 19. 0X07/9 K

Vahlen: 0X07/0 cal noxOrjpla codd. 20. fort. <7r/>6s> /x^5^ Gomperz
21. r<j) Alyei rj TTJ margo Riccardiani 16 : TW alyei-riTy Ac

<7"T? > T v coni-

Vahlen 26. jSeXrt&w apogr. : ^XTIOJ- Ac 28. 5' ^ apogr. : 5^ A
aei, \tai> Vahlen : deiMav codd.
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reality, or to received opinion. With respect to the

requirements of art, a probable impossibility is to be

preferred to a thing improbable and yet possible. Again,

it may be impossible that there should be men such as

Zeuxis painted.
'

Yes/ we say,
' but the impossible is

the higher thing ;
for the ideal type must surpass the

reality.' To justify the irrational, we appeal to what is

commonly said to be. In addition to which, we urge

that the irrational sometimes does not violate reason;

just as
'

it is probable that a thing may happen contrary

to probability.'

Things that sound contradictory should be examined 18

by the same rules as in dialectical refutation whether

the same thing is meant, in the same relation, and in the

same sense. We should therefore solve the question by

reference to what the poet says himself, or to what is

tacitly assumed by a person of intelligence.

The element of the irrational, and, similarly, depravity 19

of character, are justly censured when there is no inner

necessity for introducing them. Such is the irrational

element in the introduction of Aegeus by Euripides and

the badness of Menelaus in the Orestes.

Thus, there are five sources from which critical 20

objections are drawn. Things are censured either as

impossible, or irrational, or morally hurtful, or contra-

dictory, or contrary to artistic correctness. The answers

should be sought under the twelve heads above mentioned.

XXVI The question may be raised whether the Epic or

Tragic mode of imitation is the higher. If the more

refined art is the higher, and the more refined in every

case is that which appeals to the better sort of audience,
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ij' &>9 jap OVK ala'davo^evwv av

30 prj ayro9 Trpoa-drj, Tro\\r)V Kivrjcrtv KivovvTai, olov ol <pav\ot

auA/^rat KV\i6fievot av SiffKOv Bey /uyu.eto-0at, /cat \KOVT<;

TOV Kopv(f>aiov
av %Kv\\av av\w(rtv. f) fiev ovv TpajaSia 2

vTr) ecrriv, 009 Kal ol Trporepov rou? vcrrepovs avr&v <J>OVTO

a><? \iav jap virep^aXkovra irlffijicov 6 Mwzuo7co9

35 TOV }^a\\t7r7ri8r)v eicaKei, rotavrr) Se 86%a teal Trepl Tliv-

ima.$dpov rjv a>9 S' OVTOI, e^ovat 77/309 avrovs, rj o\fj re-^vr)

7T/309 rrjv 7T07rodav e^et. rrjv [lev ovv 77/309 Oecnas e7rtet/cet9

(j>acrtv elvai <oi> ov8ev Seovrai rwv cr^rjfjidrwv, TTJV Se rpayi-

Krjv 7T/309 (j)av\ov<j- el ovv (froprifcij, ^eipwv SfjXov ort av eir). 3

5 Trpwrov pJev ovv ov rrjs TrovrjTiKfjs rj Karijyopla d\\a rrj<;

VTTOKpiTtK'rjs, eVet ecrrt Trepiepjd^eo-dat rot9 o"r)}J,eioi<; KOI pa-^ra)-

Sovvra, oirep [etrrt] ^G)O'io~rpaTO^, Kal BidSovra, OTrep

6 'O?rouz/Tto9. etra ovSe Kivrjcr^ aira&a

ea, eiTrep yu-^S' opfflais, d\^C
77 (fjavhwv, oirep teal

10 mSy eVer^aro /cat vvv aXA,oi9 &>5 OVK e\evOepa<s yvvaifcas

. eri T) Tpayy&ia KOI avev Kivijo'eco^ Troiel TO avrfj*;,

77 eTTOTTotta- Sta jap TOV dvajivwaKeiv (fravepa OTroia

Tt9 ecrTiv el ovv etrrt ra j* a\\a /cpeiTTcav, TOVTO je OVK dvaj-

Kalov avTrj virdp^eiv. eVrt S' 67ret ra iravr e^et oa-cnrep 77
eVo- 4

15 TTOt/a (/cat Y^P T(p (AGTpa) e^e<7Tt ^pr\aQai), Kal ert oy

30. KIVOVVTO.I apogr. : Kivovvra Ac 1462 a 1. ZXOWTI apogr. : 5' lx y(rt

Ac avrotis Hermann : atfroto codd. 3. ot add. Vettori : tird Christ

ffXij^druv rty apogr. : (rxw<|ra atirV (ra o.i> m. rec. in litura) Ac

4. el apogr. : 17 Ac 5. cSv add. Parisinus 2038, coni. Bywater, Ussing :

om. cett. 7. etrri seel. Spengel di^Sovra Maggi : SidSovra apogr. :

Siad&vra Ae 8. 6 TroiWios A 10. ITTITI/JLCLTO pr. A 11. OVT^S

apogr.: av-rijs Ac 12. oTroia Ac 14. ai)r^ apogr.; o^rr; Ac l<rn

S' tirel Gomperz : Z<TTL S', Sre Usener : Zireira 5i6n codd.
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the art which imitates anything and everything is

manifestly most unrefined. The audience is supposed to

be too dull to comprehend unless something of their own

is thrown in by the performers, who therefore indulge

in restless movements. Bad flute-players twist and twirl,

if they have to represent
'

the quoit-throw/ or hustle the

coryphaeus when they perform the
'

Scylla.' Tragedy, 2

it is said, has this same defect. We may compare the

opinion that the older actors entertained of their suc-

cessors. Mynniscus used to call Callippides 'ape' on

account of the extravagance of his action, and the same

1462 a view was held of Pindarus. Tragic art, then, as a whole,

stands to Epic in the same relation as the younger to

the elder actors. So we are told that Epic poetry is

addressed to a cultivated audience, who do not need

gesture ; Tragedy, to an inferior public. Being then 3

unrefined, it is evidently the lower of the two.

Now, in the first place, this censure attaches not to

the poetic but to the histrionic art
;

for gesticulation

may be equally overdone in epic recitation, as by Sosi-

stratus, or in lyrical competition, as by Mnasitheus the

Opuntian. Next, all action is not to be condemned

any more than all dancing but only that of bad per-

formers. Such was the fault found in Callippides, as

also in others of our own day, who are censured for

representing degraded women. Again, Tragedy like Epic

poetry produces its effect even without action
;

it reveals

its power by mere reading. If, then, in all other respects

it is superior, this fault, we say, is not inherent in it.

And superior it is, because it has all the epic 4

elements it may even use the epic metre with the
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/ie/309 rrjv pova-iK^v fcai ra<; oi/ret?, St' a? al rjSoval <rvvi<TTav-

Tai evapyecTTara etra KOI TO evapyes e%ei KCU ev rrj dvayva>-

cret Kal eirl rcov epyav eri TO ev eXdrrovt, firjicei, TO TeXo9 5

1462 b T?}<? /u/u,?o-e&>9 elvat (TO yap aOpowTepov tf&iov r)
TroXXco tcetcpa-

fj,evov TO) %povw' \eya) S' olov et Tt9 Toy QlBLirovv OeLrf

TOV 2<o<j>OK\eov<i ev eireo-iv o<rot9 17 'IXia?)' eVt ^TTOV ynta 77
6

fj,ifi7)<Ti<; rj TWV eiroTrotwv (cri^fielov 8e* e/c yap OTroiacrovv

5 [/it/i^tretu?] 7rXet'ot>9 TpayySiat yivovTai), WCTTC eai/ /iez> eva

fj,vdov TTOLcoa-tv, rj /3/3a^&)9 &et,rcvvfjLVov fjivovpov (j)aive(T0ai, $

afco\ov0ovvTa TCO cry/i/LtT/3W /t^/cet vSapfj. * *

otoz/ eai/ e/c 7r\ei6va)v Trpd^ecav y crvytceifAevr), wo~7rep rj

'

e^et TroXXa TOtavTa
fJieptj

Kal rj 'OBvaaeia a Kal

10 eavTa e^et fj^yedos' KaiTOL TavTa Ta Trottj/MaTa

a>9 ev8e%Tai apicrTa Kal OTI paXia'Ta /

0-49. et ouv TOVTOt9 Te
&ia<f>epei, Traaiv Kal eri TW

epy<p (Set ^y^/3 ^ T^ TV^ovcrav r)Sovr)v Troteiv avTas dXXa

T^I> lpr}/j.evr)v), (fravepbv OTI Kpelrrtov av eti; fj,a\\ov TOV

15 Te\ot>9 Tvy%dvovcra TV)? eiroiroda^.

irepl fiev ovv Tpayw&ia? Kal eVo7roita9, /cat avrwv 8

/cat TWI/ tBo)v Kal TK>V p^pwv, Kal jroaa Kal T[

Kal TOV ev rf ^ Tti/69 amat, /cat
?re/3t

Xvcrecav, elpijcrda) ToaavTa. * # #

16. /ca2 rds 5f j seel. Spengel : post ivapy^ffTara collocavit Gomperz : <foi

fyiv Aid. 3i' dj (vel oTj) coni. Vahlen : 8t' ^y codd. 17.

Maggi: &vayvwpi<rei A 18. #rt r6 Winstanley : ?rt ry codd.

1462 b 1. Ijdiov $ Maggi : -SjSetov *> Eiccardianus 16 : rjSovij A<= 2. rw
Slirovv pr. Ac

^C/T; bis A 3. 17 /Xtdj Riccardianus 16 : ^ tXfoj (fuit

ZSiaj) Ac
fjda 7i Spengel : ^ fda Ac

: /tfa oiroiacrovv Riccardianus 16

5. furfffeus seel. Gomperz 6. fjueiovpov Parisinus 2038 7. ffv^rpy
Bernays : roO ^rpov codd. : fort. TOW pcrplov (cf. 1458 b 12) post idaprj,
<tav 5^ 7rXt'ouy> Aid.: <Xyw 5^ ofox * * &v dt itf, oil pJio. % fjd(iriffis>

coni. Vahlen: <tav 8t irXelouj, ov fua i] fjdfj.-rjff^> Teichmiiller : lacunam
aliter supplevi, vide versionem 9. ft add, apogr. 10. xalroi ravra
TO. Riccardianus 16 : Kal roiaOr' S.TTO. Ae 18. ^ apogr. : el Ac
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music and spectacular effects as important accessories;

and these produce the most vivid of pleasures. Further,

it has vividness of impression in reading as well as in

representation. Moreover, the art attains its end within 5

462 b narrower limits
;

for the concentrated effect is more

pleasurable than one which is spread over a long time

and so diluted. What, for example, would be the effect

of the Oedipus of Sophocles, if it were cast into a form

as long as the Iliad ? Once more, the Epic imitation 6

has less unity ;
as is shown by this, that any Epic poem

will furnish subjects for several tragedies. Thus if the

story adopted by the poet has a strict unity, it must

either be concisely told and appear truncated
; or, if it

conform to the Epic canon of length, it must seem weak

and watery. <Such length implies some loss of unity, >

if, I mean, the poem is constructed out of several actions,

like the Iliad and the Odyssey, which have many such

parts, each with a certain magnitude of its own. Yet

these poems are as perfect as possible in structure
;
each

is, in the highest degree attainable, an imitation of a

single action.

If, then, Tragedy is superior to Epic poetry in all these 7

respects, and, moreover, fulfils its specific function better

as an art for each art ought to produce, not any chance

pleasure, but the pleasure proper to it, as already stated

it plainly follows that Tragedy is the higher art, as

attaining its end more perfectly.

Thus much may suffice concerning Tragic and Epic 8

poetry in general ;
their several kinds and parts, with

the number of each and their differences
;

the causes

that make a poem good or bad
;
the objections of the

critics and the answers to these objections. * * *





ARISTOTLE'S THEORY OF POETRY

AND THE FINE ARTS

CHAPTER I

ART AND NATURE

ARISTOTLE, it must be premised at the outset, has

not dealt with fine art in any separate treatise, he

has formulated no theory of it, he has not marked

the organic relation of the arts to one another.

While his love of logical distinctions, his tendency
to rigid demarcation, is shown even in the province

of literary criticism by the care with which in

the Poetics he maps out the subordinate divisions

of his subject (the different modes of recognition,

the elements of the plot, etc.), yet he nowhere

classifies the various kinds of poetry ;
still less has

he given a scientific grouping of the fine arts and

exhibited their specific differences. We may con-

fidently assert that many of the aesthetic problems
which have been since raised never even occurred to

his mind, though precise answers to almost all such

questions have been extracted from his writings
113 I
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by the unwise zeal of his admirers. He has how-

ever left some leading principles which we shall

endeavour to follow out.

There is a special risk at the present day at-

tending any such attempt to bring together his

fragmentary remarks and present them in a con-

nected form. His philosophy has in it the germs
of so much modern thought that we may, almost

without knowing it, find ourselves putting into his

mouth not his own language but that of Hegel.

Nor is it possible to determine by general rules

how far the thought that is implicit in a philo-

sophical system, but which the author himself has

not drawn out, is to be reckoned as an integral

part of the system. In any case, however,

Aristotle's Poetics cannot be read apart from his

other writings. No author is more liable to be

misunderstood if studied piecemeal. The careless

profusion with which he throws out the suggestions

of the moment, leaving it to the intelligence or

the previous knowledge of his readers to adjust

his remarks and limit their scope, is in itself a

possible source of misapprehension. It was an

observation of Goethe that it needs some insight

into Aristotle's general philosophy to understand

what he says about the drama ; that otherwise he

confuses our studies
;
and that modern treatises on

poetry have gone astray by seizing some accidental

side of his doctrine. If it is necessary, then, to
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interpret Aristotle by himself, it will not be unfair

in dealing with so coherent a thinker to credit him

with seeing the obvious conclusions which flow

from his principles, even when he has not formally

stated them. To bring out the lines of attachment

which subsist between the correlated parts of his

system is a very different thing from discovering

in him ideas which, even if present in the germ,

could only have ripened in another soil and under

other skies.

The distinction between fine and useful art

was first brought out fully by Aristotle. In the

history of Greek art we are struck rather by the

union between the two forms of art than by their

independence. It was a loss for art when the

spheres of use and beauty came in practice to be

dissevered, when the useful object ceased to be

decorative, and the things of common life no

longer gave delight to the maker and to the user.

But the theoretic distinction between fine and

useful art needed to be laid down, and to Aristotle

we owe the first clear conception of fine art as a

free and independent activity of the mind, outside

the domain both of religion and of politics, having
an end distinct from that of education or moral

improvement. He has not indeed left us any
continuous discussion upon fine art. The Poetics

furnishes no complete theory even of poetry, nor

is it probable that this is altogether due to the
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imperfect form in which this treatise has come

down to us. But Aristotle is a systematic thinker,

and numberless illustrations and analogies drawn

from one or other of the arts, and scattered through

his writings, show that he had given special

attention to the significance of art in its widest

sense ;
and that as he had formed a coherent

idea of the place which art held in relation to

nature, science, and morality, so too he had in his

own mind thought out the relation in which the

two branches of art stood to one another.

'Art imitates nature'
(17 re^vt} fja/Melrat ryv

<f>vaiv), says Aristotle, and the phrase has been

repeated and has passed current as a summary
of the Aristotelian doctrine of fine art. Yet the

original saying was never intended to differentiate

between fine and useful art
;
nor indeed could it

possibly bear the sense that fine art is a copy
or reproduction of natural objects. The use of

the term 'nature' would in itself put the matter

beyond dispute ;
for nature in Aristotle is not the

outward world of created things ;
it is the creative

force, the productive principle of the universe.

The context in each case where the phrase occurs

determines its precise application. In the Physics
1

the point of the comparison is that alike in art and

in nature there is the union of matter (fay) with

constitutive form (etSo?), and that the knowledge
1

Phys. ii. 2. 194 a 21.
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of both elements is requisite for the natural

philosopher as for the physician and the architect.

In the Meteorologica,
* the reference is to cooking

as an artificial mode of producing results similar to

those produced by the spontaneous action of heat

in the physical world
; digestion (TTG^) itself

(according to the medical theory of the day) being

given as an instance of a process of cooking

(eA/rT/o-t?)
carried on by nature within the body.

In the instances above quoted
'

art
'

is limited by
the context to useful art

;
but the analogy does

not rest there. Art in its widest acceptation has,

like nature, certain ends in view, and in the

adaptation of means to ends catches hints from

nature who is already in some sort an unconscious

artist.

While art in general imitates the method of

nature, the phrase has special reference to useful

art, which learns from nature the precise end at

which to aim. In the selection of the end she acts

with infallible instinct, and her endeavour to attain

it is on the whole successful. But at times she

makes mistakes as indeed do the schoolmaster and

1
Meteor, iv. 3. 381 b 6. The phrase 'Art imitates Nature' is

also found in de Mundo 5. 396 b 12, which, however, cannot be

reckoned among the genuine Aristotelian writings. There the

order of the universe is explained to result from a union of

opposites ;
and three illustrations, derived from painting, music,

and grammar, are added of the mode in which art, in imitating

nature's diversity, works out harmonious results.
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the physician ;

x failures rather than mistakes they

should be called, for the fault is not hers ; her

rational intention is liable to be frustrated by
inherent flaws in the substances with which she is

compelled to work. She is subject to limitations,

and can only make the best of her material. 2

The higher we ascend in the scale of being, the

more does nature need assistance in carrying out

her designs. Man, who is her highest creation,

she brings into the world more helpless than any
other animal, unshod, unclad, unarmed. 3 But in

his seeming imperfection lies man's superiority, for

the fewer the finished appliances with which he is

provided, the greater is his need for intellectual

effort. By means of the rational faculty of art,

with which nature has endowed him richly, he is

able to come to her aid, and in ministering to his

own necessities to fulfil her uncompleted purposes.

Where from any cause nature fails, art steps in.

Nature aims at producing health ; in her restorative

processes we observe an instinctive capacity for

self-curing.
4 But she does not always succeed, and

the art of the physician makes good the defect.

1
Phys. ii. 8. 199 a 33.

2 Cf. de Part. Anim. iv. 10. 687 a 15, 17
8e <vo-is e/c TMV

fvSe^ofifvwv Trotei rb fitXrurTov.
3 De Part. Anim. iv. 10. 687 a 24.

4
Phys. ii. 8. 199 b 30, OKTT' et cv ry Te\vy evecrrt TO eveKa. rot 1

,

KCU fv <f>v(Tfi. yuaA-MTTa 8f Srj\ov orav TIS la.Tpf.vrf avros eavrov

TOVT() yap foiKev
17 <f)V(rt<;.
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He discovers one of the links of the chain which

terminates in health, and uses nature's own

machinery to start a series of movements which

lead to the desired result. 1

Again, nature has

formed man to be a '

political animal.' 2
Family

and tribal life are stages on the way to a more

complete existence, and the term of the process is

reached when man enters into that higher order of

community called the state. The state is indeed

a natural institution, but needs the political art to

organise it and to realise nature's full idea. The

function, then, of the useful arts is in all cases
'
to

supply the deficiencies of nature
'

;

3 and he who

would be a master in any art must first discern

1
Metaph. vi. 7. 1032 b 6, yiyvercti 8rj rb vyies voo-?;<ravTos

OUTCOS' eVeiSr) Tool vyieia, dvdyKrj et vytes co-rat roSi virdp^ai,

olov o/iaAoTTjra, ei Se TOVTO, OepfWTTjTa. KO.I OUTWS aei voei, ews

av dydyy ets TOVTO o avros Svi/arai fo-\aTOV iroteiv. fiTa
ijSrj r}

aTTO TOVTOU KIVT^CTIS TToirfTLf KaAeiTOU, rj
CTTt TO VyittU'ClV.

2 Pol. i. 2. 1253 a 2, avdpuiros (frixrei TroXiri/cbv wov.

3 Pol. iv. (vii.) 17. 1337 a 1-2, Troo-a yap T*xvrl K0" ^o-iSeia T&

irpoa-XfiTTOv /^ouAerai TT}S ^>vo-ews dva.7r\r)povv. The context here,

in its reference to education, limits the scope of T^XVI] to useful

art. In Phys. ii. 8. 199 a 15, rj Tf^vrj TO, /xev tTrtreAei a
17 <wri?

dSvvaTfi dTrepydo-ao-dat, TO. 8e
/zt/^tetTat it is probable that the dis-

tinction is not, as would at first sight seem, between useful and fine

art, but between two aspects of useful art. The sentence is not

quite logical in form, but the meaning is that useful art on the one

hand satisfies those needs of man for which nature has not fully

provided, on the other hand its processes are those of nature

(jjufieiTai sc.
-ri)v <vo-tv). The two clauses respectively mark the

end and the method of useful art. The main argument of the

chapter is in favour of this view.
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the true end by a study of nature's principles, and

then employ the method which she suggests for

the attainment of that end.

' Nature taught Art/ says Milton
; and the

same Aristotelian idea was in the mind of Dante,

when he makes Virgil condemn usury as a departure

from nature :

'

Philosophy, to him who hears it,

points out not in one place alone, how Nature

takes her course from the Divine Intellect, and

from its art. And, if thou note well thy Physics,
1

thou wilt find, not many pages from the first, that

your art as far as it can, follows her (Nature), as

the scholar does his master. . . . And because the

usurer takes another way, he contemns Nature in

herself, and in her follower (Art), placing elsewhere

his hope.'
2 The phrase on which we have been

commenting is the key to this passage : useful art

supplements nature, and at the same time follows

her guidance.
1

Phys. ii. 2.

2
Inferno xi. 97-111, Carlyle's Translation.



CHAPTER II

' IMITATION
'

AS AN AESTHETIC TERM

THE term '

fine art
'

is not one that has been

transmitted to us from the Greeks. Their phrase

was the 'imitative arts' (fMiprjTiKal re^vai), 'modes

of imitation
'

(/u/^cret?),
1
or sometimes the

'
liberal

arts
'

(e\ev6epiot, Teyyai).
'

Imitation
'

as the com-

mon characteristic of the fine arts, including poetry,

was not originated by Aristotle. In literature the

phrase in this application first occurs in Plato,

though, not improbably, it may have been already

current in popular speech as marking the antithesis

between fine art and industrial production. The

idea of imitation is connected in our minds with

a want of creative freedom, with a literal or

servile copying : and the word, as transmitted

from Plato to Aristotle, was already tinged by
some such disparaging associations. The Platonic

1 He applies the term /xi/x^o-ets only to poetry and music (Poet.

L 2), but the constant use of the verb pipeta-Bai or of the adjective

fj.ifi.rjTiKO'i
in connexion with the other arts above enumerated

proves that all alike are counted arts of imitation.

121
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view that the real world is a weak or imperfect

repetition of an ideal archetype led to the world

of reality being regarded in a special sense, and

on a still lower plane, as a world of mere imita-

tion. Aristotle, as his manner was, accepted the

current phrase and interpreted it anew. True, he

may sometimes have been misled by its guidance,

and not unfrequently his meaning is obscured by
his adherence to the outworn formula. But he

deepened and enriched its signification, looking at

it from many sides in the light of the masterpieces

of Greek art and literature.

This will become apparent as we proceed.

Meanwhile if we may so far anticipate what is to

follow a crucial instance of the inadequacy of the

literal English equivalent
'

imitation
'

to express

the Aristotelian idea is afforded by a passage in

ch. xxv. The artist may 'imitate things as they

ought to be
'

:

l he may place before him an

unrealised ideal. We see at once that there is no

question here of bare imitation, of a literal tran-

script of the world of reality.

It has been already mentioned that
'

to imitate

nature,' in the popular acceptation of the phrase, is

not for Aristotle the function of fine art. The

actual objects of aesthetic imitation are threefold

1 Poet. xxv. 1, dvayKrj /Aiyu,etcr0cu Tpitav 6'fTiov TOV dpidfjiov '4v

TL act, r} yap ofa fjv r) TTIV, rj
ota <ao-i Kal SOKCI, rj

oia. eivai. Sei.

See also pp. 167 ff., 376.
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7rra0?7, Trpdgev;.
1

By tfQr) are meant the

characteristic moral qualities, the permanent dis-

positions of the mind, which reveal a certain

condition of the will : ird6t] are the more transient

emotions, the passing moods of feeling : irpd^e^ are

actions in their proper and inward sense. An act

viewed merely as an external process or result, one

of a series of outward phenomena, is not the true

object of aesthetic imitation. The m-pa^ that art

seeks to reproduce is mainly an inward process,

a psychical energy working outwards
; deeds, in-

cidents, events, situations, being included under it

so far as these spring from an inward act of will,

or elicit some activity of thought or feeling.
2

Here lies the explanation of the somewhat

startling phrase used in the Poetics, ch. ii., that
' men in action

'

are the objects imitated by the

fine arts :

3

by all and not merely by dramatic or

narrative poetry where action is more obviously

represented. Everything that expresses the mental

life, that reveals a rational personality, will fall

within this larger sense of
'

action.' Such actions

are not necessarily processes extending over a

period of time : they may realise themselves in a

1 Cf. Poet. i. 5.

2 Cf. Eth. Nic. i. 8. 1098 b 15, rds Se irpdgfis KCU rot?

cve/oyci'a? ras ^v^t/cas irepl ^v\rjv ri^cfiei/. See also infra, p. 334.

3 Poet. ii. 1, eTret Se fjupLovvrai ol /u/xov/xevot ir/aarrovTas

K.T.A. Cf. Plat. Rep. x. 603 C, TrpaTTOvras, <a/wev, dvOpanrovs

p.ijj.eiTo.1. rj fjLi/JwjTiKr] /Siaiovs fj
eKovcrtas Trpa^ets.
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single moment; they may be summed up in a

particular mood, a given situation. The phrase

is virtually an equivalent for the ^Brj, irdO^, 7iy>aet<?

above enumerated.

The common original, then, from which all the

arts draw is human life, its mental processes, its

spiritual movements, its outward acts issuing from

deeper sources
;
in a word, all that constitutes the

inward and essential activity of the soul. On this

principle landscape and animals are not ranked

among the objects of aesthetic imitation. The

whole universe is not conceived of as the raw

material of art. Aristotle's theory is in agreement
with the practice of the Greek poets and artists

of the classical period, who introduce the external

world only so far as it forms a background of

action, and enters as an emotional element into

man's life and heightens the human interest.

We may now proceed to determine more nearly

the meaning of
'

imitation.'

A work of art is a likeness (6/Wo>yu,a) or re-

production of an original, and not a symbolic

representation of it ;
l and this holds good whether

the artist draws from a model in the real world

or from an unrealised ideal in the mind. The

distinction may be shown by Aristotle's own

illustrations. A sign or symbol has no essential

1 This point is worked out in detail by Teichmuller, Ari-

stotelische Forschungen, ii. 145-154.
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resemblance, no natural connexion, with the thing

signified. Thus spoken words are symbols of

mental states, written words are symbols of spoken
words

; the connexion between them is con-

ventional. 1 On the other hand mental impressions

are not signs or symbols, but copies of external

reality, likenesses of the things themselves. In

the act of sensuous perception objects stamp upon
the mind an impress of themselves like that of

a signet ring, and the picture (^avraa-fia) so en-

graven on the memory is compared to a portrait

(&Ypd<l>r)fj,a, eltcwv).
2 Thus the creations of art

are, as it were, pictures which exist for the

'phantasy.'

Of this faculty, however, Aristotle does not

give a very clear or consistent account. He defines

it as
' "

the movement which results upon an actual

sensation
"

: more simply we may define it as the

after-effect of a sensation, the continued presence

of an impression after the object which first

excited it has been withdrawn from actual ex-

perience.'
3 As such it is brought in to explain

1 De Interpret, i. 1. 16 a 3, m pV ovv TO. ev rrj <o>vy ru>v ev

TTf if'V'xrj Tra^ynaTtov crujU^SoAa, KOU TO. ypa<f)6fjifva TWV fv TTJ (fxavrj.

In eh. 2. 16 a 27 the connexion is said to be Kara. O-W^KTJI/.
2 De Mem. et Remin. 1. 450 a 27 451 a 17. Cf. de Interpret.

i. 1. 16 a 7, where the Tra^/xara or mental impressions are said

to be ofjLouafj.aTo. of reality.
3 E. Wallace, Aristotle's Psyclwloyy, Intr. p. Ixxxvii. : see the whole

section relating to this subject, pp. Ixxxvi.-xcvii. The definition
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the illusions of dreaming and other kindred

phenomena. But it is more than a receptivity

of sense,
1
it is on the border-line between sense and

thought. It is treated as an image-forming faculty,

by which we can recall at will pictures previously

presented to the mind 2 and may even accomplish

some of the processes of thought.
3

It represents

subjectively all the particular concrete objects

perceived by the external senses. From these
'

phantasms
'

or representations of the imagination

the intellect abstracts its ideas or universal con-

cepts. Without the imagination the intellect

cannot work through lack of matter. The idea,

therefore, which is purely intellectual, implies and

contains in itself whatever is universal, that is

intelligible, in the object of sense. When in default

of a nearer equivalent we use the term '

imagina-

tion
'

that is, an image-making power we must

remember that Aristotle's psychology does not

admit of such a faculty as a creative imagination,

which not merely reproduces objects passively

perceived, but fuses together the things of thought
and sense, and forms a new world of its own,

recombining and transmuting the materials of

is in de Anim. iii. 3. 429 a 1, 7} ^avrao-ta av cir) /ai/r;o-is VTTO

rrj<s eucr#?7<rea>s rrjs KO.T evepyuav -yryvofjifvr).
So de Somno 1.

459 a 17.

1 De Anim. iii. 3. 428 a 5-16.
2 De Anim. iii. 3. 427 b 17-20.
3 De Anim. iii. 10. 433 a 10.
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experience.
1 This work is for Aristotle the result

of the spontaneous and necessary union of intellect

and sense.

We have thus advanced another step in the

argument. A work of art reproduces its original,

not as it is in itself, but as it appears to the

senses. Art addresses itself not to the abstract

reason but to the sensibility and image-making

faculty ;
it is concerned with outward appearances ;

it employs illusions
;

its world is not that which

is revealed by pure thought ;
it sees truth, but in

its concrete manifestations, not as an abstract idea.

Important consequences follow from the doctrine

of aesthetic semblance, first noted by Plato 2

though in depreciation of fine art and firmly

apprehended by Aristotle. Art does not attempt

to embody the objective reality of things, but only

their sensible appearances. Indeed by the very

1 The idea of a creative power in man which transforms the

materials supplied by the empirical world is not unknown either to

Plato or Aristotle, but it is not a separate faculty or denoted by a

distinct name. In Philostratus (circa A.D. 210), ViL Apoll. vi. 19,

<avTacria is the active imagination as opposed to the faculty of

fijajft/s, (fravraaria, <jb^,
TO.VTO. (i.e. the sculptured forms of the

gods by a Phidias or Praxiteles) ei/ayaoraro <ro<f>ti>Tepa /zi^crews

SrjfjiLOVpyos' fiifJLipris p.ev -yap 8rjfJLiovp-/ij(Ti o i8ev, <fra.VTa.cria.

8 KOI o
p.rj ciSev.

'2 In Rep. x. 598 B painting, like other imitative arts, is a

/zt/xTjcris ^avTcur/iaros. In Sophist 264 c 267 A, these arts fall

under the head of <ai/TucrT<./o/. For the importance of this con-

tribution to aesthetic theory see Bosanquet, History of Aesthetic,

pp. 28-30.
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principles of Aristotle's philosophy it can present

no more than a semblance ;
for it impresses the

artistic form upon a matter which is not proper

to that form. Thus it severs itself from material

reality and the corresponding wants. Herein lies

the secret of its emancipating power. The real

emotions, the positive needs of life, have always

in them some element of disquiet. By the union

of a form with a matter which in the world of

experience is alien to it, a magical effect is wrought.

The pressure of everyday reality is removed, and

the aesthetic emotion is released as an independent

activity. Art, then, moving in a world of images

and appearances, and creating after a pattern

existing in the mind, must be skilled in the use

of illusion. By this alone can it give coherence to

its creations and impart to its fictions an air of

reality. The doctrine of aesthetic semblance and

of TO indavov, which depends on it, is carried so

far that the poet working by illusions 'ought
to prefer probable impossibilities to possible

improbabilities.'
l

While all works of art are likenesses of an

original and have reference to a world indepen-

dently known, the various arts reflect the image
from without by different means and with more

or less directness and vividness.

Music was held by Aristotle, as by the Greeks
1 Poet. xxiv. 10, xxv. 17 : see pp. 173 ff.
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generally, to be the most '

imitative
'

or represent-

ative of the arts. It is a direct image, a copy of

character. We generally think of it in a different

way. The emotion it suggests, the message it

conveys, corresponds but little with a reality

outside itself, with a world of feeling already

known. We cannot test its truth by its accordance

with any original. It is capable of expressing

general and elementary moods of feeling, which

will be variously interpreted by different hearers.

It cannot render the finer shades of extra-musical

emotion with any degree of certainty and precision.

Its expressive power, its capacity to reproduce in-

dependent realities, is weak in proportion as the

impression it produces is vivid and definite. But

to Aristotle, who here accepts the traditions of his

country, the very opposite seems true. Music is the

express image and reflexion of moral character.

' In rhythms and melodies we have the most real-

istic imitations of anger and mildness as well as of

courage, temperance and all their opposites.'
l Not

only states of feeling but also strictly ethical

qualities and dispositions of mind are reproduced

by musical imitation, and on the close correspond-

ence between the copy and the original depends

1 Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1340 a 18, rrt S OjMouu/zara ^uCXurra trapa.

ras dXrjdivas <f>vcrfis iv TOI? pvOpois Kal rots /^eAecriv opyr^s Kal

TT/aaoT^ros In 8 dvfynas Kal o-ox^/xxrvvT/s Kal TTOIVTWV TWV evav-

TIWV TOVTOtS.

K
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the importance of music in the formation of

character. Music in reflecting character moulds

and influences it.

A partial explanation of the prevalence of such

a view is to be found in the dependent position

which music occupied among the Greeks. It was

one of the accessories of poetry, to which it was

strictly subordinate, and consisted of comparatively

simple strains. Much of its meaning was derived

from the associations it called up, and from the

emotional atmosphere which surrounded it. It

was associated with definite occasions and solem-

nities, it was accompanied by certain dances and

attached to well-known words.
' When there are

no words,' says Plato, 'it is very difficult to

recognise the meaning of harmony or rhythm, or

to see that any worthy object is imitated by them.'
l

1 Laws ii. 669 E. On the whole subject of Greek music see

The Modes of Ancient Greek Music by D. B. Monro (Oxford, 1894).

Mr. Monro after insisting on the close connexion between words

and melodies thus proceeds :
' The beauty and even the persuasive

effect of a voice depend, as we are more or less aware, in the first

place upon the pitch or key in which it is set, and in the second

place upon subtle variations of pitch, which give emphasis, or light

and shade. Answering to the first of these elements, ancient

music, if the main contention of this essay is right, has its system

of Modes or keys. Answering to the second it has a series of

scales in which the delicacy and variety of the intervals still fill

us with wonder. In both, these points modern music shows

diminished resources. We have in the Keys the same or even a

greater command of degrees of pitch ; but we seem to have lost

the close relation which once obtained between a note as the result
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But even apart from interpretative words it would

seem that the ethical significance of music was

maintained by Aristotle and his school. In the

Problems we find it said,
'

Melody even apart from

words has an ethical quality.'
1

Though we may
not be able entirely to comprehend the Greek point

of view as to the moral import of music, we must

bear in mind that the dominant element in Greek

music was the rhythm ; the spirit and meaning
of any given composition was felt to reside

of physical facts and the same note as an index of temper or

emotion. A change of key affects us, generally speaking, like a

change of colour or of movement not as the heightening or

soothing of a state of feeling. In respect of the second element

of vocal expression, in the rise and fall of the pitch, Greek music

possessed in the multiplicity of its scales a range of expression to

which there is no modern parallel. The nearest analogue may be

found in the use of modulation from a major to a minor key, or

the reverse. But the changes of genus and " colour "
at the

disposal of an ancient musician must have been acoustically more

striking, and must have come nearer to reproducing, in an idealised

form, the tones and inflexions of the speaking voice. The tendency
of music that is based upon harmony is to treat the voice as one

of a number of instruments, and accordingly to curtail the use of

it as the great source of dramatic and emotional effect. The

consequence is two-fold. On the one hand we lose sight of the

direct influence exerted by sound of certain degrees of pitch on

the human sensibility, and thus ultimately on character. On the

other hand, the music becomes an independent creation. It may
still be a vehicle of the deepest feeling ; but it no longer seeks the

aid of language, or reaches its aim through the channels by which

language influences the mind of man.'

1 Probl. xix. 27. 919 b 26, KOI yap lav y avcv \6yov /Aos,
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especially here ; and the doctrine which asserted

the unique imitative capacity of music had for

Aristotle its theoretic basis in this, that the ex-

ternal movements of rhythmical sound bear a close

resemblance to the movements of the soul. Each

single note is felt as an inward agitation. The

regular succession of musical sounds, governed by
the laws of melody and rhythm, are allied to

those 7jy>afei5 or outward activities which are the

expression of a mental state.
1

This power which belongs in an eminent degree

to the sense of hearing is but feebly exhibited by
the other senses. Taste and touch do not directly

reflect moral qualities; sight, but little, for form

and colour are
'

rather signs of moral qualities
'

1 In Probl. xix. 29. 920 a 3, the question is asked Sia rt of

pvOfJLol /cat TO. fieXrj <f>tavr)
o&ra ydeo-iv eot/cev ; and the answer

suggested is
r}
on Ktv^o-ets elarlv wrirep KCU at 7r/oaets ; 17817

<5e
17

iifV (vepyeta. rjOtKOv Kat Trotet ^^os, ot Se ^yfiol /cat TO. %piafJLa,Ta

ov irotovo-tv 6/iotws. Again in Probl. xix. 27. 919 b 26, the

similar question Sta TI TO aKovcrrov /xovov ^0os fxft v a'"

(rOrjTiav ; is put, and again the answer is
>}
on KCvrjtriv e^tt fiovov

^X' *I
V ^O*^ ' ^/*ttS KlVCt

,'
. . , dAAa T^S fTTOfJ.fVTfj'S T(p TOIOVT^)

(f/6<f>(p alcrOavo^Oa Kii/^o-eajs. It is added at 8e Kivr^reis a^Tat

irpa.KTiKa.L eto'tv, at 8e Tr^a^ets ^^ovs crrjfJMa'ia,
ecniv. A distinction

is further drawn between the Ktnjo-eis produced by sight and by

hearing, but the precise meaning is not beyond dispute and need

not detain us here.

The classification of melodies into ry^txa, v#oimao-TtKa,

irpaKTiKa. (Pol. v. (viii.) 7. 1341 b 33), corresponds, it may be

observed, with the three objects of imitative art
17 #17, irddrj,
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than actual imitations of them. 1 This passage of

the Politics would seem to imply that painting and

sculpture directly render little more than the out-

ward and physical features of an object, and that

they convey moral and spiritual facts almost wholly

by signs or symbols. Here, it might be thought,

we are introduced to a type of art foreign to the mind

of Greece, an art in which the inner qualities are

shadowed forth in outward forms, with which they

are conventionally associated, but which suggest no

obvious and immediate resemblance.

But the phrase here used, like many of Aristotle's

obiter dicta, must be taken with considerable lati-

tude and in conjunction with other passages. Some

emphasis, too, must be laid on the admission that

form and colour do, in however slight a degree,

reflect the moral character, and on the qualifying

'rather' prefixed to the statement that they are

'signs of moral qualities.' They are indeed less

perfect manifestations of these qualities than music,

whose rhythmical and ordered movements have a

1 Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1340 a 28, arvfifteftrjKe 8e rwv a'urOrjTwv tv

fj-ev rots aAAois (AfjSev virdp\fiv 6/>iota)/ia TOIS f^Qfuriv, oiov ev rots

aTTTot? KCU TOIS ycwTois, dAA.' tv rots 6/xxToi? ^p/ia a-x^ara

yap tori TOiavra, aAA.' CTTI p,iKpovt
. . . <?TI 5e OVK tfrri ravra

o/AOtw/tara TWV r}#d>v, aXA.a o-^/xcia /AaAAov TO. yivopeva (rx^/AaTa

KCU xpw^ara rwv rjdwv. The two passages just quoted from the

Problems go farther and declare that sound alone carries with it

any immediate suggestion of moral qualities ; sight, taste, and smell

are expressly excluded. This is perhaps an exaggeration of the

proper Aristotelian view.
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special affinity with the nature of the soul, and re-

produce with most directness the moral life, which

is itself an activity, a movement. 1
Still facial

expression, gestures, attitudes, are a dialect which

nature herself has taught, and which needs no

skilled interpreter to expound. They are in the

truest sense a natural, not an artificial medium of

expression, and convey their meaning by the force

of immediate suggestion and without a conscious

process of inference. If symbols they may be called,

they are not conventional symbols, but living signs

through which the outward frame follows and reflects

the movements of the spirit; they are a visible token

of the inner unity of body and soul.

The reading of character by gesture and facial

expression, as explained by the Aristotelian school,

rests on an assumed harmony, not in the case of

hearing only but of other organs of sense also,

between the movements within and those without. 2

The comparisons, moreover, elsewhere made between

1 Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1340 b 17, KGU TIS eotxe (rvyyivtia TOUS

d/tyiovicus KCU TOIS pvdfj.ois (ivai, where the sense, as the context

shows, is that harmonies and rhythms have a certain affinity with

the soul. Hence, Aristotle proceeds, some have wrongly inferred

that the soul itself is a harmony. Cf. Probl. xix. 38. 920 b 33,

pv6fj.<ij 8e
\a.ipofj.f.v Sid TO yv(apip.ov KCU Teray/zevoi/ dpidfjibv XCIV

KCU Kivf.lv i}/*as TTay/iV(os oiKfioTfpa yap ff TtTa.yfj.fvr) Ktv^cris

<f>v<rci Tr}<; O.TO.KTOV, W<TT KCU KaTa. (f)v<Tiv fj.S,X\ov. Plato, Tim. 47 D, f]

8f appovia. vyyi/e?s e^owa <J>opas TGUS ev fip.lv r>Js ^U
2
Physiognom. i 2. 806 a 28, K re yap TWV Kivfof
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painting and poetry as expressive of character cease

to be relevant if we suppose that form and colour

have no natural, as distinct from a conventional,

significance in rendering the phenomena of mind.

Aristotle no doubt holds that sound is unequalled

in its power of direct expression, but he does not

deny that colour and form too have a similar capacity

though in an inferior degree. The instinctive move-

ments of the limbs, the changes of colour produced

on the surface of the body, are something more than

arbitrary symbols ; they imply that the body is of

itself responsive to the animating soul, which leaves

its trace on the visible organism.

Painting and sculpture working through an inert

material cannot indeed reproduce the life of the

soul in all its variety and successive manifesta-

tions. In their frozen and arrested movement they

fix eternally the feeling they portray. A single

typical moment is seized and becomes representative

of all that precedes or follows. Still shape and

line and colour even here retain something of

their significance, they are in their own degree a

natural image of the mind
; and their meaning is

helped out by symmetry, which in the arts of repose

answers to rhythm, the chief vehicle of expression

in the arts of movement. Aristotle does not himself

rjOuiv TWV 5ri TOV TTpocriuTTOV fjj,<f>ai.vofj.(v<j}V.
806 b 28, TO, oe

0-^fj.aTci. KOI TO. iraOr/fiaTa TO. 67ri<cuvo/zeva eirl TU>V

Kara ras o/xotoT^Tas Aa/i^Saverai TOJ Travel.
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notice the analogy between dancing and sculpture,

which is brought out by later writers, but he would

have perfectly apprehended the feeling which sug-

gested the saying,
c The statues of the classic artists

are the relics of ancient dancing.'
1 The corre-

spondence lies in the common element of rhythmic

form. This, which was the soul of Greek music

and Greek dancing, would not on Aristotle's general

principles lose all its expressive power when trans-

ferred to the material of the plastic arts, modified

though it may be in the transference.

Even dancing, we read in the Poetics, imitates

character, emotion, action. 2 The expressive power
of dancing, admitted by Aristotle and by all Greek

tradition, receives its most instructive commentary
in Lucian's pamphlet on the subject, which, when

due allowance is made for exaggeration and the

playful gravity so characteristic of the writer, is

still inspired by an old Greek sentiment. Rhetori-

cians and musicians had already written treatises

on the art, and Lucian in handling the same theme

imitates their semi-philosophic manner. Dancing is

placed in the front rank of the fine arts, and all the

1 Athen. xiv. 26 p. 629, 2<rri Se KOI TO. TU>V dp\atwv SrjiAiovpytov

ayaX/xara r^s TraXatas dpx^crews A.efy'ava.
2 Poet. i. 5, KOI

TJ6r) KOI Tra&j KCU 7r/oaets. Similarly (of

choral dance and song) Plato, Laws ii. 655 D, [Aip.rip.aTa. rpoir(av

ta-Ti TO. Trepl rag xopfias, ev 7rpa7-t TC TravroSaTrais yiyvoutva
KCU r^X" 1? K" ijdfa-i jj.ifj.-ijij.aa-i Siegiovruv cKdurrwv, where rv\ai
takes the place
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sciences are made contributary to it. The dancer

must have a fine genius, a critical judgment of

poetry, a ready and comprehensive memory; like

Homer's Calchas he must know the past, the present,

and the future. Above all he needs to have mastered

all mythology from chaos and the origin of the

universe down to Cleopatra, queen of Egypt, and to

be able to reproduce the legends in their spirit and

their details. He must avoid the 'terrible solecisms'

of some ignorant performers. Like the orator he

should aim at being always perspicuous ;
he must

be understood though he is dumb and heard though
he says nothing. Dancing is not inferior to tragedy
itself in expressive capacity ;

it is descriptive of

every shade of character and emotion. Moreover

it harmonises the soul of the spectator, trains the

moral sympathies, and acts as a curative and

quieting influence on the passions.

Poetry unlike the other arts produces its effects

(except such as depend on metre) through symbols

alone. It cannot directly present form and colour

to the eye ;
it can only employ words to call up

images of the objects to be represented ; nor need

these words be audible ; they may be merely written

symbols. The sign too and the thing signified are

not here so linked together by obvious suggestion

that their meaning is at once and everywhere appre-

hended
; they vary with race and country, they

cannot claim to be a universal language. Yet poetry,
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though it makes use of symbols which have to be

interpreted by the mind, is no exception to Aris-

totle's principle that fine art is not a body
of symbols. The image it represents is not one

which through artificial means or remote associa-

tion reminds us of a reality already known.

Though signs are the medium of expression, the

representation is not purely symbolical; for the

signs are those significant words which in life are

the natural and familiar medium by which thought

and feeling are revealed. The world which poetry

creates is not explicitly stated by Aristotle to be a

likeness or opoicofjua of an original, but this is implied

all through the Poetics. The original which it

reflects is human action and character in all their

diverse modes of manifestation ;
no other art has

equal range of subject-matter, or can present so

complete and satisfying an image of its original.

In the drama the poetic imitation of life attains its

perfect form
; but it is here also that the idea of

imitation in its more rudimentary sense is at once

apparent ; speech has its counterpart in speech, and,

if the play is put on the stage, action is rendered

by action. Indeed the term imitation, as popularly

applied to poetry, was probably suggested to the

Greeks by those dramatic forms of poetry in which

acting or recitation produced an impression allied

to that of mimicry.

Poetry, music, arid dancing constitute in Aris-
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totle a group by themselves, their common element

being imitation by means of rhythm rhythm which

admits of being applied to words, sounds, and the

movements of the body.
1 The history of these

arts bears out the views we find expressed in

Greek writers upon the theory of music ; it is a

witness to the primitive unity of music and poetry,

and to the close alliance of the two with dancing.

Together they form a natural triad, and illustrate a

characteristic of the ancient world to retain as indi-

visible wholes branches of art or science which the

separative spirit of modern thought has broken up
into their elements. The intimate fusion of the

three arts afterwards known as the ' musical
'

arts

or rather, we should perhaps say, the alliance of

music and dancing under the supremacy of poetry

was exhibited even in the person of the artist.

The office of the poet as teacher of the chorus

demanded a practical knowledge of all that passed

under the term '

dancing/ including steps, gestures,

attitudes, and the varied resources of rhythmical

movement. Aeschylus, we are told,
2 ' was the in-

ventor of many orchestic attitudes/ and it is added

that the ancient poets were called orchestic, not

only because they trained their choruses, but also

because they taught choral dances outside the

1 Poet. i. 2-5. On the unity of this group cf. Prickard, Aristotle

on the Art of Poetry (Macmillan, 1891), pp. 19-21.
2 Athenaeus i. 40.
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theatre to such as wished to learn them. 'So

wise and honourable a thing,' says Athenaeus,
1

' was dancing that Pindar calls Apollo the dancer,'

and he quotes the words : 'Opxtfa-r, ayhafas avdo-a-wv,

evpv^dperp*
'

ATTO\\OV.

Improvements in the technique of music or in

the construction of instruments are associated with

many names well known in the history of poetry.

The poet, lyric or dramatic, composed the accom-

paniment as well as wrote the verses ; and it was

made a reproach against Euripides, who was the

first to deviate from the established usage, that he

sought the aid of lophon, son of Sophocles, in the

musical setting of his dramas. The very word

7TOM;T77<?
'

poet
'

in classical times often implies the

twofold character of poet and musician, and in later

writers is sometimes used, like our '

composer,' in

a strictly limited reference to music.

Aristotle does full justice to the force of rhythmic
form and movement in the arts of music and dancing.

The instinctive love of melody and rhythm is, again,

one of the two causes to which he traces the origin

of poetry,
2 but he lays little stress on this element

1 xiv. 26.

2 I take the two alrtat fywiKai (Poet. iv. 1) of poetry to be (1)

the instinct of /u/^o-is, regarded as a primitive mode of learning

(iv. 2-5), and (2) the instinct for dp/xovia and pvfyids (iv. 6).

The whole passage gains much by this interpretation. The

objection to it is the abruptness with which the instinct for

harmony and rhythm is introduced in 6, so as to suggest a
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in estimating the finished products of the poetic

art. In the Rhetoric 1 he observes that if a sentence

has metre it will be poetry ;
but this is said in

a popular way. It was doubtless the received

opinion,
2 but it is one which he twice combats in

the Poetics, insisting that it is not metrical form

that makes a poem.
3 In one of these passages

doubt whether there is not after 5 a lacuna in the text, in

which harmony and rhythm were mentioned as the second cause.

Mr. R P. Hardie (in Mind, vol. iv. No. 15) would account for the

abruptness of 6 in another way :

' I would suggest that the

transition to the second atria is to be found in the preceding

sentence, which is to the effect that when an object imitated has

not been seen before, so that the pleasure of recognition cannot

be present, there may still be pleasure, which " will be due, not

to the imitation as such, but to the execution (airepycuria), the

colouring (xpoia), or some such cause." Here plainly two kinds of

pleasure which are necessarily independent are referred to, and

there is no difficulty in supposing dirfpycuria and \poid to be

intended by Aristotle to correspond roughly in ypartner) to appovia

and pvOjj.6<i in Troi^Tt/oJ.'

The ordinary interpretation makes the two alriai to be the

instinct of imitation, and the pleasure derived from imitation.

This interpretation is open to the objection that it gives us not two

independent airLai but two tendencies, both of which are referred

to the same alrLa, namely, the natural love of knowledge.
1 Met. HI 8. 1408 b 30, Sio pvdfiov Set Ixetv TOV Adyov, perpov

8e Hrj' iroirjfia yap rrcu.

2 Cf. Plat Phaedr. 258 E, iv fj.trpif w<s iroiyn/s, 17
avev perpov

o>s tSicimfs : and Repub. x. 601 B on the x^Aiyo-is of melody and

rhythm : stripped of these adornments poetical compositions are

like faces from which the bloom of youth is gone. Gorg. 502 c,

Tts TTC/aieAoiTo r>ys Trot^crews TTCUT^S TO re /AeAos KCU TOV pvOpbv KCU

T(i p.rpov, aAAo Tt
T) Adyoi yiyvovrai TO \eiir6fjxvovj

3 Poet. i. 6-9 ; ix. 2, cf. 9. See also the quotation from

Aristotle preserved in Athenaeus xi. 112 (where, however, the
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(ch. i. 7-9) he goes a step farther and presents what

appears to have been at the time an original view.

Poetry, he explains, is a form of artistic /u/u/ow,

and its essence lies rather in the '

imitation
'

of the

idea than in the mere versification. Within the

field of literature he recalls actual examples of such

artistic 'imitation,' even in prose writings, and

notes the want of a common term which would

embrace every imaginative delineation of life that

employs language as its medium of expression.

In illustration of his point he mentions different

kinds of literary composition, which have not

hitherto been brought under a single distinctive

designation, (1) the mimes of Sophron and

Xenarchus and the dialogues of Plato, all of them

prose compositions of a dramatic or semi-dramatic

character: (2) verse composition, whether written

in a single metre or in heterogeneous metres.

The obvious suggestion of the passage is that the

text as it stands is hardly sound), 'A/awrroTcA^s 8e ev r<p Trepi

iroirjTwv OVTWS ypa<ei
' ' OVKOVV ov8e e/tyiT/>ovs (?) TOVS K<xA.ov/i/ovs

2w<povos [Aifjiovs fj.rf (frtofjLfv
etvat Aoyovs KOI ^t^^creis vj TOVS

'

AAea/vou TOU TLTJIOV TOVS TT/MOTOVS (? irporcpov) ypa^evras TWV

SwK/DaTi/cwv SiaXo'ywv;" 'Are we therefore to deny that the mimes

of Sophron
'

(whose very name shows that they are imitative or

mimetic),
'

though in no way metrical, or again the dialogues of

Alexamenus of Teos, the first (?) Socratic dialogues that were

written, are prose and at the same time imitations (and hence,

poetic compositions) ?
' On this passage see Bernays, Zwei Abhand-

lungen uber die Aristotelische Theorie des Drama, p. 83. Cf. Diog.

Laert. iii. 37, <r/(rt 8' 'ApurToreX-rj's TT)V rwv Xdywv I8eav avrov

s) /*erau Troi^aros ttypu ml TTC^OTJ Aoyov.
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meaning of the word '

poet
'

should be widened so

as to include any writer, either in prose or verse,

whose work is an '

imitation
'

within the aesthetic

meaning of the term. 1

1 The general sense of the passage (Poet. i. 6-9) is clear, though
the text offers difficulties in detail. In 6 Ueberweg's deletion

of ro7Toua and Bernays' admirable conjecture avwvv/xos are both

confirmed by the Arabic version and may be accepted without

hesitation. Again in 6 p.6vov TOIS Adyois I understand to mean

'by language alone' (i.e. without music), ^tAois 'without metre'

(as e.g. Rhet. iii. 2. 1404 b 14 where cv 8e TOIS ^iAo?s Adyois is

opposed to ITTI rwv /wT/auv), </-iAds as usual implying the absence

of some accompaniment or adjunct which is suggested by the

context. The order of words TOIS Adyois ^lAois instead of TOIS

^tAois Adyots is due to the pause in the sense at fiovov TOIS

Adyois, at which point ^lAois comes in with a predicative force as

if the whole phrase were to be ^lAois ^ e//,/AT/aois : TOIS /zrrpois,

however, being substituted for e/t/xtTpois.

In 9 6/ioiws 8e KO.V ct TIS K.T.A. I accept the reading of the

apographa KCU TOUTOV (KOI Ac
) TTOI^TTJV irpoo-ayopevreov :

' and the

same principle will apply even if a person mixed all his metres

(and could not, therefore, be called a TTOIOS of a certain metre) ;
we

must bring him too under our general term poet ;

'

i.e. by shifting

the point of view, and fixing our mind on the /u'/wyo-is not on the

metrical form, we bring in another writer whom strictly we should

exclude, if we made the title to the name 9ro*ifn$fl to be the

construction of a certain sort of metre.

As I read the whole passage there is a transition from the

negative to the positive form of expression. In 6 and 7 the

form is negative. 'The art ... is at present without a name.

There is no common term we can apply to artistic
" imitation "

in prose, in metre of a single kind '

the proper continuation of

which would have been,
' and in mixed metres.' But in the course

of 7-8 the positive idea has now emerged that it ia /u/^o-ts not

verse-writing which makes the TTOCJJT^S and accordingly 9 is cast

in a new mould, as if the whole had run thus,
' we ought to give

the comprehensive name of TTOITJT^S to artistic imitators whether in
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The general question whether metre is necessary

for poetical expression has been raised by many
modern critics and poets, and has sometimes been

answered in the negative, as by Sidney, Shelley,

Wordsworth. 1
It is, however, worth observing

prose, or metre of a single kind, or mixed metres.' The parenthetic

remark of 8 Stb rbv /xev TTOIJ/TTJV Sixatov KaXelv K.r.A. may

through its positive form have had some influence in determining

the form of 6/xoitos 8f . . . Trpoo-ayoptvTfov.

If, on the other hand, we supply with Vahlen the words ovStv

av f\oifj.fv ovofiwrai KOIVOV as the apodosis to 6/xoiws Se KO.V ft TIS

TTOIOITO, the following clause, KOU TTOITJT^V 7rp<xrayopevTov 'and we

must style him poet,' tacked on to the suppressed apodosis is in-

tolerably harsh. The correction KCUTOI iroirjTrjv irpoa-ayopevrfov

(Rassow, Zeller) obviates this objection and may be the true

reading. But whether we read KOI TOVTOV or KGU'TOI we are

relieved from the necessity of assuming, with Susemihl, a dislocation

in the general order of the clauses (see Grit Notes) and of bracketing

certain phrases.
1 Of. Sir Philip Sidney, An Apologie for Poctrie : The greatest

part of the poets have apparelled their poetical inventions in that

numberous kind of writing which is called verse. Indeed but

apparelled, verse being but an ornament and no cause to poetry,

since there have been many most excellent poets that never versified,

and now swarm many versifiers that need never answer to the name

of poets. For Xenophon, who did imitate so excellently as to give

us effigiem iusti imperil the portraiture of a just empire under the

name of Cyrus (as Cicero saith of him) made therein an absolute

heroical poem.'

And again :
' One may be a poet without versing, and a versifier

without poetry.'

Cervantes, Don Quixote :

' An epic may also be as well written

in prose as in verse.'

Shelley, A Defence of Poetry :
' Yet it is by no means essential

that a poet should accommodate his language to this traditional form,

so that the harmony, which is its spirit, be observed. The practice

is indeed convenient and popular, and to be preferred, especially in
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that from Aristotle's point of view, which was

mainly one of observation, the question to be

determined was rather as to the vehicle or medium

of literary /u'/iT/crt?; and so far as the /u/tqo-e?

doctrine is concerned, it is undeniable that some

kinds of imaginative subject-matter are better

expressed in prose, some in verse, and that Aristotle,

who had before him experimental examples of

writings poetic in spirit, but not metrical in form,

had sufficient grounds for advocating an extension

of meaning for the term TTO^TT;?. But as regards

the Art of Poetry, his reasoning does not lead us

to conclude that he would have reckoned the

authors of prose dialogues or romances among poets

strictly so called. As Mr. Courthope truly says,
1

such composition as includes much action : but every great poet

must inevitably innovate upon the example of his predecessors in

the exact structure of his peculiar versification. The distinction

between poets and prose-writers is a vulgar error. . . . Plato was

essentially a poet the truth and splendour of his imagery, and

the melody of his language are the most intense that it is possible

to conceive. . . . Lord Bacon was a poet. His language has a sweet

and majestic rhythm, which satisfies the sense, no less than the

almost superhuman wisdom of his philosophy satisfies the intellect.'

Wordsworth in his Preface also enforces the doctrine that metre

is not essential to poetry.

On the discussion in the Renaissance as to whether poetry could

be written in prose see Spingarn, Literary Criticism in the Renais-

sance (New York, 1899), pp. 35 ff. The expression 'poetic prose'

appears, he observes, perhaps for the first time in Minturno L'Arte

Poetica (1564).
1

Life in Poetry: Law in Taste (Macmillan, 1901), p. 70. The

whole lecture (on Poetical Expression) well deserves reading.

L
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'he does not attempt to prove that metre is

not a necessary accompaniment of the higher

conceptions of poetry,' and he,
*

therefore, cannot

be ranged with those who support that extreme

opinion.'

Still there would appear to be some want of

firmness in the position he takes up as to the place

and importance of metre. In his definition of

tragedy (ch. vi. 2)
' embellished language' (^Si/o-^eVo?

710709) is included among the constituent elements

of tragedy ;
and the phrase is then explained to

mean language that has the twofold charm of

metre (which is a branch of rhythm) and of

melody. But these elements are placed in a sub-

ordinate rank and are hardly treated as essentials.

They are in this respect not unlike the visible

spectacular effect (oi/rt?), which, though deduced

by Aristotle from the definition, is not explicitly

mentioned in it. The essence of the poetry is the
'

imitation
'

; the melody and the verse are the
'

seasoning
' l of the language. They hold a place,

as Teichmuller observes,
2 similar to that which

1
They are rjBva-fj.aTa : Poet. vi. 19, r] /ieAo7roua /xeyicrrov TWV

^Sw/icmuv. Cf. Ehet. iii. 3. 1406 a 18 (of Alcidamas' use of

epithets), oi5 yap ^8voy/,aTt \pv)Ta.t aAA' ws eSeor/xari rots fTriOerois,

they are not the sauce but the dish itself. Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1340

b 16, TI
8f [AovcriKr] <vcri TWV ^SwyMevtov etrrtv, opposed to dvrj-

SVVTOV. Plato, Rep. x. 607 A, ei 8e TT)V r)8vcr/j.vrjv Mouo-av irapa-

Se<ri tv /KeAecrii/ ^ oreo-ii/. . . . Plut. Symp. Qu. vii. 8. 4,

/cat 6 pv0[j,os uxnrep oipov kiri Ttp Aoya>.
2 Aristotelische Forschungen, ii. 364.
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1
external goods

'

occupy in the Aristotelian defini-

tion of happiness. "Without them a tragedy may
fulfil its function, but would lack its perfect charm

and fail in producing its full effect of pleasurable

emotion.

Aristotle, highly as he rates the aesthetic

capacity of the sense of hearing in his treatment

of music, says nothing to show that he values at

its proper worth the power of rhythmical sound as

a factor in poetry ; and this is the more striking in

a Greek whose enjoyment of poetry came through
the ear rather than the eye, and for whom poetry

was so largely associated with music. After all,

there can hardly be a greater difference between

two ways of saying the same thing than that one

is said in verse, the other in prose. There are some

lyrics which have lived and will always live by
their musical charm, and by a strange magic that

lies in the setting of the words. We need not

agree with a certain modern school who would

empty all poetry of poetical thought and etherealise

it till it melts into a strain of music ; who sing to

us we hardly know of what, but in such a way
that the echoes of the real world, its men and

women, its actual stir and conflict, are faint and

hardly to be discerned. The poetry, we are told,

resides not in the ideas conveyed, not in the

blending of soul and sense, but in the sound itself,

in the cadence of the verse.
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Yet, false as this view may be, it is not perhaps

more false than that other which wholly ignores

the effect of musical sound and looks only to the

thought that is conveyed. Aristotle comes peril-

ously near this doctrine, and was saved from it,

we may conjecture if indeed he was saved only

by an instinctive reluctance to set at naught the

traditional sentiment of Greece.

His omission of architecture from the list of

the fine arts may also cause surprise to modern

readers ;
for here, as in sculpture, the artistic

greatness of Greece stands undisputed. In this,

however, he is merely following the usage of his

countrymen who reckoned architecture among the

useful arts. It was linked to the practical world.

It sprang out of the needs of civic and religious

life, and the greatest triumphs of the art were

connected with public faith and worship. To a

Greek the temple, which was the culmination of

architectural skill, was the house of the god, the

abode of his image, a visible pledge of his pro-

tecting presence. At the same time, and this

was the decisive point architecture had not the
'

imitative
'

quality which was regarded as essential

to fine art. Modern writers may tell us that its

forms owe their origin to the direct suggestions

of the physical world of natural caverns or forest

arches and in the groined roof they may trace a

marked resemblance to an avenue of interlacing
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trees. Such resemblances, however, are much

fainter in Greek than in Gothic architecture ; apart

from which the argument from origin would here

be as much out of place, as it would be to main-

tain, in relation to music, that the reason why

people now enjoy Beethoven is, that their earliest

ancestors of arboreal habits found musical notes to

be a telling adjunct to love-making.

Be the origin of architecture what it may, it is

certain that the Greeks did not find its primitive

type and model in the outward universe. A

building as an organic whole did not call up any

image of a world outside itself, though the method

of architecture does remind Aristotle of the

structural method of nature. Even if architecture

had seemed to him to reproduce the appearances

of the physical universe, it would not have satisfied

his idea of artistic imitation
;
for all the arts imitate

human life in some of its manifestations, and

imitate material objects only so far as these serve

to interpret spiritual and mental processes. The

decorative element in Greek architecture is alone

'

imitative
'

in the Aristotelian sense, being indeed

but a form of sculpture ; but sculpture does not

constitute the building, nor is it, as in Gothic

architecture, an organic part of the whole. The

metopes in a Greek temple are, as it were, a setting

for a picture, a frame into which sculptural repre-

sentations may be fitted, but the frame is not
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always filled in. The temple itself, though con-

structed according to the laws of the beautiful,

though realising, as we might say, the idea of

the beautiful, yet is not '
imitative

'

;
it does

not, according to Greek notions, rank as fine

art.

From the course of the foregoing argument we

gather that a work of art is an image of the

impressions or 'phantasy pictures' made by an

independent reality upon the mind of the artist,

the reality thus reflected being the facts of human

life and human nature. To this we must make

one addition, which contains the central thought of

Aristotle's doctrine. Imitative art in its highest

form, namely poetry, is an expression of the

universal element in human life.
1

If we may

expand Aristotle's idea in the light of his own

system, fine art eliminates what is transient and

particular and reveals the permanent and essential

features of the original. It discovers the 'form'

(etSo?) towards which an object tends, the result

which nature strives to attain, but rarely or never

can attain. Beneath the individual it finds the

universal. It passes beyond the bare reality given

by nature, and expresses a purified form of reality

disengaged from accident, and freed from conditions

which thwart its development. The real and the

ideal from this point of view are not opposites, as

1 Poet. ix. 3.
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they are sometimes conceived to be. The ideal is

the real, but rid of contradictions, unfolding itself

according to the laws of its own being, apart from

alien influences and the disturbances of chance.

We can now see the force of the phrase TO

@e\riov, as applied in the Poetics
1
to the creations

of poetry and art. It is identical in meaning
with the ola eivai Bet of ch. xxv. 1, and the

ofa* See (? elva^Y of 6. The 'better' and the
'

ought to be
'

are not to be taken in the moral, but

in the aesthetic sense. The expression
'

the better
'

is, indeed, almost a technical one in Aristotle's

general philosophy of nature, and its meaning and

associations in that connexion throw light on the

sense it bears when transferred to the sphere of Art.

Aristotle distinguishes the workings of inorganic

and organic nature. In the former case, the

governing law is the law of necessity : in the

latter, it is purpose or design ;
which purpose,

again, is identified with '

the better
' 3 or

'

the

1 xxv. 17, cf. 7. 2 See p. 370.

3 De Gen. Anim. i. 4. 717 a 15, irav
17 <ucris 17

oia TO dvayKalov
Troiei

f}
<5iot rb /3eArtov, the distinction being that between <u<ris

e avay/c^s Troioucra, the inorganic processes of nature, and <ixris

eve/ca TOV Troiowra, organic processes. So e avay/c^s is opposed in

de Gen. Anim. iii. 1. 731 b 21 to Sia T& fitXriov KOL TT)V curtav

rrjv fVfKa. TCI/OS : de Gen. Anim. iii. 4. 755 a 22, to X"/ tv T0"

(BeXriovos: in de Part. Anim. iv. 11. 692 a 3, to TOU /JeAn'ovos

eveKa. For TO /SeArtov as the aim of Nature when working

organically cf. de Gen. et Corr. ii. 10. 336 b 27, ev aTracrtv aei TOV

optyfo-Oai <^>a/iv T^ <f>variv. Phys. viii. 7. 260 b 22,
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best.' 1
Nature, often baffled in her intentions,

2

thwarted by unfavourable matter or by human

agency, yet tends towards the desirable end. She

can often enlist even the blind force of necessity

as her ally, giving a new direction to its results.
3

Wherever organic processes are in operation, order

and proportion are in varying degrees apparent.

The general movement of organic life is part of a

progress to the 'better,' the several parts working

together for the good of the whole. The artist in

his mimic world carries forward this movement to a

more perfect completion. The creations of his art are

framed on those ideal lines that nature has drawn :

her intimations, her guidance are what he follows.

He too aims at something better than the actual.

He produces a new thing, not the actual thing of

experience, not a copy of reality, but a fi&nov, or

higher reality
'

for the ideal type must surpass

the actual
'

;

4 the ideal is
'

better
'

than the real.

TO 06 /SeXriov del vrroXafJi.(Bdvofj.v tv rfj <ixrei virdp-^eiv, av y
Svvarov '. viii. 6. 259 a 10, ev yap rots <vcrei Sei TO Tr

KCU TO /SeXriov, av fvSe^rai, inrdp^eiv fj.aXX.ov.
1 De Ingr. Anim. 8. 708 a 9, rty $>\xriv fj-yOev Troif.lv

dXXa Trai'Ta Trpos TO apurrov aTro/BXfirovo-av l/cao-T(p TWV ev8e-

^o/ievwv : 11, ?) <j>vo~i<$ ovSev 8rj[j.iovpyeL fj^aTrfv' . , dAAa Trdvra

TT/>OS TO (3eXTicrTov CK TWV fv8e\op.ev<av. So passim.
2 Pol. i. 6. 1255 b 2, rj

Se <j!)uo-is fiovXerai p.ev rovro TTOICIV,

TToXActKtS [MeVTOL OV SvVaTO.1.

3 Of. de Gen. Anim. ii. 6. 744 b 16, ucnrep yap
KO.I ? ^>i;o"ts ovOev aTroSdXXfiv eiwBev e >v f.o~Ti

4 Poet. xxv. 17, dAAa /SfXriov TO yap irapdoeiy/j.a Set inrep-
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Art, therefore, in imitating the universal imitates

the ideal
; and we can now describe a work of art

as an idealised representation of human life of

character, emotion, action under forms manifest
to sense.

'Imitation,' in the sense in which Aristotle

applies the word to poetry, is thus seen to be

equivalent to
'

producing
'

or
'

creating according

to a true idea,' which forms part of the definition

of art in general.
1 The '

true idea
'

for fine art

is derived from the etSo?, the general concept

which the intellect spontaneously abstracts from

the details of sense. There is an ideal form which

is present in each individual phenomenon but im-

perfectly manifested. This form impresses itself

as a sensuous appearance on the mind of the

artist
;
he seeks to give it a more complete ex-

pression, to bring to light the ideal which is

only half revealed in the world of reality. His

distinctive work as an artist consists in stamping
the given material with the impress of the form

which is universal. The process is not simply that

which is described by Socrates in the conversa-

tion he is reported to have held in the studio

Xe6V- Cf. Plat. Rep. v. 472 D, otet av oSv rjrrov rt dyadov

a>ypa(ov fivai, os av y/acx^a? TrapaSety/ta, oibv av fir/
6

aV0po)7ros, . . . ftr) f^rj diro8elai as Kai Svvarbv

TOIOVTOV avSpa; See also p. 168.
1 Eth. Nic. vi. 4. 1140 a 10, ets fj^ra. Xoyov

Trot.rjTi.Krj.
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of Parrhasius, by which the artist, who is no

servile copyist, brings together many elements

of beauty which are dispersed in nature.
1

It

is not enough to select, combine, embellish, to

add here and to retrench there. The elements

must be harmonised into an ideal unity of

type.
'

Imitation,' so understood, is a creative act.

It is the expression of the concrete thing under

an image which answers to its true idea. To

seize the universal, and to reproduce it in

simple and sensuous form is not to reflect a

reality already familiar through sense perceptions ;

rather it is a rivalry of nature, a completion

of her unfulfilled purposes, a correction of her

failures.

If, however, the
'

imitation
'

which is the prin-

ciple of fine art ultimately resolves itself into an

effort to complete in some sense the work of

nature, how, then, it may be asked, does fine art,

after all, differ from useful art ? We have seen

that the character of the useful arts is to co-

operate with nature, to complete the designs

which she has been unable to carry out. Does

1 Xen. Mem, iii. 10. Cf. Arist. Pol. iii. 11. 1281 b 10, TOVT<J>

8ia.(j)fpoverty ol cnrovScuoi TMV dv8p(av KOCTTOV TO>V TroAAwv, cixrTrep

KCU TU)V
fj.r)

KaAwv TOUS KaAovs <f>a<Ti KO.I TO. yfypa/ji^va Std

re^vT^s TWV dXrjOtvwv, Tip arvvrj^dai TO. SteoTrap/ieva ^Mpls eis ev,

CTTti KextyHoy4vwv ye KaAAiov ?xe6l/ T

TOV o<f>daX[iov frepov 8f rtvos erepov p.6pi.ov.
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not Aristotle's distinction, then, between the two

forms of art disappear? To the question thus

raised Aristotle offers no direct answer; nor per-

haps did he put it to himself in this form. But if

we follow out his thought, his reply would appear

to be something of this kind. Nature is a living

and creative energy, which by a sort of instinctive

reason works in every individual object towards a

specific end. In some domains the end is more

clearly visible than in others ; the higher we carry

our observation in the scale of existence the more

certainly can the end be discerned. Everywhere,

however, there is a ceaseless and upward progress,

an unfolding of new life in inexhaustible variety.

Each individual thing has an ideal form towards

which it tends, and in the realisation of this form,

which is one with the essence (ova-ia) of the

object, its end is attained.
1 Nature is an artist

who is capable indeed of mistakes, but by slow

1 The TeAos of an object is TO TeAos rrys yeveo-cws or /avrycrecos,

the term of the process of the movement. The true owria or <uo-6s

of a thing is found in the attainment of its TeAos, that which the

thing has become when the process of development is completed
from the matter (vXrf) or mere potential existence (8wa/us) to form

(eiSos) or actuality (VTeAxa). Phys. ii. 2. 194 a 28, 77
8e </>wrts

TeAos Kal ov evfKa' &v yap crvvexous TT}S KIV^O-CWS OWTTJS ecrrt TI

TeAos TT}$ Kivr/o-ews, TOUTO lcr\arov Kal o5 '4veKa. Cf. Pol. i. 2.

1252 b 32. Metaph. iv. 4. 1015 a 10, (<wris) . . . K<XI TO c?oos

Kal
77

ovo-ta' TOUTO 8' eort TO TeAos rfjs yeveo-fws. Hence

(of the development of tragedy) Poet. iv. 12, TroAAas

/?oAas (MTaf3a\ov(ra T) rpaya>8ia

(fiVO'LV.
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advances and through many failures realises her

own idea.
1 Her organising and plastic power dis-

plays itself in the manifest purpose which governs

her movements. Some of the humbler members of

her kingdom may appear mean if taken singly

and judged by the impression they make upon
the senses. Their true beauty and significance

are visible to the eye of reason, which looks not

to the material elements or to the isolated parts

but to the structure of the whole. 2 In her structural

1
Phys. ii. 8. 199 a 17 sqq.

2 Of. de Part. Anim. t 5. 645 a 4 sqq., Having already treated

of the celestial world, as far as our conjectures could reach, we

proceed to treat of animals, without omitting, to the best of our

ability, any member of the kingdom, however ignoble. For if

some have no graces to charm the sense (TT/OOS TT)V ar0*?o-iv),

yet even these, by disclosing to intellectual perception the artistic

spirit that designed them, give immense pleasure to all who can

trace links of causation and are inclined to philosophy (Kara rrjv

rots Svva.[i.(vois ras amas yvwpifeiv /cat <f>v<rei

Indeed it would be strange if mimic representations of them were

attractive because they disclose the constructive skill of the painter

or sculptor, and the original realities themselves were not more

interesting, to all at any rate that have eyes to discern the reason

that presided over their formation '

(Ogle's Trans.).

The thought of the shaping and plastic power of nature is in

one form or another a persistent one in Greek philosophy and

literature. In Plato (Soph. 265 B sqq.) God is the divine artist ;
in

the Stoics nature,
'

artifex,'
'

artificiosa,' fashions by instinct works

which human skill cannot equal (Cic. de Nat. D. ii. 22); with them

the universe is the divine poem. In Plotinus God is artist and

poet In Dion Chrysostom ('OXvpTr. Or. xii. 416 R) Zevs is

CU TcAetoTaros (fy/uov/ayos : in Philostratus
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faculty lies nature's perfection. With her the

attainment of the end 'holds the place of the

beautiful.'
1

Now, art in its widest sense starts from a

mental conception of the ideal as thus determined. 2

Useful art, employing nature's own machinery,

aids her in her effort to realise the ideal in the

world around us, so far as man's practical needs

are served by furthering this purpose. Fine art

sets practical needs aside; it does not seek to

affect the real world, to modify the actual. By
mere imagery it reveals the ideal form at which

nature aims in the highest sphere of organic exist-

ence, in the region, namely, of human life, where

her intention is most manifest, though her failures

too are most numerous. Eesembling nature in a

certain instinctive yet rational faculty, it does not

follow the halting course of nature's progress. The

artist ignores the intervening steps, the slow pro-

cesses, by which nature attempts to bridge the

space between the potential and the actual. The

form which nature has been striving, and perhaps
1 De Part. Anim. i. 5. 645 a 25, o5 8' eveKa a-vveorrjKtv r}

yeyove reAovs rr]V TOV KaAou )^wpav ei\T)(f>e.

2 Met. vi. 7. 1032 a 32, aTrb re^VT/s 8f yiyverai oo-coi/ TO eiSos

ev Ty faxd- De Part- Anim. i. 1. 640 a 31, ij
Sc T*Xvr] ^-oyos TOU

epyov 6 aveu T^S vXt]<s. The mental conception of the e?Sos in a

concrete form is called vo^cris, the impressing of this conception on

the matter is called Troir)o-i<s, Met. vi. 7. 1032 b 15. This whole

theory of art is summed up in the words
i) yap re^vr) TO etiSos

(Met. vi. 9. 1034 a 24).
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vainly striving, to attain stands forth embodied

in a creation of the mind. The ideal has taken

concrete shape, the finished product stands before

us, nor do we ask how it has come to be what it

is. The flaws and failures incident to the natural

process are removed, and in a glorified appearance

we discern nature's ideal intention. Fine art,

then, is a completion of nature in a sense not

applicable to useful art
;

it presents to us only an

image, but a purified image of nature's original.
1

Such would appear to be Aristotle's position.

We may here note the difference between this

view and the attitude adopted by Plato towards

fine art, especially in the Republic ; remembering,

however, that Plato was capable of writing also

in another strain and in a different mood. 2
Start-

1 In some domains nature carries out her artistic intentions

in a manner that surpasses all the efforts of art; and in one

place Aristotle actually says /iaAAov 8' fcrrl TO o5 evexa /ecu T&

KaAov fv TOIS rqs <wrea>s cpyois f)
fv TOIS T^S rexyrjs (de Part.

Anim. i. 1. 639 b 19). This, however, requires to be taken with

proper qualification. Similarly the continuity of nature is con-

trasted with the want of continuity in a bad tragedy : Met. xiii. 3.

1090 b 19, OVK eoi/ce Se
YJ Averts C7reto-o8iw8^s o&ro, e/c TWV

<j>aivofj,(V(i>v &o~rrep poyQuipa. rpay<i)8ia. The general position

taken up by Aristotle is not materially different from that of

Goethe when he says :

' Nature in many of her works reveals a

charm of beauty which no human art can hope to reach ; but I am

by no means of opinion that she is beautiful in all her aspects.

Her intentions are indeed always good, but not so the conditions

which are required to make her manifest herself completely.'
2 See especially the Phaedrus and the Symposium and observe

the concessions made in the Laws Book ii. and Book vii. Finsler,
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ing from the notion of pure Being he found

reality only in the world of ideas, sensible pheno-

mena being but so many images which at best

remind us of the celestial archetype. To him

Becoming was the simple antithesis of Being ; it

meant the world of change, the sphere of pheno-

mena, the region in which the individual life

appears for a moment and then vanishes away.
The poet or painter holds up a mirror to material

objects earth, plants, animals, mankind and

catches a reflexion of the world around him, which

is itself only the reflexion of the ideal.
1 The

actual world therefore stands nearer to the idea

than the artistic imitation, and fine art is a copy
of a copy, twice removed from truth. 2 It is con-

versant with the outward shows and semblances

of things, and produces its effects by illusions

of form and colour which dupe the senses. The

imitative artist does not need more than a surface

acquaintance with the thing he represents. He is

on a level below the skilled craftsman whose art

is intelligent and based on rational principles, and

who alone has a title to be called a 'maker' or

creator. A painter may paint a table very ad-

mirably without knowing anything of the inner

construction of a table, a knowledge which the

Platan und die Aristotdische Poetik (Leipzig, 1900), ch. vii. is worth

reading in this connexion.

1
Rep. x. 596 E. 2

Rep. x. 597 E.
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carpenter, who would fashion it for its proper end,

must possess. And poets, too, whose ideas of men

are formed on a limited experience,
1 cannot pass

beyond the range of that experience, they have no

insight into the nature of man, into the human

soul as it is in itself; this can be attained only by

philosophic study.

The fundamental thought of Aristotle's philo-

sophy, on the other hand, is Becoming not Being ;

and Becoming to him meant not an appearing

and a vanishing away, but a process of develop-

ment, an unfolding of what is already in the germ,

an upward ascent ending in Being which is the

highest object of knowledge. The concrete indi-

vidual thing is not a shadowy appearance but the

primary reality. The outward and material world,

the diverse manifestations of nature's life, organic

and inorganic, the processes of birth and decay,

the manifold forms of sensuous beauty, all gained

a new importance for his philosophy. Physical

science, slighted by Plato, was passionately studied

by Aristotle. Fine art was no longer twice

removed from the truth of things ;
it was the

manifestation of a higher truth, the expression of

the universal which is not outside of and apart from

the particular, but presupposed in each particular.

The work of art was not a semblance opposed to

reality, but the image of a reality which is pene-
1 Timaeus 19D.
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trated by the idea, and through which the idea

shows more apparent than in the actual world.

Whereas Plato had laid it down that
' the greatest

and fairest things are done by nature, and the

lesser by art, which receives from nature all the

greater and primeval creations and fashions them

in detail/
1

Aristotle saw in fine art a rational

faculty which divines nature's unfulfilled inten-

tions, and reveals her ideal to sense. The illusions

which fine art employs do not cheat the mind
;

they image forth the immanent idea which can-

not find adequate expression under the forms of

material existence.

Some critics, it may be observed, have attempted

to show that the fundamental principles of fine

art are deduced by Aristotle from the idea of the

beautiful. But this is to antedate the theory of

modern aesthetics, and to read into Aristotle more

than any impartial interpretation can find in him.

The view cannot be supported except by forced

inferences, in which many links of the argument
have to be supplied, and by extracting philo-

sophical meanings of far-reaching import out of

chance expressions. Aristotle's conception of fine

art, so far as it is developed, is entirely detached

from any theory of the beautiful a separation

which is characteristic of all ancient aesthetic

criticism down to a late period. Plotinus, working
1 Laws x. 889 A (Jowett's Trans.).

M
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out Plato's ideas with the modifications required

by his own mysticism, attempted to determine the

idea of the beautiful as a fundamental problem of

art, and with it to solve the difficult and hitherto

neglected problem as to the meaning of the ugly.

He based his theory of fine art on a particular

conception of the beautiful
;
but Aristotle is still

far removed from this point of view. While he

assumes almost as an obvious truth that beauty is

indispensable in a work of art and essential to the

attainment of its end, and while he throws out

hints as to the component elements of the beauti-

ful,
1 he has nowhere analysed that idea, nor did he

perhaps regard the beautiful, in its purely aesthetic

sense, as forming a separate domain of philosophic

inquiry. It is useless, out of the fragmentary
observations Aristotle has left us, to seek to con-

struct a theory of the beautiful. He makes beauty

a regulative principle of art, but he never says or

implies that the manifestation of the beautiful is

the end of art. The objective laws of art are

deduced not from an inquiry into the beautiful,

but from an observation of art as it is and of the

effects which it produces.

1 Poet. vii. 4
; Met. xii. 3. 1078 a 36 ; cf. Probl. xvii. 1. 915 b

36 ; Plato, Phileb. 64 E.



CHAPTER III

POETIC TRUTH

WHAT is true of fine art in general is explicitly

asserted by Aristotle of poetry alone, to which in a

unique manner it applies. Poetry expresses most

adequately the universal element in human nature

and in life. As a revelation of the universal it

abstracts from human life much that is accidental.

It liberates us from the tyranny of physical sur-

roundings. It can disregard material needs and

animal longings. Thought disengages itself from

sense and makes itself supreme over things outward.
'

It is not the function of the poet,' says Aris-

totle,
'

to relate what has happened, but what may
happen, what is possible according to the law of

probability or necessity. The poet and the historian

differ not by writing in verse or in prose. The

work of Herodotus might be put into verse, and

it would still be a species of history, with metre

no less than without it. The true difference is

that one relates what has happened, the other

163
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what may happen.'
l The first distinguishing mark,

then, of poetry is that it has a higher subject-

matter than history ;
it expresses the universal

(TO, Kadokov) not the particular (ra Kaff
etcac-rov),

the permanent possibilities of human nature

(ola av ryevoiro) ;
it does not merely tell the story

of the individual life,
' what Alcibiades did or

suffered.'
2

Though we may be inclined to take exception

to the criticism which appears to limit history to

dry chronicles, and to overlook the existence of a

history such as that of Thucydides,
3
yet the main

thought here cannot be disputed. History is based

upon facts, and with these it is primarily con-

cerned ; poetry transforms its facts into truths.

The history of Herodotus, in spite of the epic

grandeur of the theme and a unity of design,

which though obscured is not effaced by the

numerous digressions, would still, as Aristotle

says, be history and not poetry even if it were

put into verse. Next, poetry exhibits a more

rigorous connexion of events ;
cause and event

are linked together in 'probable or necessary

sequence
'

(Kara rb etVo? fj TO dvayxatov). Historical

1 Poet. ix. 1-2.

2 Poet. ix. 4. An interesting comment on this conception of

poetry may be found in an article by Mr. Herbert Paul in Tlie

Nineteenth Century, Feb. 1902, on 'Art and Eccentricity.'
3

Unless, indeed, we retain the reading <rvvrjdei<s in Poet, xxiii.

1 (see infra, p. 165), and find in it the necessary restriction.
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compositions, as Aristotle observes in a later

chapter, are a record of actual facts, of particular

events, strung together in the order of time but

without any clear causal connexion.
1 Not only

in the development of the plot
2 but also in the

internal working of character,
3 the drama observes

a stricter and more logical order than that of

actual experience. The rule of probability which

Aristotle enjoins is not the narrow vraisemblance

which it was understood to mean by many of the

older French critics, which would shut the poet

out from the higher regions of the imagination

and confine him to the trivial round of immediate

reality. The incidents of every tragedy worthy of

1 Poet, xxiii. 1-2, KCU (Set) pr) 6/ioias IOTO/HCUS

ras <rvvt)6us codd.) e?vcu, ev cus dvdyKr) ov)(l fttas

7T/DX^WS TTOtfUrdai 8-^X.dXJ-LV dAA' ll/OS ^pOVOV, CXTCl eV TOVT(p

(TvvtfBr] TTfpl fva.
vj TrAeiovs, &v CKGUTTOV a>s CTV^CV ^et Trpcis

aXX?/Aa. The reading of the MSS. icrro/at'as rots (rviny^ets makes

an intolerably harsh form of inverted comparison, and IJacier's

conjecture above given is possibly right :
' the structure (of the

epic) should not resemble the histories. . . .' But I strongly

incline to M'Vey's correction (mentioned in Preface, p. xvii.) oias

for 6/iotas ; no further change is then needed. The Arabic version,

as I learn from Professor Margoliouth, has no equivalent for

0-VV7/0CIS and seems to point, but by no means certainly, to

2 Poet. ix. 1.

3 Poet. xv. 6, xpr) 8e KCU ev TOI? -tjBfa-iv wtnrcp KCU tv rfj TWV

7rpayfJMT<av trixTTcurei otei frjTfiv f)
TO di/ayKaiov ry

rb ei/cos, WCTTC

TOV TOIOVTOV TO. ToiavTa Aeyciv rf irpdrTetv y (ft codd.) dvay/ccuov

rj eiKos, Kat TOVTO p-fro. TOVTO yive<r6a.i y (?J codd.) uvay/caiov r)
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the name are improbable if measured by the likeli-

hood of their everyday occurrence, improbable

in the same degree in which characters capable of

great deeds and great passions are rare. The rule

of '

probability/ as also that of '

necessity/ refers

rather to the internal structure of a poem ; it is

the inner law which secures the cohesion of the

parts.

The *

probable
'

is not determined by a numerical

average of instances
;

it is not a condensed expres-

sion for what meets us in the common course of

things. The etVo? of daily life, the empirically

usual, is derived from an observed sequence of

facts, and denotes what is normal and regular in

its occurrence, the rule, not the exception.
1 But

the rule of experience cannot be the law that

governs art. The higher creations of poetry move

in another plane. The incidents of the drama

and the epic are not those of ordinary life : the

persons, who here play their parts, are not average
men and women. The 'probable' law of their

conduct cannot be deduced from commonplace

experience, or brought under a statistical average.

The thoughts and deeds, the will and the emotions

1
Analyt. Prior, ii. 27. 70 a 4, o yap ws rt TO TTO\V io-ao-iv

OVT<O ytyvofj-fvov TI fir] yiyvofievov tj
ov

rj fj,rj ov, TOUT' ecrTiv ei/cos.

As an instance of the o>s em TO iro\v (with which the et'/cos is here

identified) we have in Analyt. Post. ii. 12. 96 a 10 the growth of

the beard on the chin : ov ira? avOpwiros apprjv TO yevciov TpixovTai,
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of a Prometheus or a Clytemnestra, a Hamlet or

an Othello, are not an epitomised rendering of the

ways of meaner mortals. The common man can

indeed enter into these characters with more or

less intelligence, just because of their full humanity.

His nature is for the moment enlarged by sympathy
with theirs : it dilates in response to the call that

is made on it. Such characters are in a sense better

known to us ^vwpL^repoi than our everyday

acquaintances. But we do not think of measuring
the intrinsic probability of what they say or do by
the probability of meeting their counterpart in the

actual world.

Few writers have grasped more firmly than

Aristotle the relation in which poetical truth

stands to empirical fact. He devotes a great part

of one chapter (ch. xxv.) to an inquiry into the

alleged untruths and impossibilities of poetry. He

points out the distinction between errors affecting

the essence of the poetic art, and errors of fact

relating to other arts.
1 We may here set aside the

question of minor oversights, inconsistencies, or

technical inaccuracies, holding with him that these

are not in themselves a serious flaw, provided they

leave the total impression unimpaired. But there

is a more fundamental objection which he boldly

meets and repels. The world of poetry, it is said,

presents not facts but fiction : such things have

1 Poet. xxv. 3-4.
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never happened, such beings have never lived.

' Untrue
'

(OVK a\tj6rj),
'

impossible
'

(aBvvara), said

the detractors of poetry in Aristotle's day :

'

these

creations are not real, not true to life.' 'Not

real,' replies Aristotle,
' but a higher reality

'

(d\\a

/3e\ri,ov),
' what ought to be (o>9 Set), not what is.'

1

Poetry, he means to say, is not concerned with fact,

but with what transcends fact
;

it represents things

which are not, and never can be in actual experience ;

it gives us the *

ought to be'
;
the form that answers

to the true idea. 2 The characters of Sophocles,
3

the ideal forms of Zeuxis,
4 are unreal only in the

sense that they surpass reality. They are not

untrue to the principles of nature or to her ideal

tendencies.

It would seem that in Aristotle's day it was still

generally held that '

real events
'

under which were

included the accepted legends of the people
5 were

1 Poet. xxv. 6 and 17. In 17 a threefold division of TO dov-

varov is, as I take it, implicit, and a triple line of defence offered :

(i.) dvdyeiv irpus rrjv irotrjcriv, an appeal to the general principle of

poetic imitation, or the reXos of the art, which prefers the iriOavov

even if it is dSvvarov : (ii.) dvdyeiv TT/JOS TO (BeXnov, an appeal to

the principle of ideal truth or the higher reality ; (iii.) dvdytiv

TT/DOS rrjv Soav or 7ry>bs d (fxuriv, an appeal to current tradition or

belief. The dSi'vaTo. under (ii.) and (iii.) correspond to the OVK

dXrjOrj of 6-7, TO fieXnov of 17 being equivalent to the u>s Set,

on>s 8(1 (? fivai) of 6, and to the ftfX.Tt.ov of 7, while TT)V S6av
of 17 answers to ouro>

<j!>ao-u/ of 6 and dXA.' ovv <JXUTI of 7.

Vahlen and Susemihl take the passage otherwise.

2 See pp. 151 ff.
3 Poet. xxv. 6. 4 Poet. xxv. 17.

5 See p. 403.
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alone the proper subjects for tragedy. Names and

incidents were alike to be derived from this source.

The traditional practice was critically defended by
an argument of this kind :

' what has happened
is possible : what is possible alone is TnOavov, likely,

that is, to gain credence.'
1 In ch. ix. Aristotle

pleads for an extension of the idea of the '

possible,'

from ra yevopeva to ola av yevotro, from the Sward

of history to those
'

universal
' Sward where the

law of causation appears with more unbroken effi-

cacy and power. He would not restrict the poet's

freedom of choice. At the same time he guards

himself against being supposed utterly to condemn

historical or real subjects. Indeed from many

passages we may infer that he regarded the con-

secrated legends of the past as the richest store-

house of poetic material, though few only of the

traditional myths satisfied, in his opinion, the full

tragic requirements. The rule of
' what may

happen
'

does not, he observes, exclude ' what has

happened.' Some real events have that internal

probability or necessity which fits them for poetic

treatment.
2

It is interesting to notice how guarded

is his language
' some real events,' as if by a rare

1 Poet. ix. 6.

^ Poet. ix. 9, TOJV yap ycvoufvwv evict ovS^v KwA.vei Toiairrct eiVat

oia av el/cos yevtcrBat KGU Svvara. yeveo-#ai
= roiavra oia av Kara

T<! ei/cbs yvom> Ko.1 Sward (tcrri) ycvr0ai. This virtually resolves

itself into the formula of ix. 1, oia av yevoiro /cai ra Svvara Kara

TO ci/cbs
*]
TO avayKaiov.
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and happy chance.
1

And, no doubt, in general the

poet has to extract the ore from a rude mass of

legendary or historical fact : to free it from the

accidental, the trivial, the irrelevant : to purify it,

in a word, from the dross which always mingles

with empirical reality. Even those events which

possess an inherent poetical quality, which are, in

some sense, poetry ready-made for the dramatist,

are poetical only in certain detached parts and

incidents, not penetrated with poetry throughout.

They will need the idealisation of art before they

can be combined into the unified structure of the

drama. The hints given in subsequent chapters

for treating the traditional legends show how all-

important in Aristotle's eyes is the shaping activity

of the artist, even when he is dealing with the

most favourable material. Greek tragedies, though
' founded on fact

'

as the phrase goes transmute

that fact into imaginative truth.

The truth, then, of poetry is essentially different

from the truth of fact. Things that are outside

and beyond the range of our experience, that never

have happened and never will happen, may be

more true, poetically speaking, more profoundly

true than those daily occurrences which we can

with confidence predict. These so-called aBvvara

1 Cf. the similar rule laid down in Plato for rb iridavov in

oratory : Phaedr. 272 E, ov8e yap av TO. 7rpax&fVTa Seiv Aeyeii/

fviore, lav
p,r} et/coTWS y 7rr/)ay/zeva.
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are the very Sward of art, the stuff and substance

of which poetry is made. 'What has never

anywhere come to pass, that alone never grows
old.'

1

There is another class of
'

impossibilities
'

in

poetry, which Aristotle defends on a somewhat

different ground. It is the privilege, nay, the

duty, of the poet -^revBrj \eyew to? Set,
'

to tell lies

skilfully
'

: he must learn the true art of fiction.
2

The fiction here intended is, as the context shows,

not simply that fiction which is blended with

fact in every poetic narrative of real events. 3

The reference here is rather to those tales of a

strange and marvellous character,
4 which are

admitted into epic more freely than into dramatic

1 Alles wiederholt sich nur im Leben,

Ewig Jung ist nur die Phantasie ;

Was sich nie und nirgends hat begeben,

Das allein veraltet nie. SCHILLER.

2 Poet. xxiv. 9. Homer, Hesiod, and the poets generally had

been accused by Plato of '

telling lies
'

tyevSeo-Oat) and not even

doing so 'properly': Rep. ii. 377 E, aAAws re /cat eav TIS ftrj

KaA.ws \l/ev8r]TaL. And TO [Ltyurrov KOI irepl TOIV [leyicrTwv

\f>fv8o<i 6 fiirtov ov KaAws e^ewaro. Aristotle transfers the KaAws

from the region of morality into that of art, and discovers a merit

in the point of censure. Cf. Dion Chrys. Or. xi. 315 R : avSpeidraro?

dvOpw/TTtav 'fjv Trpbs TO ^cuSos "Qfjujpos KOLI ovSer ^TTOV Wdppfi KCU

fo-ffivvvero fTrl TW \l/(v8&rda.i iy Tip rdXrjdrj Aeyeiv. Homer was in

fact '

splendide mendax.'
3 Cf. Hor. A. P. 151 (of Homer),

atque ita mentitur, sic veris falsa remiscet.

4 See Twining ii. 346 sqq.
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poetry. In this art of feigning, Homer, we are

told, is the supreme master
;

and the secret of

the art lies in a kind of TrapaXoyiaftos or fallacy.

The explanation added, though given in a some-

what bald and abstract manner, renders the nature

of the fallacy perfectly plain.
1 At the outset the

poet must be allowed to make certain primary

assumptions and create his own environment.

Starting from these poetic data the pre-supposi-

tions of the imagination he may go whither he

will, and carry us with him, so long as he does not

dash us against the prosaic ground of fact. He

1 The fallacy, namely, of inferring that because a given thing

is the necessary consequent of a given antecedent, the consequent

necessarily implies the antecedent. Antecedent and consequent

are wrongly assumed to be reciprocally convertible ; cf. de Soph.

Elench. 167 b 1 sqq., an example being, 'if it rains, the ground is

wet : the ground is wet : therefore it rains.' Similarly in Rhetoric

the skilled speaker adopts a certain appropriate tone and manner

which leads the audience to infer that the facts he states are true :

Hhet. iii. 7. 1408 a 20, TriOavoi 8 TO Trpayfj.a Kal
rf

oiKeta Aeis'

7ra.pa.Xoyt^erai yap rj ifsv)(r) u>s d\rjO(a<s Aeyovros, 6Vi ev rots TOIOV-

rots OUTWS e^ova-LV, OKTT' OIOVTCU, ei KOI
p,rj OVTWS %X I

">
^s Aeywv,

TO. TrpayfJMTa. OVTIOS fX LV- Cf. Rhet. iii. 12. 1414 a 1 sqq., iii. 16.

1416 a 36 sqq. Twining (ii. 350) compares the observation of

Hobbes that '

probable fiction is similar to reasoning rightly from

a false principle.'

The allusion to the Nwrrpa in Poet. xxiv. 1 is, doubtless, as

Vahlen (Beitr. p. 296) shows, to Odyssey xix. 164-260. The dis-

guised Odysseus has told Penelope that he has entertained Odysseus
in Crete. The detailed description he gives of the appearance,

dress, etc., of the hero is recognised by Penelope to be true. She

falsely infers that, as the host would have known the appearance

of the guest, the stranger who knew it had actually been the host.
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feigns certain imaginary persons, strange situations,

incredible adventures. By vividness of narrative

and minuteness of detail, and, above all, by the

natural sequence of incident and motive, things

are made to happen exactly as they would have

happened had the fundamental fiction been fact.

The effects are so plausible, so life-like, that we

yield ourselves instinctively to the illusion, and infer

the existence of the supposed cause. For the time

being we do not pause to dispute the irpwrov ^evSos or

original falsehood on which the whole fabric is reared.

Such is the essence of TO iriQavov, which in

various forms runs through the teaching of the

Poetics. By artistic treatment things incredible

in real life wear an air of probability. The im-

possible not only becomes possible, but natural and

even inevitable. In the phraseology of the Poetics,

the a\o<ya, things impossible or improbable to the

reason, are so disguised that they become ev\oya :

the dSvvara, things impossible in fact, become

d, and hence Svvara Kara TO et'/eo? r) TO dvay-

Even the laws of the physical world and

the material conditions of existence may conceiv-

ably be neglected, if only the inner consistency of

the poetry is not sacrificed. The magic ship of

the Phaeacians and the landing of Odysseus on the

shores of Ithaca, which '

might have been intoler-

able if treated by an inferior poet,' are so skilfully

managed by Homer that we forget their inherent
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impossibility.
1 ' Probable impossibilities are/ as

Aristotle declares with twice repeated emphasis,

'to be preferred to improbable possibilities.'
2

The d\oya or 'irrational elements' which the

logical understanding rejects, are greater stumbling-

blocks to the poetic sense than mere material im-

possibilities. For the impossible may cease to be

thought of as such ;
it may become logically inevit-

able. But the irrational is always liable to pro-

voke the logical faculty into a critical or hostile

attitude. It seems to contradict the very law of

causality to which the higher poetry is subject.

It needs, therefore, a special justification, if it is to

be admitted at all
; and this justification Aristotle

discovers in the heightened wonder and admiration,

which he regards as proper, in a peculiar degree,

to epic poetry.
3 The instance twice cited 4 of the

1 Poet. xxiv. 10, Odyss. xiii. 93 sqq.
2 Poet. xxiv. 10, TrpoaipeurOai TC Set dSvvara et'/cora paXXov

7}
8vva.Ta diridava. xxv. 17, alpfTutrepov iriOa.vbv dSvvaTOV

V)

diriOavov /cat Svvarov.

3 Poet. xxiv. 8, /xaAXov 8' fvSf^erai ev rfj fTroTroiiq. TO aXoyov,
SL' o <rv[j./3aiveL ^taAwrra TO Oa.vna<TT6v.

4 Poet. xxiv. 8 and xxv. 5. In the former passage the incident

is pronounced to be unfit for the drama ; in the latter, it is in

itself a dfJidpTrjfji.a
but justified by the effect, and justified only as

an epic incident. Further, in ch. xxiv. it is spoken of as an

aAoyoi/, in ch. xxv. less accurately as an d&vvarov. Cf. Dion

Chrys. Or. xi. 349 R (in reference to this sceue), p.6.\L(rra. yovv

rrpovfoiKf rots aroTTOis evvTTViois TO. irepl TVJV fJid'^rjv CKCIVTJV. All

ttA.oya are not dSvvara, though all dBvvara, if realised to be such,

are aXoya. But, as above explained, the art of the poet can make

the dSvvara cease to be aAoya and become i
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pursuit of Hector in the Iliad illustrates the

general conditions under which he would allow

this licence. The scene here alluded to is that in

which Achilles chases Hector round the walls of

Troy : the Greek army stands motionless, Achilles

signing to them to keep still.
1 The incident, if

represented on the stage, would appear highly

improbable, and even ludicrous. The poetic

illusion would be destroyed by the scene being

placed directly before the eyes; whereas in epic

narrative, the effect produced is powerfully

imaginative. Still, even as an epic incident,

Aristotle appears strangely enough to think

that it is open to some censure, and justified only

by two considerations. First, the total effect is

impressive : we experience a heightened wonder, a

pleasurable astonishment, which effaces the sense

of incongruity and satisfies the aesthetic end. 2 In

the next place, a like effect could not have been

produced by other means. 3

There is another form of ' the impossible,' and

even of
'

the irrational,' which, according to Aris-

1 Iliad xxii. 205, \aouriv 8' dveveve Kaplan Sios
'

2 Poet. xxv. 5, rjfJ.dpT'rjTa.f dXX' o/3#o>s ?X t
)

ct> Tvy\dvei TOV

TtXovs TOV avTrjs (TO yap reAos 1/377x011),
et OUTWS (KirXrjKTiKWTepov

r/
auTo

r)
aAAo Trout p.tpos.

3
I.e. ct fJLfvroi TO reXos ^ fj.aX\ov rj <JJL^> T^TTOV fveBe^eTO

v~dp\iv Kdl Kara Trjv Trcpl rourtov rexvrjv, [^/xapr^cr^ai] OVK

op0w9. Cf. xxv. 19, opOi] 7riTt/i>;(ris dAoyi^i . . . OTO.V
p.r]

TW d\6yw.
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to tie, may be admitted into poetry. Some things

there are which cannot be defended either as the

expression of a higher reality, or as constituting a

whole so coherent and connected that we acquiesce

in them without effort. They refuse to fit into

our scheme of the universe, or to blend with the

other elements of our thought. Still, it may be,

they are part of the traditional belief, and are

enshrined in popular legend or superstition. If

not true, they are believed to be true. Though

they cannot be explained rationally, it is generally

felt that there is
'

something in them.' Current

beliefs like these cannot be wholly ignored or

rudely rejected by the poet. There are stories

of the gods, of which it is enough to say that,

whether true or false, above or below reality,
'

yet

so runs the tale.'
1 The principle here laid down

will apply to the introduction of the marvellous

and supernatural under many forms in poetry.

But a distinction ought perhaps to be drawn.

Take a case where the imagination of a people,

such as the Greeks, has been long at work upon

1 Poet. xxv. 7, dXX' ovv <j>aa-i. Cf. Dryden, The Author's Apology

for Heroic Poetry and Poetic Licence :
' Poets may be allowed the

like liberty for describing things which really exist not, if they are

founded on popular belief. Of this nature are fairies, pigmies, and

the extraordinary effects of magic ;
for 't is still an imitation, tho'

of other men's fancies ; and thus are Shakespeare's Tempest, his

Midsummer Night's Dream, and Ben Jonson's Masque of Witches to

be defended.'
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its own mythology, and has embodied in clear

poetic form certain underlying sentiments and

convictions of the race. Facts in themselves

marvellous or supernatural have taken coherent

shape, and been inwrought into the substance of

the national belief. The results so obtained may
be at variance with empirical fact, yet they are

none the less proper material for the poet. The

legends may be among the dSvvara of experience ;

they are not among the d\oja of poetry. It

may even be within the power of the poet to

efface the lines between the natural and the

supernatural, and to incorporate both worlds in

a single order of things, at once rational and

imaginative.

Meanwhile, within the legends or traditions so

clarified, there remains, we will suppose, some

unassimilated material, unharmonised elements

which offend the reason. A mythology which has

sprung out of childlike intuitions into the truth

of things, combined with a childlike ignorance of

laws and facts, cannot but retain vestiges of the

irrational. It is to these cruder beliefs, which

come to the surface even in Hellenic poetry, that

the defence to which we now allude will more

especially apply :

' untrue indeed, nay irrational,

but so men say.'

Aristotle holds that the irrational whether

under the guise of the supernatural, or under the
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form of motiveless human activity is less ad-

missible in dramatic than in epic poetry.
1 He

does not assign the reason, but it is obvious. The

drama is a typical representation of human action :

its mainspring is motive : what is motiveless or

uncaused is alien to it. Following strict rules of

art Aristotlewould exclude the irrational altogether:

failing that, he would admit it only under protest

and subject to rigid limitations. It may form part

of the supposed antecedents of the plot ;
it has no

place within the dramatic action itself.
2 Aristotle

summarily rejects the plea that if it is kept out

the plot will be destroyed.
' Such a plot,' he

says,
' should not in the first instance be con-

structed.' 3 But he proceeds to qualify this harsh

sentence by a characteristic concession to human

infirmity. He will view the fault leniently, if the

incidents in question are made in any degree to

look plausible.
4

From what has been said it will be evident that

a material impossibility admits of artistic treat-

ment ; hardly so, a moral improbability. When

1 Poet. xxiv. 8.

2 Poet. xv. 7, aXoyov St nySev eivat ev rots TrpdyfJMariv, cl 8e

py, eco T^S T/)ayo)Si'as. xxiv. 10, {JLoiXwrTa. fiev fJuySev e\ftv aXoyov,
(.1 8f

P.TI,
t(s) TOV /x,v$ei^tia.Tos.

3 Poet. xxiv. 10, c a-PXys yap ov Set a-vvurr-0.0-60.1 TOIOUTOVS

(sc. fivOovs).
4

I.e. av & 6y KGU <

UTOTTOV -cov>.
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once we are placed at the poet's angle of vision and

see with his eyes, the material improbability pre-

sents no insuperable difficulty. The chain of cause

and effect remains unbroken. Everything follows

in due sequence from the acceptance of the primary
fiction. But a moral improbability is an a\oyov of

a more stubborn kind. No initial act of imagina-

tive surrender can reconcile us to a course of action

that is either motiveless or based on unintelligible

principles. We can sooner acquiesce in the altered

facts of physical nature than in the violation of

the laws which lie at the root of conduct. The

instances of the irrational which Aristotle condemns

are not indeed confined to moral improbabilities.

But he appears to have had these mainly in his

mind, improbabilities that ultimately depend on

character, and do violence either to the permanent
facts of human nature, or to the feelings and

motives proper to a particular situation. Such are

the ignorance of Oedipus as to the manner of Laius'

death : the speechless journey of Telephus from

Tegea to Mysia :
l the scene already mentioned of

the pursuit of Hector. A material improbability

may itself, again, often be resolved into one of the

moral kind. Where the events either in themselves

or in their sequence appear irrational, they are

frequently the outcome of character inwardly

illogical. Though Aristotle does not distinguish
1 Poet. xxiv. 10.
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between moral and material improbability or im-

possibility, it falls in with his teaching to recognise

in the first a grave artistic defect, which is not

necessarily inherent in the second. In the un-

broken chain of cause and effect which he postulates

for the drama, each of the links is formed by the

contact of human will with outward surroundings.

The necessity which pervades his theory of tragedy

is a logical and moral necessity, binding together

the successive moments of a life, the parts of an

action, into a significant unity.

Since it is the office of the poet to get at the

central meaning of facts, to transform them into

truths by supplying vital connexions and causal

links, to set the seal of reason upon the outward

semblances of art, it follows that the world of

poetry rebels against the rule of chance. Now,
accident (TO o-v/i/Je/rfyAco?)

or chance in Aristotle,

exhibiting itself under two forms not always strictly

distinguished,
1 owes its existence to the uncertainty

and variability of matter. 2 It is the negation

1
Namely as Tvyr),

'

fortune,' and TO avTOfiarov,
'

spontaneity.'

Cf. Poet. ix. 1 2, d.TTo TOV auTo/zoVou KCU TTJS TV\T)<S. The regular

distinction is that given in Met. ix. 8. 1065 a 25 sqq., and Met. xi. 3.

1070 a 6 sqq. But in Phys. ii. 6. 197 a 36, TO
fj-fv yap aTrb T^X^S

TraV oVo TavTOfj-drov, TOVTO o' ov TTO.V O.TTU TIT^S. 197 b 20, diro

TV^^S Se, TOUTWV ocra aTrb TavTOfj.a.Tov ytveTai TWV TrpoaipfTtov

TOIS e'xowi TT/ooat/aeo-ir. See Zeller, Hist. Gr. Phil. ii. 2. 333-6,

Stewart, Eth. Nic. i. 259.

2 Met. v. 2. 1027 a 13, oxrre
rj vXt] rrat am'a, rj

irapa TO a>s CTTI TO TroXv aAAeos, TOV
a-vfjif3el3r)KOTO?.
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{0^6/3770-49) of Art and Intelligence, and of Nature

as an organising force. 1 Its essence is disorder

(aragia),
2 absence of design (TO eveicd

Tot;),
3 want of

regularity (TO to? eVt TO iro\v). It even borders on

the non-existent. 4 Its sphere is that wide domain

of human life which baffles foresight,
5 defies

reason, abounds in surprises : and also those

regions of Nature where we meet with abortive

efforts, mistakes, strange and monstrous growths,

which are 'the failures of the principle of

design.'
6

It is true that the action of Chance does not

invariably defeat the purposes of Nature or Art.

It may so happen that the first step in a natural

1 Viewed as rv^rj it is the o-re/a^o-ts of T(XV11 and vovs : viewed

as TO avTopaTov it is the o-Tepr/cris of <wris.

2 Met. ix. 8. 1065 a 25, Aeyw 6e TO KO.TO. o-v/t/Je/fyKos
' TOV

TOiorrrov o' aTaicra KCU a/ireipa TO. atria. De Part. Anitn. i. 1. 641

b 22, TOV ovpavov . . . ev $ aTro Tu\r;s Kat dra^tas ov6 OTLOVV

tfrnivtrai.
3 Anal. Post. ii. 11. 95 a 8, (wro rv\rjs B' ovSev CVCKCX TOV

ytvenu,
4 Met. v. 2. 1026 b 21, <euvTcu yap TO (rvfj./3ef3r]Ko<s tyyvs n

TOV
fir)

6Wos.
5 Met. ix. 8. 1065 a 33 (of Tv-^rf), Sib aSr/Aos avOpa>Trivu>

6
Phys. ii. 8. 199 b 3 (just as in art there are failures in the

effort to attain the end), 6/wucos av exot Ka ' *v T0 ^s ^^O-IKOIS, KOL

TO. TfpaTa a.fiapT'ijfJi.a.Ta.
e/ccivov TOV fveKa. TOV. On Te/oaTa in

Nature cf. de Gen. Anim. iv. 4. 770 b 9, fo~Ti yap TO Tfpas TWV

irapa (f>vo~tv TI, Trapa <f>vo~tv 8' ov Trcurav aAA.a TT)V ais eirl TO TTO\V.

The mere TepaTtoSes in tragedy is emphatically condemned Poet.

xiv. 2, ot 8e /j) TO <f>o(3(pbv 8ia T^S o^fw? aAAa TO

/lovov Trapao-Keua^ovTf? ot'Stv Tpayyoia KOIVIDVOVQ-IV.
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or an artistic process is the result of Chance. 1 To

Chance were due some of the early experiments in

the history of poetry, which were destined to lead

to ultimate success.
2 But in itself Chance is the

very antithesis of Art. It is an irrational cause ;

it suggests anarchy and misrule ; it has no proper

place in poetry, which aims at the attainment of

an ideal unity. The law of ' the probable
'

as well

as that of '

the necessary
'

excludes chance ;

s and

yet in a popular sense nothing is more '

probable
'

than the occurrence of what is called accident.

We gather from the Poetics that the introduction

of anomalous and abnormal incidents in poetry was

sometimes defended by the saying of Agathon :

'

It is probable that many things should happen

contrary to probability.'
4 A similar saying appears

to have been current by way of mitigating the

appearance of monstrosities in nature :

' The un-

natural is occasionally, and in a fashion, natural.' 5

1 Eth. Nic. vi. 4. 1140 a 19, Ka.6a.Trtp KCU 'AydQuv <j>rj<ri-

Tf^VT) TV^rjV Ho~Tpe Kal TV^I] Tf^Vf/V.
2 Poet. xiv. 9, {IJTOVVTCS yap OVK drrb re\vrj<s dXX' dwo TU^S

fiipov TO TOIOVTOV irapao-Kevdfciv tv TOIS /xi'tfois.

^ DC Gen. et Corr. ii. 6. 333 b 6, TO. Se irapa TO act KCU a>?

7Tt TO TToXv ttTTO TCHJTO/ittTOV Kttt aTTO TV^S. Cf. de Cftelo i. 12.

282 a 33.

4 Poet, xviii. 6, eWiv 8e TOVTO etKos Sxnrep 'A.ydO(av Aeyet,

etKos yap yive<r@ai rroAAa xat Trapa TO CIKOS. xxv. 17, OVTO>

T Kal OTt 7TOT6 OVK ttAoyOV (TTIV ^KOS yap KOI TTapa TO IKOS

yiveo~6ai.
5 De Gen. Anim. iv. 4. 770 b 15, fjTTOv eivat, SOKCI re/>as 8ta

TO KOL TO Trapa. <f>vo~iv fTvai Tpoirov Tiva Kara ^>wiv.
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But as a man of science Aristotle does not regard

the deviation from nature as in a proper sense

natural : nor, as a writer on art, does he lend his

authority to the twice quoted phrase of Agathon.

That phrase, indeed, violates the spirit, if not the

letter, of all that he has written on dramatic prob-

ability.
' Miss Edgeworth,' says Newman, 1 ' some-

times apologises for certain incidents in her tales,

by stating that they took place
"
by one of those

strange chances which occur in life, but seem in-

credible when found in writing." Such an excuse

evinces a misconception of the principle of fiction,

which being the perfection of the actual, prohibits

the introduction of any such anomalies of ex-

perience/ The *

strange chances' here spoken of,

the 'anomalies of experience,' are in fact the

'improbable possibilities'
2 which Aristotle dis-

allows. For chance with its inherent unreason is

as far as possible banished by him from the domain

of poetry, except indeed where the skill of the

poet can impart to it an appearance of design.
3

Nor does this exclusion hold good only in the

more serious forms of poetry. It has been held

by some modern writers, that comedy differs from

tragedy in representing a world of chance, where

law is suspended and the will of the individual
1

Essays, Critical and Historical.

2 Poet. xxiv. 10, Swara dirtOava.

3 Poet. ix. 12, eTret KGU TMV uTTo TU^? Tai>Ta

SoKtL ocra dkrTre/3 eTriT^Ses (fxtiverat yeyovevcu.
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reigns supreme. But this is not in accordance

with the Poetics. The incidents of comedy at

least of such comedy as Aristotle approves are

' framed on lines of probability.'
* The connexion

of incidents is, no doubt, looser than in tragedy ;

the more rigorous rule of
'

probability or necessity'

is not prescribed : and the variation of phrase

appears to be not without design. Yet the plot

even of comedy is far removed from the play of

accident.

To sum up in a word the results of this discussion.

The whole tenor and purpose of the Poetics makes

it abundantly clear that poetry is not a mere re-

production of empirical fact, a picture of life with

all its trivialities and accidents. The world of the

possible which poetry creates is more intelligible

than the world of experience. The poet presents

permanent and eternal facts, free from the elements

of unreason which disturb our comprehension of real

events and of human conduct. In fashioning his

material he may transcend nature, but he may not

contradict her ; he must not be disobedient to her

habits and principles. He may recreate the actual,

but he must avoid the lawless, the fantastic, the

impossible. Poetic truth passes the bounds of

reality, but it does not wantonly violate the laws

which make the real world rational.

1 Poet. ix. 5, o-ixrr^o-avTes yap rov p.v6ov Sia TWV fiKOTaiv

K.T.A.
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Thus poetry in virtue of its higher subject-matter

and of the closer and more organic union of its parts

acquires an ideal unity that history never possesses ;

for the prose of life is never wholly eliminated from

a record of actual facts. The Baconian and the

Aristotelian view of poetry, instead of standing in

sharp contrast as is sometimes said, will be seen

to approximate closely to one another. The well-

known words of Bacon run thus :

'

Therefore, because the acts or events of true

history have not that magnitude which satisfieth

the mind of man, Poesy feigneth acts and events

greater and more heroical ; . . . because true history

representeth actions and events more ordinary and

less interchanged, therefore Poesy endueth them

with more rareness : so as it appeareth that Poesy
serveth and conferreth to magnanimity, morality,

and delectation. And, therefore, it was ever thought
to have some participation of divineness, because it

doth raise and erect the mind, by submitting the

shows of things to the desires of the mind, whereas

Keason doth buckle and bow the mind unto the

nature of things.'
1

1
Bacon, de Aug. Scient. iL 13. The still more vigorous Latin

deserves to be quoted :
' Cum res gestae et eventus, qui verae

historiae subiciuntur, non sint eius amplitudinis in qua aniina

humana sibi satisfaciat, praesto est poesis, quae facta magis heroica

confingat . . Cum historia vera, obvia rerum satietate et simili-

tudine, animae humanae fastidio sit, reficit earn jxjesis, inexpectata

et varia et vicissitudinum plena canens. Quare et merito etiam
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It may be noticed that the opposition between the

poet and the historian in the Poetics is incidentally

introduced to illustrate the sense in which a tragedy

is one and a whole. 1 These two notions as under-

stood by Aristotle are not identical. A unity is

composed of a plurality of parts which cohere

together and fall under a common idea, but are

not necessarily combined in a definite order. The

notion of a whole implies something more. The

parts which constitute it must be inwardly con-

nected, arranged in a certain order, structurally

related, and combined into a system. A whole is

not a mere mass or sum of external parts which

may be transposed at will, any one of which may
be omitted without perceptibly affecting the rest.

2

It is a unity which is unfolded and expanded ac-

cording to the law of its own nature, an organism
which develops from within. By the rule, again,

divinitatis cuiuspiam particeps videri possit ; quia animum erigit

et in sublime rapit ; rerum simulacra ad animi desideria accommo-

dando, non animum rebus (quod ratio facit et historia) submittendo.'

In the sentence above omitted Poetry is said to correct history,

setting forth 'exitus et fortunas securidum merita et ex lege

Nemeseos.' This is not Aristotelian.

1 Poet. ix. 1, <f>avcpbv Se K TWV eipTj/xevcoi/ K.r.A.

2 Met. iv. 26. 1024 a 1, 6'crwv p.fv fj.rj
Troiet

r)
decris Sx<opai',

TTO.V Acyerat, ocrwv 8f Trout, 6'Aov. Ibid. 1023 b 26, oAov Aeyerai

OV Tf. fJ.f]8fV
ttTTCO-Tl JUfpOS E (Sv AeyeTCll 6'A.OV <f>V(Tl K.T.X. Cf.

Poet. viii. 4, o yap Trpoarov r} fj.rj irpocrov /njSev Troiei (iriSijXov,

ovSev [topiov TOV oXov fantv. Plato, Parm,. 137 C, ou^i ov av jj-fpos

fjL-r]8fv d.Trfj,
oXov av eirj ; Aristotle is here largely indebted to

Plato ;
see also infra, pp. 275, 280.
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of beauty, which is a first requirement of art, a

poetic creation must exhibit at once unity and

plurality. If it is too small the whole is perceived

but not the parts ;
if too large the parts are per-

ceived but not the whole. 1 The idea of an organism

evidently underlies all Aristotle's rules about

unity ;

2
it is tacitly assumed as a first principle of

art, and in one passage is expressly mentioned as

that from which the rule of epic unity is deduced.

'The plot must, as in a tragedy, be dramatically

constructed ; it must have for its subject a single

action, whole and complete, with a beginning, a

middle, and an end. It ivill thus resemble a

1 Poet. vii. 4-5 : cf. the rules laid down for the size of a city

in Pol iv. (vii.) 4. 1326a34 sqq.
2 Cf. Stewart, Eth. Nic. i. 194 : 'Living organisms and works

of art are ar^fiara, definite after their kinds, which Nature and

Man respectively form by qualifying matter. The quantity of

matter used in any case is determined by the form subserved ;

the size of a particular organ, or part, is determined by its form,

which again is determined by the form (limiting the size) of the

whole organism or work. Thus animals and plants grow to sizes

determined by their separate structures, habitats, and conditions of

life, and each separate organ observes the proportion of the whole

to which it belongs. The painter or sculptor considers the

symmetry of the whole composition in every detail of his work.

The conductor of a choir is forced to exclude a voice which sur-

passes all the others conspicuously in beauty. Pol. iii. 8. 1284 b 8,

OVTC yap ypa<evs caoreiei/ av TOV virep/3d\\ovTa Tr68a Trjs <rvfj,pe-

rpias X U/ T0 &ov
i

v* " 8ia<f>(poi TO KaAAos * ovre vavTTTjyos

TTpvfj.va.v f/
TWV aAAcov TI p.opi(av T(5v TT)? vcws" ovSe 8rj )(Opo8t8d-

o-KaAo? TOV fifi^ov Kai xaAA-tov TOU TTOVTOS ^opov (frOeyyofjifvov

eao-ei o-vyx<v>eveii/. In all cases form dominates matter, quality

quantity.'
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single and coherent organism, and produce the

pleasure proper to it.'
*

1 Poet, xxiii. 1, Sfi TOVS fivdovs KaOdirep tv TCUS T/DaywS/cus

crvvurTavai SpcifjuiTiKovs KCU TTC/DI jMtav irp$.iv oXrjv KCU TeAeiav,

<?XOu0-av o.p^rjv K0" ^*TO /cat reAos, tV wnrep <
t
oov cV oAov iroiy

np oiKCiav fjSovrjv. I now revert to my earlier opinion and

take <t)oi> in the sense of ' a living organism,' not of ' a picture,'

both here (in spite of the strangeness, as it seems to us, in speaking

of an animal as giving an oi/ceia ?}Sov^), and also in vii. 4-5.

The arguments in favour of wov being used in its ordinary sense

in ch. vii. are, as Dr. Sandys has suggested to me, much

strengthened by the parallel passage Pol. iv. (vii.) 4. 1326 a 34-

1326 b 24. According to the other interpretation of vii 4-5,

one of the conditions of rb KaAoV, namely a certain /zeyetfos, is

illustrated by an analogy between painting and poetry. This

view is advocated with much force by Mr. R. P. Hardie in Mind,
vol. iv. No. 15. In the course of his argument he observes :

' The meaning of 7rpay^u,a o crwecrT^Kei/ e/c TIVWV and TO. crcoy^aTo.

seems plain from other passages in Aristotle, for instance de

Anima 412 a 11, where he identifies ovcria. cos avvQiri] (sub-

stantia composita) with crco/Liara, and divides these into <WIK<X

trw/xara and the rest, the former class again being divided accord-

ing as they are l^vya. or a^vx". Thus animated bodies

would seem to be "composite" in the fullest sense of the word.
"
faov

"
then in the present passage in the Poetics must be

equivalent to
"
picture," in which sense, however, it would natur-

ally suggest to a Greek the picture of a (MOV in the sense of

cruJ/ia fn^v^ov.'

For other examples of {wov in a similar sense cf. Plat. Laws,
ii. 669 A, Travres fievr av . . . ra KaAa rwv wwv eyiyvwo-KO/iev.

vi. 769 A, and c, eai/ TI cn^aAATjTcu TO cpov VTTO ^povov. Crat.

425 A, 429 A, OVKOVV ot
ynei/ ayueivovs TO, aurwv epya /caAAico

Trape^ovTat., ra fya, 01 Sf <j>avX6repa ; 430 D, CTT' a/A<oT/Jois

roT^ p.L/j.^fiaa-1, rots re ^<toois KCU TOI? 6v6fj,ufTLV. Rep. vii. 51 5 A,

avfyuavras Kat aAAa ^o5a XLOiva. re Kai v\iva KOI Travroia

ct/3yaa/>tva (cf. de Gen. Anim. ii. 4. 740 a 15 quoted p. 190). In

de Mundo 6. 398 b 18 ov is used of a puppet worked by ol
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Plato in the Phaedrus had insisted that every
artistic composition, whether in prose or verse,

should have an organic unity.
c You will allow that

every discourse ought to be constructed like a

living organism, having its own body and head

and feet; it must have middle and extremities,

drawn in a manner agreeable to one another and

to the whole.'
l

Aristotle took up the hint ; the

passage above quoted from the Poetics is a remark-

able echo of the words of the Phaedrus ; and indeed

the idea may be said to be at the basis of his whole

poetic criticism.

A work then of poetic art, as he conceives it,

while it manifests the universal is yet a concrete

and individual reality, a coherent whole, animated

by a living principle or by something which is at

least the counterpart of life and framed according

to the laws of organic beauty. The artistic product

is not indeed in a literal sense alive
;
for life or soul

is in Aristotle the result of the proper form being

impressed upon the proper matter. 2
Now, in art

1 Phaedr. 264 C, uAAa rdSe ye oijuat a-f (frdvai ay, Seiv Trarra

Adyov dxTTrep fyov {rwecrraVcu crwyna TI e^ovra O.VTOV avrov, akrre

[i~t\rf. a.Kf<f>a\ov f.lvo.1
fj-T/jre O.TTOVV, dAAa /zecra re ex tv K<" a/cpa,

TrpeTTOvr' aAAr}A.oi5 <cai
T(j> oA(j> yeypa/i//,ci/a. Cf. Polit. 277 C,

where the discussion is compared to the sketch of a
<j>ov

in a

painting : dAA' d.re\vi>js 6 Aoyos rjfJiiv oxnrep (ov TYJV eto0ev p.tv

Trepiypa<f>r]v (oiKev i/cai/ws e^ctv, TTJV 8e oiov TOIS ^a/a/ia/cois KCU TT}

cruy/3acret TWV ^pw/ieiTwv evapyeiav OVK a.TTi\r]<f>6vai TTW.

2 Cf. de Part. Anim. i. 1. 640 b 32 sqq. A dead body has the

same outward configuration as a living one, yet it is not a man
; so
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the matter depends on the choice of the artist
;

it has no necessary relation to the form which is

impressed on it. That form it passively receives,

but it is not thereby endowed with any active prin-

ciple of life or movement. The form or essence

lives truly only in the mind of the artist who con-

ceived the work, and it is in thought alone that it

is transferred to the dead matter with which it has

no natural affinity. The artist, or the spectator

who has entered into the artist's thought, by a

mental act lends life to the artistic creation
; he

speaks, he thinks of it as a thing of life
; but it has

no inherent principle of movement ;
it is in truth

not alive but merely the semblance of a living

reality.
1

Returning now to the discussion about poetry

and history we shall better understand Aristotle's

general conclusion, which is contained in the words

so well known and so often misunderstood :

'

Poetry

is a more philosophical and a higher thing than

too a hand of brass or of wood is a hand only in name. In de

Gen. Anim. ii. 4. 740 a 15 works of art are spoken of as vA.i'va>i/

fj
XiOiviov wojv, and are contrasted with the truly living

organism.
1 Cf. Stewart, Eth. Nic. ii. 42 :

' TXvr
]

realises its good in an

external epyov, and the efSos which it imposes on vXrj is only a

surface form very different from the forms penetrating to the very

heart of the v\r), which <w-is and dpcrrj produce (cf. Eth. Nic. ii.

6. 9, ?}
8' dperrj Trcur^s TC^V^S aKpififtrTepa Kal

dfjicivtav e<TTiv

<lixr7re/3
Kal

r)
<i;ons : Met. 30. 1070 a 7, 1} yu.ev

ovv T*Xvrl PX*1 *v

aAA.w,
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history/
l where a-TrovSaiorepov denotes '

higher in

the scale
'

;

2 not ' more serious/ for the words

apply even to comedy, nor, again, 'more moral/

which is quite alien to the context; and the

reason of the higher worth of poetry is that it

approaches nearer to the universal, which itself

derives its value from being a '

manifestation of

the cause
' 3

or first principle of things. Poetry in

striving to give universal form to its own creations

reveals a higher truth than history, and on that

account is nearer to philosophy. But though it

has a philosophic character it is not philosophy :

*

It tends to express the universal/ The /iaXXoz/ is

here a limiting and saving expression; it marks

the endeavour and direction of poetry, which

cannot however entirely coincide with philosophy.

The capacity of poetry is so far limited that it

expresses the universal not as it is in itself, but as

seen through the medium of sensuous imagery.

1 Poet. ix. 3, 810 KOL (f>iX.<xro<f>wTepov KCU cnrovSaiorfpov TTOITIO-JS

UTTOpias fcrriv
'

rj p,ev yo.p TTOiiycris //.aAAov TO. Ka66\ov, ry
8' IcrTOpia

TO. Ka6' fKoa-rov Aeyei.
2

Teichmiiller, Aristot. Forsch. ii. 178, who illustrates this

sense of crTrovScuos from Eth. NIC. vi. 7. 1141 a 20, O.TOTTOV yap
CL TIS rrjv TroXiTiKrjv 77 rrjv (frpovrjo-iv cnrovSaioTaTrjv (' the highest

form of knowledge') offrcu tu/ai, ci
fj.rj

TO apunov TWI/ ev Tip

Koa-pfp av^/30)7ros c<mv. Here <ro<j>ia is a more excellent thing

than <poVj7<ris because it has a higher subject-matter, universal

principles.
3 Anal, Post. i. 31. 88 a 4, TO 8 Ka$oAov TI/UOV OTI 87^X01 TO

aiTiov.
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Plato, while condemning the poetry of his own

country, had gone far towards merging an ideal

poetry in philosophy. The artist who is no mere

imitator, whose work is a revelation to sense of

eternal ideas, being possessed by an imaginative

enthusiasm which is akin to the speculative en-

thusiasm of the philosopher, from the things of

sense ascends to that higher region where truth and

beauty are one. Aristotle's phrase in this passage

of the Poetics might, in like manner, appear almost

to identify poetry with philosophy. But if we

read his meaning in the light of what he says

elsewhere and of the general system of his thought,

we see that he does not confound the two spheres

though they touch at a single point. Philosophy

seeks to discover the universal in the particular ;

its end is to know and to possess the truth, and in

that possession it reposes. The aim of poetry is

to represent the universal through the particular,

to give a concrete and living embodiment of a

universal truth.
1 The universal of poetry is not an

abstract idea ; it is particularised to sense, it comes

1 Cf. R. P. Hardie (in Mind, vol. iv. No. 15) : 'We must keep
in mind that for poetry it is essential that this (i.e. the universal)

element should be expressed in matter of some sort. It is in this

respect that science differs from poetry. The whole aim of the

former is to keep the e?8os abstract, and therefore science uses not

eucdvfs but o-rjfjifia.
or crv^/3oXa, which never really express the

?8os at all, but are of use merely to suggest the abstract e?Sos qua

abstract.'
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before the mind clothed in the form of the concrete,

presented under the appearance of a living organism

whose parts are in vital and structural relation to

the whole.

It is the more necessary to insist on this because

Aristotle's own analytical criticism may easily lead

to a misconception of his meaning. In applying

the method of logical abstraction to the organic

parts of a poetic whole he may appear to forget

that he is dealing not with a product of abstract

thought but with a concrete work of art. The

impression may be confirmed by a hasty reading of

a later chapter,
1 where the poet is advised first

to set forth his plot in its general idea (eW0eo-0<u

Ka06\ov), abstracting the accidental features of time,

place, and persons, and afterwards to fill it in with

detail and incident and with proper names. This

order of composition is recommended whether the

poet takes his plot from the traditional cycle of

legends or draws upon his own invention. The

example selected by Aristotle is the story of

Iphigenia. As a piece of practical advice the

value of the suggestion may well be questioned.

But even if we pronounce the method to be faulty

and unpoetical, the doctrine of the '

universal
'

is

in no way affected. The use of the word KaOo\ov

in two such different contexts must not mislead us.

The KaOoXov of ch. xvii. denotes the broad outline,

1 Poet. xvii. 3-4.
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the bare sketch of the plot, and is wholly distinct

from the Ka06\ov of ch. ix.
,
the general or universal

truth which poetry conveys.

The process by which the poetic imagination

works is illustrated by Coleridge from the following

lines of Sir John Davies l
:

' Thus doth she, when from individual states

She doth abstract the universal kinds,

Which then reclothed in divers names and fates

Steal access thro' our senses to our minds.'

The meaning is not that a general idea is

embodied in a particular example that is the

method of allegory rather than that of poetry

but that the particular case is generalised by
artistic treatment. 'The young poet/ says Goethe,
' must do some sort of violence to himself to get

out of the mere general idea. No doubt this is

difficult
;
but it is the very life of art.'

' A special

case requires nothing but the treatment of a poet

to become universal and poetical.' With this

Aristotle would have agreed. Goethe, who tells

us that with him '

every idea rapidly changed itself

into an image,' was asked what idea he meant to

embody in his Faust. ' As if I knew myself and

could inform them. From heaven, through the

world, to hell, would indeed be something; but

this is no idea, only a course of action. ... It

was, in short, not in my line, as a poet, to strive

1
Siog. Lit. ch. xiv.
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to embody anything abstract. I received in my
mind impressions and those of a sensuous, animated,

charming, varied, hundredfold kind, just as a lively

imagination presented them ; and I had, as a poet,

nothing more to do than artistically to round them

off and elaborate such views and impressions, and

by means of a lively representation so to bring

them forward that others might receive the same

impression in hearing or reading my representation

of them/ 1

Coleridge in giving his adhesion to Aristotle's

theory thinks it necessary to guard against the

misconstruction to which that doctrine is exposed.
'

I adopt,' he says,
' with full faith the theory of

Aristotle that poetry as poetry is essentially ideal,

that it avoids and excludes all accident ; that

its apparent individualities of rank, character, or

occupation, must be representative of a class ; and

that the persons of poetry must be clothed with

generic attributes, with the common attributes of

the class ;
not such as one gifted individual might

possibly possess, but such as from his situation it

is most probable that he would possess.' And he

adds in a note,
'

Say not that I am recommending

abstractions, for these class characteristics which

constitute the instructiveness of a character are so

modified and particularised in each person of the

1 Eckermann's Conversations of Goethe, Transl. (Bohn's series),

p. 258.
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Shakespearian drama, that life itself does not excite

more distinctly that sense of individuality which

belongs to real existence. Paradoxical as it may
sound, one of the essential properties of geometry
is not less essential to dramatic excellence ; and

Aristotle has accordingly required of the poet an

involution of the universal in the individual. The

chief differences are, that in geometry it is the

universal truth, which is uppermost in the con-

sciousness ; in poetry the individual form, in which

the truth is clothed/ J

Some of these explanatory words themselves are,

it must be owned, misleading. Such phrases as

'representative of a class,' 'generic attributes/
'
class characteristics which constitute the in-

structiveness of a character,' seem to imply a

false view of the
'

universal
'

of poetry ;
as though

the 'individuality' were something outside the

universal and of no poetic account ; yet, he says,
' the individual form' is 'uppermost.' One might
think that the 'universal' was a single abstract

truth instead of being all the truths that meet

in the individual. The expression, however,
' such

(attributes) as from his situation it is most probable

that he would possess' is true and Aristotelian.

But how can these attributes be called attributes

of ' a class
'

?

Still it is in the main the same thought which

1
Biog. Lit. ii. 41.
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runs through Aristotle, Goethe, and Coleridge,

that the poet while he seems to be concerned only

with the particular is in truth concerned with

quod semper quod ubique. He seizes and repro-

duces a concrete fact, but transfigures it so that

the higher truth, the idea of the universal shines

through it.



CHAPTER IV

THE END OF FINE ART

WE have seen what Aristotle means by 'imita-

tion' as an aesthetic term. We now ask, What

is the end of 'imitative' art? Here Aristotle

draws a sharp distinction. The arts called

'useful' either provide the necessary means of

existence and satisfy material wants, or furnish

life with its full equipment of moral and intellectual

resources. Their end is subordinate to another

and ulterior end. The end of the fine arts is to

give pleasure (TT/JO? ^ov^v) or rational enjoyment
1

1 Met. i. 1. 981 b 17 sqq., TrAeiovwv 8' eu/

KCU TCOV
fj,ev 7rpb<s Ta.va.yKo.la. TWV Se Trpos Siaywy^v oucriov, act

o-o<a)Te/3ovs TOWS TOIOVTOVS e/ceiviov urroAa/x/iJavo/iei', Sia TO
fj.rj

TTjobs xpT](riv f.lvai ras e7rrT^/ias avrwv. The liberal arts which

adorn life and minister to pleasure are here said to be xpbs

Siaywy^f, synonymous with which we find Trpbs rjSovrjv b 21.

Cf. Met. i. 2. 982 b 23, TT/OOS pparwvrjv /ecu Staywyjyv. In all of

these passages the contrasted expression is ro.va.yKa.la.. Staycoy^

properly means the employment of leisure, and in Aristotle

fluctuates between the higher and lower kinds of pleasurable

activity. In the lower sense it is combined in Eth. Nic. iv. 8.

1127 b 34 with TrcuSia and is part of otvaTravcrcs : it denotes the

more playful forms of social intercourse; in x. 6. 1176 b 12, 14

it is used of the TrcuSKxt' of the rich and great ; in x. 6. 1177 a 9,
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(777305 Biaycoyjjv). A useful art like that of cookery

may happen to produce pleasure, but this is no

part of its essence
; just as a fine art may

incidentally produce useful results and become

a moral instrument in the hands of the legislator.

In neither case is the result to be confounded with

the true end of the art. The pleasure, however,

which is derived from an art may be of a higher

or lower kind, for Aristotle recognises specific

differences between pleasures. There is the harm-

less pleasure,
1 which is afforded by a recreation

(avdiravaw] or a pastime (ira&id) : but a pastime is

not an end in itself, it is the rest that fits the busy

ov yup f.v rats TOiaTrrcus Siaycoycus 17 evScu^iovia, it has a baser

application to o-w/zartKat f)8ovai. As an elevated and noble enjoy-

ment it is associated with a-\oX.^ in Pol. iv. (vii.) 15. 1334 a 16.

Under this aspect it admits of special application to the two spheres

of art and philosophy. In Pol v. (viii.) 5. 1339 a 25 it is

joined with ^pov^cris and stands for the higher aesthetic enjoyment
which music affords. From a 30-31 it appears that the musical

Siaytoyvy is an end in itself, and therefore distinct from a TrcuSia.

In Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1339 b 14 sqq. three ends are mentioned which

music may serve TratSeta, TraiSia, and Siaywy^, and the last is

said to combine TO KaAov with fjSovrj, both of which elements enter

into evSaipovia. Its reference is to the life of thought in Eth. Nic.

x. 7. 1177 a 27, where it is applied to the activity of the specu-

lative reason, and in Met. xi. 7. 1072 b 14, where it denotes the

activity of the divine thought. Thus the higher <$iaycoy?j, artistic

or philosophic, is the delight which comes from the ideal employ-

ment of leisure (cf. TT)V kv ry cr^oAy Siaywy^v Pol. v. (viii.) 3.

1338 a 21) ; it is among the blissful moments which constitute

cvSaifjiovia. Cf. Pol v. (viii.) 3. 1338 a 1, TO <5e o-xoAaav xeiv

aiJTO SOKCI TTJV t]8ovr)v KOL rrjv evScu/Aoviav KCU TO

1 Pol v. (viii.) 5. 1339 b 25.
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man for fresh exertion, and is of value as a means

to further work
;

it has in it no element of that

well-being or happiness which is the supreme end

of life.
1

Though Aristotle does not assign to the different

kinds of art their respective ranks, or expressly say

that the pleasure of tragedy is superior to that of

comedy, the distinction he draws between various

forms of music may be taken as indicating the

criterion by which he would judge of other arts.

Music, apart from its other functions, may serve

as an amusement for children, it is a toy which

takes the place of the infant's rattle
;

2

or, again,

it may afford a noble and rational enjoyment
and become an element of the highest happiness

to an audience that is capable of appreciating

it.
3

Again, Aristotle asserts that the ludicrous

in general is inferior to the serious,
4 and counts

as a pastime that fits men for serious work. We

may probably infer that the same principle holds

in literature as in life
; that comedy is merely

a form of sportive activity; the pleasure derived

1 Eih. Nic. x. 6. 1176 b 30, aTravra yap d>s d-rre.lv erepov
CVCKOL aipovfjieda irXr^v TTJ<S evSatfJiovlas' reAos yap avTfj. (TTrovSdfaiv

Se /ecu irovf.lv iraiSias X^PLV tyAf&ov <CU'I/TCU Kal Xiav vraiSiKov

Traifceiv o OTTOS cnrovSaj^, KO.T 'Ava^apcrtv, 6p6u><s e'x
etl/ BoKet'

yap eoi/cev
-f) TraiSta, aSwarovvres <5e o-vve^ws iroveiv

Seovrat. ov
8rj rcXos

rj avaTrawis' yiverat yap Ive/ca

2 Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1339 b 13-17 ; 6. 1340 b 30.

3 See note 3 p. 211. 4 Eth. Nic. x. 6. 1177 a 3.
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from it is of corresponding quality, it ranks

with the other pleasures of sport or recreation.

But art in its highest idea is one of the serious

activities of the mind which constitute the final

well-being of man. Its end is pleasure, but the

pleasure peculiar to that state of rational enjoy-

ment in which perfect repose is united with

perfect energy. It is not to be confounded with

the pleasure found in the rude imitations of

early art, arising from the discovery of a like-

ness. One passage of the Poetics might indeed

if it stood alone lead us to this inference.
1 The

instinct for knowledge, the pleasure of recogni-

tion, is there the chief factor in the enjoyment of

some at least of the more developed arts. But

the reference appears to be rather to the popular

appreciation of a likeness than to true aesthetic

enjoyment. This is perhaps borne out by the

explanation elsewhere given of the pleasure derived

from plastic or pictorial imitations of the lower

forms of animal life.
2 These objects do not come

within the range of artistic imitation as understood

1 Poet. iv. 3-5. Of. Rhet. i. 11. 1371 b 4, rei

re r)8v KO.L TO #av/*aeiv, KO.I TO. ToiaSe avayK?/ i^Sea eivai oiov TO

re fjiip,ovfjifvov, axTTrep ypo.(f>LKT]
Kdl avSptavToiToiia KOI

Kal TTO.V o av eu
^u.e^u.i/ZT^evoi' 77,

KO.V
rj p.rj r]8v O.VTO TO

ov yap firl Tovrip xaipei uAA.a o-uAAoyio-/xds eWiv OTI TOUTO (Kivo,

OKTTC JJLavOa.VfLV TL (TVfJ./3a.lVeL.

2 See the passage quoted p. 156 from de Part. Anim. i. 5. 645 a

4 sqq., especially the words TUS /xev etKovas OUTWV

OTI TI
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by Aristotle ; they do not reproduce the human

and mental life with which alone art is concerned.

But they give occasion for the display of workman-

like skill
;
and afford a pleasure analogous to that

which springs from the contemplation of nature in

her adaptation of means to ends.

Aristotle was perhaps inclined unduly to

accentuate the purely intellectual side of pictorial

and plastic art. But in his treatment of poetry,

which holds the sovereign place among the

fine arts, he makes it plain that aesthetic enjoy-

ment proper proceeds from an emotional rather

than from an intellectual source. The main appeal

is not to the reason but to the feelings. In a

word, fine art and philosophy, while they occupy
distinct territory, each find their complete fruition

in a region bordering on the other. The glow of

feeling which accompanies the contemplation of

what is perfect in art is an elevated delight similar

in quality to the glow of speculative thought.

Each is a moment of joy complete in itself, and

belongs to the ideal sphere of supreme happiness.
1

1 Of. Introduction to Hegel's Philosophy of Fine Art, translated

by B. Bosanquet, London, 1886, p. 12 : 'It is no doubt the case

that art can be employed as a fleeting pastime, to serve the ends of

pleasure and entertainment, to decorate our surroundings, to impart

pleasantness to the external conditions of our life, and to emphasise

other objects by means of ornament In this mode of employ-
ment art is indeed not independent, not free, but servile. But

what we mean to consider is the art which is free in its end as in

its means. . . . Fine art is not real art till it is in this sense free,
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Some points of difference between Plato and

Aristotle are at once apparent. Pleasure to Plato

was a word of base associations and a democratic

pleasure was doubly ignoble. An imitative art

like music is liable to become a corrupting influence,

if for no other reason, because it seeks to please the

masses.
1

Poetry, again, has something of the same

taint ; it is a kind of rhetoric,
2 a pleasant flattery

addressed to mixed audiences, and falls therefore

into the same group with the art of sophistry, the

art of personal adornment, and the art of the pastry-

cook, all of which look not to what is best or truly

wholesome but to the pleasure of the moment. 3 The

vulgar opinion that musical excellence is measured

by pleasure seems to Plato a sort of blasphemy ;

4
if

pleasure is to be taken as a criterion at all, it

should be that of the 'one man pre-eminent in

virtue and education.' 5 Even in the Philebus,

where the claims of pleasure, and especially of

and only achieves its highest task when it has taken its place in

the same sphere with religion and philosophy.'
1 Laws ii. 659 A-C.

2 A prjTopu<r] S^fjLrjyopia, Gorg. 502 D.

3
Gorg. 462 E-463 B. Cf. Rep. ii. 373 B-C.

4 Laws ii. 655 D, KCUTOI Aeyowi ye ot TrActo-rcn /iowi/ojs

6p66rr)Ta eivai rr)v -fjSovrjv TOUS ^u^cus 7ropiov(rav BvvafUV aXAa

TOVTO p.ev ovre ave/crbv ovre ocriov TO irapairav <#eyy(r0ai.
5 Laws ii. 658 E, <rvyxw/><3 8^ ... 8flv rrjv fjMva-iKrj

KpivecrOai, pr) pevTOi TWV ye kiri.TV\6vrwv, dAA.a o-^eSov

eTvai Mou<rav KaAArrr/v, ^Tts TOVS /JeArMrrovs KOI

TreTratSeu/iefovs re/37ret, /iaAio-ra 8e ijris eva T&V apery re /ecu

TrcuSei'a Stae^epovra.
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aesthetic pleasure, are more carefully analysed and

weighed than elsewhere, the highest or unmixed

pleasures rank but fifth in the scale of goods.

Aristotle does not share Plato's distrust of pleasure.

In the Ethics while he admits to the full its power
to mislead the judgment, and compares its gracious

but dangerous influence to that of Helen among
the elders of Troy ;

x while he speaks slightingly

of the pleasures of the mass of men who ' can

form no idea of the noble and the truly pleasant

whereof they have never tasted/
2
yet he insists

on the necessity of being trained to feel pleasure

and pain at the right objects ;
he never hints that

pleasure ought to be suppressed as in itself an

evil; nay, it is a normal accompaniment of the

exercise of every healthy organ and faculty, it

perfects that exercise as an added completeness,

'like the bloom of health on the face of the

young.'
3 In the passage of the Metaphysics

(i. 1) already referred to, the discoverers of the

fine arts are said to be ' wiser
'

than the discoverers

of the useful arts for the very reason that the

former arts minister to pleasure, not to use.

Again, to Plato poetry and painting and

the companion arts, as affording at the best a

1 Eth. Nic. ii. 9. 1109 b 9.

2 Eth. Nic. x. 10. 1179 b 15.

3 Eth. Nic. x. 4. 1174 b 32, u>s t7rtytvo/>ii/ov n re/Xos, otbv roTs

&pa.
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harmless pleasure,
1 are of the nature of a

pastime,
2 a pastime, it may be, more '

artistic

and graceful
' 3 than any other kind, but still con-

trasting unfavourably with medicine, husbandry,

and gymnastics, which have a serious purpose and

co-operate with nature. 4 Imitative art, in short, is

wanting in moral earnestness ; it is a jest, a sport,

child's-play upon the surface of things. Even

comedy, however, is not entirely excluded in the

Laws.5 It may serve an educational end ; for the

serious implies the ludicrous, and opposites cannot

be understood without opposites. The citizens,

therefore, may witness the representation of comedy
on the stage in order to avoid doing what is

ludicrous in life
;
but only under the proviso that

the characters shall not be acted except by slaves.

1 Laws ii. 667 E, df3X.aj3i} Aeyeis rj8ovrjv p.6vov. The same

phrase is used by Aristotle in reference to music as a pastime,

Pol. v.
(viii.)

5. 1339 b 25, ova yap d(3\a/3y rwv ^Sewv K.r.L

Cf. also Laws ii. 670 D, tva . . . pSorres avrot re ^Sovas TO

Trapaxpfjfjia acrivets rjSfavrai /c.r.A.

2 Polit. 288 a Every such art may be called iraiyviov TI,

' a plaything,' ov yap crirovSrjs ouSev avTiav ^apiv^ a\\a TrcuStas

eve/cot Travra Sparat. So Rep. x 602 B (of tragic and epic poets in

particular), Laws vii. 816E (of comedy), oo-a pev o3v irepl ycXwra
fcm Traiyvia, a

Sr) Kw//,<>8i'av Trai/res Aeyo/xev . . .

3
Soph. 234 B, TraiSias Se )(? ^ TI T^viK<arepov rf

Kal XaP L*~

eiSos ^ T^
/j.ifj,r)TiKov ;

4 Laws x. 889 D, Tavras oiroo-ai rrj <^>vo-i e/coiVoxrav ryv

5 Laws vii. 816D-E. Even Moliere professes to hold that

the business of comedy is to correct the vices of men '

(Preface to

Tartu/e).
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Aristotle distinguishes as we have seen between

art as a pastime and art as a rational employment
of leisure. Comedy and the lower forms of art he

would probably rank as a pastime, but not so art

in its higher manifestations. Tragedy is the imita-

tion of an action that is the very opposite of a

pastime, a serious action
(7r/>afe&><? cnrovSaias), which

is concerned with the supreme good or end of life
;

and the art which reproduces this aspect of life is

itself a serious art.

The end, then, of fine art, according to Aris-

totle's doctrine, is a certain pleasurable impression

produced upon the mind of the hearer or the

spectator. We must be careful here not to import

the later idea that the artist works merely for his

own enjoyment, that the inward satisfaction which

the creative act affords is for him the end of his

art. No such conception of the artist's dignity

was formed in Greece, where in truth the artist

was honoured less than his art. His professional

skill seemed to want something of a self-sufficing

and independent activity ; and though the poet

stood higher in popular estimation than his fellow-

artists, because he did not, like the painter and

sculptor, approach to the condition of a manual

labourer or as a rule make a trade of his work, he

too was one who worked not for himself but for

others, and so far fell short of a gentlemanly
leisure. Aristotle's theory has regard to the
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pleasure not of the maker, but of the '

spectator
'

(deary?) who contemplates the finished product.

Thus while the pleasures of philosophy are for

him who philosophises for the intellectual act is

an end in itself the pleasures of art are not

for the artist but for those who enjoy what

he creates ; or if the artist shares at all in

the distinctive pleasure which belongs to his art,

he does so not as an artist but as one of the

public.

To those who are familiar with modern modes

of thinking it may seem a serious defect in the

theory of Aristotle that he makes the end of art

to reside in a pleasurable emotion, not in the

realisation of a certain objective character that is

necessary to the perfection of the work. An
artistic creation, it may be said, is complete in

itself; its end is immanent not transcendental.

The effect that it produces, whether that effect be

immediate or remote, whether it be pleasure or

moral improvement, has nothing to do with the

object as it is in its essence and inmost character.

The true artist concerns himself with external

effects as little as does nature herself in the vital

processes which are directed towards an end. It

was a signal merit, we are reminded, in Aristotle's

general philosophical system, that the end of an

object is inherent in that object, and is reached

when the object has achieved its specific excellence
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and fulfils the law of its own being.
1

Why, it is

said, did not Aristotle see that a painting or a

poem, like a natural organism, attains its end not

through some external effect but in realising its

own idea ? If the end of art is to be found in

a certain emotional effect, in a pleasure which

is purely subjective, the end becomes something

arbitrary and accidental, and dependent on each

individual's moods. Plato had already shown the

way to a truer conception of fine art, for greatly

as he misjudged the poetry of his own country,

yet he had in his mind the vision of a higher art

which should reveal to sense the world of ideas.

Here there was at least an objective end for fine

art. Aristotle's own definition too of art as 'a

faculty of production in accordance with a true

idea
' 2

is quoted as showing that he was not far

from assigning to fine art an end more consistent

with his whole system. If art in general is the

faculty of realising a true idea in external form,

he might easily have arrived at a definition of fine

art not essentially different from the modern con-

ception of it as the revelation of the beautiful in

external form.

It is probably not possible to acquit Aristotle

1
Phys. ii. 2. 194 a 28, r)

Se <f>vcris reAos /ecu oS eve/ecu So

Pol i 2. 1252 b 32.

2 Eth. Nic. vi. 4. 1140 a 10, eis fiera Aoyov
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of some inconsistency of treatment. According to

his general theory of Aesthetics as a branch of

Art, its end ought to be the purely objective end

of realising the eZSo? in concrete form. But in

dealing with particular arts, such as poetry and

music, he assumes a subjective end consisting in

a certain pleasurable emotion. There is here a

formal contradiction from which there appears to

be no escape. It would seem that Aristotle in

generalising from the observed effects of works

of art raises the subjective side of fine art into

a prominence which is hardly in keeping with

his whole philosophical system. If we seek to

develop his line of thought, we may say that the

artist, pursuing an end which is external to his

productive activity, attains that end when the

work of art comes into existence, that is, when

the process of change (yeveo-is) is complete, when

the matter (fay) has been impressed with the

artistic form (elSo?), and the potential has been

developed into the actual.
1 How are we to know

that this end has been attained ? By the hedonistic

effect produced on the mind of the percipient

subject. The work of art is in its nature an

appeal to the senses and imagination of the person

to whom it is presented ;
its perfection and success

depend on a subjective impression. It attains to

complete existence only within the mind, in the

1 See p. 155, note.
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pleasure which accompanies this mode of mental

activity (evepyeia). Thus the productive activity

of the artist is not unnaturally subordinated to

the receptive activity of the person for whom he

produces.

In Aristotle the true nature of a thing can be

expressed by means of that which it is
'

capable of

doing or suffering
'

(ire^vice woieiv rj Trda^eiv). Its

effect is treated as synonymous with its essential

quality.
1 So it is in a work of art. If indeed we

desire to characterise precisely its emotional effect

we must do so by reference to the content of the

activity. But the work of art and its effect being

inseparable, the artistic object can loosely be spoken
of in terms of the emotion it awakens. 2 This

view does not, however, make the function of

art to depend upon accident and individual caprice.

The subjective emotion is deeply grounded in

1 The Swa/its of a thing is closely allied to its ovcria, eiSos,

Aoyos, <f>v(ris. Of. de Gen. Anim. ii. 1. 731 b 19, TIS
17 Suva/us

KCU o Aoyos T^S ovcrtas avrutv ; de Sensu 3. 439 a 23, TIS ecrrt

Kotvi) </>wrts KOU Svvafjiis ; Efli. Nic. v. 4. 1130 b 1, a/i<a> yap ei/

T(j> Trpbs frcpov e'xowt rr)V Swajtuv. So Poet. i. 1, -tjv
Tiva 8vvafj.iv

t/cacrrov e'x t- Cf. vi. 18, o /cat rt rdv efj.fj.Tpu>v
/cat CTTI TWV

Aoycov e^ei rrjv avryv Svvafj.iv.

2
Similarly Schiller finds the essence and end of tragedy in the

effect it produces. See his Essay
' Ueber die tragische Kunst,' and

a letter to Goethe of Dec. 12, 1797,
' Als dann glaube ich auch eine

gewisse Berechnung auf den Zuschauer, von der sich der tragische

Poet nicht dispensieren kann, der Hinblick auf einen Zweck, den

aussern Eindruck, der bei dieser Dichtungsart nicht ganz verlassen

wird, geniert Sie, u.s.w.'
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human nature, and thence acquires a kind of

objective validity. As in ethics Aristotle assumes

a man of moral insight (o <f>povi/ju><;)
to whose

trained judgment the appreciation of ethical ques-

tions is submitted, and who, in the last resort,

becomes the
'
standard and the law

'

of right,
1
so

too in fine art a man of sound aesthetic instincts

(o xapUt,<i) is assumed, who is the standard of taste,

and to him the final appeal is made. He is no

mere expert, for Aristotle distrusts the verdict of

specialists in the arts
2 and prefers the popular

judgment, but it must be the judgment of a

cultivated public. Both in the Politics and in

the Poetics he distinguishes between the lower and

the higher kind of audience.
3 The 'free and

educated listener' at a musical performance is

opposed to one of the vulgar sort. Each class

of audience enjoys a different kind of music and

derives from the performance such pleasure as it

is capable of. The inferior kind of enjoyment is

1 Eth. Nic. iii. 4. 1113 a 33, the OTrovScuos is tooTre/a KO.VWV

KCU fJLerpov.

2 Cf. Pol iii. 11. 1282 a 1-21.
3 Pol, v. (viii.) 7. 1342 a 18-28, rei S' 6 flecmjs SITTO'S, o p*v

eXevdtpos KCU TreTrcuSen/Aevos, 6 8e <o/3Ti/cos K.r.A. In Poet. xxvi.

1, ri Tr/abs /8eA.Ttbvs Oearas /u'/x^crts is ^TTOV fopTiKrj. Cf. Plat.

Laws ii. 658 E, tKeivrjv cii/cu Mowrav KaAAtcrrTyv, T^TIS TOUS /?A.Tfr-

O-TOVS /cat tKavws Tre7rat8evp.vovs repTrei.

In Rhet. i. 3. 1358 a 37 the reAos of the art of rhetoric is in

relation to the aKpoar^s : o-vy/cetrai /ACV yap CK rpiuv 6 Aoyos,

IK re TOU Aeyoi/ros KOI irepl oS Aeyet KCU 7r/>bs ov, Kal TO reAos

TTpOS TOUTOV (TTt, AeyO) 8 TOV
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not to be denied to those who can appreciate only

the inferior type of music better that they should

like this music than none at all but the lower

pleasure is not to be taken as the true end of the

musical art.
1

In the theatre, again, it is noted that tragic

poets are tempted to gratify the weakness of their

audience by making happy endings to their

tragedies. The practice is not entirely forbidden ;

only, it is insisted, such compositions do not afford

the characteristic tragic pleasure, but one that

properly belongs to comedy.
2 In fine, the end

of any art is not '

any chance pleasure/
3 but the

1 In Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1340 a 1-2, the universal pleasure given

by music is called
rj Koivrj ySovr) and is ^va-tKi/j. It is distinct

from the higher kind of pleasure.

In Probl. xviii. 4. 916 b 36, the art of the musician and of the

actor aims only at pleasure : Sta. ri prjropa pev Kal orpaT^ybv KO.I

Xprj/-iaTio"n)j> Aeyoyaev Sftvov, avX.rjTr)V 8e Kal {nroKpiTrjv ov Aeyo//.ev;

rj
OTI TWJ> p.ev rj St'va^us aVev 7rAeoveias (i^5ov^? yo-p crTo

eO-Tl), TWV Se TTpOS TO 7TAeOVCKTClV /

2 Poet. xiii. 7-8, So/cei Se etvat Trpwri; Sia rrjv TU>V

aAAa fj.a\\ov rrjs /cto/i^Sias oi/ceta. For the phrase T^V TWV

Oedrpfav dcr^ei/etav cf. Ehet. iii. 18. 1419 a 18, ou yap olov re TroAAa

eptorai/ Sia T^V dcrOeveiav TOV aKpoarov, i.e. you cannot (in debate,

etc.) put a series of questions on account of the incapacity of a

popular audience to follow a long chain of reasoning. Ehet. iii. 1.

1404 a 8, 810. TYJV TOV a-Kpoarov fio^drfpiav.
3 Poet. xiv. 2, ov yap Tratrav Set frjTeiv f]8ovr)v oVo Tpay(p&ia<s

aAAa TTJV oi/cetav. xxvi. 7, Set yap ov rrjv Tv%ovo-av ^Sovijv

TTOteiv auras (i.e. tragedy and epic poetry) aAAa rrjv eipr)/j.evrjv :

with which cf. Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1339 b 32, e;(i yap t'o-ws rj8ov->lv

riva Kal TO reAos, aAA' ov TTJV TV\ovo-av.
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pleasure which is distinctive of the art. To the

ideal spectator or listener, who is a man of educated

taste and represents an instructed public, every
fine art addresses itself; he may be called 'the

rule and standard
'

of that art, as the man of moral

insight is of morals ; the pleasure that any given
work of art affords to him is the end of the art.

But this imaginative pleasure has a tacit reference

to man not as an isolated individual, but as existing

within the social organism. From the Aristotelian

and Greek point of view art is an element in the

higher life of the community ;
the pleasure it affords

is an enduring pleasure, an aesthetic enjoyment
which is not divorced from civic ends.

1

Though the end, then, is a state of feeling, it is

a feeling that is proper to a normally constituted

humanity. The hedonistic effect is not alien to

the essence of the art, as has sometimes been

thought; it is the subjective aspect of a real

objective fact. Each kind of poetry carries with

it a distinctive pleasure, which is the criterion by
which the work is judged. A tragic action has

an inherent capacity of calling forth pity and fear
;

this quality must be impressed by the poet on the

dramatic material ;

2 and if it is artistically done,

1 See Courthope, Life in Poetry, pp. 209 ff.

2 Pod. xiv. 3, 7Tt 8e TT)V a?rb eAeov KCU <o/3ou Sia /u/A^crctos

<$? rjSovrjv 7ra/oao-Kvaciv TOV Troirjr^v, (jtavcpov u>s TOVTO v rots
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the peculiar pleasure arising out of the union of

the pitiable and the terrible will be awakened in

the mind of every one who possesses normal human

sympathies and faculties. The test of artistic merit

in a tragedy is the degree in which it fulfils this,

its distinctive function. All the rules prescribed

by Aristotle for the tragic poet flow from the same

primary requirement, those which determine the

proper construction of the plot, the character of the

ideal hero, the best form of recognition and the like.

The state of pleasurable feeling is not an accidental

result, but is inherently related to the object which

calls it forth. Though the pleasure of the percipient

is necessary to the fulfilment of the function of any

art, the subjective impression has in it an enduring
and universal element.



CHAPTER V

ART AND MORALITY

THE question as to the proper end of fine art was

discussed in Greece in its special application to

poetry. Two views were currently held. The

traditional one, which had gained wide acceptance,

was that poetry has a direct moral purpose ; the

primary function of a poet is that of a teacher.

Even after professional teachers of the art of con-

duct had appeared in Greece the poets were not

deposed from the educational office which time had

consecrated. Homer was still thought of less as

the inspired poet who charmed the imagination

than as the great teacher who had laid down all

the rules needed for the conduct of life, and in

whom were hidden all the lessons of philosophy.

The other theory, tacitly no doubt held by many,
but put into definite shape first by Aristotle, was

that poetry is an emotional delight, its end is

to give pleasure. Strabo (circa 24 B.C.) alludes to

the two conflicting opinions. Eratosthenes, he

says, maintained that ' the aim of the poet always
215
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is to charm the mind not to instruct.'
l He him-

self holds with the ancients
'

that poetry is a kind

of elementary philosophy, which introduces us

early to life, and gives us pleasurable instruction

in reference to character, emotion, action.'
2 The

Greek states, he argues, prescribed poetry as the

first lesson of childhood ; they did so, surely, not

merely in order to please, but to afford correction

in morals.
8 In carrying the same discipline into

mature years they expressed their conviction, that

poetry as a regulative influence on morals was

adapted to every period of life. In course of time,

he observes, philosophical and historical studies

had been introduced, but these addressed them-

selves only to the few, while the appeal of poetry

was to the masses. 4 Eratosthenes ought to have

modified his phrase and said that the poet writes

partly to please and partly to instruct, instead of

which he converted poetry into a privileged racon-

teuse of old wives' fables, with no other object

in view than to charm the mind. 5
If, however,

poetry is the art which imitates life by the medium

of speech, how can one be a poet who is senseless

1 Strabo i. 2. 3, TTOITJT^V yap f^rj Trdvra (TTO)(decrOai ^v^-

aywytas ov StSacr/caAtas.

2
l.c. TovvavTiov 8' ol iraXatol <tAocro<iav riva Aeyowt TrpiarrjV

TTJV TronrjTiKrjv ela-dyova-av eis rbv j3iov rjfias e/c vov /cat SiSd-

crKowav rjOrj
KCU irdOrj /cat Tr/aa^ets fJ.eO' ^SovTjs.

3
l.c. ov ^vxaywyias X^PLV S^TTOV^CV ^1X775 aAAa cruxfrpo-

4 ib. i. 2. 8. 5 ib. i. 2. 3-
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and ignorant of life? The excellence of a poet
is not like that of a carpenter or a smith ; it is

bound up with that of the human being. No one

can be a good poet who is not first a good man. 1

This remarkable passage accurately reflects the

sentiment which persisted to a late time in

Greece, long after the strictly teaching functions

of poetry had passed into other hands. It is to

be met with everywhere in Plutarch.
'

Poetry is

the preparatory school of philosophy.'
2 '

It opens
and awakens the youthful mind to the doctrines

of philosophy.'
3 When first the young hear these

doctrines they are bewildered and reject them.
'

Before they pass from darkness into full sunshine

they must dwell in a kind of twilight, in the soft

rays of a truth that is blended with fiction, and so be

prepared painlessly to face the blaze of philosophy

without flinching.'
4 The novice requires wise

guidance
' in order that through a schooling that

1 Strabo i. 2. 5, f)
Se TTOITJTOV (dperrj) <rvveevKTai Ty rov

dv0pa>7Tov, KO.I oi>x oiov re dyaOov yeveo-^at Tronjrrjv /xv) irporepov

yevrjOevra avSpa dyadov. Compare Minturno, De Poeta (1559).

How profoundly this view has affected modern thought is shown

by the references given in Spingarn (Lit. Grit, in Renaissance}, p. 55.

2
Plutarch, de Aud. Poet. ch. 1, v vorffuuri

TfOV.

3 ib. ch. 14, en 8e Trpoavoiyei K<U TrpOKivei TYJV TOV vcov

rots ev
<f>iXo(TO({>ip Aoyots.

4
I.e. ouSe vTTO(j.evovTa<i av pr) oiov CK O-KOTOV? TroAAou ju,eAAovres

rj
Atov opav fOurOwcri^ Ka.Oa.7Tfp kv v66<p (ftiarl KCU KeKpafj,vr)<; jtifPois

a,\r)0eta$ avyrjv I^OVTI ^taA^a/c^v, aAvTrws Sia^SAeTreiv TO, roiaura
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brings no estrangement he may, as a kindly and

familiar friend, be conducted by poetry into the

presence of philosophy.'
*

How deeply the Greek mind was impressed with

the moral office of the poet, is shown by the attitude

which even Aristophanes feels constrained to take

up in relation to his art. He proclaims that the

comic poet not only ministers to the enjoyment
of the community and educates their taste, he is

also a moral teacher and political adviser.
2 '

Comedy
too is acquainted with justice.'

3
It mixes earnest

with its fun.
4 In the Parabasis of the Acharnians

Aristophanes claims to be the best of poets for

having had the courage to tell the Athenians what

was right.
5 Good counsel he gives and will always

give them ; as for his satire it shall never light on

what is honest and true.
6 He likens himself else-

where to another Heracles, who attacks not ordinary

1
Plutarch, de And. Poet, ad fin., iva

p.rj TrpoSta/BXr/del's dXXa.

(jiaXXov irpoiraiSevQels evfJLevrjs Kal <i'Aos /cat ot/ceios VTTO iroir]-

TIKTJS CTrl <f)lXo(TO(f)iaV TT/DOTre/ATT^Tat.
2

Frogs 1009-10, OTI fieXriovs re iroiovpev

TOVS dvOptoTTOVS eV TCUS TToAeCTlV.

This claim is put into the mouth of Euripides.
3 Acharn. 500, T& yap Si/caiov otSe KOLI Tpvyu>8ia.

Frogs 6867, TOV iepbv ^opov SIKCLIQV TTI \prjcrTa ry iroXet

v/j.Trapaivciv Kal 8i8darKiv.

4
Frogs 389-90, /cat TroXXa p.ev yeAota p el-

iretv, TroAAa Se tTTrovSaia.

5 Acha/rn. 645, ocrm TrapeKivSvvevcf elireiv ev 'A^vatois TO.

StKata.

Acharn. 656-8.
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human beings, but Cleons and other monsters of

the earth, and who in ridding the city of such

plagues deserves the title of 'cleanser of the

land.' 1

The censure he passes on Euripides is primarily

a moral censure. Even where the judgment may
seem to be of an aesthetic kind a moral motive

underlies it. Euripides is to him a bad citizen and

a bad poet. In him are embodied all the tendencies

of the time which the older poet most abhors. He
is the spirit of the age personified, with its restless-

ness, its scepticism, its sentimentalism, its unsparing

questioning of old traditions, of religious usages and

civic loyalty ;
its frivolous disputations, which unfit

men for the practical work of life, its lowered ideal

of courage and patriotism. Every phase of the

sophistic spirit he discovers in Euripides. There

is a bewildering dialectic which perplexes the moral

sense. Duties whose appeal to the conscience is

immediate, and which are recognised as having a

binding force, are in Euripides subjected to analysis.

Again, Euripides is censured for exciting feeling by

any means that come to hand. When Dicaeopolis

in the Acharnians is about to plead his case with

his head on the block, he borrows from Euripides

the rags and tatters of his hero Telephus. He

carries off with him all the stage-properties of

woe, so that Euripides exclaims, 'My dear sir,

1
Wasps 1029-45.
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you will rob me of my tragedy.'
1

Tragic pity,

Aristophanes implies, is debased in Euripides to an

ignoble sentimentalism. Genuine misery does not

consist in a beggar's rags or in a hobbling gait.

Euripides substitutes the troubling of the senses for

genuine tragic emotion.

We are not here concerned with the fairness of

the criticism but only with the point of view of the

critic; and the coincidence of the moral and aesthetic

judgment in Aristophanes is especially noteworthy.

He puts into the mouth of Aeschylus, his ideal

tragedian, the saying that the poet is the instructor

of grown men as the teacher is of youth ;

2 and even

the comic stage is, according to the theory if not

the practice of Aristophanes, the school of the

mature citizen.

Aristotle's treatment of poetry in the Poetics

stands in complete contrast to this mode of criti-

cism. In the Politics he had already dealt with

the fine arts as they present themselves to the

statesman and the social reformer. He allows that

for childhood the use of poetry and music is to

1 Acharn. 464 avOpwir, a^oup^crei /x,e TYJV rpay^Stav.
2
Frogs 1054-5, rots /-lev yap Trai8aptouri.v

cart SiSacr/caXos OCTTIS (ftpdfci, rots ^/3coo-iv 8e iroirj-rai.

Of. Plat. Lys. 213 E, fj
8e cTpaTrijfjiev So/<et p,oi xprjva.1. icvat,

CTKOTTOWTa KCITO, TOtIS TTOl^TttS' OVTOt
yttjO f)p,iv (iXTTTtp 7TaTe/3S TiyS

<ro<t'as ewrt KCU
-fjye/jioves.

Laws ix. 858 D, TWV . . . Trot^rwv KCU 6'croi avev [jLerpiav /cat

flTO. jU.eT/30)V TT^V aVTltJV CIS
fJiVT]fJLTJV ^VfJ,/3ovXijV Wpl fBlOV KO-TfdfVTO.
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convey moral instruction, and that some forms of

poetry, like some kinds of plastic art, exercise a

dangerous influence on youth. But the true end

of an art is not to be judged by the use to which

it may be put in training immature minds. He

tacitly combats the position of Plato who admits

poetry to his commonwealth only so far as it is

subsidiary to moral and political education, and

who therefore excludes every form of it except

hymns and chants and praises of great and good

men, or what goes under the general name of didactic

poetry. He distinguishes between educational use

and aesthetic enjoyment. For the grown man the

poet's function is not that of a teacher, or if a

teacher, he is so only by accident. The object of

poetry, as of all the fine arts, is to produce an

emotional delight, a pure and elevated pleasure.

In the Poetics he writes as the literary critic and

the historian of poetry. He is no longer concerned

with fine art as an institution which the State

recognises, and which should form part of an educa-

tional system. His inquiry is into the different

forms of poetry, their origin, their growth, the laws

of their structure, their effect upon the mind. He

analyses poetical compositions as he might the forms

of thought. He seeks to discover what they are in

themselves, and how they produce their distinctive

effects. The didactic point of view is abandoned.

We hear nothing of the direct ethical influence which
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the several kinds of poetry exert on the spectator or

the reader, or of the moral intention of the poet.

In a passage of peculiar interest in ch. xxv. we

read, 'The standard of correctness in poetry and

politics is not the same, any more than in poetry

and any other art.'
l Aristotle had already insisted

that poetical truth and scientific truth are not

identical. Poetry is not a metrical version of the

facts of medicine, natural science, or history ;

2 he

now adds that technical inaccuracies in these or

other branches of knowledge do not touch the

essence of the poetic art.
3 This must be judged

by its own laws, its own fundamental assumptions,

and not by an alien standard. The observation is

extended to the relation of poetry and morality ;

for the comprehensive phrase
'

politics
'

or
'

political

science' here, as often, has special reference to

ethics. The remark is, doubtless, directed in

particular against Plato,
4 whose criticisms of poetry

are chiefly from the moral point of view. In the

Republic allusion is made to the old idea that

Homer knows all the arts and all the virtues ;

he is, therefore, the great educator of the people.

1 Poet. xxv. 3, ov\ rj avrr] opdoTijs fcrrlv
rrj<s TroXiTiKrjs /ecu

rrjs iroirjTtKrjs ov8e aXXrjS TXV7?5 /ecu

2 Poet. i. 1 1, ix. 1-2.

3 Poet. xxv. 4 (medicine), 5 (natural history).
4 Finsler (Platon und die Aristotelische Poetik, pp. 163 ff.) disputes

this reference; but the words of xxv. 7 and 20 are strongly

reminiscent of Plato.
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Plato disallows this claim; but while admitting

that it would not be fair to question Homer about

medicine or any of the arts to which his poems

only incidentally refer,
1 he urges that in regard to

war, generalship, politics, education, which are the

main subjects of the poems, we have a right to ask

him, what state was ever better governed by his

help. Such a test of poetry Aristotle would reject

as involving a confusion of standards. Again, in

an earlier book of the Republic a still graver

censure is passed on epic narrative.
2 The tales of

the gods, their battles and dissensions, are con-

demned for the injurious influence they exercise

on character ; they are fictions and immoral fictions.
3

So too the cruel and evil deeds ascribed to heroes

and demigods are impious and hurtful untruths.

On the moral question thus raised Aristotle barely

touches in this chapter ; his general attitude, how-

ever, may be inferred from 19 (and possibly also

from 8). But on the question of fact,
'
true or

false,' he says,
'
these stories are currently told,'

they are the tradition of the people ; as such they

have their place in poetry.
4

1
Rep. x. 599 C, TO>V p*v roivvv aXXwv Trcpi /AT)

Xoyov "Qprjpov K.T.X.

2
Rep. ii. 377A-378E.

3 The (3Xa/3epd of Rep. iii. 391 B is the /3Xafiepd of Poet. xxv.

20 ;
cf. infra, p. 227, note.

4 Poet. xxv. 7. The supposed objection here is
" OVK dX-rjOrj."

These are Plato's very words in Rep. ii. 378 B (of the wars of the
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Again, personal satire had been condemned on

moral grounds by Plato.
1

Aristotle agrees in this

condemnation, but for a different reason. He ranks

it as an inferior type of art not because it encourages

low scandal or debases character, but because art

ought to represent the general not the particular.
2

Neither in the definition of tragedy (ch. vi. 2), if

properly understood, nor in the subsequent dis-

cussion of it, is there anything to lend countenance

to the view that the office of tragedy is to work

upon men's lives, and to make them better. The

theatre is not the school. The character of the

ideal tragic hero (ch. xiii.) is deduced not from

any ethical ideal of conduct, but from the need

of calling forth the blended emotions of pity and

fear, wherein the proper tragic pleasure resides.
3

The catastrophe by which virtue is defeated and

villainy in the end comes out triumphant is con-

demned by the same criterion
;

4 and on a similar

principle the prosaic justice, misnamed 'poetical,'

which rewards the good man and punishes the

gods), ovSe yap d\r)6f} : Rep. iii. 391 B (of Achilles dragging Hector

round the tomb of Patroclus), ^vfnravra TOLVTO. oi>
tfrrjo-ofjiev dXrjOr)

fipfj<rdai, and 391 E (of other tales about the offspring of the gods),

ov6' ocrta Tcurra OVT' dXtjOrj. See also supra, p. 176.

1 Laws xi. 935 E, TroiijTrj 8r) Kcoyu^Sta? rf
TIVOS ia/A/3ft)V 7} /iowwv

/zeAwSia? fj,r]
eeo-TW fiijre Ady<> p^re et/covt /A^TC dvp.(j> firjTe avev

6vp.ov /iTjSa/iws /i^Seva r
2 Poet. ix. 5.

3 See infra, ch. viii.

4 Poet. xiii. 2.
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wicked, is pronounced to be appropriate only to

comedy.
1

Aristotle's critical judgments on poetry rest

on aesthetic and logical grounds, they take no direct

account of ethical aims or tendencies. He men-

tions Euripides some twenty times in the Poetics,

and in the great majority of instances with censure.

He points out numerous defects, such as inartistic

structure, bad character -
drawing, a wrong part

assigned to the chorus; but not a word is there

of the immoral influence of which we hear so much

in Aristophanes. In his praise as little as in his

blame does Aristotle look to the moral content of a

poem. Sophocles he admires not for the purity of

his ethical teaching or for his deep religious intui-

tions, but for the unity which pervades the structure

of his dramas, and the closely linked sequence of

parts which work up to an inevitable end. Not

that Aristotle would set aside as a matter of in-

difference the moral content of a poem or the moral

character of the author. Nay, they are all-important

factors in producing the total impression which has

to be made upon the hearer. The matter of litera-

ture is life
;
and tragedy is in a special sense the

1 Poet. xiii. 8. Contrast Plato, who would compel the poet to

exhibit the perfect requital of vice and virtue (Laws ii. 660 E).

So in Rep. iii. 392 A u poets are forbidden to say that many
wicked men are happy and good men miserable, and are commanded

to sing in an opposite strain.

Q
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'

imitation of life,'
l
of human welfare and human

misery ; it is the representation of a sustained action

of a great and serious kind, in which character finds

for itself outward and energetic expression. This

fragment of life is typical and interpretative of the

whole. The philosopher in whose theory ethics

were woven into the very tissue of life, whose fabric

of happiness was reared upon a moral basis, and

with whom the inward and spiritual order of things

dominated the outward, could not have acquiesced

in any rendering of life which assigned to its various

elements a perverted place and value. Aristotle

does not indeed demand of the poet that he shall

set before himself a didactic aim, nor does he test

the merit of his performance by the moral truths

that are conveyed. His test of excellence is

pleasure; but the aesthetic pleasure produced by

any ideal imitation must be a sane and wholesome

pleasure, which would approve itself to the better

portion of the community.
2 The pleasure he con-

templates could not conceivably be derived from a

poem which offers low ideals of life and conduct

and misinterprets human destiny.
3

1 Poet. vi. 9. See infra, p. 336.
2 See pp. 211-13.
3 In my first edition I took the passage Poet. xxv. 8, -rrepl

8e TOV

KaXws 17 /) KctAws ^ eiprjrai nvi
r/ TreTr/aa/crai, ov fiovov (TKeTrTeov

eis cujrb TO ireTrpa.yiJ.evov r) eip/jnevov /?Ae7rovra K.T.A., as referring

to the morality of the poetic representation. But the arguments
adduced by Mr. M. Carroll in his valuable Thesis Aristotle's Poetics

c. 25 in the Light of the Homeric Scholia (Baltimore, 1895), pp.
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In ch. xxv. 19 it is declared that the representa-

tion of moral depravity finds its only excuse in

'necessity.' The necessity meant is the inner

necessity arising out of the structure of a piece.

Vice in itself is undesirable even on the stage.O
But it may be subservient to the plot one of

those things a fiovXerai 6 /j,v0o<! demanded by the

cogent necessity of dramatic motive. Without it

there may not be room for the proper play of

contrasted character, for its effect upon the out-

ward course of the incidents; in a word, for the

due interaction of all the forces which lead to the

catastrophe. Gratuitous or motiveless depravity is,

however, forbidden : and as an instance of this fault,

Menelaus in the Orestes of Euripides is cited here.
1

Nothing but the constraining needs of literary art

are allowed to override the rules laid down for

goodness of character in tragedy.

33_40, prove, I think, that there is an aesthetic not a moral reference

here in -rrepl
8e TOV xaAws

fj ///) KaAws, and i <nrov8cuov
r} (fravXov.

1

Speech or action must be interpreted in the light of all the cir-

cumstances the persons, the occasion, the end it is designed to

serve
;
and if, from a study of these, the speech or action shows

itself to be in accordance with necessity or probability, then its

artistic excellence and this is ever supreme with Aristotle is

assured. Morality enters into consideration only as implied in the

aesthetic ideal.' See the quotations given from the Scholia with

explanations of Aristotle, pp. 36 ft

1 Poet. xxv. 19, opOri 8' iirirlp.^^ . . . /iox^ij/np, orav
/to;

avayKrys owr^s fj.r)0ev \pr)O"r)T(tt , . . TJJ Trovqpip, (Oxnrep ei/ 'Opeory

rov MeveAaov. Of. xv. 5. Such a representation would be

included under the /3\.a(3epa. of xxv. 20.
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These rules, it must be owned, are too rigorous

on their ethical side. It becomes the more necessary

to call attention to them here, as we have dwelt

with some emphasis on Aristotle's freedom from a

narrowly moral, or moralistic, conception of poetry.

This freedom, we now see, is subject to certain

limitations. Traces of the older prepossession

still survive, and linger around a portion of his

doctrine.

In chapter ii. of the Poetics a broad distinction

is drawn between the imitative arts, according as

they represent persons morally noble (cnrovSalovs

opposed to <f>av\ov<;), ignoble, or of an inter-

mediate type resembling average humanity (ojpofeu?).

Some attempt has been made to empty the words

a-TTovSaiovs and <J)av\ovs, and the synonymous expres-

sions in the Poetics of any strictly moral content,

and to reduce the antithesis to the aesthetic distinc-

tion between ideal and vulgar characters. It is in-

deed true that cnrovBaios serving as the adjective of

aperr) in its widest acceptation,
1
as does <f>av\o<s of

tcaicia can denote any one that is good or excellent

in his kind or in his special line. Similarly, and

with like freedom, it can be applied to any object,

1
Categ. 6. 10 b 7, oiov dirk -nys d/DC-nys 6 orrovSeuos' T< yap

^Xeiv cnrouScuos Xeyerai, dXA.' ov Tra.ptovvfjua'i dbrc) T^S

that is, there is no adjective formed from the noun

dperr/ : o-;rovSaios does duty for it Cf. Top. v. 3. 131 b 2, where

the Kiov apcrf)? is o TOV t^ovra TTOICI
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animate or inanimate. 1 In its reference to a person,

the particular sphere of his excellence is expressed

by a limiting phrase or adverbial addition (O-TTOU&UO?

n or irepi n), or by the agreement of the adjective

with some noun indicating the range of its applica-

tion (o-7rofSato9 vofj,oOerr}<;, Ki0api<TTr)<; and the like).
2

But when the word is used as the epithet of a

man as such, without any qualifying reference to

occupation, profession, or function, we must take

it to mean morally 'good.'
3 Aristotle seems bent

on making it plain, here at the outset, that the

ethical sense is that which he intends. The paren-

thetic remark in 1 shows that the comprehensive
ideas summed up in apenj and xaicla as applied

to morals are covered by the contrasted terms

a-irovSaiovs and <auXoi/5.
4 After illustrations drawn

from various forms of art, the chapter ends with

the statement that 'comedy aims at representing

men as worse, tragedy as better than in actual

life.'
5 Consistent herewith is the observation in

1 In Poet. v. 5, T/xryojSi'as o-7rovSatas /cat e^avArjs is
'

good or

bad tragedy
' in the purely aesthetic sense.

2
e.g. Nic. Eth. i. 6. 1098 a 11, KtOapio-Tov fiev yap rb

KiOapifciv, cnrovSaiov Se TO ev.

8 Nic. Eth. ix. 4. 1166 a 12, eoi/ce yap . . . perpov CKUO-TCJ) 17

dperr) /ecu o o-TrovScuos emu. x. 6. 1176 b 25, KCU rifj-ia KOI i^Sea

ecrri ret
T(j> cnrovSaifp roiavra ovra. So passim.

4 Poet. ii. 1, o-TrovSaiovs f) <jbauAovs fivai (ra yap rfOrf a"^fSbv

dci TOI'TOIS aKoXovdfi ymovois, nania yap Kal apery TO. Vjdrj Sia

5 Is /JovAerat (Poet. ii. 4) a limiting expression, leaving room for
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ch. v. 4, that epic poetry agrees with tragedy as

being a /u/^c-t? <nrov$aia>v : and again the re-

quirement of ch. xv. that the characters (riOy)

shall be ^pija-rd,
1 once more 'good' in the ethical

sense, and barely to be distinguished from o-TrovSala.

Aristotle, then, starts from what was, so far as

we know, the unquestioned assumption of his time,

that the primary distinction between higher and

lower forms of art depended on the different types

of moral character represented by them. The

same view is reflected everywhere in Plato. In

the Laws the taste of the judges (repeal) at the

theatrical competitions is commented on adversely.

They ought to be the instructors, they are the mere

disciples of the theatre. Their influence reacts

upon the poets. Consequently the audience
' when

they ought to be hearing of characters morally

better than their own, and receiving a higher

pleasure, are affected in an entirely opposite

manner.' 2

Again, the objects that music '

imitates
'

the admission under certain circumstances of a vicious character in

tragedy ? Cf. Tret/oarai in v. 4.

1 Not ' well marked '

the impossible interpretation put upon
it by Dacier, Bossu, Metastasio, and others nor, in a merely
aesthetic sense,

' elevated.' The moral meaning is here again not

to be evaded. So in xv. 1 a xprjo-rov fjOos depends on a X/^CTTT)

77y>ocu/3rtSj which is equivalent to o-irovSaia irpoaipecris of Nic.

Eth. vi. 2. 1139 a 25, and tTriciKrjs Tr/oocu'peo-ts of Nic. Eth. vii. 11.

1152 a 17. In xv. 8 7riei/o)s is not perceptibly different from

the preceding \pr)0"ro<i.

2 Laws ii. 65 9 c, Seov yap avrovs del /^CATIM TWV avrwv r}0wi/
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are
'

the characters of men better or worse,'
1 a dis-

tinction verbally the same as in the Poetics ch. ii.

Yet Aristotle, while using the traditional

phrases, is feeling after some more satisfactory

and vital distinction. The very instances he

adduces to illustrate his meaning show that the

moral formula is strained to the point of breaking.

The characters of Homer
( 5) are 'better' (/3e\-

ri,ov<i)
than those of ordinary reality, or than those

who figure in epic parody, not solely or chiefly

through superior virtue, but by powers of willing

and feeling, doing and thinking, which raise them

above the common herd of men. The example
drawn from painting suggests a like conclusion.

Three contemporary painters of an earlier date are

mentioned, each typical of a certain mode of

artistic treatment. 'Polygnotus depicted men as

nobler (/c/jetrroy?) than they are, Pauson as less

noble (xeipovs), Dionysius drew them true to life

(6/Wot9).'
2

Evidently these differences do not

/JeAria) TTJV -fjSovrjv ib-^ctv, vvv airrois 8/odkri irav

rovvavriov v/i/3cuV6i.
1 Laws vii. 798 D, TO. Trepi rovs pvd[j.ovs /ecu Tracrav

m rpoirwv fJLifirjfiaTa /JeAriovtov KGU ^etpoj/co

Similarly dancing Laws vii. 8 1 4 E.

2 Poet. ii. 2. Here Polygnotus is spoken of as a portrayer of

good fjOrj,
in vi. 11 he is a good portrayer of ^#17, dyaflos ^60-

ypd(j>o<s,
as opposed to Zeuxis. Of. Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1340 a 36,

Sei /) Tot Ilaucrwvos Oewpeiv TOVS veovs, otAXa TO. IIoAiiyvwTou

Kav ei TIS aAAos TWV ypa(f>e(i)v ^ rCtv dyaA/xaroTrotwv

nOt,KO<s.
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correspond to purely ethical distinctions. Roughly
we may say that idealistic treatment is exempli-

fied in Polygnotus, realistic in Dionysius, and the

tendency to caricature in Pauson. His own

examples might have led Aristotle to discard the

moral formula, and to seek elsewhere the differ-

entiating marks of artistic representation. As it

is, his precise thought is not difficult to discover.

Obviously, a perfect art does not, in his view,

imply characters of faultless virtue. The sketch

of the ideal tragic hero in ch. xiii. 3-4 itself pre-

cludes such a notion. Another decisive passage

is ch. xv. 8. Defective characters those, for

instance, who are irascible or indolent

Kal padvpoi) may be ennobled (eVtei/eeZ?

by poetic treatment. One of the examples given

is the Achilles of Homer, whose leading defect

is a passionate temperament, and who would,

doubtless, be placed among the 6pyi\oi.
1 Such a

character, poetically idealised, conforms to the

conditions of goodness (^p^a-ra TJOrj) prescribed in

this chapter. Even without these express indica-

tions we might draw some such inference from

a comparison of the phrase /Lu/i?7<T49 tnrovSaLajv

(ch. v. 4) applied to epic and tragic poetry,

with the description of comedy in ch. v. 1 as a

1 See Bywater, Journal of Philology, xiv. 27, p. 48. The

words TrapaSetyyMa o-KXrjpoTirjTos are rightly, I think, bracketed

by him.
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(j)av\OT6pwv /*!/,

'an imitation of characters of a lower type, not

however, in the full sense of the word, bad.' The

badness which comedy delineates is not coexten-

sive with moral badness. It is explained to be

that specific form of badness which consists in an

ugliness or deformity of character that is ludicrous.

A similar qualification of the kind of goodness that

is required in the higher forms of poetry, might

naturally be inferred. The phrase /u/*^*? enroi/SaiW

would thus imply a restrictive clause, ov /j,evroi Kara

Traa-av aperrfv, 'but not, in the full sense of the word,

good.' This missing qualification is, however,

partly supplied by the passages of ch. xiii. and

ch. xv. above referred to.

The result, then, arrived at is briefly this.

According to Aristotle, the characters portrayed by

epic and tragic poetry have their basis in moral

goodness ;
but the goodness is of the heroic order.

It is quite distinct from plain, unaspiring virtue.

It has nothing in it common or mean. Whatever

be the moral imperfections in the characters, they

are such as impress our imagination, and arouse

the sense of grandeur : we are lifted above the

reality of daily life. To go farther would be to part

company with Aristotle : he would hardly allow that

there may be a dignity, an elevation of character,

which saves even vice from being contemptible,

and brings it under the higher requirements of
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art. Had he wished to mark the distinctively

aesthetic quality of characters grand or elevated,

he might have used such expressions as

or ovSev (ftavXov, or ovbev aryevves Trpdrretv

The grandeur, however, which he demands is a

moral grandeur. Greatness cannot take the place

of goodness. Satan, though he were never 'less

than archangel ruined/ would be admitted into

an epic poem only as one of the rare exceptions

already noted.
1

Aristotle, in respect to the delineation of

character, is still on the border-land between morals

and aesthetics. Mere goodness does not satisfy

him : something, he feels, must be infused into

it which does not belong to the prosaic world.

But what that is, he does not tell us. He has no

adequate perception of the wide difference that

separates moral and poetical excellence of character.

When he comes to define tragedy, he makes, it

would appear, a step in advance, though at the

cost of logical consistency. In the definition

given in ch. vi., tragedy no longer /Lu/ietrat O-TTOV-

Satovs but is a /u^o-t? Trpa^etw? crTrouSata?. Here

there seems to be a transition to a different sense of

the word o-TrouSato?. Logically, it ought, no doubt,

to bear the same meaning
c

good,'
'

noble
'

as

applied to the tragic action, that it bore in the

previous divisions of poetry as applied to the

1 See p. 227.
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persons whom tragedy represents.
1 But Aristotle

imperceptibly glides into the meaning 'serious/

'elevated/ 'grand/ a meaning which the word

readily admits of in reference to a thing, such as a

Trpagis, though it could not be so used of a person
without the addition of other words or of a qualify-

ing context. This new shade of meaning, which

enters into the definition, is required in order to

differentiate the tragic action from the <ye\oia

7r/jaft9 of Comedy.
2

Aristotle passes lightly from

fjn/j,irai (nrov&acovs to fii^cn^ Trpd^eox; (TTrovBaias, as

if the one expression were merely the equivalent

of the other. He can hardly have realised the

important bearings of the change by which the

word o-Trou&uo? is freed from the limited moral

reference which attaches to it in ch. ii. If in his

observations upon character (TO, ^Orj) in ch. xv.

he had followed out the line of thought which the

adjective here suggests as applied to the tragic

action, he might have made a notable improvement
on his aesthetic theory. In pursuance of this idea,

tragedy would have demanded not mere goodness

of character (^T/O-TO, rj0r}),
but a greatness or

elevation corresponding to the grandeur of the

action.

Before we dismiss the phrase

1 Mr. R P. Hardie in Mind, vol. iv. No. 15, argues that this

meaning must be retained in the definition.

2 See p. 241.
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we may for a moment glance aside to notice

one curious chapter in its history. The French

critics of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

generally took cnrovSalot, to mean persons of high

rank. So strange a perversion of language is hardly

credible, and yet it admits of easy explanation. A
Koman rule, itself founded on Greek writers sub-

sequent to Aristotle, had prescribed that the funda-

mental difference between tragedy and comedy is to

be sought in the fact, that kings and heroes are the

actors in tragedy, ordinary citizens in comedy.
1 This

purely outward distinction won acceptance with

many distinguished scholars.
2 When the Poetics

came to be received as the guide and canon of

criticism in France, Aristotelian authority was

eagerly sought for this among other literary

traditions. With an entire disregard of linguistic

usage, the phrase /U/M/OW o-TrovBaiav was in default

of any other seized on as affording the desired

sanction. The Abbe* d'Aubignac in his book La

Pratique du Theatre, which long continued to be

the text-book of French dramatic writers, declares

1 The grammarian Diomedes says :

'

Tragoedia est heroicae

fortunae in adversis comprehensio, a Theophrasto ita definita est,

r/)ay<>Sia TTIV TjpcotK^s TV^S Tre/Horacris. . . . Comoedia est

privatae civilisque fortunae sine periculo vitae comprehensio, apud
Graecos ita definita, Kw/j-fpSia rrif iSiwrtKwv Tr/aay/iarwv a/av-

Svvos TTfpto)^. . . . Comoedia a tragoedia differt, quod in tragoedia

heroes, duces, reges, in comoedia humiles atque privatae personae.'
2

e.g. Robortelli, Maggi, Scaliger (Spingarn, pp. 63, 69).
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that
'

tragedy represents the life of princes/ while
'

comedy serves to depict the actions of the people.'
l

Dacier goes even to greater lengths in his note on

/u/4770-4? o-TTovSatcov.
'

It is not necessary,' he says,
'

that the action which affords matter for an Epic

poem be illustrious and important in itself; on

the contrary, it may be very ordinary or common
;

but it must be so by the quality of the persons

who act. Thus Horace says plainly, "Res gestae

regumque ducumque." This is so true that the most

notable action of a citizen can never be made the

subject of an epic poem, when the most indifferent

one of a king or general of an army will be such,

and always with success.
' 2 In all this misapprehen-

sion there is just one grain of solid fact. Aristotle

does undoubtedly hold that the chief actors in

tragedy ought to be illustrious by birth and

position. The narrow and trivial life of obscure

persons cannot give scope for a great and significant

action, one of tragic consequence. But nowhere

1 La Pratique du Thddtre bk. ii. ch. 10, La Tragddie represented

la vie des Princes. ... La Comedie servoit a ddpeindre les

actions du peuple.'
2 Dacier on Poet. v. 4, note 17 (Trans. London, 1705). Cf.

note 9 on ch. xiii.,
'

Tragedy, as Epic poem, does not require that

the action which it represents should be great and important in

itself. It is sufficient that it be tragical, the names of the persons

are sufficient to render it magnificent ; which for that very reason

are all taken from those of the greatest fortune and reputation.

The greatness of these eminent men renders the action great, and

their reputation makes it credible and possible.'
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does he make outward rank the distinguishing-

feature of tragic as opposed to comic representation.

Moral nobility is what he demands ;
and this on

the French stage, or at least with French critics

is transformed into an inflated dignity, a courtly

etiquette and decorum, which seemed proper to

high rank. The instance is one of many in which

literary critics have wholly confounded the teaching

of Aristotle.

But to return from this digression. Aristotle,

as our inquiry has shown, was the first who

attempted to separate the theory of aesthetics from

that of morals. He maintains consistently that

the end of poetry is a refined pleasure. In doing

so he severs himself decisively from the older and

more purely didactic tendency of Greece. But

in describing the means to the end, he does

not altogether cast off the earlier influence. The

aesthetic representation of character he views under

ethical lights, and the different types of character

he reduces to moral categories. Still he never allows

the moral purpose of the poet or the moral effects

of his art to take the place of the artistic end. If

the poet fails to produce the proper pleasure, he fails

in the specific function of his art. He may be good
as a teacher, but as a poet or artist he is bad.

Few of Aristotle's successors followed out this

way of thinking ; and the prevailing Greek tradition

that the primary office of poetry is to convey
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ethical teaching was carried on through the schools

of Greek rhetoric till it was firmly established in

the Roman world. The Aristotelian doctrine as

it has been handed down to modern times has

again in this instance often taken the tinge of

Roman thought, and been made to combine in

equal measure the utile with the dulce. Sir

Philip Sidney, for example, who in his Apologie

for Poetrie repeatedly states that the end of

poetry is
'

delightful teaching/ or '
to teach and

to delight/ has no suspicion that he is following the

Ars Poetica of Horace rather than that of Aristotle.

The view of Sidney was that of the Elizabethan

age in general.
1

It was a new departure when

Dryden wrote in the spirit of Aristotle :

'

I am

satisfied if it [verse] cause delight ;
for delight is

the chief if not the only end of poesy : instruction

can be admitted but in the second place, for poesy

only instructs as it delights.'
2

1 This too was the prevailing view at the Renaissance, but

Castelvetro (1570) forms a notable exception. He goes even

beyond Aristotle in maintaining that poetry is intended, not only

to please, but to please even the vulgar mob (see Spingarn, pp.

55-56).
2

Defence of an Essay of Dramatic Poetry.



CHAPTER VI

THE FUNCTION OF TRAGEDY

ARISTOTLE'S definition of tragedy
l runs thus :

'Tragedy is an imitation of an action that is

serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude ; in

language embellished with each kind of artistic

ornament, the several kinds being found in separate

parts of the play ;
in the form of action,

2 not of

narrative
; through pity and fear effecting the

proper katharsis, or purgation, of these
3
emotions.'

1 Poet. vi. 2, fcrnv ovv rpay^oYa /AI/AI/O-IS 7rpaews <nrov8aias

Kai rcAeias p.eye&o<s C^OVCTTJS, iJSw/zevy Aoy(> %<apl<; eKacmp (codd.

CKcurrou) TWV ei'StSv ev rots /^o/utois, S/DWVTWV KGU ov 6Y

Si f\eov Kal <^o/?ov jrepaivovcra. rr)v TWV TOIOVTWV

2 On Sptovrwv see p. 335, note 2.

8 TWV TotouTwv has given rise to much misunderstanding. It

is not all such emotions ' or ' these and suchlike emotions,' but hy
a frequent and idiomatic use ' the aforesaid emotions,' namely, pity

and fear. It is with these, and these only, that tragedy is concerned

throughout the Poetics. There is probably, as Reinkens (p. 161)

says, a delicate reason here for the preference of TWV TOIOVTWV over

the demonstrative. The eAtos and <o/3os of the definition, as will

be evident in the sequel, are the aesthetic emotions of pity and

fear, those which are awakened by the tragic representation. TWV

240
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The 'several kinds of embellishment' are in the

next paragraph explained to be verse and song;

verse without music being employed in the dia-

logue, lyrical song in the choral parts. Tragedy is

hereby distinguished from Nomic and Dithyrambic

poetry, which use the combined embellishments

throughout.
1

From this definition it appears first, that the

genus of tragedy is Imitation. This it has in

common with all the fine arts.

Next, it is differentiated from comedy as being

a
fj,ijji'r)<Ti<} 7r/3aea)9 o-7roi>8ata9, an imitation of an

action that is neither ^e\oLa nor <f>av\r), neither

ludicrous nor morally trivial. It is concerned with

a serious end, namely evSaipovia,
2 that well-being

which is the true end of life. It is a picture of

human destiny in all its significance. No one

English word completely renders <nrovSaia?. The

translation
'

noble/ which has the merit of applying

to the characters as well as to the action, yet

suggests too much a purely moral quality, while

at the same time it does not adequately bring out

the implied antithesis to comedy. Grave and great

these are the two ideas contained in the word.

Many of the older critics, missing the true import

Toio/rrwv ira.B^fj.a.r(av are the emotions of pity and fear which

belong to real life. The use of rovrtav instead of TOIOVTWV might
have suggested that the feelings were identically the same.

1 Cf. Poet. i. 10. 2 Poet. vi. 9.

R
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of crTrouSata?, transfer the meaning which they ought
to have found here to the later words, /ueV^o?

exova-r)?, of the definition. These as is plain from

Aristotle's explanation in ch. vii. refer to the

actual length of the poem. Addison,
1 who does not

stand alone in this view, includes under them the

greatness or significance of the action (which is

in fact denoted by o-Trou&ua?) and also the internal

length or duration of the action, of which Aristotle

here says nothing.

Further, tragedy is differentiated in form from

Epic poetry as being dramatic, not narrative.

The remainder of the definition describes the

specific effect, the proper function (epyov) of

tragedy, namely, to produce a certain kind of

katharsis. It would be a curious study to collect

the many and strange translations that have been

given of this definition in the last three hundred

years. Almost every word of it has been mis-

interpreted in one way or another. But after all

it contains only two real difficulties. The one lies

in the clause concerning the 'several kinds of

embellishment.' Fortunately, however, Aristotle

has interpreted this for us himself; otherwise

it would doubtless have called forth volumes

1
Spectator No. 267 :

' Aristotle by the greatness of the action

does not only mean that it should be great in its nature but also

in its duration, or in other words that it should have a due length

in it, as well as what we properly call greatness.'
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of criticism. The other and more fundamental

difficulty relates to the meaning of the katharsis. 1

Here we seek in vain for any direct aid from

the Poetics.

A great historic discussion has centred round

the phrase. No passage, probably, in ancient

literature has been so frequently handled by

commentators, critics, and poets, by men who

knew Greek, and by men who knew no Greek.

A tradition almost unbroken through centuries

found in it a reference to a moral effect which

tragedy produces through the '

purification of the

passions.' What the precise effect is, and what

are the passions on which tragedy works, was very

variously interpreted. Corneille, Kacine,
2

Lessing,

1 Since the first edition of this book was published, a complete

account of the uses of the word KaOap<ri<s has been given by
Susemihl and Hicks (Politics of Aristotle) in a valuable note, pp.

641-656,
'

Kadapo-Ls as an aesthetic term' being treated pp. 650 ff.

In a few details the explanation of the word in its reference to

tragedy differs from what will be found in the following pages,

but I have not seen reason to alter what had been written.

2 Eacine states his own purpose as a dramatic writer in the

Preface to Phbdrv :

' Ce que je puis assurer c'est que je n'en ai

point fait ou la vertu soit plus mise en jour que dans celle-ci ; les

moindres fautes y sont se'verement punies : la seule pense"e du crime

y est regardee avec autant d'horreur que le crime meme; les faiblesses

de 1'amour y passent pour de vraies faiblesses. Les passions n'y

sont prdsentees aux yeux que pour montrer tout le desordre dont

elles sont cause ; et le vice y est peint partout avec des couleurs

qui en font connaitre et hair la difformite'. C'est la proprement le

but que tout homme qui travaille pour le public doit se proposer ;

et c'est ce que les premiers poetes tragiques avaient en vue sur
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each offered different solutions, but all agreed in

assuming the purely ethical intention of the drama.

Goethe protested ;
but his own most interesting

theory
1

is for linguistic reasons quite impossible,

nor does it accord with much else that is contained

in the Poetics. In 1857 a pamphlet by Jacob

Bernays
2

reopened the whole question, and gave
a new direction to the argument. His main idea

had been forestalled by Italian critics of the

Renaissance ;

3
afterwards it fell into oblivion

;
a

similar theory was independently struck out by
H. Weil in 1847,

4 but it attracted little notice

till Bernays set it forth in detail.

toute chose. Leur theatre etait une e"cole ou la vertu n'e"tait pas

moins bien enseigne"e que dans les e"coles des philosopher Aussi

Aristote a bien voulu donner des regies du poeme dramatique ;
et

Socrate, le plus sage des philosophes, ne de*daignait pas de mettre

la main aux tragedies d'Euripide. II serait a souhaiter que nos

ouvrages fussent aussi solides et aussi pleins d'utiles instructions

que ceux de ces poetes.'
1 Published in Nachlese zu Aristoteles Poetik, 1826. His trans-

lation of the definition is worth recording, if only for its errors.

' Die Tragodie ist die Nachahmung einer bedeutenden und abge-

schlossenen Handlung, die eine gewisse Ausdehnung hat und in an-

muthiger Sprache vorgetragen wird, und zwar von abgesonderten

Gestalten, deren jede ihre eigene Rolle spielt, und nicht erzahlungs-

weise von einem Einzelnen ; nach einem Verlauf aber von Mitleid

und Furcht, mit Ausgleichung solcher Leidenschaften ihr Geschaft

abschliesst.' The
effirj

of the definition here become the dramatic

characters and the fj.6pia are the parts they play !

2
Republished in 1880 in the volume Zwei Abhandlungen uber

die Aristotelische Theorie des Drama (Berlin).

3 See infra, p. 247, note.

4 In his paper at the Philological Congress of Bale, 1847,
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Bernays, with equal learning and literary skill,

maintained that katharsis here is a medical meta-

phor,
1 '

purgation/ and denotes a pathological effect

on the soul analogous to the effect of medicine on

the body. The thought, as he interpreted it, may
be expressed thus. Tragedy excites the emotions

of pity and fear kindred emotions that are in the

breasts of all men and by the act of excitation

affords a pleasurable relief. The feelings called

forth by the tragic spectacle are not indeed per-

manently removed, but are quieted for the time, so

that the system can fall back upon its normal

course. The stage, in fact, provides a harmless

and pleasurable outlet for instincts which demand

satisfaction, and which can be indulged here more

fearlessly than in real life.

Plato, it must be remembered, in his attack

upon the drama had said that ' the natural hunger
after sorrow and weeping' which is kept under

reprinted in Verhandlungen der zehnten Versammlung deutscher

Philologen in Basel (pp. 131-141).
1 The three chief meanings of the word, (1) the medical, (2)

the religious or liturgical, 'lustratio' or 'expiatio,' and (3) the

moral,
'

purificatio,' are sometimes difficult to keep apart. In Plato

Soph. 230 c the medical metaphor is prominent. Refutation

(e'Aeyxos) is a mode of Ka^a/atris. Before knowledge can be im-

parted internal obstacles must be removed (TO. ffj.iro8iovTa e*c-

ftaXciv). In Crat. 405 A doctors and soothsayers both use
rj

Kadapcrts KCU 01 KaSapfwl. In Phaedo 69 o the medical sense of

KaOapo-Ls shades off into the religioiis, the transition being effected

by the mention of KaOappos. In Timaeus 89 B-c the (fxipfia-

KevriKr) KaOapvis is discussed.
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control in our own calamities, is satisfied and

delighted by the poets.
1 '

Poetry feeds and waters

the passions instead of starving them.'
2

Through
its tearful moods it enfeebles the manly temper;
it makes anarchy in the soul by exalting the lower

elements over the higher, and by dethroning reason

in favour of feeling. Aristotle held that it is not

desirable to kill or to starve the emotional part

of the soul, and that the regulated indulgence of

the feelings serves to maintain the balance of our

nature. Tragedy, he would say, is a vent for the

particular emotions of pity and fear. In the first

instance, it is true, its effect is not to tranquillise

but to excite. It excites emotion, however, only

to allay it. Pity and fear, artificially stirred, expel

the latent pity and fear which we bring with us

from real life, or at least, such elements in them as

are disquieting. In the pleasurable calm which

follows when the passion is spent, an emotional

cure has been wrought.
3

1
Hep. x. 606 A, TO /3ia Kare\6p.vov Tore ev rats otKa'cus

vfJL(f>opa.is /cat TreTreiv^/cbs TOV Sa/c/aucrai re KCU a.TroBvpacr6a.i

iKavtos /cat awoTrA^cr^vai, <ixrt 6V TOLOVTOV oiov Toirrwv

fTTlOv/JiflV, TOT TT4 TOUTO TO V7TO TWV TTOITJTWI/ 7rifJ.TrXdfJ.eVOV

Kai xaipov. Cf. 606 B, Aoyi'(r0ai ya/3, ofytcu, oAiyots rurl

pfTeo-Tiv, OTI aVoAaveiv dvdyKr) oVo TWV aAAorpicov cis ra oiKeia.

6pf\f/a,VTa yap ev e/cetvois lo-xvpov TO eXeeivov ov paSiov ev TO?S

aiirov irdOfo-i Kare^eiv.
2

Rep. x. 606 D, T/3</>ei yap raura apSoiwa, Seov avxfJ-ew-
3 Zeller (Phil, der Gr.) thinks it unimportant whether the

medical or the religious use of the Icaiharsis is primarily intended,
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It is worth noting, as has been pointed out by

Bernays, and before him by Twining, that Milton

had already apprehended something of the true

import of Aristotle's words. In adopting the

pathological theory of the effect of tragedy he

was, as has been more recently shown, following

in the wake of Italian criticism.
1 In his preface

to Samson Agonistes he writes :

'Tragedy, as it was anciently composed, hath

been ever held the gravest, moralest, and most

profitable of all other poems ; therefore said by
Aristotle to be of power, by raising pity and fear,

or terrour, to purge the mind of those and such-

like passions; that is to temper or reduce them

to just measure with a kind of delight stirred up

by reading or seeing those passions well imitated.

as in either case the word bears a sense far removed from the

original metaphor. But the distinctive method of relief is different

in the two cases. The medical katharsis implies relief following

upon previous excitation. There is first a rapax^ or KWJO-IS, then

KaOapo-iS or e/cK/awrts. This is of vital moment for the argument.

If we lose sight of the metaphor, the significance of the process

is missed.

1 Mr. Spingarn in his interesting volume already mentioned,

Literary Criticism in the Renaissance (New York, 1899), quotes from

Minturno, L' Arte Poetica, p. 77 (Venice, 1564), the following

passage :

' As a physician eradicates, by means of poisonous

medicine, the perfervid poison of disease which affects the body,

so tragedy purges the mind of its impetuous perturbations by the

force of these emotions beautifully expressed in verse.' See also

an article by Professor Bywater in Journal of Philology, xxvii. 54

(1900), with quotations from Scaino's Italian paraphrase of Aristotle's

Politics (Rome, 1578).
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Nor is Nature herself wanting in her own effects

to make good his assertion, for so, in physick,

things of inelancholick hue and quality are used

against melancholy, sour against sour, salt to

remove salt humours/ In other words tragedy

is a form of homoeopathic treatment, curing

emotion by means of an emotion like in kind,

but not identical.
1

Aristotle, it would seem, was led to this re-

markable theory by observing the effect of certain

melodies upon a form of religious ecstasy, or, as the

Greeks said,
'

enthusiasm,' such as is rarely seen

in this country, and whose proper home is in the

East. The persons subject to such transports were

regarded as men possessed by a god, and were taken

under the care of the priesthood. The treatment

prescribed for them was so far homoeopathic in

character, that it consisted in applying movement

to cure movement, in soothing the internal trouble

of the mind by a wild and restless music. The

passage in the Polities'
2

in which Aristotle de-

1 Cf. the closing lines of Samson Agonistes :

His servants he, with new acquist

Of true experience, from this great event

With peace and consolation hath dismissed,

And calm of mind, all passion spent.
2 Pol. v. (viii.) 7. 1341 b 32 1342 a 15. For evOowia-

(T/AOS as a morbid state to be cured by music see Aristides Quin-

tilianus (circa 100 A.D.) Trepl /xotxriK^s ii. p. 157, quoted and

explained in Doling p. 332, cf. p. 261. There the healing process

is denoted by KaracrTeAAecrflat, ci7rcy/,6AtTTeo-$<u, fKKa0aipf<r&ai.
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scribes the operation of these tumultuous melodies

is the key to the meaning of katharsis in the

Poetics, Such music is expressly distinguished

by Aristotle from the music which has a moral

effect or educational value (ira&das /e/eei>).
It

differs, again, from those forms of music whose

end is either relaxation
(TT/JO? avanrawrw} or the

higher aesthetic enjoyment (717)09 Siayvyrjv).
1

Its

object is katharsis. It is a physical stimulus

which provides an outlet for religious fervour.

Patients, who have been subjected to this

process,
'

fall back/ to quote Aristotle's phrase,
'

into their normal state, as if they had under-

gone a medical or purgative treatment.'
2 The

emotional result is a ' harmless joy.'
3

The music employed is called a fdfofris TIS (i.e. of the enthusiasm),

which shows that the musical KaOapcris is a kind of homoeopathic

cure.

1 Susemihl (Pol, Susemihl and Hicks pp. 638 ff.) maintains

that KaOapcri-i is not a distinct end of music, but a means either to

Siayooy^ or avaTrawis, and would alter the text of 1341 b 40

accordingly. I hold with Zeller (Phil, der Gr.) that a comparison of

the two passages Pol. v. (viii.) 5. 1339 b 11, and 7. 1341 b 36 leads

to the conclusion that Aristotle recognises/our different uses of music,

2 Pol. v. (viii.) 7. 1342 a 10, Ka.0una.p.^vov<s Hxnrfp tarpcia?

Tv^ovras KCU Ka0ap<recos. The Sxnrtp marks the introduction of

the metaphor : larpeta is explained by the more specific term

Kcidapcris. KaOio-Tao-Oai is also a verb. prop, in medicine, either of

the patient relapsing into his natural state or of the disease settling

down (cf. Boring p. 328). In the same passage of the Politics

1342 a 14 the medical metaphor is kept up in Kov^i^a-Bai

('
obtain relief

') /#' ^SovJ/s.
3 Pol. v. (viii.) 7. 1342 a 15, 6/zoicos Se KCU TO. fieXr; ra
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The homoeopathic cure of morbid ' enthusiasm
'

by means of music, was, it may be incidentally

observed, known also to Plato.
1 In a passage of

the Laws,
2 where he is laying down rules for the

management of infants, his advice is that infants

should be kept in perpetual motion, and live as if

they were always tossing at sea. He proceeds to

compare the principle on which religious ecstasy

is cured by a strain of impassioned music with the

method of nurses, who lull their babies to sleep

not by silence but by singing, not by holding them

quiet but by rocking them in their arms. Fear,

he thinks, is in each case the emotion that has to

be subdued, a fear caused by something that has

gone wrong within. In each case the method of

cure is the same; an external agitation (KLVTJO-^)

is employed to calm and counteract an internal.

KaOapriKa. irape\ei \apav a/^Aa/?^ rots av#pawrois. Susemihl

here accepts Sauppe's emendation TrpaKTiKa for KaOapriKa (see note

ad loc.). But the text may well stand if we regard 1342 a 11-15

(ravrb 8rj TOVTO . . . Kovfyi^ecrOai fie6' ^Sov^s) as parenthetic, and

as alluding not to the musical KaOapo-is but to the KaOapa-ts of e'Atos

and <o/3os in tragedy. Then the words o/xotws Se Kal TO. /xeAr; TO.

KaO. mark the return to the musical Ka.6ap<ri<s. (Newman, PoL

vol. iii. 567, retains Ka$a/3TiK<x, making the sense, 'cathartic

melodies as distinguished from the sacred melodies.') For the phrase

dpXafirjs rjSovrj see supra, p. 205, and Nic. Eth. vii. 14. 1154 b 4.

1 In Rep. viii. 560 D certain religious rites (probably musical)

produce an effect on the soul analogous to that of kathartic

medicine on the body : TOUTWV Be ye TTOU KevwravTes Kal

KaOrjpavres ryv rov Ka.Te\op.vov re VTT' avrutv KGU

foxyv /zeyaAoT6 reAecri K.T.A.

2 Laws vii. 790-1.
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But Plato recognised the principle only as it

applied to music and the useful art of nursing.

Aristotle, with his generalising faculty and his

love of discovering unity in different domains of

life, extended the principle to tragedy and hints

at even a wider application of it. In the Politics,

after explaining the action of the musical Catharsis,

he adds that
'

those who are liable to pity and fear,

and, in general, persons of emotional temperament

pass through a like experience ; . . . they all

undergo a katharsis of some kind and feel a

pleasurable relief.'
1

The whole passage of the Politics here referred

to is introduced by certain important prefatory

words :

* What we mean by katharsis we will now

state in general terms (a-rrXw?) ;
hereafter we will

explain it more clearly (epovpev o-a^earepov) in our

treatise on Poetry.'
2 But in the Poetics, as we

have it, the much desired explanation is wanting ;

1 Pol. v. (viii.) 7. 1342 a 11, TCCVTO 8rj
TOVTO dvayKcuov

Tracrxeii/ Kal TOWS eAoj/xovas KOU TOVS fafiijTiKOvs Kal rot>s 6'Atos

TraOrjTLKovs, . . . Kal 7racri jiyv(r6o.i TWO. Ka.6a.fxnv Kal Kov(f>ie-

arOai p.eO' ?}Sovrjs. Here riva KaOafxriv implies that the katharsis

in all cases is not precisely of the same kind. Hence we see

the force of the article in the definition of tragedy, TTJV rQ>v

TOIOVTMV TradrjiJ.a.Ton' KaOafxriv, the specific katharsis, that which

is appropriate to these emotions. Nothing but a very dubious

interpretation of Poetics xxvi. 7 supports the assumption of many
commentators that epic poetry excites precisely the same emotions

as tragedy.
2 Pol. v. (viii.) 7. 1341 b 39.
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there appears to be a gap in the text at this most

critical point. We are therefore driven back upon
the Politics itself as our primary authority. The

tone of the passage and particular expressions show

two things plainly first, that there the term is

consciously metaphorical ; secondly, that though its

technical use in medicine was familiar, the meta-

phorical application of it was novel and needed

elucidation. Moreover, in the words last quoted,

'all undergo a katliarsis of some kind,' it is

pretty plainly implied that the katharsis of pity

and fear in tragedy is analogous to, but not identical

with, the katharsis of ' enthusiasm.'

Now, Bernays transferred the katharsis of the

Politics almost without modification of meaning to

the definition of tragedy. He limited its reference

to the simple idea of an emotional relief, a pleasur-

able vent for overcharged feeling.
1 This idea, no

doubt, almost exhausts the meaning of the phrase

as it is used in the Politics. It also expresses, as

1 Keble's theory of poetry of the ' vis medica poeticae,' as he

calls it may well be compared. It is expounded in his Praelec-

tiones Academicae, and also in a review of Lockhart's Life of Scott,

which has been republished in Keble's Occasional Papers and

Reviews. The most important pages of the review are quoted in

Prickard (Aristotle on the Art of Poetry), pp. 102 sqq. Dr. Lock

(Biography of Keble) sums up the theory thus :

'

Poetry is essentially

for him a relief to the poet, a relief for overcharged emotion. It is

the utterance of feelings which struggle for expression, but which

are too deep for perfect expression at all, much more for expression

in the language of daily life.' Having pointed out that Keble's
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has been above explained, one important aspect of

the tragic katharsis. But the word, as taken up

by Aristotle into his terminology of art, has prob-

ably a further meaning. It expresses not only a

fact of psychology or of pathology, but a principle

of art. The original metaphor is in itself a guide
to the full aesthetic significance of the term. In

the medical language of the school of Hippocrates

it strictly denotes the removal of a painful or dis-

turbing element from the organism, and hence the

purifying of what remains, by the elimination of

alien matter. 1

Applying this to tragedy we observe

theory rests mainly on the Poetics he adds :
' But Aristotle writes

as a critic and is thinking of the effect upon the readers ; Keble, as

a poet, dwells primarily on the effect upon the poet, and secondarily

on that upon the readers.'

1 KV(acri<s in the Hippocratic writings denotes the entire removal

of healthy but surplus humours (TWV oiKfi<av orav vTrep/^aAAr; T<JJ

Tr^-ijOei) ; Ka.6apa-i<s the removal of TO, XVTTOVVTO. and the like,
' of

qualitatively alien matter
'

(TW aAAoT/atwv Kara TTOIOT^TCI, Galen).

Thus Galen xvi. 105, KCVOXTIS orav airavTes 01 %vp,ol opartfuas

Kvoi)j/Tcu, Ka0a/wis Se orav ot po\di]poi Kara Troiorrjra: xvi. 106,

&TTL p,V OVV
17 Ka.6apCTL<S TWV XvTTOVVTUtV KO.TO. TTOtOTTJTa. KCVOXTIS '.

cf. [Plat]
"

0/301 415 D, Ka.6apo-i<s aTro/cparis xeipovwi/ dirb /3t\-

Ttovwv. Plato was familiar with this idea. In Soph. 226 D,

KadappA<i is the proper name for '

separation
'

of a certain kind,

T^S KaraAetTrow-Tjs fJ.fv
rb /3eAriov 8iaK/3Krea>s, TO Se xe^Pov

aTro/JaAAowi/s. Cf. Rep. viii. 567 c (of tyrants who make a purge

of all the best elements in the state), /caAov ye, f<jnj, Ko.6app.6v.

Nat, rjv 8' cyw, rbv evavTiovvj ol larpol TO. (To^iara* ot p.ev ya/3 TO

Xi/>m>v d^ai/aouvTes \fiVOWl TO /3eATtcrTov, o 8e rovvavriov.

Ka.6a.ipfiv admits of a double construction. It takes

(i.)
An accusative of the disturbing element which is expelled

or purged away : e.g. TO TrfpLTTw/j-a, TO. XvTrovvra, TO.
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that the feelings of pity and fear in real life contain

a morbid and disturbing element. In the process

of tragic excitation they find relief, and the morbid

element is thrown off. As the tragic action pro-

gresses, when the tumult of the mind, first roused,

has afterwards subsided, the lower forms of emotion

are found to have been transmuted into higher and

more refined forms. The painful element in the

pity and fear of reality is purged away; the

emotions themselves are purged. The curative

and tranquillising influence that tragedy exercises

follows as an immediate accompaniment of the

transformation of feeling. Tragedy, then, does

dAA.oT/ua. The idea here uppermost is the negative one

of removing a foreign substance.

(ii.) An accusative of the object which is purged by this process

of removal : e.g. TOV avOpwirov, rb (rw/x,a, TTJV ^vx^v, ra

Tra.Q~fnua.ro..
The idea here uppermost is the positive one

of purifying and clarifying the organism, organ, or portion

of the system from which the morbid matter is expelled.

Corresponding to this two-fold use of the accusative with the

verb we have a twofold use of the genitive with the noun

(i) Ka0a/3<ris rQ>v XVTTOVVTWV, TOV TrepiTTCo/iaros, TCOV

and the like. To this class belongs the expression in Plato

Phaedo 69 c, KaOapa-is ru>v TOIOUTWV TTCIVTCOI/ (sc. TWV

ijSovwv),
' the purging away of these pleasures,' the pleasures

being regarded as not merely containing a morbid element,

but as being in themselves morbid
;

cf. Plut. De Inim.

Util. 10. 91 F, TOJV Tradutv TOVTWV Troioiyievos el<s TOUS

f\0povs dTroKaddpo-ei<s, 'expending (or discharging) these

feelings upon his enemies '

(in order to rid himself from

them).

(ii.) KaOapa-is (' purgation of
') TOV dvQpuTrov, TOV o-w/xaros, TWV
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more than effect the homoeopathic cure of certain

passions. Its function on this view is not merely

to provide an outlet for pity and fear, but to pro-

vide for them a distinctively aesthetic satisfaction,

to purify and clarify them by passing them through

the medium of art.

But what is the nature of this clarifying process ?

Here we have no direct reply from Aristotle. He

has, however, left us some few hints, some materials,

out of which we may perhaps reconstruct the out-

lines of his thought.

The idea of katharsis implies, as we have seen,

the expulsion of a painful and disquieting element,

TO, \v7rovvra. Now pity and fear in their relation

to real life are by Aristotle reckoned among ra

\v7rovvra. Each of them is, according to the

v
t
where the genitive expresses the person or

thing on which the Ka.6ap<ri<s takes effect.

In the definition of tragedy the genitive seems to fall under (ii.).

The KaQapo-is TUV TOIOVTWV iraO-rjp.a.rfav is
' the purgation or purifi-

cation of the pity and fear
' of real life by the expulsion of the

morbid element. This element is it is argued above a certain

pain or XVTTT;, which again arises from the selfishness which clings

to these emotions in actual life.

The interpretation of Bernays,
' the alleviating discharge of these

emotions,' implies that the genitive falls under
(i.). According to

this interpretation the cure is effected by the total expulsion of the

emotions, instead of by their clarification.

The double meaning of the accusative with KaOaipuv is already

foreshadowed in Homer, who employs a double accusative, of the

thing and of the person : Iliad xvi. 667

el 8' aye vvv, <f>i\f 3>oi(3(, KcAcuve^es oi/xa

IK /JeAecov
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definition in the Rhetoric, a form of pain (\v7rrj TIS).

Fear Aristotle defines to be '

a species of pain or

disturbance arising from an impression of impending
evil which is destructive or painful in its nature.'

1

Moreover, the evil is near not remote, and the

persons threatened are ourselves. Similarly, pity

is
' a sort of pain at an evident evil of a destructive

or painful kind in the case of somebody who does

not deserve it, the evil being one which we might

expect to happen to ourselves or to some of our

friends, and this at a time when it is seen to

be near at hand.'
2

Pity, however, turns into

fear where the object is so nearly related to

us that the suffering seems to be our own. 3

Thus pity and fear in Aristotle are strictly

correlated feelings. We pity others where under

like circumstances we should fear for ourselves.
4

1 Welldon's Trans, of Rhet. ii. 5. 1382 a 21, corw Sr) <o/?os

AVTTT/ TIS
>} Tapaxfj IK <avTctcrias /xeAAovTos KO.KOV

2 Ib. ii 8. 1385 b 13, rra> 8rj eAeos AVTTTJ TIS rt <

/ecu XvTTijpfp Tov avaiou Tvy\a.veiv, o Kav airros

Tr/DocrSo/ojcreiev av Tra.9f.lv
rj

rutv avrov rivd, KOI TOVTO or

^atVvjTat. Cf. 1386 a 28, rei 8' eyyvs <^atvo/Aeva TO. irddr)

eariv, ra Se fivptoa-rbv TOS yero/ieva r) Icrofieva ovre

OVTC
fJLffj.vrjfJifvoi r} oAcos OVK eXeovcriv

TTJ ov^ 6/iotajs, K.r.A. Stress

is laid on the object of pity being ai/aios, e.g.
in 1386 b 5-16,

Poet. xiii. 2 (infra, p. 259, note).

3 Ib. ii. 8. 1386 a 17, eAeovcri Se TOUS re
yv(opi[j.ov<$, av

p-f]

(r<j>68pa fjyvs Sxriv oiKeioTrjTf Trepl Sf TOVTOVS wnrep Trepl avrous

/leAAovras c^ovo-iv.
4 Ib. ii. 8. 1386 a 27, oara

e(f>
avruiv <f>o/3ovvTai, ravra ITT
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Those who are incapable of fear are incapable also

of pity.
1

Thus in psychological analysis fear is the primary
emotion from which pity derives its meaning. Its

basis is a self-regarding instinct ;
it springs from

the feeling that a similar suffering may happen to

ourselves. It has in it a latent and potential fear.

But it is a wrong inference to say, as Lessing

does,
2
that fear is always an ingredient in pity,

that we fear for ourselves whenever we feel pity

for another. The Aristotelian idea simply is

that we would fear for ourselves if we were

in the position of him who is the object of

our pity. The possible fear may never become

actual, but the strength of the pity is not thereby

impaired. Still the tacit reference to self makes

pity, as generally described in the Rhetoric,

sensibly different from the pure instinct of

compassion, the unselfish sympathy with others'

aAAwv yiyvopfva fXfovo-w. ii. 5. 1382 b 26, u>s 6" dfl-Aws eiirf.lv,

ffrofiepd fo-Tiv ocra !<* fTfpaiv yiyvofifva rj /itAAovra eAeeiva

eoriv.

1 Rhet. ii. 8. 1385 b 19, Sib oure 01 TravrcAws aTroAwAorts

fXeova-iv ovSfv yap av ert Tra.Qf.lv oiovrat, ireTrovdacri. yap'
ovre oi vTTfptv8aifJMVfLv oto/xcvoi, aAA* v/3/ot^owiv. Cf. iL 5.

1383 a 9.

2
Lessing, Hamb. Dram. Trans. (Bohn) pp. 409, 415, 436. The

view that the mention of fear in the definition is superfluous, fear

being implicit in pity, is strangely inconsistent with the position

he takes up against Corneille, that pity and fear are the tragic

emotions, pity alone being insufficient.

S
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distress, which most modern writers understand by

pity.
1

The conditions of dramatic representation, and

above all the combined appeal which tragedy

makes to both feelings, will considerably modify
the emotions as they are known in actual reality.

Pity in itself undergoes no essential change. It

has still for its object the misfortunes of 'one

who is undeserving
'

(o dvd&o?) ; which phrase, as

interpreted by Aristotle (Poet. ch. xiii.), means

not a wholly innocent sufferer, but rather a man

who meets with sufferings beyond his deserts.

The emotion of fear is profoundly altered when it

is transferred from the real to the imaginative

world. It is no longer the direct apprehension of

misfortune impending over our own life. It is

not caused by the actual approach of danger. It

1 Cf. Mendelssohn,
'

Pity is a complex emotion composed
of love for an object and displeasure caused by its misery.'

Schopenhauer held pity to be at the root of all true morality.

Aristotle himself in the Rhetoric marks a distinction between the

disinterested and generous eAeos of the young and the self-

regarding eAeos of the old: ii. 12. 1389 b 8, the young are

fXtijTLKol Sio. TO Travras \pr)o-Tovs KCU (BeXriovs vTroXa/j,(3dviv

. . . (ixrTf. dvdt.a irda-yjiiv vTroXapfldvovo-w O.VTOVS. ii. 13.

1390 a 19, tAe^Ti/coi Se /ecu 01 yepovrcs etViv, dAA' oi5 8ia TO.VTO

TOIS veois' ot
fj.fv yap Sta <f)t,\avOp(DTTiav, ol Se 81' da-Oevetav

TTavra yap OIOVTCU lyyvs eivai avrois iraBtlv. For a similar dis-

interested compassion compare the striking lines of Euripides,

Electra 294-5:

IvCCTTt 8' Ol/CTOS dfJUl&Kf. (Al/ Oll8oL[JLOV
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is the sympathetic shudder we feel for a hero whose

character in its essentials resembles our own. 1

1 Poet. xiii. 2, ... oure tXtov OVTC <d/3ov, 6 [i*v yap Trepl TOV

dvdgiov fo-Tiv SixrTv^ovvra, 6 Se irepl TOV opotov, eAeo? ftfv ircpi

TOV dvaiov, <d/3os Se irfpl TOV o/ioiov. I now take this passage

in its obvious grammatical sense, 'we feel pity for TOV dvatov

(cf. quotations from Rhetoric, p. 256 note 2) ; we feel fear for rbv

opoiov.' At different moments of a play pity or fear will be upper-

most according as the course of the action brings home to us more

vividly the undeserved nature of the suffering or the moral

resemblance between ourselves and the hero.

Thus the </>o/3os of tragedy is not, like the <d/?09 of the Rhetoric

and of real life, a fear for ourselves. But the fact that fear is

inspired by the sufferings of o 6/xoios indicates that even tragic fear

is in the last analysis traced back psychologically to a self-regarding

instinct. The awakening of fear as distinct from mere pity depends

on the close identification of the hero and ourselves.

In Ed. 2 I inclined to the view that the <o/?os of tragedy, like

the <o/3os of real life, is primarily fear for ourselves. On that

assumption irepi must bear a different sense in the two clauses :
' we

feel pity for TC)V dvdiov : we feel fear in connexion with TOV opoiov,'

i.e. his sufferings awaken a fear for ourselves who share his humanity.

The change of meaning is undeniably harsh, though certain con-

siderations were offered which mitigate the difficulty.

Some distinguished scholars have explained the difference be-

tween tragic fear and pity otherwise. Tragic fear, they maintain,

is the fear felt for the hero while the misfortune is still impending ;

pity, on the other hand, is awakened by events in the present or

the past. The reasons against reducing the difference merely to

one of time are :

(1) Fear in Aristotle is not distinguished from pity by a

reference to future time. In Ehet. ii. 5. 1382 b 26, quoted p. 256

note 4, fifXXovTa shows that we may pity a man for what is about

to happen. Cf. also Rhet. ii. 8. 1386 a 34, yj u>s /wAAov r} d>s

ycyovos.

(2) If pity and fear in tragedy are only two sides of the same

feeling, why distinguish them as sharply as is done in Poet. xi. 4

(r/
lAeov

r) <f>6(3ov) : xiv. 3 (TTOIO, ovv Seiva.
T)

Troia oiKTpa <f>aiveTai ;) ?
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The tragic sufferer is a man like ourselves

(0/^0409) ;

l and on this inner likeness the effect of

tragedy, as described in the Poetics, mainly hinges.

Without it our complete sympathy would not be

enlisted. The resemblance on which Aristotle insists

is one of moral character. His hero (Poet. ch. xiii) is

not a man of flawless perfection, nor yet one of con-

summate villainy ; by which we must not understand

that he has merely average or mediocre qualities.

He rises, indeed, above the common level in moral

elevation and dignity, but he is not free from

frailties and imperfections.
2 His must be a rich

and full humanity, composed of elements which

other men possess, but blended more harmoniously
or of more potent quality. So much human

nature must there be in him that we are able in

And why again insist, as Aristotle does, on the combined effect?

In any play with a tragic ending, in which the incidents work up
towards a catastrophe, pity at the event implies, on this theory, a

preceding fear : the separate mention of fear might be dispensed with.

(3) Pity, says Aristotle, is TTC/H TOV dvdgiov, fear irepl TOV

ofi.oi.ov. But why should the mere distinction of time make a

distinction of character necessary ? Why, that is, must the hero

be dvaios if we are to feel for him in present misfortune, but

o/Aotos if we are to feel for him under impending calamity ?

1 In Poet. xiii. 2 (see last note) <f>6/3o<s
is Trepl TOV

ofj.oi.ov,
while

eAeos is Trepl rbv dvd^iov. In Rhet. ii. 8. 1386 a 24, TOVS o^toi'ous

eXeovo-iv Kara rjXiKiav, KO.TO. TJOrj,
Kara eeis, Kara a^iw/zara, Kara

yevr), the reason being added that such similarity of conditions

suggests fear for ourselves. It may be noted that the '
likeness

'

of

the Rhetoric includes various external forms of resemblance which

are outside the scope of Poet. xiii.

2 See infra, ch. viii.
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some sense to identify ourselves with him, to make

his misfortunes our own. At the same time he is

raised above us in external dignity and station.

He is a prince or famous man who falls from a

height of greatness. Apart from the impressive

effect of the contrast so presented, there is a gain

in the hero being placed at an ideal distance from

the spectator. We are not confronted with out-

ward conditions of life too like our own. The

pressure of immediate reality is removed
;
we are

not painfully reminded of the cares of our own

material existence. We have here part of the

refining process which the tragic emotions under-

go within the region of art. They are disengaged

from the petty interests of self, and are on the

way to being universalised.

The tragic fear, though modified in passing

under the conditions of art, is not any languid

emotion. It differs, indeed, from the crushing

apprehension of personal disaster. In reading or

witnessing the Oedipus Tyrannus we are not

possessed with a fear that we may be placed in

circumstances similar to those of Oedipus, or be

overtaken by the same calamities.
1 Yet a thrill

runs through us, a shudder of horror or of vague

1 Corneille (Discours ii. De la Tragddie) argues from the

absence of any such dread that the Oedipus Tyrannus excites pity

only, and not fear. But if fear is rightly understood, it is par

excellence a tragedy of fear.
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foreboding.
1 The feeling is immediate and un-

reflective. The tension of mind, the agonised

expectation with which we await the impending

catastrophe, springs from our sympathy with the

hero in whose existence we have for the time

merged our own. 2 The events as they pass before

us seem almost as if we were directly concerned.

We are brought into a mood in which we feel that

we too are liable to suffering.
8 Yet the object of

dread is not a definite evil threatening us at close

quarters. In the spectacle of another's errors or

misfortunes, in the shocks and blows of circum-

stance, we read the
'

doubtful doom of human

kind.' The vividness with which the imagination

pictures unrealised calamity produces the same

intensity of impression as if the danger were at

hand. 4 The true tragic fear becomes an almost

* Poet. xiv. 1, Set yap KCU avev TOV opav OVT<O o~vveo~Tdvai rov

fj.v6ov, okrre TOV aKovovTa TO. irpa.yiia.ra yivofMfva KOI <f>piTTiv

/ecu eAeeiv IK TWV o~vfJ.f3aiv6vT(i)v
'

dirfp av TrdOoi TIS O.KOVWV Toy

TOV OlSiirov fj.v6ov. Cf. Plat. Rep. iii. 387 c, oo~a . . . ^/SITTCIV

Sr) Troiei . . . TOVS aKovovTas (of epic stories).

2 Cf. Plat. Rep. x. 605 D, tvSovres 17/105 aurovs fTrofifda V[JL-

7rdo")(ovTes.
3 Cf. Rliet. ii. 5. 1383 a 8, cxrre Set TOIOVTOVS 7ra.pao~Keva.fciv,

OTO.V y /3e\Tiov TO ^>o/3etcr^at aurovs, on TOIOVTOI eicrtv oiot

TraOciy /cat yap aXXoi yxei^ovs eTraOov.

4 This fact as the result of scenic representation is noted by
Aristotle with regard to eAcos, Rhet. ii. 8. 1386 a 31, dvayK-r)

TOVS o-vvaTTfpyaop,fvovs o-^^/xao-6 xai <^wvats Kai eo-^o-i (alo-Oi/jo-ei

Ac
) Kai oAws ev VTTOKpio-et. (XefivoTepovs civai- eyyvs yap

<j>aivfo-@ai TO KaKov irpo o/i/xarwv 7TO6ovvTCS, '<}
ws
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impersonal emotion, attaching itself not so much to

this or that particular incident, as to the general
course of the action which is for us an image
of human destiny. We are thrilled with awe

at the greatness of the issues thus unfolded, and

with the moral inevitableness of the result. In this

sense of awe the emotions of fear and pity are

blended.

We can now see that the essential tragic effect

depends on maintaining the intimate alliance be-

tween pity and fear. According to Aristotle, not

pity alone should be evoked by tragedy, as many
moderns have held ;

l not pity or fear, for which

Corneille argued ;

2 not pity and '

admiration,' which

is the modification under which the Aristotelian

77 ws yeyovds. (For TOVS a-wair. o^i^u. cf. Poet. xvii. 1.)

It may be remarked that there is no allusion in the Rhetoric to

<f>6/3o<;
as awakened in the drama.

1
e.g. Schiller in his essay On Tragic Art. Elsewhere in his

letters and other writings he sometimes speaks of fear as well as

pity ;
but his fear is not the Aristotelian fear ; it is merely the

apprehension felt while the terrible event is still in the future, a

fear which becomes pity after the event.

In ancient tragedy fear was a powerful and necessary .
factor.

In modern tragedy with the exception of Shakespeare pity

predominates over fear. In the eighteenth century fear was

almost entirely eliminated.

2
Corneille, Discours ii. De la Trage'die. He thinks he is

supported by Aristotle in this view.
'
II suffit selon lui (Aristote)

de 1'un des deux pour faire cette purgation, avec cette difference

toutefois, que la pitie' n'y peut arriver sans la crainte, et que la

crainte peut y parvenir sans la pitieV But, as has been already

shown, there may be pity without fear in the Aristotelian sense.
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phrase finds currency in the Elizabethan writers.
1

The requirement of Aristotle is pity and fear.
2 He

would no doubt allow that in some tragedies the

primary and predominant impression is fear, in

others pity. He would probably go farther and say
that an inferior tragedy may excite one only of the

two emotions generally called tragic.
3 But the full

tragic effect requires the union of the two, nor can

1
e.g. Sir Philip Sidney, An Apologie for Poetrie :

' The high and

excellent Tragedy . . . that with stirring the affects of admiration

and commiseration teacheth the uncertainty of the world. . . .'

2 The twofold emotion is recognised in Plato, Phaedr. 268 c,

TI 8' ft 2o<oKAe4 a$ Trpoa-fXOwv KOI "EvpnriSr) n<s Aeyoi, <os

cTTiWaTai irepl a-ftiKpov trpdy/JLO.TO<S /s^crees Tra/A/x^/ccts Troutv KOU

Trepl fjLtydXov irdvv arfjLiKpds, orav re ftovXrjTat oi/crpas, KOI

Tovvavriov av tfroftepas KOI aTmAijTtKas K.T.A. Ion 635 E,

Kadopta yap eKao-Tore CU'TOVS aviodev OTTO TOV ^/xaros
TC Kai Scivov I^AeTrovras /cat o-vv6ap,/3ovvTa<; rots

In Rep. iii. 387 B-D, pity and fear are both mentioned among the

effects produced by
' Homer and the other poets,' pity being caused

by sympathy with others who experience TO.
</>o/3e/>a. In Rep. x.

605D-606B pity alone is specified as awakened by 'Homer or

one of the tragedians.'
3 In the passages where 'pity or fear' occurs instead of

'pity and fear' the disjunctive particle retains its proper force.

In Poet. xi. 4 the reference is to the effect of a special kind of

avayvtapuris combined with TrepiTrereia rather than to the total

impression of the tragedy : 17 yap roiavrr) avayvu>puris Kal

TrepnreTtia rj
eXeov

e'^ci rj <f)6/3ov, oiwv Trpd^ewv vj Tpayo)8ia

/U/AJJCTIS wroKeiTcu. Again in xiii. 2 we read, ou yap <j>o(3fpov

ovSe fXffivov TOVTO: ovrf yap (friXdvOpunrov ovre eAeetvov ovre

(fro/Sepoy eo-ri: ovre eAeov ovre <f>6/3ov (X06 al
')

: ^T eXceivov

ovre <}x)f3epov eo-rai TO crvp,(3aivov : i.e. none of the plots here

referred to has a single element of tragedy, much less can the full

tragic effect be thus produced.
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the distinctive function of tragedy as katharsis

be discharged otherwise.

In the phrase of the anonymous fragment,
* On

Comedy,'
1 which appears to contain some genuine

Aristotelian tradition,
*

tragedy seeks to blend fear

with pity in due proportion
'

(77 TpaytaSla o-vuperplav

0e\et exeiv rov
<p6j3ov). Pity, as Bernays explains,

through its kinship with fear, is preserved from

eccentricity and sentimentalism. Fear, through
its alliance with pity, is divested of a narrow

selfishness, of the vulgar terror which is inspired

by personal danger.
2 A self-absorbed anxiety or

alarm makes us incapable of sympathy with others.

In this sense 'fear casts out pity.'
3

Tragic fear,

though it may send an inward shudder through
the blood, does not paralyse the mind or stun the

1 Printed by Vahlen and Susemihl at the end of their editions

of the Poetics, and commented on in detail by Bernays, pp. 142 sqq.
2 Voltaire quotes with approval the observation of Saint-

Evremont that in French tragedy tenderness takes the place of

pity and surprise the place of fear.
'
It cannot be denied,' he says,

' that Saint-Evremont has put his finger on the secret sore of the

French theatre.' The idea of fear, again, was frequently that of

mere terror. Thus in France in the seventeenth century the con-

ception of the tragic had come to be the union of the sentimental

and the horrible.

3 Rhet. ii. 8. 1386 a 21, TO yap Setvov erepov rov Aevov KOI

fKKpowTiKov rov cAeov, added as a comment on the story told in

Herod, iii 14. Cf. ii. 8. 1385 b 33, ov yap eAeovcru/ot eKTreTrA^y-

fjifvoi Sia TO twai ir/sos r<p oiKety irdOei. King Lear, Act v. Sc. 3,

This judgment of the heavens, that makes us tremble, |

Touches

us not with pity.'
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sense, as does the direct vision of some impending

calamity. And the reason is that this fear, unlike

the fear of common reality, is based on an imagin-

ative union with another's life. The spectator is

lifted out of himself. He becomes one with the

tragic sufferer, and through him with humanity at

large. One effect of the drama, said Plato, is that

through it a man becomes many, instead of one ;

it makes him lose his proper personality in a

pantomimic instinct, and so prove false to him-

self. Aristotle might reply: True; he passes

out of himself, but it is through the enlarging

power of sympathy. He forgets his own petty

sufferings. He quits the narrow sphere of the

individual. He identifies himself with the fate of

mankind.

We are here brought back to Aristotle's theory
of poetry as a representation of the universal.

Tragedy exemplifies with concentrated power this

highest function of the poetic art. The characters

it depicts, the actions and fortunes of the persons

with whom it acquaints us, possess a typical

and universal value. The artistic unity of plot,

binding together the several parts of the play in

close inward coherence, reveals the law of human

destiny, the causes and effects of suffering. The

incidents which thrill us are intensified in their

effect, when to the shock of surprise is added the

discovery that each thing as it has happened could
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not be otherwise
; it stands in organic relation to

what has gone before. There is a combination of

the inevitable and the unexpected.
1

Pity and fear

awakened in connexion with these larger aspects

of human suffering, and kept in close alliance with

one another, become universalised emotions. What

is purely personal and self-regarding drops away.

The spectator who is brought face to face with

grander sufferings than his own experiences a

sympathetic ecstasy, or lifting out of himself. It

is precisely in this transport of feeling, which

carries a man beyond his individual self, that the

distinctive tragic pleasure resides. Pity and fear

are purged of the impure element which clings to

them in life. In the glow of tragic excitement

these feelings are so transformed that the net

result is a noble emotional satisfaction.

The katharsis, viewed as a refining process,

may have primarily implied no more to Aristotle

than the expulsion of the disturbing element,

namely, the pain,
2 which enters into pity and fear

when aroused by real objects. The mere fact of

such an expulsion would have supplied him with

1 Poet. ix. 1 1. where the point lies in the union of irapa ryv
<5ociv with 81* a\Xr)\a.

2 Cf. Plut. Symp. Qu. iii. 8 (in reference to the musical katharsis),

wcnrc/a YI $pr)v<p&ia. Kal 6 7TiT^8os avAos iv apxy Ta^os KLVCI Kal

SaKpvov cK/3aAAei, Trpodytov 8e rrjv '/'
VX*) I/ C'S OIKTOV OVTW Kara.

fjiiKpbv f^aipei Kal dvaXio-Kei rb XVTTIJTIKOV a passage

which is also instructive as to the kathartic method generally.
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a point of argument against Plato, in addition to

the main line of reply above indicated. 1 In the

Philebus Plato had described the mixed (/w^ewm*)

or impure (a/cddaproi) pleasures as those which

have in them an alloy of pain ;
and the pleasure

of tragedy was stated to be of the mixed order. 2

The Aristotelian theory asserts that the emotions

on which tragedy works do indeed in real life

contain a large admixture of pain, but that by
artistic treatment the painful element is ex-

pelled or overpowered.

In the foregoing pages, however, we have

carried the analysis a step farther, and shown how

and why the pain gives way to pleasure. The sting

of the pain, the disquiet and unrest, arise from the

selfish element which in the world of reality clings

to these emotions. The pain is expelled when the

taint of egoism is removed. If it is objected that

the notion of universalising the emotions and

ridding them of an intrusive element that belongs

to the sphere of the accidental and individual, is

a modern conception, which we have no warrant for

attributing to Aristotle, we may reply that if this

is not what Aristotle meant, it is at least the

1 See pp. 245-6.
2 Phil. 50 B, ftrjvvei, 8r) vvv 6 Aoyos ry/iiv iv Oprqvois re. KOI tv

s, fj,rj TCHS Bpdfiacri p,6vov aAAa ry TOV fitov ^v/iTracry

. KCU Kco/i<)8ip, XvTras rjSovais afia KepdvvixrOat, /cat ev

8rj pvpiois. Of. 48 A, ras ye T/sayiKas $ewp?jcrei?, oral/

a/xa \atyoovTes
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natural outcome of his doctrine ; to this conclusion

his general theory of poetry points.

Let us assume, then, that the tragic katharsis

involves not only the idea of an emotional relief,

but the further idea of the purifying of the

emotions so relieved. In accepting this interpre-

tation we do not ascribe to tragedy a direct moral

purpose and influence. Tragedy, according to the

definition, acts on the feelings, not on the will. It

does not make men better, though it removes certain

hindrances to virtue. The refining of passion

under temporary and artificial excitement is still

far distant from moral improvement. Aristotle

would probably admit that indirectly the drama

has a moral influence in enabling the emotional

system to throw off some perilous stuff, certain

elements of feeling, which, if left to themselves,

might develop dangerous energy and impede the

free play of those vital functions on which the

exercise of virtue depends. The excitation of

noble emotions will probably in time exert an

effect upon the will. But whatever may be the

indirect effect of the repeated operation of the

katharsis, we may confidently say that Aristotle

in his definition of tragedy is thinking, not of

any such remote result, but of the immediate

end of the art, of the aesthetic function it

fulfils.

It is only under certain conditions of art that
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the homoeopathic cure of pity and fear by similar

emotions is possible. Fear cannot be combined

with the proper measure of pity unless the sub-

ject-matter admits of being universalised. The

dramatic action must be so significant, and its

meaning capable of such extension, that through
it we can discern the higher laws which rule the

world. The private life of an individual, tragic as

it may be in its inner quality, has never been

made the subject of the highest tragedy. Its con-

sequences are not of far-reaching importance ; it

does not move the imagination with sufficient

power. Within the limited circle of a bourgeois

society a great action is hardly capable of being

unfolded. A parochial drama, like that of Ibsen,

where the hero struggles against the cramping
conditions of his normal life, sometimes with all

the ardour of aspiring hope, more often in the spirit

of egoistic self-assertion which mistakes the measure

of the individual's powers, can hardly rise to tragic

dignity. We are conscious of a too narrow stage,

of a confined outlook, and of squalid motives under-

lying even conduct which is invested with a certain

air of grandeur. The play moves on the flat levels

of existence. The characters are unequal to the

task imposed on them
;
and though we may find

room for human pity in witnessing failure and

foiled hopes, still it is commonplace and gloomy
failure. No one can question the skill in dramatic
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construction and the stirring interest of Ibsen's

plays, but the depressing sense of the trivial cannot

be shaken off, and the action always retains traces

of an inherent littleness which hinders the awaken-

ing of tragic fear, still more of that solemnity and

awe which is the final feeling left by genuine

tragedy. Some quality of greatness in the situation

as well as in the characters appears to be all but

indispensable, if we are to be raised above the

individual suffering and experience a calming
instead of a disquieting feeling at the close. The

tragic katharsis requires that suffering shall be

exhibited in one of its comprehensive aspects ; that

the deeds and fortunes of the actors shall attach

themselves to larger issues, and the spectator him-

self be lifted above the special case and brought

face to face with universal law and the divine plan

of the world.

In order that an emotion may be not only

excited but also allayed, that the tumult of the

mind may be resolved into a pleasurable calm,

the emotion stirred by a fictitious representation

must divest itself of its purely selfish and material

elements, and become part of a new order of things.

It is perhaps for this reason that love in itself

is hardly a tragic motive. The more exclusive and

self-absorbed a passion is, the more does it resist

Jcathartic treatment. The feelings excited must

have their basis in the permanent and objective
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realities of life, and be independent of individual

caprice or sentiment. In the ordinary novel the

passion of love in its egoistic and self-centred

interest does not admit of being generalised, or

its story enlarged into a typical and independent

action. The rare cases where a love story is truly

tragic go to prove the point which is here enforced.

In Romeo and Juliet the tragedy does not lie

merely in the unhappy ending of a tale of true

love. Certain other conditions, beyond those

which contribute to give a dramatic interest, are

required to produce the tragic effect. There is the

feud of the two houses, whose high place in the

commonwealth makes their enmity an affair of

public concern. The lovers in their new-found

rapture act in defiance of all external obligations.

The elemental force and depth of their passion

bring them into collision with the fabric of the

society to which they belong. Their tragic doom

quickly closes in upon them. Yet even in death

the consequences of their act extend beyond the

sphere of the individual. Over the grave of their

love the two houses are reconciled.

Tragedy, as it has been here explained, satisfies

a universal human need. The fear and pity on

and through which it operates are not, as some

have maintained, rare and abnormal emotions. All

men, as Aristotle says,
1
are susceptible to them,

1 Pol v. (viiL) 7. 1342 a 5-7.
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some persons in an overpowering measure. For

the modern, as for the ancient world, they are still

among the primary instincts ; always present, if

below the surface, and ready to be called into

activity.
1 The Greeks, from temperament, circum-

stances, and religious beliefs, may have been more

sensitive to their influence than we are, and more

likely to suffer from them in a morbid form.

Greek tragedy, indeed, in its beginnings was but a

wild religious excitement, a bacchic ecstasy. This

aimless ecstasy was brought under artistic law.

It was ennobled by objects worthy of an ideal

emotion. The poets found out how the transport

of human pity and human fear might, under the

excitation of art, be dissolved in joy, and the pain

escape in the purified tide of human sympathy.

1 Cf. Some Aspects of the Greek Genius, Ed. 3, pp. 154-5.



CHAPTER VII

THE DRAMATIC UNITIES

* UNITY of plot does not,' says Aristotle,
1 '

as some

persons think, consist in the unity of the hero. For

infinitely various are the incidents in one man's life

which cannot be reduced to unity; and so, too,

there are many actions of one man out of which we

cannot make one action. Hence the error, as it

appears, of all poets who have composed a Heracleid,

a Theseid, or other poems of the kind. They imagine

that as Heracles was one man, the story of Heracles

must also be a unity.' Such is the principle laid

down for tragedy in ch. viii., and Homer is there

held up as the true model even to the tragedian.

Precisely the same principle is affirmed of epic

poetry in ch. xxiii., where it is added that unity

of time, like unity of person, does not of itself

bind events into a unity.
2 Not only epics like the

Achilleid of Statius offend against this funda-

mental principle, but also many modern dramas

in which the life and character of the hero become

1
Poet. viii. 1. 2 Poet, xxiii. 1-4.

274
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the ultimate motive, and a biographical or his-

torical interest takes the place of the dramatic

interest.

The first requirement of a tragedy is Unity of

Action.
1

Unity in Aristotle is the principle of

limit, without which an object loses itself in the

aireipov, the region of the undefined, the indeter-

minate, the accidental. By means of unity the

plot becomes individual and also intelligible. The

greater the unity, the more perfect will it be as

a concrete and individual thing ;
at the same time

it will gain in universality and typical quality.
2

The Unity of the tragic action is, again, an

organic unity, an inward principle which reveals

itself in the form of an outward whole. 3
It is

opposed indeed to plurality, but not opposed to

the idea of manifoldness and variety; for simple

as it is in one sense, it admits of all the complexity

of vital phenomena. The whole (o\ov) in which it

is manifested is complete (reheiov)
4 in its parts, the

1 For the meaning of 7iy>ais, 'action,' see pp. 123 and 334 sqq.
2 In Prob. xviii. 9. 917 b 8 sqq., the pleasure derived from a

Unity is ultimately resolved into the fact that it is yvupip-uiTepov :

Sia TC TTOTC T(av i&TOpttov ryStov a.KOVOfJ.f.v
T<av TTfpl tv (rvve&TrjKVKav

ff
rtav irepl TroAAa Trpay/iarevo/iei/wv ; rj

cuoTt rots yvtapifJLWTfpois

/zaAAov Tiyxxrexo/Jiev /ecu rj8iov avrwv aKovofj-ev yv(Dpifj.<aT(pov
Be

TTl T& WptVfLfVOV TOV dopUTTOV. TC> p*V Q$V 6V to/JKTTGU, TCI 8

7roAA.CC TOV aTTflpOV /J.CTfXfl-

3 Poet. ch. vii. (TO oAov), ch. viii. (TO li/) : supra pp. 186 sqq.

4 In the definition of tragedy (Poet. vi. 2) we have TeAeias

irpaa>s, in vii. 2 TtAcias KOI oAr^s 7rpae<os. So in xxiii. 1 epic
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parts themselves being arranged in a fixed order

(rdfa),
1 and structurally related so that none can

be removed, none transposed, without disturbing

the organism.
2 Within the single and complete

action which constitutes the unity of a tragedy,

the successive incidents are connected together

by an inward and causal bond, by the law of

necessary and probable sequence on which Aristotle

is never tired of insisting.

Again, a certain magnitude (/teyeflo?)
is indis-

pensable for the harmonious evolution of a whole

such as is here described. This is frequently

affirmed by Aristotle. As a biological law it

applies to the healthy life and growth of all

organic structures.
3

It is also an artistic law,

poetry is Trepl fiiav irpa.iv o\r)v Kal TeAei'av. A perfect 6'Aov is

necessarily TeAeiov. In Phys. iii. 6. 207 a 7 sqq. 6'Aov and TeAeiov

are opposed to aireipov, and the two words declared to be almost

equivalent in meaning : airetpov fj.ev
ovv rriv oS Kara irocrov

iv dei TI \a./3eiv ecmv ew. ov 8e fjLrj8fv e'co, TOVT

TfAeiov KOI oXov ovTto yap 6pt^6fj.eda TO 6'Aov, ov p^Olv

, o?ov avOpdiTTOv oAov
r) Ki(3(i)Tov : ib. 13, 6'Aov Se KCU

reAetov
rj

rb O.VTO Tra.fj.Trav rj wvveyyvs rrjv <j)vcriv &niv. Plato,

Farm. 157 D, evos TIVOS, o /caAov/zev 6'Aov, c^ aTra.vT(av cv T\eiov

yeyovos, TOVTOV poptov av rb popiov ely.

1 Of. Plat. Gorg. 503 E, (every craftsman and artist) ei's rdgtv

Tiva, /<ao-Tos CKao-rov riOrjcriv o av nOrj, Kal TrpofravayKa^ei TO

Zrepov ru> crept}) irpeTTOV T ctvai Kal d/3/AOTTeiv, ews av Tb otTrav

o-va-TtjTai TTayfj.evov re Kal KeKOo-urjfievov Trpay/Jia.

2 Poet. viii. 4, ueraTiOfuevov T4vbs /xe/aovs ^ d^aupovfjievov 8ia-

<f)epecrdai (1 8ia(f>opet(r6at or 8ia(f>@eip&r6ai) Kal KivfitrOai TO 6'Aov.

3 De Anim. ii. 4. 416 a 16, TWV Se <^>wct cruvio-Ta/xevwv TravTwv

e<TTi TTcpas Kal Aoyos ueyeOovs T Kat av^creros : de Gen. Anim.
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expressing one of the first conditions of organic

beauty.
1 In this latter sense it is emphasised in

chapter vii. of the Poetics. An object is unfit for

artistic representation if it is infinitely large or

infinitesimally small.
2 On this principle a whole

such as the Trojan war,
'

though it has a beginning
and an end,' is too vast in its compass even for epic

treatment
;

it cannot be grasped by the mind, and

incurs the risk attaching to any irokv^ep^ Trpa&s, of

becoming a series of detached scenes or incidents.
8

Aristotle wisely avoids attempting to lay down

any very precise rules as to the possible length to

which a play may be extended. What he does say

on the subject is marked by much sobriety and good
sense. He rejects as inartistic any reference to the

outward and accidental conditions of stage repre-

sentation.
4 He falls back on the law of beauty as

ii. 6. 745 a 5, ecrri yap TI ira.cn rots yois Tre/aas TOV p-eyedovs.

The same principle applies to a TroAis, Pol. iv. (vii.) 4. 1326 a 35,

aAA' eon T6 KCU TroAecrt p,eyedov$ ptTpov, oxnrep KCU TOJV aAAcjv

Trajmov, w<ov <I>TGJV opydvwv. Pol. viii. (v.) 3. 1302 b 34, wcnrep

croj/ia tK fAfpwv crvyKetTcu KOI Set avavcr0cu dvaAoyov, tva
p*fvyj

(TV/A/XT/)ia, . . . OUTto KCU TToAtS K.T.A.

1 Poet. vii. 4, eri 8' irel rb KaA5i> KCU wov KCU cwrav irpayp-a o

IVGJV ov p,vov
w

p.r]
TO rvyov K.T.\. Cf. ib. 7, del p,fv 6

(sc. p-vQo'i) fj.e^pi TOV a"vv8rj\os ?vai KaAAicov ecrrt Kara

Pol. iv. (vii.) 4. 1326 a 34, cuo KCU TroAiv rjs /xera /wy0ovs 6

opos VTrapxei) Tavrr^v eivai KaAAtcrT^v dvayKatov.
2 Poet. vii. 4-5 : supra, p. 187.

3 Poet, xxiii. 3.

4 Poet. vii. 6, TOV /r>yKovs o/aos <6> /xev 7iyx>s TOVS ciywvas Kai

TTji' aio-Orjo-tv ov rfjs rexvrj's (<TTLV.
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governing a work of art, and intimately related

to this on men's normal powers of memory and

enjoyment. The whole, he says, must be of such

dimensions that the memory or mind's eye can

embrace and retain it.
1 The more truly artistic

principle, however, is that which is stated in

ch. vii. 7. A play should be of a magnitude
sufficient to allow room for the natural develop-

ment of the story. The action must evolve itself

freely and fully, and the decisive change of fortune

come about through the causal sequence of events.
2

This rule holds good of the two varieties of

plot that are afterwards distinguished, of the

air\ri Trpa^, where the action proceeds on a simple

and undeviating course from start to finish ;
and

of the Tre-rr\yfjievi) Trpagis preferred by Aristotle

as intensifying the tragic emotions where the

catastrophe is worked out by the surprises of

Recognition (avaywpMns) and Reversal of the Situ-

ation (irepiTrereia);
3 these surprises, however, being

themselves woven into the tissue of the plot,
4 and

1 With ei'/ivrj/zovevTov (ch. vii. 5) as a limit of /wycflos in

the tragic p,vdo<i cf. xxiii. 3, CIXTWOTTTOS, and xxiv. 3, ovvaa-Oai

yap Sec a-vvopacrOai rrjv ap^rjv *a' T^ TeA.os in regard to epic

poetry.
^ Poet. viL 7, (is 8e aTrAws 8iopio~avTa<s eiTreti', ev ocry fieyfOzi

Kara. TC> et/cbs
Tfj

rb ava.yKa.iov e^e^Tjs yiyvo/zeva>v (rv/i/3aii/et eis

cvrv^tav IK 8wTVXtas t}
e eurvxias eiS Suvn^M* /iTa/3aAAeiv,

iKai/bs cy>os eo-riv TOV p.eye6ov<s.
3 Poet. x. 12. For TrfptirereLa see xi. 1 and infra, pp. 329-31.
4 Ib. x. 3, ravra 8 Sei yivecrOai e auriys TTJS o-uo-rourews TOV
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discovered in the light of the event to be the

inevitable, though unexpected, consequences of all

that has preceded.
1 The Xvo-t?, the unravelling or

Denouement of the plot, must, as we are told,

in every case 'arise out of the plot itself,'
2

not by recourse to the Deus ex Machina, or to

the play of accident a warning the need of

which is proved by the whole history of the

stage. 'What did she die of?' was asked con-

cerning one of the characters in a bad tragedy.

'Of what? of the fifth act/ was the reply.

Lessing, who tells the story, adds 8 that '
in very

truth the fifth act is an ugly evil disease that

carries off many a one to whom the first four acts

promised a longer life.'

Let us now look a little more closely into

Aristotle's conception of a '

whole/ as the term is

applied to the tragic action.

'A whole/ he says, 'is that which has a beginning,

a middle, and an end
'

; and each of these terms is

then defined. 'A beginning is that which does

not itself follow anything by causal necessity,

(j.v6ov, . . . Sia.<f>pci yap TroAu TO yiyvvrdat Ta8e Sta raSe ^

fJLTO. TttSe.

1 Poet. ix. 11.

2 Poet. xv. 7, (fravepuv ovv on KCU ras Aweis TWJ/ pvOwv (

avrov 8(i TOV p.vBov (rvfj.(3aiviv K.T.\. Cf. the censure passed

ch. xvi. 4 on the mode in which Orestes is discovered by

Iphigenia in Eur. 7. T., Kivos 8e eurrbs Aeyei a /JovAerai 6

TTOI^T^S aAA' oi>x o pvdos.
3

Lessing, Hamb. Dram., Trans. (Bohn) p. 238.
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but after which something naturally is or comes

to be. An end, on the contrary, is that

which itself naturally follows some other thing,

either by necessity, or as a rule, but has nothing

following it. A middle is that which follows

something as some other thing follows it.'
*

Some difficulties have been felt with respect to

these definitions. How, it is said, can a begin-

ning be causally unconnected with what precedes ?

Do the opening scenes of a tragedy stand apart

from the rest of the hero's career? Is nothing

implied as to his previous history ?

The answer would appear to be of this kind.

The beginning of a drama is, no doubt, the natural

sequel of something else. Still it must not carry

us back in thought to all that has gone before.

Antecedent events do not thrust themselves on us

in an unending series. Certain facts are necessarily

given. We do not trace each of these facts back

1 Poet. vii. 3, oXov Se TTIV TO fXov LPX*)V Ka ^
/
z

"
01' KCt *

TeXfvri'jV. apxn Se icmv o avro p.ev /AT)
e dvdyKr]<s fj.fr

dXXo

fOTTLV, fJifT
fKClVO 8' fTfpOV TTf^VKCV flVO.1

T) yfrttH&U' TeXeiTr) 8f

TovvavTiov o avrb
/X.CT' a.XXo irefyvKev etvou

ry e^ dvay/cr^s iy a>s 7rt

rb iroXv, /zero, 8e TOVTO aXXo ov8ev /iecrov Se o /cat avro per aXXo

Ko.1 fj.T fKflvo erepov. Cf. Plat. Farm. 145 A, TI 6e; oAov ov OVK

apxyv av e^oi KOLI
(j.e<rov /cat reXcvr^v; rf

olov re TI oXov etvai

avev T/06wv TOVTMV ; so 153 C. Sophist 244 E, ei roivvv oXov fo-rt'v,

. . . TOIOVTOV ye ov TO ov [Afcrov TC KCU ecr^aTa e^et, ravra &e *XOV

iracra dvdyKf] f^cpr] fXfiV- The opposite holds good of rb direipov :

Phileb. 31 B, "fjSovri 8e a^et/jos re avTrf /cat TOV p.r)T

/iecra ftTjrc reAos v auroJ d^>' favrov e^ovros . . .
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to its origin, or follow the chain of cause and effect

ad infinitum.
1

If we did, the drama would become

an endless retrograde movement. A play must

begin at some definite point, and at some definite

point it must end. It is for the poet to see that

the action is complete in itself, and that neither

the beginning nor the end is arbitrarily chosen.

Within the dramatic action, a strict sequence of

cause and effect is prescribed ;
but the causal chain

must not be indefinitely extended outwards.

The definition of the * middle
'

as 'that which

follows something as some other thing follows it/

looks at first sight mere tautology : but the context

shows that the word '
follows

'

here marks a causal,

not a purely temporal sequence. The idea is that

1 So Teichmiiller (Arist. Forsch. i 54, 250) rightly, in defending

the reading //.T)
e avayx^s in the definition of apx 7

? against the

proposed transposition e avay/ojs (J.rj.
The latter reading, 'that

which necessarily does not follow something else,' would, as he

says, describe the absolute beginning, the trpurov /avow, whereas

Aristotle here wishes to denote a relative beginning, that which

follows other things in time, but not as a necessary consequence.

He adds, however, that the reason Aristotle insists on this

relative beginning is that tragedy is within the sphere of freedom :

it must be begun by an act of free will. It seems most un-

likely that anything of the sort is in Aristotle's mind. On the

other hand, it is true that the Greek tragedians do generally make

the action begin at a point where the human will has free play.

This is a striking feature in Sophocles' treatment of the legends.

Dark or superhuman forces may be at work in the antecedents of

the play, but within the tragedy there is human will in action.

The Ajax, the Philoctetes, the Oedipus Tyrannus, and the Oedipus

Coloneus are examples.
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the
' middle

'

unlike the
'

beginning
'

stands in

causal relation to what goes before, and unlike the

'end' is causally connected with what follows.

There is no attempt to mark at what point in

the development of the play the 'middle' is to

be placed. The purpose of the definitions is

to exclude beginnings which require something to

precede them, endings which do not conclude the

action, and middles which stand alone, unconnected

either with the beginning or the end. We have

here an emphatic condemnation of that kind of

plot which Aristotle calls
'

epeisodic
'

(eVeto-oSto)^?),

where the scenes follow one another without the

inward connexion of the et/eo? or avay/calov.
1 A

succession of stirring scenes does not make a

tragedy ;
and it is just this truth that Euripides

is apt to forget when, instead of creating a well-

articulated whole, he often delights to substitute

pathetic effects, striking situations, rapid contrasts

and surprises.

These definitions, however, like so many in

the Poetics, have reference to the ideal tragedy;

they are not to be taken as a rule to which all

Greek plays conform. This will account for the

inconsistency between the account here given of

the
'

beginning/ and the account in ch. xviii. of the

Complication (SeVt?) and Denouement (\vo-is) of

the tragic plot. The Complication is that group
1 Poef. ix. 10. Cf. p. 158 note 1.
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of events which precedes the decisive turn of

fortune ; the Denouement is that group of events

which follows it. In strictness, and according to

the definition of ch. vii., the 'beginning' of the

play should be also the
'

beginning
'

of the Com-

plication. But the Complication, according to

ch. xviii., frequently includes TCL e'l^tfei/,
1 certain

incidents external to the action proper, but pre-

supposed in the drama and affecting the develop-

ment of the piece. With plays before him like the

Oedipus Tyrannus and the Ajax, Aristotle even

at the cost of slight inconsistency admits such

external incidents to form part of the dramatic

entanglement. It is in some measure owing to

this practice of the Greek theatre that an ancient

tragedy often resembles the concluding acts of a

modern play. It begins almost at the climax:

the action proper is highly compressed and con-

centrated, and forms the last moment of a larger

action hastening to its close. 2

If the analytical method of Aristotle in ch. vi.,

and his artificial isolation of the several elements

1 Poet, xviii. 1, TO. p.ev f<aOfv KCU evict r<av f(r<i>dcv TroAAuKis
rj

8ecri?, rb Se Xonrbv
rj Aixris (where, however, Ueberweg's trans-

position, TO,
fJLfV

e<i)6cv TToAAuKlS KOI CVIO. TWV f(T(i>8fV
f] S(7l?, if

not absolutely necessary, gives the more natural order of the words).
2 Cf. Dryden, Essay of Dramatic Poesy,

' The Ancients ... set

the audience, as it were, at the post where the race is to be con-

cluded ; and, saving them the tedious expectation of seeing the

poet set out and ride the beginning of the course, you behold him

not till he is in sight of the goal, and just upon you.'
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of tragedy, are in themselves liable to mislead tlie

reader, the rules of chapters vii. and viii. ought to

correct any erroneous impression that may arise.

The thought that here stands out above all others

is that of the organic structure of the drama.

Further, it becomes apparent that the recurring

phrase of the Poetics, a-varac-is (or o-vvOea-is) TWV

TTpay^drfov, does not denote a mechanical piecing

together of incidents, but a vital union of the

parts.
1

But, it may be asked, how is the organic

unity revealed ? From what point of view can we

most clearly realise it ?

If we have rightly apprehended the general tenor

of Aristotle's teaching in the Poetics, unity he

would say is manifested mainly in two ways.

First, in the causal connexion that binds together

the several parts of a play, the thoughts, the

emotions, the decisions of the will, the external

events being inextricably interwoven. Secondly,

in the fact that the whole series of events, with all

the moral forces that are brought into collision,

are directed to a single end. The action as it

advances converges on a definite point. The

thread of purpose running through it becomes

more marked. All minor effects are subordinated

to the sense of an ever-growing unity. The end is

linked to the beginning with inevitable certainty,

and in the end we discern the meaning of the

1 Cf. p. 347.
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whole TO re'Xo? peyio-TOv diravTcov.
1 In this

powerful and concentrated impression lies the

supreme test of unity.

Aristotle's conception of the unity of plan

essential to the drama could not be much better

summed up than in the following extract from

Lowell :

2 ' In a play we not only expect a

succession of scenes, but that each scene should

lead, by a logic more or less stringent, if not to

the next, at any rate to something that is to

follow, and that all should contribute their frac-

tion of impulse towards the inevitable catastrophe.

That is to say, the structure should be organic,

with a necessary and harmonious connexion and

relation of parts, and not merely mechanical, with

an arbitrary or haphazard joining of one part to

another. It is in the former sense alone that any

production can be called a work of art.'

The general law of unity laid down in the

Poetics for an epic poem is almost the same as for

the drama
;

3 but the drama forms a more compact

and serried whole. Its events are in more direct

relation with the development of character ; its

incidents are never incidents and nothing more.

The sequence of the parts is more inevitable

1 Poet, vi. 10.

2 J. R. Lowell, The Old English Dramatists, p. 55.

3 In the Poetics the epic is treated chiefly from the point of

view of the drama ; in Dryden's dramatic criticism the converse

holds good.
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morally more inevitable than in a story where

the external facts and events have an independent

value of their own. And though the modern drama,

unlike the ancient, aspires to a certain epic fulness

of treatment, it cannot violate the determining

conditions of dramatic form.

The epic, being of wider compass, can admit many

episodes, which serve to fill in the pauses of the

action, or diversify the interest.
1

They give what

Aristotle calls Troitci,\ia,
2 embellishment and variety

to the narrative. The epic moreover advances

slowly, and introduces 'retarding' incidents,

incidents by which the Denouement is delayed,

and the mental strain for the time relieved, only

to be intensified again when the climax comes.

Further, owing to the number of its minor actions,

the epic, while keeping its essential unity, contains

the plots of many tragedies ; in the phrase of Aris-

totle, it is TTo\vp,vOo<i :
3 whereas the drama rejects

this multiplicity of incidents ; it is of closer tissue,

pressing forward to an end which controls its entire

structure. By the very conditions also of dramatic

representation a play cannot, except through the

1 Poet, xxiii. 3, eTrewroSiots ofs 8iaXafj.(3a.vei (cf. Lot. '

distinguit ')

TJV Troirjcriv. xxiv. 4, rb /zcra/JaAAeiv TOV axovovra /cat eTreuroSiovv

vo/xoiois CTrewroSiois.

2 Poet, xxiii. 3.

8 Poet, xviii. 4, \prj <5e oirep fiprjrat TroAAaKis fiefJivrja-Oai
KCU

,r)
Troietv eTTOTroiiK^v (nxrT^/xa TpaywStav. CTTOTTOUKOV Se Aeya) TO

p,r)
Tro

K.T.A.
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mouth of messengers or by similar means, place

before us other than successive events. The epic,

by virtue of its narrative form, can describe actions

that are simultaneous. 1 Thus the Odyssey, after

a long interval, resumes the main story, which had

been left in suspense ; simultaneous and collateral

incidents are narrated with much fulness of detail,

and the scattered threads bound together in the

unity of a single and accelerating action.

The action, then, of the drama is concentrated,

while that of the epic is large and manifold. The

primary difference of form is here a governing

fact in the development of the two varieties of

poetry. The epic is a story of the past, the drama

a representation in the present. The epic story-

teller can take his time
;

his imagination travels

backward to a remote distance and there expatiates

at will. He surveys the events of a past which

is already a closed book. If he happens to be the

rhapsodist of an early society, he and his audience

alike have time immeasurable at their command,

he to tell, and they to listen.
'

Behold,' says King
Alcinous in the Odyssey, 'the night is of great

length unspeakable, and the time for sleep in the

hall is not yet ; tell me therefore of those wondrous

* Poet. xxiv. 4, ^et 8e . . . iro\v TI
vj

eVoTroua TSiov Sia. rb

ev fJ.ev TQ T/oaywSip fir) fvSf\f(rOa.i ap.a TrpaTTo/x.eva TroAAa p^prj

u.Liif.'la'Oa.i. dAA.a rb rt T>Js (TKrjvrjs /cat Ttov viroKpniav pApos p,ovov

ev Se rfj tTroTrou'p Sia TO Siijy^criv eivai TTI TroAAa pepr) a.p.a
TTOICIV
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deeds. I could abide even till the bright dawn, so

long as thou couldst endure to rehearse me these

woes of thine in the hall.'
l That is the true temper

of the epic audience. They will listen through the

night, and next day desire to take up the tale again.

The conditions of the drama are the opposite of

all this. The spectacle of an action evolving itself

in the present is very different from the leisurely

recital of an event that has happened in the past.

The impressions are more vivid in proportion to

their nearness. Nay, so vivid do they become that

the spectator, living in the present, becomes almost

one with the hero whose fortunes he follows. He
is impatient to see the sequel : he cannot listen to

long stories, to adventures unconnected with that

in which the central interest lies. The action which

rivets his attention is hastening towards its goal.

By the very fact that the dramatic struggle and

catastrophe take place before his eyes, the action

gains a rapidity, partly dramatic, partly lyric, that

is alien to the epic poem.

The only dramatic Unity enjoined by Aristotle

is Unity of Action. It is strange that this shoul t

still need to be repeated. So inveterate, however,

is a literary tradition, once it has been established

under the sanction of high authority, that we still

find the 'Three Unities' spoken of in popular

writings as a rule of the Poetics.

1
Odyss. xi. 373-6.
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It may be interesting here to cast a rapid

glance over the history of this famous literary

superstition.
1

The doctrine of the
'

Unity of Time/ or as it

was sometimes called the '

Unity of the Day/ rests

on one passage in the Poetics,
2 and one only.

1 For the early history of this doctrine see Breitinger, Lea

Unites cPAristote avant k Cid de Corneille (Geneve, 1879) ; and for

its history in France, Ad. Ebert, Entwickelungsgeschichte der

fransosische Tragodie, vornehmlich im 16. Jahrhundert (Gotha, 1856).
2 Poet. v. 4, crt 6e

T<j> /xij/cet, <m> ?} /xev (sc. 17 Tpay<p8ia) OTI

(j.dX.UTTa Trct/jaTcu virb fiiav TrepioSov -fjXiov ftvai
77 fiiKpbv eaA-

AttTTClV,
*

8e tTTOTTOtttt aOptCTTOS T
)(j36v(}>,

KOi TOVTO) Sia<f)(pf

KCUTO4 TO irp&TOV 6/iOt(OS fV TCUS T/3UyySiatS TOUTO CTTOtOW KO.I fV

rots fireariv.

Teichmiiller (Arist. Forsch. pp. 206 fF.) attempts to show not

only that /X^KOS here is the external length of the poem, but also

that xpoi'o? is the actual time taken in recitation (or representation),

as distinct from the ideal or imaginary time over which the action

extends. He seems to prove his case with respect to
JU.JJKOS, which

invariably in the Poetics means external length. But his view of

X/3QVOS is open apparently to fatal objections, the chief of which

are these : (1) p.ia.v irepioBov ^Atov can hardly express the day of

twelve hours. The word TreptoSos as applied to a heavenly body

always means its full orbit, its motion from a given starting-point

back again to the same point. This periphrasis, instead of the

simple phrase /uai/ ^/te/aav, seems expressly designed to indicate

that the day of twenty-four hours r/p-fpa together with vv is

meant. (2) As has been shown by Eibbeck, Ehein. Mm. 24, p. 135,

the parenthetical remark, TO Trpwrov 6/tot'ws fv Tats Tpay^Stcus

TOVTO eiroLovv KOI fv Tois eTrf<riv, tells strongly against Teichmiiller.

The reference must be to the imaginary time of the action in the

play itself. (3) rpay<o8ia throughout the Poetics is used for tragedy

as a distinct species of poetry, or for a particular tragedy, never

for the tragic performance including a tetralogy. (4) /xaAto-Ta

loses almost all point if the x/aoi/os is external time, and

U
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'Epic poetry and tragedy differ, again, in their

length : for tragedy endeavours, as far as possible,

to confine itself to a single revolution of the sun,

or but slightly to exceed this limit; whereas the

epic action has no limits of time.' We have here

a rough generalisation as to the practice of the

Greek stage. The imaginary time of the dramatic

action is limited, as far as may be, to the day of

twenty-four hours. The practice, however, did not

always exist. In the earlier days of tragedy, as

the next sentence shows, the time -limit was

ignored in the tragic no less than in the epic

action.

No strict rule is here laid down. A certain

historic fact is recorded, a prevailing, but not an

invariable usage. The effort of tragedy was in

this direction, though the result could not always

be achieved. Even in the developed Attic drama

several exceptions to the practice are to be found.

if virb fj,Lav . . . eivai instead of its natural sense '
fall within,'

'be comprised within,' is forced to mean 'occupy,' or 'fill up/
twelve hours of daylight.

The translation adopted in the text follows Ueberweg's explana-

tion. [JiyJKos is (with Teichmiiller) referred to the actual length of

the poem, but xp v s to the internal time of the action. The

difference in the length of a poem is made to depend on a difference

in the time occupied by the action. Eoughly speaking, such a

relation generally exists, at least in the drama. But it is far from

being a strict rule.

In forming this conclusion on a passage which is still not with-

out difficulty, I have had the advantage of some correspondence

with Prof. Bywater.
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In the Eumenides months or years elapse between

the opening of the play and the next scene. The

Trachiniae of Sophocles and the Supplices of

Euripides afford other and striking instances of

the violation of the so-called rule. In the

Agamemnon, even if a definite interval of days
cannot be assumed between the fire -signals

announcing the fall of Troy, and the return of

Agamemnon, at any rate the conditions of time

are disregarded and the march of events is

imaginatively accelerated.
1

As for the '

Unity of Place/ this too was a stage-

practice, generally observed in the Greek drama

but sometimes neglected, more especially in comedy :

it is nowhere even hinted at in the Poetics, and,

as a rule of art, has been deduced by the critics

from the Unity of Time. 2

1 On the time-question in the Agamemnon see an article by Prof.

Lewis Campbell in the Classical Review, vol. iv. 303-5. On the

general question of c The Unity of Time '
see Verrall, Ion of Eurip.

Intr. pp. xlviii ff. (Cambridge Press).
2 The formal recognition of the Unity of Place as a third Unity

dates from Castelvetro's first edition of the Poetics in 1570 : see an

article by H. Breitinger in Revue Critique 1879, ii. pp. 478-80.

In the same article two other points are noted : (1) that Castelvetro

adopts the theory put forward in the Poetik published 1561 from

the remains of J. C. Scaliger, identifying the time of the action

with that of the representation ; (2) that Sir Philip Sidney in his

Apologie for Poetrie, written soon after 1580 and published in 1595,

derived from Castelvetro many of the arguments and examples by

which he maintains his vigorous defence of the Three Unities.

See also Spingarn p. 99,
' In fact, Castelvetro specifically says
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There are several very obvious reasons for the

general observance of the minor Unities in Greek

tragedy. The simple and highly concentrated

movement of a Greek play seldom demanded, or

even permitted, a change of place or intervals

between the scenes. Such breaks would, as a

rule, have been liable to disturb the impression of

the unity of the whole. Moreover, as has been

often remarked, the Chorus formed an ideal bond

of union between the separate parts of the action.

Lessing suggests
l that the limitations of time and

place were necessary in order that the Chorus

might not seem to be kept too long away from

their homes. But if once we realise the painful

fact that these worthy men are kept standing, it

may be for twenty-four hours, fasting and in one

place, our distress will not be perceptibly aug-

mented if the action is prolonged to thirty-six or

forty-eight hours. Still, it is true that the constant

presence of the same group of actors in a theatre

where there was no drop-scene, no division into

Acts, did naturally lead to the representation of a

continuous and unbroken action.

From this point of view the presence of the

Chorus tended towards Unity of Place and Unity
of Time. From another point of view the Chorus

that the unity of action is not essential to the drama, but is merely

made expedient by the requirements of time and place.'
1 Hamb. Dram. Trans. (Bohn) p. 369.
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releases us from the captivity of time. The interval

covered by a choral ode is one whose value is just

what the poet chooses to make it. While the time

occupied by the dialogue has a relation more or

less exact to real time, the choral lyrics suspend

the outward action of the play, and carry us still

farther away from the world of reality. What

happens in the interval cannot be measured by

any ordinary reckoning ; it is much or little as the

needs of the piece demand. A change of place

directly obtrudes itself on the senses, but time is

only what it appears to the mind. The imagination

travels easily over many hours ; and in the Greek

drama the time that elapses during the songs of

the Chorus is entirely idealised.

In interpreting the passage of the Poetics

above quoted (ch. v. 4), the earlier critics dealt

very loosely with the Greek, "jreiparai 77 rpayySia,

says Aristotle. Corneille and d'Aubignac translate

Treiparcu by doit, and thereby convert the general

statement of fact at once into a rule. Successive

commentators repeated the error. But the stress

of the controversy gathered round another point.

What is the meaning of the phrase fiiav irepioBov

ri\iov,
'

a single revolution of the sun
'

?
*

Is it the

day of twenty-four hours or the day of twelve

hours? The Italian critics were divided on this

1 See p. 289 note 2.
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question ;
so too were the French. Corneille l

declared in favour of twenty - four hours
; but

proposed, by a stretch of the rule, to allow thirty

hours
;
and even this limit he thought hampering.

He wavers curiously between the true poetic view

as to the ideal management of time, and the

principle of poetic deception so widely held by
his contemporaries, that the more exact the re-

production of the conditions of reality, the better

the art.

At one moment he says that, if the representa-

tion lasts two hours, the dramatic action ought

to be the same length, that the resemblance may
be perfect. If, however, the action cannot with

due regard to probability be compressed into two

hours, he would allow it to run to four or six or

ten hours, but not much beyond the twenty-four.

Might it not have occurred to him that long before

the extreme limit of twenty-four or thirty hours

was reached, the principle of a life-like imitation of

reality would have been surrendered ? No sooner,

however, has he enunciated the rule than his

instincts as a poet get the upper hand, and he

writes : 'Above all I would leave the length of the

action to the imagination of the hearers, and never

determine the time, if the subject does not require

it. ... What need is there to mark at the opening

1
Corneille, Discours iii. Des Trois Unites.
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of the play that the sun is rising, that it is noon at

the third act, and sunset at the end of the last ?
'

Dacier 1

disputes the view that the 'single

revolution of the sun
'

means a day of twenty-four
hours. He holds it to be monstrous and against

common sense ;

'

it would ruin the verisimilitude.'

He fixes twelve hours as the extreme limit of the

dramatic action, but these may be either in the

night or in the day, or half in one and half in

the other.
2 In the perfect tragedy and here he

agrees with Corneille the time of the action and

of the representation should coincide. He roundly

asserts that this was an indispensable law of Greek

tragedy,
3

though this statement is afterwards

qualified. If, owing to the nature of the subject,

the poet cannot observe the rule of strict equi-

valence, he may have recourse to
'

verisimilitude
'

;

and this is stated to be the Aristotelian principle :

'Aristotle supplied the defect of necessity by

probability.'
4 Thus the law of the etVo? and

1 Dacier on Aristotle's Poetics, ch. v. note 21, Trans. (London

1705).
2 Of. d'Aubignac's translation of

7} pixpov e^aXXdrreiv,
' ou de

changer un peu ce temps,' i.e. to change from day to night or from

night to day.
3 Dacier on Poetics, ch. vii. note 14.

4 Dacier on Poetics, ch. vii. note 18. Here the dvajKaiov of

Aristotle becomes the exact equivalence of the time of the action

with the time of the representation : the CIKOS becomes the

verisimilitude which in default of such equivalence
' will cheat

the audience, who will not pry so narrowly as to mind what is

behind the scenes, provided there be nothing too extravagant.'
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avajKalov in the Poetics degenerates into a device

which may lead the audience to imagine that the

scene on the stage is a facsimile of real life. The

fallacious principle that the dramatic imitation is

meant to be in some sense a deception,
1

is at the

basis of all these strange reasonings as to the possible

equivalence between real and imaginary time. The

idea exists in Corneille.
2

It is pushed to its

extreme by Dacier and Batteux. Even Voltaire

commits himself to the absurd position that '

if

the poet represents a conspiracy and makes the

action to last fourteen days, he must account to me
for all that takes place in those fourteen days.'

3

1 'It is false that any representation is mistaken for reality ;

that any dramatic fable, in its materiality, was ever credible, or

for a single moment was ever credited.' Dr. Johnson, Preface to

Shakspeare.
2 With regard to Unity of Place Corneille says: 'Cela

aiderait a tromper 1'auditeur, qui ne voyant rien qui lui marquat
la diversity des lieux, ne s'en apercevrait pas, a moins d'une

reflexion malicieuse et critique, dont il y en a peu qui soient

capables
'

(Disc. iii.).

3 So Dacier on Poetics, ch. xviii. note 3 :

' Mr. Corneille is

satisfied that the audience should know why the actors go out of

the place where the scene is laid
;

but he does not think it

necessary to know what they do during the intervels, neither that

'tis required that the actors should do anything during the

intervals, but is persuaded that they may sleep then, if they please,

and not break the continuity of the action. We find just the

contrary according to Aristotle's principles, and that it ceases to be

a tragedy when 't is so, for this would certainly ruin all the prob-

ability, if the audience did not know what the actors were doing

during the intervals ; and if the actors have nothing to do, pray
what does the audience stay for? 'tis very odd to expect the
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Unity of Place was generally held to follow as

a corollary from Unity of Time. 1

Corneille, the

first French poet who rigorously observes the rule,

admits that he finds no such precept in Aristotle.
2

In defending it he is driven to desperate shifts,

which end in a kind of compromise. He points

out that the moderns are met by a difficulty the

ancients did not encounter. The Greeks could

make their kings meet and speak in public. In

France such a familiarity was impossible ; royal

personages could not be brought forth from the

seclusion of their chambers
;

nor could private

confidences be exchanged anywhere but in the

private apartments of the several characters. He

would, therefore, admit some extension of the rule.

He would allow a change of scene, provided that

sequel of an action, when the actors have nothing more to do, and

to be interested in a thing, which the actors are so little concerned

in, that they may go to sleep.' It is needless to say, there is not a

trace of all this in Aristotle.

1 Voltaire derives it from Unity of Action on the strangely

illogical ground that ' no one action can go on in several places at

once.' But surely a single action can go on in several places

successively.
2 Others who had never read the Poetics were not slow to

assert that all the Unities are there enjoined. Frederick the

Great (on German Literature) ridicules the plays of Shakespeare as

ridiculous farces, worthy of the savages of Canada
; they offend

against all the rules of the stage. 'For these rules are not

arbitrary ; you will find them in the Poetics of Aristotle, where

Unity of Place, Unity of Time, and Unity of Interest are pre-

scribed as the only means of making tragedy interesting.'
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the action represented took place within a single

town, and that the scene was not shifted in the

same act. Again, the place (an abstract lieu thedtral)

must be alluded to only under its general name

Paris, Kome, or the like and the stage decoration

must remain unaltered so far as this local area is

concerned. 1

Such were the anxious and minute contrivances

which a great poet devised to enable the imagination

to do its proper work. The principle, as Batteux

carefully explained, was that if the scene of the

action is changed while the spectator remains in

one place, he will be reminded that he is assisting

at an unreal performance ; the imitation will be so

far defective.

Far better we feel in the interests of the

dramatic art was the practice of the Shakespearian

theatre, the bare stage without movable scenery,

and the frank surrender of all attempt to cheat the

senses. The poet simply invoked the aid of the

imagination to carry his hearers through space and

time
;
to

'

digest

The abuse of distance, . . .'

'jumping o'er times,

Turning the accomplishment of many years

Into an hour-glass.'

1
Dryden, Essay of Dramatic Poesy, speaks of the '

regular

French play
' in which ' the street, the window, the houses and

the closet, are made to walk about, and the persons to stand still.'
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The problem of the 'Unities' cannot, indeed,

have presented itself to Aristotle in its modern

lights. But even if he had known what was to be

written on the subject, he would, doubtless, have

taken his stand no less decisively on the funda-

mental Unity of Action, and refrained from laying

down any binding rules for change of scene or lapse

of time. If Unity of Action is preserved, the

other Unities will take care of themselves. Unity
of Action is indeed in danger of being impaired by
marked discontinuity of place or time. There are

Spanish dramas in which the hero is born in Act i.,

and appears again on the scene as an old man at

the close of the play. The missing spaces are

almost of necessity filled in by the undramatic

expedient of narrating what has occurred in the

intervals. Yet even here all depends on the art

of the dramatist. Years may elapse between

successive acts without the unity being destroyed,

as we see from The Winters Tale.

After all, the drama is not possible without a

certain idealisation of place and time. If the poet

has once succeeded in transporting us to a far-off

land and a distant age to ancient Rome or Athens

we are not inclined to quarrel with him as to the

number of hours or days over which the dramatic

action extends. We do not ask at the end of each

act, what the hour is by poet's time ; and, should

we seek to discover it from indications in the play,
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our curiosity will for the most part be baffled.

There is no calendar for such a reckoning, no table

of equivalent hours in the real and the ideal world.

It is part of the poet's art to make us forget all

time
; and, if in his company we lose count of

months and years, we do not cry out against the

impossibility. For, on the one hand, the imagina-

tion is not to be cheated by puerile devices into

the belief that its world is the world of reality :

on the other, we can hardly place any limit on the

demands to which it will respond, if only these

demands are made by one who knows how. Shake-

speare deals freely, and as he will, with place and

time ; yet he is generally nearer to the doctrine of

the Poetics than those who fancied they wrote in

strict accordance with the rules of that treatise.

French poets and writers on aesthetics did not

derive their dramatic rules directly from the Greek

models on which the Poetics of Aristotle is based.

The genius of Kome was more congenial to them

than that of Greece. Seneca, rather than Aeschylus

or Sophocles, was the teacher of Corneille and Eacine,

and even Moliere's comedy was powerfully affected

by Plautus and Terence. The French, having learnt

their three Unities from Roman writers, then sought

to discover for them Aristotelian authority. They
committed a further and graver error. Instead of

resting the minor Unities of Time and Place on

Unity of Action, they subordinated Unity of Action
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to the observance of the other rules. The result

not unfrequently was to compress into a space of

twelve or twenty-four hours a crowded sequence of

incidents and a series of mental conflicts which

needed a fuller development. The natural course

of the action was cut short, and the inner con-

sistency of character violated. A similar result

followed from the scrupulous precautions taken

to avoid a change of scene. The characters, in-

stead of finding their way to the place where

dramatic motives would have taken them, were

compelled to go elsewhere, lest they should violate

the Unities. The external rule was thus observed,

but at the cost of that inward logic of character

and events which is prescribed by the Poetics.

The failures and successes of the modern stage alike

prove the truth of the Aristotelian principle, that

Unity of Action is the higher and controlling law

of the drama. The Unities of Time and Place, so

far as they can claim any artistic importance, are

of secondary and purely derivative value.



CHAPTER VIII

THE IDEAL TRAGIC HERO

WITH the exception of the definition of tragedy

itself, probably no passage in the Poetics has given

rise to so much criticism as the description of the

ideal tragic hero in ch. xiii. The qualities requisite

to such a character are here deduced from the

primary fact that the function of tragedy is to

produce the Jcatharsis of pity and fear ; pity being

felt for a person who, if not wholly innocent,

meets with suffering beyond his deserts; fear

being awakened when the sufferer is a man of like

nature with ourselves.
1

Tragic character must be

exhibited through the medium of a plot which has

the capacity of giving full satisfaction to these

emotions. Certain types, therefore, of character

and certain forms of catastrophe are at once

excluded, as failing either in whole or in part to

produce the tragic effect.

In the first place, the spectacle of a man

1 See pp. 260 ff.

302
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eminently good
1

undergoing the change from pros-

perous to adverse fortune awakens neither pity nor

fear. It shocks or repels us (/uapov ea-nv). Next,

and utterly devoid of tragic quality, is the repre-

sentation of the bad man who experiences the

contrary change from distress to prosperity. Pity
and fear are here alike wanting. Even the sense

of justice (TO <pt\dv0pco7rov)
z

is unsatisfied. The

impression left by such a spectacle is, indeed, the

1 The eTTieiKTJs of Poet. xiii. 2 is from the context to be identified

with 6 apery 8ia(frep<av KOLL SiKaiotrvvy of 3.

2 Vahlen here (ch. xiii. 2) takes TO (f>i\dvdpu>Trov in its ordinary

sense, as human sympathy with suffering, even if the suffering be

deserved and the sympathy, therefore, fall short of eAeos. But the

comparison of ch. xviii. 6 suggests a more special meaning. The

outwitting of the clever rogue and the defeat of the brave villain

are there given as instances of TO faXavOponrov. It appears to

denote that which gratifies the moral sense, which produces a

feeling of satisfied justice. So it is taken by Zeller, Susemihl and

others. Properly it is a sympathetic human feeling ; and this

may be evoked either by the sight of suffering (merited or un-

merited), or by the punishment of the evil-doer. In Ehet. ii. 9.

1386 b 26 sympathy with unmerited suffering namely, <fA.eos

has as its other side the sense of satisfaction over merited mis-

fortune what is here called rb (j^XdvOpwirov. 6 aw jap AUTTOV-

eTTt TOIS avatws KaKoirpayova-iv rfjQ-ifTf.ra.1 77 aAvrros farrai

TO?? evavTtws KaKoirpayova-iv otov TOUS TraTpaXoias KOL

OTO.V rv\<jxri Ti/iayHas, ovSets ai> XvirrjOeirj x/^oros'
Set -yap ^ai'/aetv ri TOIS TOIOVTOVS. Dr. Lock has given me an

interesting illustration of <f>iXa,v6p<aTrov in the meaning here

assigned to it from the Book of Wisdom i. 6, <f>i\dv6p<t)Trov yap
Trvevaa cro<t'a Kal OVK dOwwa-fi TOV /^Xao-^yLtov.

With <iAav0/xo7roi/,
'

satisfying to human feeling,' may be com-

pared the later use of the word (common e.g.
in Plutarch), of

'

pleasing,'
'

gratifying,' in a more general way.
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exact opposite of eXeo?,
'

pity
'

: it is that which

the Greeks denoted by ve/juea-^, the righteous anger
or moral indignation excited by undeserved good
fortune.

1

Again, there is the overthrow of the

utter villain (o a-tfroSpa TTO^/JO?), a catastrophe

that satisfies the moral sense, but is lacking in the

higher and distinctively tragic qualities. Lastly,

Aristotle mentions the case which in his view

answers all the requirements of art. It is that of

a man who morally stands midway between the

two extremes. He is not eminently good or just,

though he leans to the side of goodness.
2 He is

involved in misfortune, not, however, as the result

of deliberate vice, but through some great flaw of

character or fatal error in conduct. 3 He is, more-

over, illustrious in rank and fortune
;

the chief

motive, no doubt, for this requirement being that

the signal nature of the catastrophe may be more

strikingly exhibited.

Another possible case remains, though it is not

among those here enumerated. The good man

may be represented as passing from adversity to

prosperity. On Aristotle's principles this would
1 Rhet. ii. 9. 1386 b 9, avriKeirai 8 TO> cAeeiv /iaAwrra filv o

KaXovcri vepto-av T<j> yap XvireurOai CTTI rats avaiats KCIKO-

Trpayicus ai/T6/cei)u.ei/dv ecrri Tpoirov rtva KCU O.TTO TOV avTov
vj

TO XvTTfurOai rt rats avai'cus evrrpayiats.
2 Poet. xiiL 4, ^SeXrtovos /xaAAov rj ^eipovos.
3 Poet. xiii. 3, /^yre <5ia Kaiciav KOI fj,oy8i)pia.v /iTa/3aAA(ov

TT)V SiWTu^iav aAA.a St' afj,apTia.v Tiva. xiii. 4, fj.rj

dXXa 8 L afJiapTiav /j.eyd\rjv.
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fail to produce the proper tragic effect
; for, though

in the course of the action we may be profoundly

moved by the spectacle of threatened ruin, the

total impression is alien to tragedy. The *

happy

ending,' frequent as it is in Greek and in all

dramatic literature, comes under the same general

censure as attaches to a plot with a double thread

of interest and a double catastrophe, prosperity

for the good, misfortune for the bad.
1

Aristotle

observes that 'owing to the weakness of the

audience' a play so constructed generally passes

as the best.
2 The effect is that of TO <j>t\.dv0p(OTrov

1 Poet. xiiL 7, Sevrfpa 8'
rj TT/JWT^ Xeyo/JLevrj VTTO TIVWV rrtv

[crucrracris] 17 Snr\iji> re TTJV <nxrTcuriv e'^owa, KaOairfp 17
'OSwr-

o-eia, /cat reAevTcocra tvavrias rots /JcArioo-t /cat ^eipo(riv.
^ Poet. xiii. 7, So/cet Se efvat TrputTrj Sta TT^V TWI/ dedrptav dcrOe-

veiav. Of. Twining ii. 116,' Chaucer's monk had the true Aristotelic

idea of Tragedy :

Tragedie is to sayn a certain storie,

As olde books maken us memorie,

Of him that stood in great prosperitee,

And is yfallen out of high degree

In to miserie, and endeth wretchedly.

But the knight and the host were among the Ofaral do-tfevets :

Ho ! quod the knight, good sire, no more of this :

That ye have said is right ynough ywis,

And mochel more ; for litel heviness

Is right enough to mochel folk, I gesse.

I say for me, it is a gret disese,

Wher as men have ben in gret welth and ese,

To heren of hir soden fall, alas !

And the contrary is joye and gret solas,

As when a man has ben in poure estat,

And climbeth up, and wexeth fortunat,

X
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above mentioned : reward and punishment are in

exact correspondence with desert. He himself

And ther abideth in prosperitee ;

Swiche thing is gladsom, as it thinketh me,

And of swiche thing were goodly for to telle.'

The Aristotelian view is maintained in Spectator No. 40, Taller

No. 82. On the other hand cf. Dryden, Dedication of the Spanish

Friar :
' It is not so trivial an undertaking to make a tragedy end

happily ; for 't is more difficult to save than 't is to kill. The

dagger and the cup of poison are always in readiness ; but to

bring the action to the last extremity, and then by probable means

to recover all, will require the art and judgment of a writer and

cost him many a pang in the performance.'

Dr. Johnson gives expression to the extreme view of 'poetical

justice' in his criticism of King Lear (vol. ii. 164-5). 'Shak-

speare has suffered the virtue of Cordelia to perish in a just cause,

contrary to the natural idea of justice, to the hope of the reader,

and what is yet more strange, to the faith of chronicles. Yet this

conduct is justified by the Spectator, who blames Tate for giving

Cordelia success and happiness in his alteration, and declares that,

in his opinion, the tragedy has lost half its beauty. Dennis has

remarked, whether justly or not, that to secure the favourable

reception of Cato, the town was poisoned with much false and

abominable criticism, and that endeavours had been used to discredit

and decry poetical justice. A play in which the wicked prosper,

and the virtuous miscarry, may doubtless be good, because it is

a just representation of the events of human life : but since all

reasonable beings naturally love justice, I cannot easily be per-

suaded, that the observation of justice makes a play worse
;
or that

if other excellences are equal, the audience will not always rise

the better pleased for the triumph of persecuted virtue. In the

present case the public has decided. Cordelia from the time of

Tate has always retired with victory and felicity. And if my
sensations could add anything to the general suffrage, I might relate,

I was many years ago so shocked by Cordelia's death, that I know

not whether I ever endured again to read the last scenes of the

play till I undertook to revise them as an editor.'
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regards the pleasure hence derived as proper
rather to comedy, where all discords are reconciled,

the bitterest foes part as friends,
' no one slays or

is slain
'

:

l

or, as Goethe in a similar context puts

it, 'no one dies, every one is married.'

The stress laid in this chapter on the unhappy

ending is the key to the striking phrase in which

Euripides, faulty as he may perhaps be in dramatic

structure, is pronounced to be '
still the most tragic

of poets.'
2 The saying must be read along with

1 Poet, xiii. 8. Of. Schol. on Eurip. Orest. p. 347 (Bind.), 17

KardXrj^is TTJS rpay^Stas ^ ets Opyvov i) eis TrdOos KaraAvei, 17
8e

T>}S Kw/xyStas ets CTTrovSas KGU StaAAayas, oOev opaVat roSe T&

Spafjia KdifjiiKfj KaraAr/ei ^pr)(rdfjLevov
'

StaAAayai yap Trpos Meve-

Aaov Kai 'Opea-Trjv. Arg. to Alcest. p. 87. 9 (Dind.), TO Se Spapd
CCTTL oraTvpt/cwTe/301/, art ets \apav Kal -^Sovrjv /caracrTpe^et Trapa

rots rpayiKOis e/c/JaAAerai ws avotKeta rijs rpayt/c^s Troii^rews o

T 'OpCCTTTyS Kttl
7J

*

A.X.KrpTTLS OS K
(TVfJ,<f)Opa'S fifV dpyfO/J-fVCL, 15

vSai/j.ovia.v 8e Kat ^apav A^avra. ecrrt 8e /iaAAov KCi>/i(j)8ias

exo/xeva. Of. Dante, Epist. x. 10.

2 Poef. xiii. 6, 6 EvpiTriS^s et Kai TO. aAAa
jj.rj

e3 otKovcytef,

aAAa Tpayt/cwraros ye TWV TTOI^TWV (jxuverai. The praise is

here further limited by the previous remark that the effectiveness

of such tragedies depends partly on stage representation : eVi yap
TWV <TKr)V<av Kat TWV aywi/eov TpayiKWTarai at TOtaurat ^atvovrat,

av KaTopdtoOitxriv.

The '

powerful tragic effect
' on the stage (rpayiKwraTai <f>aivov-

rat, TpayiKwraTos ye <au/erai) is a serious reservation for Aristotle

to make, for he requires a good tragedy to produce its proper effect

merely by reading, ch. xiv. 1. See Susemihl (Introd. p. 29), who

also compares the use of rpaytKos in a somewhat restricted sense

in the two other passages where it occurs in the Poetics, xiv. 7,

TO re yap utapov e^ctj KO.I ov rpayiKov aVa^es ydp (where rpa-

ytKoV implies tragic disaster), and xviii. 5 (applied to Agathon),

rpayiKoi/ yap TOVTO xa.1 (f>i\dv@p(i)Trov. Its limitation in the latter
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certain limiting expressions in the context, and

in other passages of the Poetics. But whatever

deductions may have to be made from the force of

the phrase, the estimate of Euripides here given is

directly connected l

by Aristotle with the preference

of the poet for the true tragic ending.

Eeverting now to the several types of excluded

characters, we may consider Aristotle's conclusions

more in detail. First, the eirteucfa or perfectly

blameless character is deemed unfit to be a tragic

hero on the ground that wholly unmerited suffer-

ing causes repulsion, not fear or pity. Why, we

may ask, not pity ? Surely we feel pity for one

who is in the highest sense avd&os, an innocent

sufferer ? In reply it has been sometimes said that

such persons themselves despise the pain of suffer-

ing ; they enjoy so much inward consolation that

they have no need of our sympathy.
'

Si vis me

flere dolendum est primum ipsi tibi/ This may

appear a cynical reflexion, though it can be so

passage is very remarkable in connexion with ffriXavdpuTrov. The

discomfiture of the wicked man, there spoken of, does not answer

to the true tragic idea ; it merely
'
satisfies the moral sense

'

;
so

that rpayiKov can hardly mean much more than strikingly

dramatic. In ch. xiii. 6 the chief thought is the pathetic and

moving power of Euripides. Cf. Probl, xviii. 6. 918 a 10, Sio. ri
r)

TrapaKaraXoyrj ev TCUS aJScus rpayiKov ; where TradrjTLKOv in the

next line is used as an equivalent. In Plato, Rep. x. 602 B, TOVS TC

Trjs TpayiKTJs Trot^crecos a:rro/>i6j/ovs ev ta//,/3etois Kai ev tTrecrt, the

word includes the sad narratives of epic poetry as well as of tragedy.
1 Poet. xiii. 6, Sio Kai K.T.\.
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put as to convey a real truth. The pity we feel

for outward misfortune may be sunk in our

admiration for the courage with which it is borne.

Aristotle's answer, however, would probably be

different. He too would say that pity is expelled

by a stronger feeling; as in the Rhetoric 'terror

tends to drive out pity.'
l But the mention here

of TO putpov suggests that the sense of outraged

j ustice would displace the softer emotions. Lessing,

agreeing with Aristotle on the main point, takes

occasion to enforce his own favourite theory
not Aristotelian which attributes a direct moral

purpose to tragedy. He speaks of the 'mere

thought in itself so terrible, that there should be

human beings who can be wretched without any

guilt of their own.' 2

The unqualified rejection of such a theme as

unsuited to tragedy may well surprise us. Aristotle

had not to go beyond the Greek stage to find a

guiltless heroine whose death does not shock the

moral sense. Nothing but a misplaced ingenuity, or

a resolve at all costs to import a moral lesson into

the drama, can discover in Antigone any fault or

failing which entailed on her suffering as its due

penalty. She was so placed that she had to

choose between contending duties ; but who can

doubt that she chose aright? She sacrificed the

1 Rhet. ii. 8. 1386 a 21, quoted supra, p. 265.

-
Lessing, Hamb. Dram. Trans. (Bohn) p. 435.
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lower duty to the higher ; and if, in so doing, her

conduct fell short of formal perfection, the defect

lay in the inherent one-sidedness of all human

action in an imperfect world. Hers was a '

sinless

crime/
1 nor could Aristotle on his own principles

call her other than eVta/cTfc, 'good' in the fullest

sense of the word.

Yet his reluctance to admit a perfect character

to the place of the protagonist has been almost

justified by the history of the tragic drama. Such

a character has been rarely chosen, and still more

rarely has been successful. But the reason

assigned in this passage does not appear to be

the true one. Blameless goodness has seldom the

quality needed to make it dramatically interesting.

It wants the motive power which leads to decisive

acts of will, which impels others to action and

produces a collision of forces. Dramatic character

implies some self-assertive energy. It is not a

rounded or perfect whole ;
it realises itself within

a limited sphere, and presses forward passionately

in a single direction. It has generally a touch

of egoism, by which it exercises a controlling

influence over circumstances or over the wills of

minor characters that are grouped around it.

Goodness, on the other hand, with its unselfish,

self-effacing tendency, is apt to be immobile and

uncombative. In refusing to strike back it brings
1

Soph. Ant. 74, oa- 10. Tr
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the action to a standstill. Even where it has no

lack of strong initiative, its impersonal ardour in

the cause of right has not the same dramatic

fascination as the spectacle of human weakness or

passion doing battle with the fate it has brought

upon itself.

Mazzini conceived the idea of a new drama in

which man shall no longer appear as a rebel

against the laws of existence, or the victim of an

external struggle with his own nature, but as the

ally of Providence, co-operating with the powers

of good in that secular conflict whose drama is

the history of the world. We may doubt whether

such a drama can in the true sense be tragic.

The death of the martyr of the hero who leads

a forlorn hope of the benefactor of mankind who

bears suffering with unflinching fortitude, and

through suffering achieves moral victory fills us

with emotions of wonder and admiration ; but it

can hardly produce the thrill of fear or tragic awe,

which Aristotle rightly felt to be an indispensable

factor in true tragedy.
1 The reason perhaps is

that tragedy, in its pure idea, shows us a mortal

will engaged in an unequal struggle with destiny,

whether that destiny be represented by the forces

within or without the mind. The conflict reaches

1 Corneille (Discours ii. De la TragJdie) objects to banishing

martyrs from the stage, and adduces his own Polyeucte in support

of his view a very doubtful example.
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its tragic issue when the individual perishes, but

through his ruin the disturbed order of the world

is restored and the moral forces re-assert their

sway. The death of the martyr presents to us

not the defeat, but the victory of the individual
;

the issue of a conflict in which the individual is

ranged on the same side as the higher powers, and

the sense of suffering consequently lost in that of

moral triumph.

The next case is that of the bad man who is

raised from adverse to prosperous fortune. This,

says Aristotle, is most alien to the spirit of tragedy.

No one will dispute the observation ; though we

cannot adopt Dacier's reason for accepting it.

'There is nothing more opposed to the refining

of the passions than the prosperity of the wicked
;

instead of correcting, it nourishes and strengthens

them ; for who would take the trouble to get rid

of his vices, if they made him happy ?
' 1 Good

fortune following upon a course of bad actions is

frequent enough in life
;
none the less it is to be

rigorously excluded from tragic and, indeed, from

all art. It may excite a lively sense of impending

terror, though even this is denied by Aristotle.

It certainly awakens no pity, and we may add

with Aristotle it offends the sense of justice.

Even granting that art must touch us through

our aesthetic sensibility, and has nothing directly
1 Dacier on Poetics, ch. xiii. Trans. (London, 1705).
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to do with the sense of justice, the aesthetic effect

itself will be one of pain and disquiet ; the doubt

and disturbance which arise from the spectacle of

real life will be reproduced and perhaps intensified.

In the drama our view of the universe needs to

be harmonised, not confused
; we expect to find

the connexion of cause and effect in a form that

satisfies the rational faculty. To suspend the

operation of the moral law by the triumph of

wickedness is to introduce the reign of caprice or

blind chance.

The overthrow of signal villainy is next set

aside by Aristotle as unsuited to tragedy, in

spite, as he expressly says, of the satisfaction it

offers to the moral sense. We cannot feel pity

when the suffering is deserved
;
we cannot feel fear

when the sufferer is so far removed in nature from

ourselves. Here again the judgment of Aristotle,

if tested by concrete examples, receives on the

whole striking confirmation. Yet this is precisely

one of the cases where the inadequacy of his rules

is most apparent. The limitation of view arises

from applying a purely ethical instead of an

aesthetic standard to dramatic character. Crime

as crime has, it is true, no place in art; it is

common, it is ugly. But crime may be presented

in another light. Wickedness on a grand scale,

resolute and intellectual, may raise the criminal

above the commonplace and invest him with a
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sort of dignity. There is something terrible and

sublime in mere will-power working its evil way,

dominating its surroundings with a superhuman

energy. The wreck of such power excites in us a

certain tragic sympathy ;
not indeed the genuine

pity which is inspired by unmerited suffering, but

a sense of loss and regret over the waste or misuse

of gifts so splendid.

It needs, however, the genius of a Shakespeare

to portray this potent and commanding villainy.

It was a perilous task to concentrate the whole

interest of a play round a character such as

Richard III. ;
and we may doubt whether Shake-

speare himself would have ventured on it in the

maturer period of his genius. The ancient drama

offers nothing comparable to this great experiment

no such embodiment of an entirely depraved will,

loveless and unhuman, fashioning all things with

relentless adaptation to its own ends, yet stand-

ing sufficiently aloof from life to jest over it with

savage humour. The wickedness of Richard III.

is on a different level from that of lago. In

lago we have no heroic criminal, but a plotter of

a meaner order, in whom the faculty of intrigue

amounts almost to genius ; coldly diabolical, more

malignant even than Richard, and delighting in evil

for its own sake. Richard, equally devoid of moral

scruple, and glorying in his
' naked villainy,' is yet

a prince with royal purposes and an insight into
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affairs. His masterpieces of crime are forged by
intellect and carried out with artistic finish and

completeness. The moral sense is kept half in

abeyance up to the close of such a drama. The

badness of the man is almost lost in the sense of

power. Tragic pity there cannot be for the

protagonist; hardly even for his victims; terror

and grandeur leave little room for any gentler

feelings.

There is a certain '

contradiction/ Schiller

observes,
1 ' between the aesthetic and the moral

judgment.' 'Theft, for example, is a thing

absolutely base ... it is always an indelible

brand stamped upon the thief, and aesthetically

speaking he will always remain a base object. On
this point taste is even less forgiving than morality,

and its tribunal is more severe. . . . According to

this view a man who robs would always be an

object to be rejected by the poet who wishes to

present serious pictures. But suppose this man is

at the same time a murderer, he is even more to

be condemned than before by the moral law. But

in the aesthetic judgment he is raised one degree

higher. . . . He who abases himself by a vile

action can to a certain extent be raised by a

crime, and can be thus reinstated in our aesthetic

estimation. ... In presence of a deep and horrible

crime we no longer think of the quality but of

1 Schiller's Aesthetical Essays, p. 251 (Bell and Sons).
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the awful consequences of the action. . . . Directly

we begin to tremble, all the delicacies of taste are

reduced to silence. ... In a word, the base element

disappears in the terrible.'

Aristotle does not appear to have been alive

to this effect of art. Still it must not be inferred

from this passage, nor again from ch. xv.,
1
that all

artistic portraiture of moral depravity is forbidden.

The Menelaus of Euripides is twice cited as an

example of character '

gratuitously bad,'
2 a phrase

which implies that there may be a badness that is

required by the dramatic motive and the structure

of a play.
3

It will fall under the wider law which

demands the light and shadeofcontrasted characters,

characters either standing out against one another

in strong relief, or each forming the complement of

the other. Thus we have such pairs as Antigone
and Ismene, Odysseus and Neoptolemus, Lear and

Gloucester, Hamlet and Laertes, Brutus and Antony.
The principle once admitted will allow of the utmost

divergence of ethical type. Aristotle admits the

principle, but in a cursory and parenthetic manner,

nor does he seem to have been aware of its range

and significance.

We now come to the ideal protagonist of tragedy,

as sketched in this chapter. He is composed of

mixed elements, by no means supremely good, but

a man '
like ourselves

'

(0/^0^09). The expression, if

1 Poet. xv. 1-2, 8. 2 Poet. xv. 5, xxv. 19. 3 See p. 227.
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taken alone, might seem to describe a person of

mediocre virtue and average powers. But Aristotle

must not be read in detached sections ; and the

comparison of ch. ii. and ch. xv. with our passage
shows us that this character, while it has its basis

in reality, transcends it by a certain moral eleva-

tion.
1 We could wish that Aristotle had gone

farther and said explicitly that in power, even

more than in virtue, the tragic hero must be raised

above the ordinary level
;
that he must possess a

deeper vein of feeling, or heightened powers of

intellect or will; that the morally trivial, rather

than the morally bad, is fatal to tragic effect. As

it is, we arrive at the result that the tragic hero is

a man of noble nature, like ourselves in elemental

feelings and emotions
; idealised, indeed, but with

so large a share of our common humanity as to

enlist our eager interest and sympathy. He falls

from a position of lofty eminence ; and the disaster

that wrecks his life may be traced not to deliberate

wickedness, but to some great error or frailty.

This last expression is not free from difficulty,

and has been variously interpreted. The word

afiapria by usage admits of various shades of mean-

ing. As a synonym of ap,dprr)p.a and as applied to

a single act,
2
it denotes an error due to inadequate

1 See p. 233.

2
e.g. Aesch. Prom. 8, roiacrSe rot

apt/mas cr</
5e6 foots Sovvai Si'/o/v.
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knowledge of particular circumstances. According
to strict usage we should add the qualification, that

the circumstances are such as might have been

known. 1 Thus it would cover any error of judg-

ment arising from a hasty or careless view of the

special case
;
an error which in some degree is

morally culpable, as it might have been avoided.

Error of this kind has the highest claim to pity

or consideration. 2 But d^apria is also more laxly

applied to an error due to unavoidable ignorance,

for which the more proper term is arv^ti^a,
'

mis-

fortune.'
3 In either case, however, the error is

unintentional ; it arises from want of knowledge ;

and its moral quality will depend on whether

the individual is himself responsible for his

ignorance.

Distinct from this, but still limited in its refer-

ence to a single act, is the moral d/jbaprla proper,

a fault or error where the act is conscious and

1 Eth. Nic. v. 8. 1135 b 16, orav plv ovv TrapaAoycas 17 fi\d/3r)

.' OTUV 8e
[Mr] TrapaAoyws, dvfv Se Ka/cias, dfJ-dpTrj/jia

yap OTO.V
rj dpx>1 *v

<*UT(J> fj T^S curias, aTt>x ' &'

OTO.V fgwdev)- orav 8f ctSws /ACV /x?) Trpo/JovAevcras 8e, aSi/ojjua.

Of. Rhet. 1. 13. 1374 b 6.

2 Eth. Nic. iii. 2. 1110 b 33, 17
Ka.0' e'/cacrra (ayi/ota), ev of?

Kal irepl a
i'j TrpaAs* ev TOUTOIS yap xal eAeos Kat orvyyvwyuv^ o

yap roimov TL dyvoiov aKovo-tcos TrpaTrei. iii. 1. 1109 b 31, rt

Se TOIS a/coucrtois crvyyvu>j.ir)<$ (yivo^tevi^s).
3 In Eth. Nic. v. 8. 1135 b 12 rot /T

5

dyvoias a/xapr^/xaTa

include (a) a ayvowv rts Trparret
= d/xapT^/taTa proper, (b) a 8t

dyvoidv rts Trpdrrei
=
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intentional, but not deliberate. Such are acts

committed in anger or passion.
1

Lastly, the word may denote a defect of character,

distinct on the one hand from an isolated error or

fault, and, on the other, from the vice which has its

seat in a depraved will. This use, though rarer, is

still Aristotelian. 2 Under this head would be in-

cluded any human frailty or moral weakness, a flaw

of character that is not tainted by a vicious purpose.

In our passage there is much to be said in favour

of the last sense, as it is here brought into relation

with other words of purely moral significance,

words moreover which describe not an isolated act,
3

but a more permanent state.

1 In Eih. Nic. v. 8. 1135b22 such an act is called an d8iKrjp.a,

but the agent is not dSt/cos : ravra yap /JAdVrovTes KCU dfiaprd-

VOVTCS aSlKOWTl fJLV, Kttt d8t.K1jfJ.aTd TTtV, OV fJLfVTOl 7TW dSlKOi SiOL

ravra ovSe irovypoi. . . . Sib KaAws TO, ex Ovpov OVK K irpovoias

Kpiverai. But in Eih. Nic. iii. 1. 1110 b 6 the man who acts in

anger or drunkenness acts dyvouv or OVK eiStus, though not Si'

ayvoiav : the acts, therefore, are ap.apTrnw.Ta.
2 Thus dpapTia is opposed to /ca/cta : Eth. Nic. vii. 4. 1148

a 2, 77 fj.ev yap a/cpacria ^eyerai ov\ u>s auapTia /xovov aAAa KCU

w? KaKta Tts rj
aTrAws ovcra

r)
Kara TI

fj.fpo<;.
But dfiapTia is

sometimes used loosely as a. euphemistic phrase for the vicious state

of the dSiKot who act from
17

Ka#oA.ov ayvoia or
17

tv TTJ irpoaipfcrei

ayvoia: Eth. Nic. iii. 1. 1110 b 29, Sia rr)V Toiavrrjv dpapTiav

dSlKOL Kttl oAtUS KttKOt yiVOVTCU.
3 Poet. xiii. 3, 6 /tryre dpeTQ Sta^epwv Kai SiKcu<xrwy, firjTe Sia

KaKi'av Kai fj.o\0r)piav fi.(Ta/3dXX<DV ts TIJV 8vo-Tv\iav : xiii. 4, /IT/

5ta (j,o)(6r)piav
aAAa Si dfiapTiav fj.fyd\r)v.

It must be owned,

however, that fjicydXrj is not a natural adjective to apply to a

mental quality or a flaw in conduct.
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On the other hand, there are many indications

in the Poetics that the Oedipus Tyrannus of

Sophocles is Aristotle's ideal play. Now Oedipus,

though of a hasty and impulsive temperament,
with something too of proud self-assertion, cannot,

broadly speaking, be said to have owed his ruin

to any striking moral defect. His character was

not the determining factor in his fortunes. He, if

any man, was in a genuine sense the victim of

circumstances. In slaying Laius he was probably
in some degree morally culpable. But the act

was done certainly after provocation, and possibly

in self-defence.
1 His life was a chain of errors,

the most fatal of all being the marriage with his

mother. All minor acts of ignorance culminated

here ; and yet it was a purely unconscious offence

to which no kind of blame attached. If Oedipus

is the person who suggested to Aristotle the

formula of this chapter, we can hardly limit the

word to its moral meaning, as marking either a

defect of character or a single passionate or

inconsiderate act. a^apria may well include the

three meanings above mentioned, which in English

cannot be covered by a single term. 2 The larger

sense, if it may be assumed, will add to the

1 Oed. Col, 992.

2 For a/xa/jTia, d/xa/arai'w in successive lines shifting from the

sense of voluntary to involuntary wrong -
doing cf. Oed. Col.

966 sqq.
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profound significance of Aristotle's remark. A
single great error, whether morally culpable or

not
;
a single great defect in a character otherwise

noble, each and all of these may carry with them

the tragic issues of life and death.

In any case no sharp distinction can be drawn

between moral and purely intellectual error, least

of all by a philosopher who laid as much stress

as Aristotle did on right knowledge as an element

in conduct. A moral error easily shades off into

a mere defect of judgment. But that mere defect

may work as potently as crime. Good intentions

do not make actions right. The lofty disinterested-

ness of Brutus cannot atone for his want of practical

insight. In the scheme of the universe a wholly

unconscious error violates the law of perfection ; it

disturbs the moral order of the world. Distinctions

of motive the moral guilt or purity of the agent

are not here in question. So too in tragedy

those are doomed who innocently err no less than

those who sin consciously. Nay, the tragic irony

sometimes lies precisely herein, that owing to some

inherent frailty or flaw it may be human short-

sightedness, it may be some error of blood or

judgment the very virtues of a man hurry him

firel Kaff avrov y OVK av fevpoi<s fp-ol

af^apTia.^ oveiSos ovSev, dvd' OTOV

rdS* eis cfJMvrov TOVS ffiovs ff fifj.apTa.vov.

The first dfia/aria is a conscious sin which might have brought

on him involuntary guilt as a divinely sent expiation.

Y
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forward to his ruin. Othello in the modern drama,

Oedipus in the ancient widely as they differ in

moral guilt are the two most conspicuous examples
of ruin wrought by characters, noble indeed, but

not without defects, acting in the dark, and, as it

seemed, for the best.

We should probably be putting too great a

pressure on the words of Aristotle and should go

beyond his intention, if we sought to include under

the rule of ch. xiii. such a character as Macbeth.

Still the thought of our passage lends itself easily

to this enlargement of the meaning. Macbeth

does not start with criminal purpose. In its

original quality his nature was not devoid of

nobility. But with him the apaprut, the primal

defect, is the taint of ambition, which under the

promptings of a stronger character than his own

and a will of inflexible force works in him as a

subtle poison. In a case such as this, tragic fear

is heightened into awe, as we trace the growth of

a mastering passion, which beginning in a fault

or frailty enlarges itself in its successive stages,

till the first false step has issued in crime, and

crime has engendered fresh crime. It is of the

essence of a great tragedy to bring together the

beginning and the end ; to show the one implicit

in the other. The intervening process disappears ;

the causal chain so unites the whole that the first

la bears the weight of the tragic result.
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Aristotle's theory of the tragic character has

suggested two divergent lines of criticism. On
the one hand it is urged, that the rule Si dpapriav

leaves no room for a '

true tragic collision.' The
fate of the hero is determined by forces outside

the control of the human will. A mere error, due

to the inherent limitations of man's faculties,

brings ruin. Thus, it is said, the highest form of 1

tragedy in which character is destiny, is at once
\

excluded. Nothing is left but the drama of an !

external fate.

This objection assumes that the tragic a/ta/m'a

is in truth no more than an arv^f^a, a mere

accident, a misadventure, the circumstances being
such that reason and foresight are unavailing.

Now, even if the word, as here used, were so

limited, a collision of forces such as is essential

to the drama would not be wanting. If a man is

so placed that he is at war with the forces outside

him either the forces of the universe, the fixed

conditions of existence, the inevitable laws of life,

which constitute
' Fate

'

;
or the forces that reside

in other wills that cross and thwart his own the

result may be a tragic conflict. The ancient drama
]

is chiefly, though by no means exclusively, the
j

representation of a conflict thus unwittingly begun,

however much purpose may be involved in its
\

later stages. The spectacle of a man struggling I

with his fate affords ample scope for the display
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of will-power and ethical qualities. The Oedipus

Tyrannus portrays a tragic conflict none the less

moving because the original error which leads to

the catastrophe springs from the necessary blindness

and infirmity of human nature.

But if we yield the main contention of these

critics and admit that a '

true tragic collision
'

is

one in which character and passion determine

destiny ;
in which the individual by an act of will

enters on a conflict where the forces enlisted on

either side are chiefly moral forces, Aristotle's phrase,

if we have rightly interpreted it, will still include

the most interesting and significant of such cases.

The great frailty will then be a moral frailty.

The resulting collision will in general be one of

two kinds. Either the individual from levity or

passion violates a known right, encroaches on a

sphere not his own, and provokes a conflict which

reacts on his character and culminates in tragic

disaster : or the collision will be one between

internal moral forces, the scene of the conflict

being the heart of man. Hence we get the

struggles of conscience, the wavering purpose,

the divided will, dramatic motives rarely found

in the older Greek tragedians, but which with

Euripides entered into the domain of the drama

and thenceforth held an assured place. The

objection, therefore, to this extent appears to be

invalid. At the same time, as already indicated,
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Aristotle's doctrine is in a measure defective.

It fails to take account of two exceptional types

of tragedy, that which exhibits the antagonism
between a pure will and a disjointed world, or

between a grand but criminal purpose and the

higher moral forces with which it is confronted.

Another class of critics have been reluctant

under any circumstances to disallow the authority

of Aristotle. It was gravely observed by Roger
Bacon that

'

Aristotle hath the same authority in

philosophy that the Apostle Paul hath in divinity/

After the Renaissance the general intellectual

sovereignty already wielded by Aristotle was

extended, especially in France, to the whole field

of literature. Every well constructed tragedy,

ancient or modern, was supposed to square with

the rules of the Poetics. When the facts of

literary history refused to adjust themselves to the

text, the meaning of the text was strained or

explained away, till the original rules were not un-

frequently forced to bear the very sense they were

designed to exclude. So far was the infallibility of

Aristotle carried that on one occasion Dacier makes

short work with an Italian commentator, who had

ventured to find an inconsistency between a passage

of the Poetics and the words of Holy Writ. He

brushes the objection aside with a simple reductio

ad absurdum. 'As if Divinity and the Holy

Scriptures could ever be contrary to the sentiments
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of Nature on which Aristotle founds his judgments.'
l

Methods of interpretation were applied to the

Poetics with which we are more familiar in Biblical

criticism. The words of Aristotle were explained

and defended by just those expedients that have

been resorted to in support of the verbal interpreta-

tion of Scripture.

Corneille was one of the adepts in the art of

adding glosses and saving clauses to the Aristotelian

text. Though he has left many luminous statements

of the principles of poetry, his work as an expositor

is too often inspired by the desire to reconcile

Aristotelian rules with plays of his own, which had

been written before he had become acquainted

with the Poetics. A single instance one of those

quoted by Lessing will show his easy method of

harmonising difficulties. Character, we are told

in the Poetics (ch. xv.), must be ^prja-rd,
'

good
'

:

the word can bear no other than the moral mean-

ing. Corneille, seeing that this requirement, taken

rigidly, would condemn a large number of admirable

plays, surmises that what Aristotle demands is

'the brilliant or elevated character of a virtuous

or criminal habit.'
2 He instances his own Cleopatra,

a heroine who is
'

extremely wicked
'

;

'

there is no

murder from which she shrinks.'
' But all her

crimes are connected with a certain grandeur of

1 Dacier on Poetics, ch. xiii. note 1, Trans.

2
Corneille, Discours i. Du Po&me Dramatique.
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soul, which has in it something so elevated, that

while we condemn her actions, we must still admire

the source whence they flow.'

In itself this criticism is on the right track
;

but not as an explanation of the Aristotelian

Xprja-ra ijdij. It is what Aristotle ought to have

said, not what he says. As Lessing observes,
1

Aristotle's
'

goodness
'

must on this view be ' of a

sort that agrees with moral badness as well as with

moral goodness.' In a similar spirit of mistaken

loyalty to Aristotle and in similar defiance of

linguistic usage, other commentators, Bossu,

Dacier, Metastasio persuaded themselves that

Xpy<r y&n could mean 'well marked' characters,

in this way rescuing the word from its objection-

able moral limitations.
2

Lessing here, while avoid-

ing these errors of interpretation and retaining the

plain meaning of the words, does so on grounds

which are wholly un-Aristotelian. 'Corneille/ he

says,
'

could not have had a more pernicious idea
'

than that vice may be ennobled by aesthetic treat-

ment. '
If we carry it out there is an end to all

truth, and all delusion, to all moral benefit of

tragedy. . . . What folly to desire to deter by

the unhappy consequences of vice if we conceal its

1
Lessing, Hamb. Dram. Trans. (Bonn) p. 437.

2 Cf. Dryden, Preface to Troilus and Cressida (where he is

evidently summarising Poet. ch. xv.),
'
first they [the manners]

must be apparent ;
that is, in every character of the play some

inclinations of the person must appear.'
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inner ugliness.' He is still under the influence of

his great assumption, that the immediate business

of tragedy is to make men better.

There is another method by which the authority

of Aristotle has been vindicated. Plays have been

brought into harmony with his supposed rules at

the cost of manifest violence done to the poems
themselves. Shakespeare has not escaped this

vice of interpretation. Gervinus dominated, as it

would seem, by the idea of a moral apapria is

inclined to find some culpable error wherever

there is tragic ruin. Such an error is proved to

be the cause, or partial cause, of the misfortune

that ensues not merely to the protagonist, but also

to the subordinate dramatic characters. He dis-

covers a '

poetic justice
'

in the death of Duncan,

whose unwary security led him to accept the

hospitality of Macbeth ; in the death of Cordelia,

whose want of
'

wise and prudent foresight
'

places

her in contrast with Edgar, and justifies the

difference between her fate and his
;
in the death

of Desdemona, who is guilty of
'

dangerous inter-

cession on behalf of Cassio/ and 'falls into sin

through innocence and goodness.'

Setting aside these strange perversions of

criticism, we may well believe that Aristotle

would have felt some surprise at being assumed to

have laid down a binding code of poetical rules

for all time and place. The contrast, is, indeed, a
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curious one between his own tentative manner and

the dogmatic conclusions based on what he has

written. He feels his way, he tacitly corrects or

supplements what he has previously said
; with a

careless ease he throws out suggestions, without

guarding against misconception. He little thought
of the far-reaching meaning that would one day be

attached to each stray utterance. It is not merely

the fragmentary form of the Poetics and the gaps

and errors in the text that should warn us against

straining the significance of isolated expressions.

Aristotle's own manner is allusive and incomplete.

He does not write with the fear of other critics

before his eyes. He assumes an audience already

familiar with the general drift of his thought, able

to fill in what is unsaid and to place his rules in

proper light and perspective.

In this very chapter he proposes at the outset

to sketch the plan of the ideal tragedy.
1

It is

of the type technically known in the Poetics as

'complex' (7re7r\yfjievr]) ,
not simple (a-TrX?").

The

'complex' tragedy is one in which the Change

of Fortune (^eraySacrt?) is combined with Eeversal

of the Situation (irepiirireta)
or with Eecognition

or with both.
2 Much misconcep-

1 Poet. xiii. 2, TT)V o-vv0riv . . . TTJS KaAAwrrqs
2 Poet. x. 2. The precise meaning of TrcpnrcTfia is a matter of

some controversy. The old rendering
' Reversal of Fortune ' can

hardly now be maintained. In Ed. 3 I translated the word

' Reversal of Intention,' accepting the view put forward by Vahlen
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tion might have been avoided had it been

noted that Aristotle is here determining not

in his Beitrdge zu Aristoteles' Poetik and further elucidated by
Dr. Lock in an interesting article in the Classical Review, vol. ix.

pp. 251253. According to that view Tre/DMrereia is any event in

which the intention of one of the agents is overruled to produce

an effect the opposite of that which is intended (Poet. xi. 1, rj eis

TO evavTiov TWV irpa.TTOfJ.ev(av /iera^oA^). Professor Bywater,

however (Festschrift Theodor Gomperz dargebracht zum siebzigsten

Geburtstage, Wien, 1902, pp. 164
ff.), urges strong reasons against

attaching so technical and limited a meaning to the term. He

argues that TO. Trpa.TToiJ.tva of the definition 'would naturally

denote no more than the incidents taking place in a certain scene
'

;

that the meaning assigned to the word by Vahlen is 'more

artificial than an ordinary stage -term can bear'; that it goes

beyond the definition and '

depends too much on an accident of

expression in Aristotle's account of Trepwrereia in the Oedipus

Tyrannus
'

(IXOwv a>s cv<^>pav(av TOV OiSiirow KCU aTraAAa^wv TOV

?r/3os TTJV fj.rjTepa <o/3ov K.r.A.) where the intention ascribed to

the Messenger is not fully warranted by the play itself; and that

it is very difficult to reconcile this meaning with the description

iu the Poetics of the great scene in the Lynceus. He holds that

irepnrfTfta. was only meant to designate a complete change of situation

in the course of a single scene ;
thus TWV Trpa.TTop,V(v in the

definition will be governed by fiTaf3o\^ rather than by eis TO

evavTiov. The term Trc^iTreTcia will nevertheless remain distinct

from the term /xTa/3ao-ts, as denoting a striking change occurring

in the course of the general movement (/ieTa/3ao-is) leading up to

the crisis of a play.

I agree in the main with this contention ; but would add that

Tre/aiTremo, as defined by Aristotle presents, I think, a sharper and

less vague idea than is conveyed by any such phrase as 'Complete

Change of the Situation,' or ' Reversal of the Situation,' though

we may be driven to this rendering for a want of a nearer

equivalent The tragic Trc/jiTrereia in ch. xi. 1 suggests, if I

mistake not, a series of incidents or a train of action (TCI

TrpaTTo/xeva) tending to bring about a certain end but resulting

in something wholly different. The situation, as it were, turns
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what is good in tragic art, but what is best;

he is describing the ideal tragedy, with the ideal

upon the agent who is attempting to deal with it, swings round

and catches him in the recoil. It may be noted that among
TO, eAeeiva enumerated in Rhet. ii. 8. 1386 a 12 is T& odfv

irpocrfJKev dyaOov TI VTrdp^ai, KO.KQV TI (TV/M/J^rai.

'Keversal of Intention' will not, then, be of the essence of

TTeptTrereta. On the other hand, it may enter as an element

into the case and heighten the dramatic effect. The instances,

therefore, adduced by Dr. Lock the story of Shylock in the

Merchant of Venice, of Adrastus in Herodotus, of Haman and

Mordecai in the book of Esther, of Joseph and his brethren

though not entirely typical, are yet apposite illustrations. Further-

more, Dr. Lock remarks that '

Tre/DiTrercia is to actions what irony

is to language. In the latter case, words are caught up by
circumstances and charged with a fuller meaning than the speaker

meant ;
in the former, deeds are equally caught up out of his grasp

and charged with a meaning the very opposite of that which the

agent meant.' This statement appears to need similar qualification.

Every TrepiTrereta does not come under this description ;
but an

overruled intention, with the new significance thereby added to

the event, is one of the special forms which Treparereia may assume.

It is worth observing that Trc/DiTrereta so modified sometimes

approaches nearly to what is known in modern criticism as the

'

Irony of Destiny.'

Apart, however, from the meaning of TrepiTrereia as defined

in ch. xi. 1, Aristotle also uses the word in a more lax and popular

sense for the mere development or evolution of incident out of

incident. Mr. Prickard has called my attention to a passage in de

Hist. Anim. viii. 2. 590 b 13, where Tre/HTreTeto.
is applied to the

turn of incident by which the polypus eats the crab, the crab eats

the conger, and the conger eats the polypus. In this looser sense

I take the phrase /c Tre/DiTreretas (Poet. xvi. 3), which is used of

the recognition of Odysseus by his nurse (Odyss. xix. 396 ff.),
as

opposed to an avayvcopum TrarTccos evexa (i.e. with the deliberate

intention to convince). The interpretation 'accidentally' offered

by Dr. Lock differs but slightly from this
;
he compares the usage

of the word in Polybius for 'an accident,' or 'a disaster.'
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hero to correspond. The way in which other types

of plot and character are dismissed is, no doubt,

too sweeping, too summary, and partakes of the

same exaggeration as certain remarks in ch. vi.

about the subordinate place of character in the

drama. 1
It is, however, a feature of Aristotle's

manner, especially in his more popular treatises,

to set aside the less preferred of two alternatives

in words which imply unqualified rejection. The

ideal tragedy, as here sketched by him, is one

which will excite pity and fear in no ordinary

combination, but these two emotions heightened

to their utmost capacity under the conditions of

the most perfect art. We cannot infer that he

would condemn as utterly bad all that did not

come up to these requirements. There may be an

inferior, but still an interesting tragedy, in which

the union of the terrible and the pathetic does not

answer to the full tragic idea. The play will fall

short so Aristotle would probably say in a

greater or less degree of perfection, but it does

not cease to be tragedy.

When due weight has been given to these con-

siderations, the formula here proposed for the

character of the tragic hero will still remain incom-

plete and inadequate. Yet as is often the case

with Aristotle's sayings it contains a profound

truth, and a capacity for adaptation beyond what
1 See pp. 343 ff.
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was immediately present to the mind of the writer.

He insists on the conditions above specified as

requisite if we would merge our own personality

in the creation of the poet. No '

faultily faultless
'

hero, any more than a consummate villain, can

inspire so vital a sympathy as the hero whose

weakness and whose strength alike bring him

within the range of our common humanity.

Modern literature, and above all the Shakespearian

drama, while proving that the formula of Aristotle

is too rigid, have also revealed new meanings in

the idea of the tragic a^apria. Its dramatic pos-

sibilities have been enlarged and deepened. In

Hamlet, Othello, Lear, Macbeth, Coriolanus, we

have the ruin of noble natures through some defect

of character. In infinitely various ways it has

been shown that the most dramatic of motives is

the process by which a frailty or flaw of nature

grows and expands till it culminates in tragic

disaster.



CHAPTER IX

PLOT AND CHARACTER IN TRAGEDY

OF the six elements into which Aristotle analyses

a tragedy,
1

plot (nvOos) holds the first place.

Next in order is placed ethos (^#09), and then

dianoia (Stdvota). Each of these terms needs

some explanation.

Plot in the drama, in its fullest sense, is the

artistic equivalent of 'action' in real life.
2 We

have already observed 3 that 'action' (trpa^) in

Aristotle is not a purely external act, but an inward

process which works outward, the expression of a

man's rational personality. Sometimes it is used

for 'action' or 'doing' in its strict and limited

sense ;
sometimes for that side of right conduct

(evirpa^ia) in which doing is only one element,

though the most important. Again, it can denote
'

faring
'

as well as
'

doing
'

: hence, in the drama,

where '
action

'

is represented by the plot, it must

1 Poet, vi., ctyis, fjieXoTroua, Aeis, pvdos, ?J0os, Sidtvoia.

^ Poet. vi. 6, ICTTIV Srj T/Js //.ev Trpa^ews 6 pJvOo^ i u,t/,7c

3 See p. 123.

334
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include outward fortune and misfortune (evrv-^ia

and Sva-Tv^ia). Again, it is used by Aristotle of

the processes of the mental life
;

l and lastly, in

some contexts it is almost synonymous with

The Trpagfc of the drama has primary reference

to that kind of action which, while springing from

the inward power of will, manifests itself in

external doing. The very word ' drama
'

indicates

this idea. The verb (Spav), from which the noun

comes, is the strongest of the words used to

express the notion of doing ; it marks an activity

exhibited in outward and energetic form.
2 In

the drama the characters are not described, they

enact their own story and so reveal themselves.

We know them not from what we are told

of them, but by their performance before our

eyes.
3 Without action in this sense a poem

1 Pol. iv. (vii.) 3. 1325 b 16, aAAa TOV n-pa/crt/c&v (ftiov) ov/c

dray/caioi/ elvai Trpos Tpovs, Ka.6a.7rep otovrat rives, ouSe ras

Stavoias flva.i povov ravras Trpa/cTt/cas ras TWV airo/3atvovTcov

Xaptv ytvo/zevas e/c rov TrparTetv, dXAa TroAv /xaAAov ras

avTorcAets Kai ras atirtov evfKfv ^ewptas Kal SiavoT^rets. ) yap

evTrpaia reAos, wo-re /cat Tr/aa^is Tis 1

/jtaAwrra 8e irpa.rrf.iv Aeyo/tev

Kvpi<DS /cat TWV e^wTCptKwi/ Trpd^fwv TOVS rats Stavotats dp^ireK-

rovas.

2
8/owvT(ov /cat ov 8t' aTrayycAtas are the words of the definition

of tragedy. So (of Sophocles and Aristophanes) Poet. iii. 2,

TrpaTTOvras yap fj.Lfj.ovvTai
/cat SpaWas ap^ta. Cf. the frequent

antithesis of Spav and ?rao-x"', and the adj. Spao-nyptos.

3 Cf. the spectacular use of SpoV, e.g. TO. Spw/ieva 'EAcv<rtvi.
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would be not a bad drama, but no drama at

all. The form might be epic or lyric, it would

not be dramatic.

But this does not exhaust the idea of Trpafa as

understood by Aristotle. Among the reasons he

gives for the pre-eminent place assigned to the

plot, one is of fundamental importance. Tragedy,

he explains, is an imitation of an action which is

an image of human life, of its supreme welfare or

misery ; human life itself consisting in a mode of

action, not in a mere quality of mind l
in a form

of moral energy or activity, which has a profoundly

inward as well as an outward side. The plot or

Trpafys of the drama reproduces this most significant

mode of action ; it does not stop short at strenuous

doing. Still less is it a representation of purely

outward fortune or misfortune. The words used

by Aristotle are not ^two-is evrv^ia^; ical Bvarrv^ia^,

but /jii/jLrjo-is Trpdgew Kal fiiov. The former phrase

would be too external, too superficial to sum up

Poet. vi. 9, 17 yap TpayfpSta p.ifj.rjO'i's
&TTLV OVK

)aeu>s Kal J3iov <6 8e (3io<s> fv irpd^et. rrii> Kal TO reAos

7rpat's rts ecrn'v, ov Troiorr/s. (For the reading see Grit. Notes.)

With the last words cf. Pol. iv. (vii.) 3. 1325 b 21 (quoted note 1,

p. 335): Phys. ii. 6. 197 b 2, Si5 /cat dvdyKrj irepl TO, TrpaKra

eivai TTJV TV^TJV cr^/ieiov 8' on So/cet r^Toi Tavrov ei'vai Ty

ev8aifj.ovia 17 cvrv^ia r) eyyvs, rj
8* evSaifjiovia 7rpais T6?'

evirpa[a, yap. Plato had already observed that all imitative

art imitates ' men in action,' Rep. x. 603 c, irpdrrovTas,

dvOpWTTOVS fJLi/j.cirai rj /j.ifj.rjTtKr) /3iaiovs

K rov irpdrrfw rj
c3 OIO/ACVOVS r)

Ka/cws
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the essence and meaning of a tragedy as a whole,

though it is through the outward turns of fortune

that the catastrophe is brought about; these are

the medium by which the inner sense of the action

is revealed.

The plot, then, contains the kernel of that

'action' which it is the business of tragedy to

represent. The word 'action/ as is evident from

what has been said, requires to be interpreted with

much latitude of meaning. It embraces not only
the deeds, the incidents, the situations, but also

the mental processes, and the motives which under-

lie the outward events or which result from them. 1

It is the compendious expression for all these forces

working together towards a definite end.

Next we come to ethos and dianoia. In their

aesthetic application these present some difficulties.

Aristotle appears, indeed, to bestow unusual pains

on elucidating their meaning, for he gives at least

two definitions or interpretations of each in ch. vi.,

which again are supplemented by the observations

of ch. xv. regarding ethos, and of ch. xix. regard-

ing dianoia. 2 Yet a clear and consistent view

1 Cf. Dryden, Essay of Dramatic Poesy, 'Every alteration or

crossing of a design, every new-sprung passion, and turn of it, is

a part of the action, and much the noblest, except we conceive

nothing to be action till they come to blows.'

2 Mr. R. P. Hardie (Mind, vol. iv. No. 15) observes that while

the expression or imitation of the 7iy)ais is called the /iu#os, there

are no special words for the /x6/ii/o-is
of ^0os and of Sidvota, and

Z
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cannot be extracted from ch. vi. in the form in

which we have it; and this fact, taken in con-

junction with the multiplicity of definitions, has

afforded some ground for suspecting that there

hence both are ambiguously used, (1) as implied in the visible

7r/>ais, (2) as =
(j.tfj.'rjo-is

TOV ijOovs and /xi/t^cris Tijs Siai/otas,

where a certain amount of Adyos is required to make clear to

the audience what is going on in the minds of the agents, without

which knowledge the Trpai<s cannot be rightly understood.

The dramatic ^0os is defined in the following passages :

(i.) Poet. vi. 6, TO. Se
rjOr) (Aeyw), KaO' o TTOIOUS Ttvas eivai

<f)a/j.ev TOVS irpaTTovTas : cf. vi. 10, cltrlv 8e Kara p-ev

TO,
-ijOr)

iroioi rives. These passages are both somewhat

inconsistent with vi. 5, where the character of persons

(iroioi rives) is said to be determined not by T^OS alone,

but by ?j#os and Sidvoia.

(ii.) Poet. vi. 17 (where fj6>os is in the second sense above

mentioned, =
/u/i^o-is TOV r)0ov<s\ fcmv Be fj@os /J-ev

TO

TOLOVTOV o SrjXol rrjv irpoaipea-iv oirold TIS [Tr/aojai/aetrai

tj <f>evyei- Sioirfp OVK e)(ov(ri.v ij^os TWV Aoywv ev ots

OVK ecrrt SfjXov rj
ev ots

fJ.rjS' oXws ecrnv o rt [Trpo]aipel-

TCU
f) (frevyei o Aeywv. (For the reading see Grit. Notes.)

In this context the reference is to the dramatic Adyoi
which express (a) ^os, (b) Sidvotav. Cf. the rule for

rhetorical Adyot in Bhet. iii. 16. 1417 a 15, I^IK^J/ Se

Xpy TTJV Sirjyrja-iv eivai. eorat Se TOVTO, av et'Sw/xev

Tt ?i6os TTOtel. ev
fJiev 8rj

TO Trpoa.ipeo~t,v SryAow, TTOIOV

8e rb ^os TW Trotav TavTTjv ij
8e Tr/Doatpecrts Trota T^>

reAei.

(iii.) Poet. xv. 1, where r?0os is expressed by any Adyos or

7rpais that manifests moral purpose : e'ei Se ^os p.ev

tav wnrep eXe\Oij Troifj <f>avepov o Adyos rj rj Trpa^is

Trpoaipeo-iv nva, \prf(TTov 8e eav \prfO-TrjV.

(On the different uses of ^0os in the Rhetoric see Cope's Intro-

duction pp. 108
ff.)

The dramatic Sidvoia is thus explained :

(i.) Poet. vi. 6, Siavotav Se, ev 6'crots Aeyovrcs ajroSeiKi/vaCT-iv Tt
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may be both omissions and interpolations in the

text. In what follows we will confine ourselves to

certain broad conclusions, though even these may
not all pass unchallenged.

The term ethos is generally translated
'

character,'

yvia[ji,r)v.
A yvtop.r] is a general

maxim, and a7ro<aiVcr$at,
'

enunciate,' a verbum proprium
in connexion with it : so Ka.66h.ov n dTrofaivovrai in 17.

A yvw/A??, though usually a moral maxim, exhibits SioVoia

rather than rj6o<s, probably because it is thought of as the

starting-point or conclusion of an argument. See the

use of yvw/wu in Rhet. ii. 21. 1395 b 14as rhetorical

enthymemes. There, however, they are said to give an

ethical character to speeches.

(ii.) Poet. vi. 15, rpirov 8e
rj

Stai/ota- TOVTO 8e to-riv TO Aeyeiv
8vvao~6ai TO. evdvra Kat TO, dpp&TTOVTa..

Poet. vi. 17, Stavota 8e, lv of? diroSeiKvvowi TI as earif

fj as OVK (TTLV
YI

KaQoXov rt diroffMLivovTou. Here,

as in vi. 6, Siavoia = /x^tTjcrts r^s Stavoias, the subject to

cwroSeiKvuovo-t being the dramatic characters.

(iii.) xix. 12, ICTTI Se Kara Trjv Stavoiav raura, ocra VTTO TOV

\6yov 8ei irapao-Kevaa-Qrjvai. fi-fpi]
8c TOVTWV TO re

aaroSeLKvuvai /cat TO \vfiv Kal rb Trddrj TrapcwKevdfav,

olov fXfov
f) <f>o(Bov f) opyrjv /cat oo-a TOiauTa, Kat <?TI

/Aeyc^os Kat yntK/ooT^Tas. Here Stavota as manifested in

dramatic Aoyot is brought within the domain of Rhetoric

(T<X fj-ev
ovv ircpl rrjv Sidvoiav fv Tots irepl

Finsler (p. 79) is, I think, right in referring the phrase rb irdOtj

dfciv to the emotional effects which the dramatis personae

produce on one another by their Xoyot, not (as commonly inter-

preted) to the excitation of feeling in the minds of the audience.

It may be observed that the TrdOij mentioned are not only IXeos

and <f>6(3os but also opyrj Kat 6'o-a TotauTa.

Mr. R. P. Hardie (l.c.) approaches to this view, but takes the

phrase in the sense of 'supply (to the spectators) the irdOrj of ol

AeyovTes,' a sense which irapao-Kevdfav could hardly bear.
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and in many contexts this is its natural English

equivalent. But if we would speak of character

in its widest sense, as including all that reveals

a man's personal and inner self his intellectual

powers no less than the will and the emotions

we go beyond the meaning of the Aristotelian

ethos. In the Poetics, ethos and dianoia are each

one side of character ; they are two distinct factors

which unite to constitute the concrete and living

person. Character in its most comprehensive
sense depends on these two elements, which, again,

are declared to be the causes of action, and to

determine its quality.
1

Ethos, as explained by

Aristotle, is the moral element in character. It

reveals a certain state or direction of the will. It

is an expression of moral purpose, of the permanent

disposition and tendencies, the tone and sentiment

of the individual. Dianoia is the thought, the

intellectual element, which is implied in all rational

conduct, through which alone ethos can find out-

ward expression, and which is separable from ethos

only by a process of abstraction.

When we pass to the dramatic ethos and dianoia,

1 Pod. vi. 5, TrpdrrfTai Se VTTO nvutv irparrovTuv, ovs dvdyKtj

iroiovs Ttvas eii/ai Kara, re TO rjOos KCU
T-IJV

Sidvotav (8ia yap
TOVTGJV KCU rots Trpa^ets efvcu c^cuzev Trotas T6vas, 7re<vKev Se cuTta.

Svo TWV Trpd^efav fTvai, Sidvotav KCU rj#os . . . ).
Of. Eth. Nic. vi. 2,

1139 a 34, crnrpa^ia yap KCU TO evavriov ev 7rpaei dvev Stavotas

icai fiOovs OVK &TTLV. But in Poet. vi. 6 and 10 it is more

loosely said that we are iroioi Ttves Kara ra
-rjQi].
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we find that ethos reveals itself both in the speeches

and in the actions of the dramatic characters in a

manner corresponding to the twofold manifestations

of ethos in real life.
1 But we observe with surprise

that ethos as revealed in action is but lightly touched

on. Still more surprising is it that though dianoia

in real life is stated to be one of the two causes

of action, there is no express recognition of it as

similarly manifested in the drama. The reason of

the omission may possibly be that action is treated

1 Note 2, p. 337. Mr. Bosanquet in his acute observations on

plot and character-drawing (History of Aesthetic, pp. 70 ff.) argues

against ^0os being taken to mean ' character in the sense in which

character is understood to-day, to be the object of artistic portraiture

in Shakespeare or Thackeray.' The remarks in the text bear out

this contention, though from another point of view. It is more

difficult to agree entirely with his view that T}#OS in the Poetics

is something merely
'

typical and generic,'
' as we say good or bad

character," a certain type of disposition or moral temperament
without the more individual traits. We may indeed readily admit

that the subtlety and delicacy of modern character-drawing did not

present themselves to Aristotle's mind, more simple and elementary

qualities formed the basis of dramatic character as he understood

it. But it appears pretty certain that he thought of individual

portraiture, and not merely of the delineation of a moral type.

This seems to follow if only from the rules about TO. ^#77 in ch. xv.,

especially from the requirement that the law of necessity or prob-

ability, prescribed for the plot, shall apply also to the speeches

and actions of the dramatic persons ( 5-6). This inner rationality

surely demands a strong basis of individual character.

Mr. E. P. Hardie (I.e.) similarly observes in reference to ch. xiii,

where rjdos is discussed in reference to fj.v6o<s, that ' the drift of the

whole passage implies that r}0os does not necessarily mean to

Aristotle a simple generic type, but that its complexity is precisely

on a level with the complexity of the plot'
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in the Poetics as a separate and independent
element of tragedy, and kept distinct as far as

possible from the other elements. This is, indeed,

one of the inconveniences arising from the highly

analytic method of Aristotle in dealing with the

organic parts of an artistic whole, as also with the

phenomena of life. It is a method that tends to

divert our attention from the interlacing union of

the parts and from their final synthesis. Be the

cause what it may, explicit mention is made in

our text of the dramatic dianoia as embodied only

in speech not in action.

In the dramatic dialogue, the persons who con-

verse do not discuss abstract truth such as the

problems of mathematics
;

l

they desire to explain

their own doings and influence others. The two

elements, ethos and dianoia, may indeed be found

side by side in one and the same discourse ; but

even so, there is an appreciable difference between

them. Wherever moral choice, or a determination

of the will is manifested, there ethos appears.
2

1 Cf. Poet. vi. 17, Sioirep OVK e\ovo-tv rj$os rwv Aoyiov ev ois

OUK ccrri orjXov rj
ev ofs (J.r)8' 6'Aws ecmv o n [Trpojai/aeiTcu rj

(frevyci 6 Aeywv, with Rhet. iii. 16. 1417 a 18, Sta TOUTO OVK

e)(ovo~iv ol [J.a.d'rjua.TiKol Aoyot vjdr) on ovSe irpoa.ipe.criv.

2
Inferior writers attempted, it would seem, to make ethical

monologues take the place of a well constructed plot. Poet. vji. 1 2,

!TI fdv Tts e<fijs Orj p^creis T^IKOS KCU Aeei KOU Siavoi'p ev TTCTTOI-

r}fj.eva<s,
ov Tron/jcrei

o fjv rrjs Tpaya)86as epyov. Cf. Plat. Phaedr.

268 c 269 A, where such pr/veis are reckoned among rot irpb

tas,
' the preliminaries of tragedy,' not as TO, rpayiKa.
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Under dianoia are included the intellectual re-

flexions of the speaker; the proof of his own

statements, the disproof of those of his opponents,
his general maxims concerning life and conduct,

as elicited by the action and forming part of a

train of reasoning. The emphasis laid by Aristotle

on this dialectical dianoia is doubtless connected

with the decisive influence exercised by political

debate and forensic pleading on the Greek theatre,

the aycav of the ecclesia or of the law-courts being

reproduced in the aycov of the drama.

A few sentences of cardinal importance as to

plot and character, from ch. vi. 9-11, must here be

quoted :

'

Tragedy is an imitation, not of men, but

of an action and of life, and life consists in action,

and its end is a mode of action, not a quality.

Now character determines men's qualities, but it is

by their actions that they are happy or the reverse.

Dramatic action, therefore, is not with a view to

the representation of character : character comes in

as subsidiary to the actions. Hence the incidents

and the plot are the end of a tragedy ;
and the end

is the chief thing of all. Again, without action

there cannot be a tragedy ; there may be without

character.' The eager insistence with which

Aristotle maintains the subordination of ethos to

plot* leads him into a certain exaggeration of state-

1 Poet. vi. 10, OVKOVV OTTWS TO, r\Qt] /xt^yo-covrat TrpaTrowiv,

<xAA.a TO, TJQr) a-vp-TrapaXafji^dvovcriv Sia rots 7rpaeis : vi. 15,
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ment. The two elements are set against one

another in sharp and impossible opposition.
' Without action there cannot be a tragedy ; there

may be without ethe.'
1

Clearly, this last remark

cannot be pressed in a perfectly literal sense.
2 The

meaning intended probably is, that there may be a

CCTTIV T (6 [JLvOoS) /U/^CTtS 7T/3a^0)S KOI Sid TttVT^V fldXuTTa TWV

TTpaTTOVTtDV.
1 Poet. vi. 11, !TI avcv fiev 7rpdgf<o<$ OVK av yevotro rpayipSia,

avev 8e vjflwv ytvoir av. There is a similar exaggeration also

in the following sentence, at yap TWV vewv TWV TrXeio-rwv drjQeis

eicrii/, and again in
rj

8e Zevi8os -ypa<f>r)
ovSev l^et

2 In discussing the place of character and plot in the drama

confusion is frequently caused by an ambiguity in the use of the

words, such as indeed we are conscious of also in the use of

the corresponding words in the Poetics. In the popular

antithesis of the two terms 'character' has not its full dramatic

value, and instead of signifying
' characters producing an action,'

it stands for an abstract impression of character left on our minds

by the reading of a play. Similarly 'plot' is regarded as the
'

story
' in a play, viewed in abstraction from the special nature of

the persons ; and, in particular, denotes a complication exciting

wonder or suspense, an idea, however, which is not necessarily

present in the word pvdos. In this sense a play with a weak
'

plot
' but good

'

character-drawing
'

is undramatic, though it

tells us something about human nature. On the other hand a play

with a strong
'

plot
' and weak delineation of ' character

'

may
tell us almost nothing about human nature, and yet may be

dramatic. (It is more doubtful whether it can ever be tragic.)

From this point of view it may be said that you can have a drama

without *

character,' but not without '

plot.'
' Plot

'
in the full sense of the word is the ' action

'

(in the large

Greek meaning of 7iy)ais), and includes not only the circumstances

and incidents which form the main part of 'plot' as popularly

conceived, but also ' character
' in the full dramatic sense of
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tragedy in which the moral character of the in-

dividual agents is so weakly portrayed as to be of

no account in the evolution of the action. The

persons may be mere types, or marked only by
class characteristics, or lacking in those distinctive

qualities out of which dramatic action grows.
1 The

next sentence adds by way of corroboration that

'the tragedies of most of our modern poets are

devoid ofcharacter.' The later tragedians attempted,
it would seem, by an ingenious mechanism of plot

to make up for their want of skill in character-

drawing. The other side of the antithesis above

quoted cannot be disputed :

' Without action there

cannot be a tragedy
'

;
for action is the differentia

of drama, and must ever remain the primary and

controlling principle. The illustration from painting

c characters producing an action.' An antithesis, therefore, between
' character

' and '

plot,' thus understood, is obviously impossible.

On these grounds, we may say that character,' in the popular

sense, exists for the sake of the ' action
'

;
but ' character

'

in the

full sense cannot correctly be said to exist for the sake of the ' action.'

What is meant in the latter instance is rather, that, dramatically,

the significance of the ' characters
'

arises from their place in the

'
action.'

1 Mr. Bosanquet (History of Aesthetic, p. 73) explains Aristotle's

meaning a little differently.
' He may not have been contrasting

the plot, as a mere puzzle and solution, with the portrayal of

individual human character, but he may rather have intended to

oppose the man as revealed in action, or in speech which con-

tributes to the march of incident, with monologue or conversation

simply intended to emphasise this or that type of disposition in

the interlocutors
'

(cf. supra, p. 342, note 2).
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in ch. vi. 15, which has been subjected to some

strained interpretations, throws further light on the

reason why ethos holds a position subsidiary to the

plot or action.
' The most beautiful colours, laid on

confusedly, will not give as much pleasure as the

chalk outline of a portrait.'
1 Here the outlined

sketch corresponds to the outline of plot. Ethos

divorced from plot is like a daub of beautiful

colour, which apart from form gives little pleasure.

The plot is the groundwork, the design, through
the medium of which ethos derives its meaning and

dramatic value.

The whole gist of the argument is finally summed

up thus :
* The plot is the first principle, and, as it

were, the soul of a tragedy.'
2 The analogy here in-

dicated goes deeper than might at once be apparent

from the English words. The precise point of the

comparison depends on the relation in which the

soul stands to the body in the Aristotelian philo-

sophy.
3 A play is a kind of living organism. Its

animating principle is the plot. As in the animal

and vegetable world the soul or principle of life is

the primary and moving force, the ap^n from which

1 Poet. vi. 15, ei yap TIS evaAei^cie TOIS KaAAtcrrois

/cots xySvjv, oi'/c av
6fj.oi(a<s v<f>pdviev KCU. Aeu/coy^>a<7j<Tas ctKova.

2 Poet. vi. 14, apx*? P*v vv KCU olov ^i>x>7 o fivOos rJs

3 See de Anim. ii. 4. 415 b 7-21, where the soul is explained

to be the efficient cause, the formal cause, and the final cause of

the body.
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the development of the organism proceeds, so it is

with the plot in tragedy.
1 Bound this nucleus the

parts grow and group themselves. It is the origin

of movement, the starting-point and basis of the

play. Without it the play could not exist. It is

the plot, again, which gives to the play its inner

meaning and reality, as the soul does to the body.
To the plot we look in order to learn what the play

means ; here lies its essence, its true significance.

Lastly, the plot is
'

the end of a tragedy
' 2

as well

as the beginning. Through the plot the intention

of the play is realised. The distinctive emotional

effect which the incidents are designed to produce
is inherent in the artistic structure of the whole.

Above all, it is the plot that contains those

Keversals of the Situation (Trepnrereiai)
3 and other

decisive moments, which most powerfully awaken

tragic feeling and excite the pleasure appropriate

to tragedy.
1 The constant use of o-vvurrdvai in the biological treatises of

Aristotle should be compared with its meaning in the Poetics as

applied to the formation and organic structure of a tragedy. De

Gen. Anim. ii. 1. 733 b 20, ijs (yoi^js) e'ureXOova-rjs TO. <pa <rvv-

wrraTcu KOI \ap./3dvi, TTJV oi/ceiav jj-op^v. ii. 4. 739 b 33, orav

<5e a-vcrrfj TO Kvr)fj.a -ijSr)
. . . iii. 2. 753 b 3, yiyverai rpo^rf TOIS

o-vj/rra/vois ukus. So tnxrracris : de Gen. Anim. ii. 6. 744 b

28, r) f*.tv
o$v riav OO-TWV <wris fv ry irp<aTy crwrao-et yiyvtrat

TWI> [wpiuv : cf. de Part. Anim. ii 1. 646 a 20 sqq. De Caelo ii. 6.

288 b 16, oA?/ yap wrws orvcrracris TWV (<av K TOIOVTWV

a Siafapei TOIS oiKfiots TOTTOIS.

2 Poet. vi. 10, 6 p.v0os reAos TTJS rpay^Sia?.
3 See p. 329, note 2.
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Aristotle's doctrine of the primary importance of

action or plot has been disputed by many modern

critics. Plot, it is argued, is a mere external frame-

work, a piece of mechanism designed to illustrate

the working of character. Character is in thought

prior to action and is implied in it. Events have

no meaning, no interest, except so far as they are

supposed to proceed from will. Action is defined,

expressed, interpreted by character. The question,

however, which this chapter of the Poetics raises

is not whether one element can in logical analysis

be shown ultimately to contain the other ; we have

rather to ask which of the two is the more

fundamental as regards the artistic conception and

dramatic structure of a play. We will therefore

inquire shortly what in its simplest analysis is

meant by the drama, what it is that constitutes

dramatic action.

Action, as has been shown, is the first artistic

necessity of a play, the controlling condition of its

existence. But mere action is not enough; an

isolated deed, however terrible, however pathetic,

has not in it the dramatic quality. Action, to be

dramatic, must be exhibited in its development and

in its results ;
it must stand in reciprocal and causal

relation to certain mental states. We desire to see

the feelings out of which it grows, the motive force

of will which carries it to its conclusion ; and, again,

to trace the effect of the deed accomplished upon
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the mind of the doer, the emotions there generated
as they become in turn new factors of action, and as

they react thereby on the other dramatic characters.

The drama, therefore, is will or emotion in action.

Further, the dramatic action forms a complete
whole : it is a coherent series of events, standing in

organic relation to one another and bound together

by the law of cause and effect. The internal centre,

the pivot round which the whole system turns, is

the plot. The characters are dramatic only so far

as they are grouped round this centre, and work in

with the movement of events towards an appointed

end. Free and self-determined though they are,

they exercise their freedom within a sphere which

is prescribed by this primary condition of dramatic

art. They reveal their personality not in all its

fulness, but to such an extent as the natural course

of the action may require. The situation and the

circumstances in which they are placed, the other

wills with which they come into collision, are pre-

cisely those which are best fitted to search out their

weak places, to elicit their energy and exhibit it

in action.

But the drama not only implies emotion express-

ing itself in a complete and significant action and

tending towards a certain end ; it also implies a

conflict. We may even modify Aristotle's phrase

and say, that the dramatic conflict, not the mere

plot, is 'the soul of a tragedy.' In every drama
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there is a collision of forces. Man is imprisoned

within the limits of the actual. Outside him is a

necessitywhich restricts hisfreedom, a superior power
with which his will frequently collides. Again, there

is the inward discord of his own divided will ; and,

further, the struggle with other human wills which

obstruct his own. The delineation of character is

determined by the fact that a dramatic conflict of

some kind has to be represented, and by the relation

in which the several antagonistic forces stand to the

plot as a whole. But while conflict is the soul ofthe

drama, every conflict is not dramatic. In real life,

as Aristotle points out,
1
all action does not manifest

itself in external acts ; there is a silent activity of

speculative thought which in the highest sense may
be called action, though it never utters itself in deed.

But the action of the drama cannot consist in an

inward activity that does not pass beyond the

region of thought or emotion. Even where the

main interest is centred in the internal conflict, this

conflict must have its outward as well as its inward

side : it must manifest itself in individual acts, in

concrete relations with the world outside
;

it must

bringthe agent into collision with other personalities.

We therefore exclude from the province of the drama

purely mental conflicts action and reaction within

the mind itself such as are the solitary struggles

of the ascetic, the artist, the thinker. These are

1 Pol. iv. (vii.) 3. 1325 b 16-23 (quoted p. 335, note 1).
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dramatic only when they are brought into a plot

which gives them significance, and by which they
become links in a chain of great events.

Only certain kinds of character, therefore, are

capable of dramatic treatment. 1 Character on its

passive side, character expressing itself in passionate

emotion and nothing more, is fit for lyrical poetry,

but not for the drama. As action is the first

necessity of the drama, so dramatic character has

in it some vital and spontaneous force which can

make and mould circumstances, which sets obstacles

aside. It is of the battling, energetic type. The

emotions must harden into will and the will express

itself in deed. Much more rarely, as in Hamlet,

can character become dramatic by an intellectual

and masterly inactivity which offers resistance to

the motives that prompt ordinary men to action.

Events are then brought about, not by the free

energy of will, but by acts, as it were, of arrested

volition, by forces such as operate in the world

of dreamland. There is in Hamlet a strenuous

inaction, a not-acting, which is in itself a form of

1 '
It is quite possible that Aristotle detected a tendency in the

tragedy of his day which he held dangerous to the vitality of

drama the tendency to the merely statuesque, to motionless life.

If so, his over-statement of the case for the other side was nothing

less than a piece of practical wisdom. Even to-day this drama of

motionless life beguiles some men to heresy ; M. Maeterlinck

makes it his ideal in his " Static Theatre," the very negation of all

drama.' Times Literary Supplement 23rd May, 1902
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action. Characters such as this are not purely

passive, they have an originating and resisting

force of their own. Most, however, of Shakespeare's

characters, like the heroes of the Greek drama, are

strong and dominant natures, they are of a militant

quality of mind. They put their whole selves,

their whole force of thinking and of willing, into

what they do. Nothing is more wonderful than

the resistless impulse, the magnificent energy of

will, with which a Macbeth or a Richard III. goes

to meet his doom.

Plot, then, is not, as is sometimes said, a mere ex-

ternal, an accident of the inner life. In the action

of the drama character is defined and revealed. The

conception of the plot as a whole must be present in

embryo to the poet's mind prior to the evolution of

the parts ; the characters will grow and shape them-

selves out of the dramatic situation in conformity

with the main design. In maintaining, however,

that plot is the first essential of the drama, it is not

implied that the plot must be complicated, that a

difficult skein is tangled in order to excite curiosity,

and unravelled again to relieve the feelings so ex-

cited. Neither in Aeschylus nor in Sophocles has

plot for its own sake become a motive. Not even in

the Oedipus Tyrannus, where the threads are more

elaborately tangled and the texture of the plot is

woven closer than in any other Greek tragedy,

is dramatic complication an end in itself. The
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normal Greek tragedy is singularly simple in

structure. We do not find, as in King Lear

and elsewhere in the Shakespearian drama, two

concurrent actions which are skilfully interwoven

in order to lead up to a tragic end. Some of the

greatest Greek plays are not only devoid of in-

tricate plot, but present an unchanging situation.

In the Prometheus there is no outward movement,
the main situation is at the end what it was at

the beginning : the mental attitude of the hero is

fixed and immovable, while a series of interlocutors

come and go. We see before us the conflict of two

superhuman wills, neither of which can yield to

the other. Yet the dialogue is not mere conversa-

tion. Each speech of Prometheus is a step in the

action ; each word he utters is equivalent to a

deed ; it is the authentic voice of will which rises

superior to physical bondage. The play is action

throughout, action none the less real because

it consists not in outward doing. The reproach

of want of movement which has been brought

against the Prometheus has been also urged

against Milton's Samson Agonistes. It is a drama,

says Dr. Johnson,
'
in which the intermediate parts

have neither cause nor consequence, neither hasten

nor retard the catastrophe.' Here again, however,

a somewhat similar criticism is applicable. The

speeches of Samson form an integral part of the

action. The will-power which utters itself in

2 A
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dialogue is translated into deed, and culminates

in a tragic catastrophe, as soon as the outward

constraints are removed.

We must hold, then, with Aristotle that plot

or action is the primary element in the artistic

structure of the drama. But the case also pre-

sents another side, which is lightly touched by

him, and which deserves to be made more prominent.

Briefly stated it is this. The action which springs

out of character, and reflects character, alone

satisfies the higher dramatic conditions.

Here there is a marked difference between epic

and dramatic poetry. The epic poem relates a

great and complete action which attaches itself to

the fortunes of a people, or to the destiny of

mankind, and sums up the life of a period. The

story and the deeds of those who pass across its

wide canvas are linked with the larger movement

of which the men themselves are but a part.

The particular action rests upon forces outside

itself. The hero is swept into the tide of events.

The hairbreadth escapes, the surprises, the epi-

sodes, the marvellous incidents of epic story, only

partly depend on the spontaneous energy of the

hero.

The tragic drama, on the other hand, represents

the destiny of the individual man. Action and

character are here more closely intertwined. Even

if the connexion cannot be traced in every detail,
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it is generally manifest when we look to the whole

tenor of the play. The action is the product of

the characters and of the circumstances in which

they are placed. It is but seldom that outward

circumstances are entirely dominant over the forces

of the spirit. If it is true that '

things outward

do draw the inward quality after them/ it is

no less true in tragedy that things inward draw

the outward after them. The outer and the

inner world are here in nearer correspondence and

equivalence than in any other form of poetry. The

element of chance is all but eliminated. An inner

bond of probability or necessity binds events

together. This inevitable sequence of cause and

effect is the link that character forges as it

expresses itself in action. A man's deeds become

external to him
;
his character dogs and pursues

him as a thing apart. The fate that overtakes the

hero is no alien thing, but his own self recoiling

upon him for good or evil.
' Man's character,'

as Heraclitus said, 'is his destiny' (^0os av0pa)7r<o

Bai/jMv). To this vital relation between action and

character is due the artistically compacted plot,

the central unity of a tragedy. If, as Aristotle

says, tragedy is a picture of life, it is of life

rounded off, more complete, more significant, than

any ordinary human life; revealing in itself the

eternal law of things, summing up as in a typical

example the story of human vicissitudes.
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The dissent from Aristotle's doctrine that plot

is the primary element in tragedy, is sometimes

expressed in a modified form. Plot, it is admitted,

was the primary element in the ancient drama
;

but, it is urged, the ancient drama was a drama

of destiny ; it obliterated character, while in the

modern drama action is subordinate to character.

Such is the view that De Quincey maintains.

Man, he says, being the '

puppet of fate could not

with any effect display what we call a character
'

;

for the will which is
' the central pivot of character

was obliterated, thwarted, cancelled by the dark

fatalism which brooded over the Grecian stage.'

'Powerful and elaborate character . . . would

have been wasted, nay would have been defeated

and interrupted by the blind agencies of fate.'

Hence, as he argues, the Greek drama presents

grand situations but no complex motives
; statu-

esque groups of tragic figures, but little play

of human passion; 'no struggle internal or

external.'

It is strange that the Greeks of all people,

and Aeschylus of all poets, should have been

accused of depriving man of free agency and

making him the victim of a blind fate. The

central lesson of the Aeschylean drama is that

man is the master of his own destiny : nowhere

is his spiritual freedom more vigorously asserted.
1

1 See Some Aspects of the Greek Genius, pp. 108 ff. Ed. 3.
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The retribution which overtakes him is not in-

flicted at the hands of cruel or jealous powers. It

is the justice of the gods, who punish him for

rebellion against their laws. In ancient tragedy,

the supernatural forces that order man's outward

fortunes are, it is true, more visible than in the

modern drama, but character is not obliterated, nor

free personality effaced. The tragic action is no

mere series of external incidents
;

it is a struggle

of moral forces, the resultant of contending wills,

though a supreme necessity may guide the move-

ment of events to unexpected issues. Plot does

not overpower character
;

it is the very medium

through which character is discerned, the touch-

stone by which its powers are tested.

Yet there is a certain sense in which we may

say that the modern drama lays increased stress

on the delineation of individual character. On

the Greek stage the development of character was

impeded by the unpliable material with which the

tragedian had to work. By consecrated usage he

was confined to a circle of legends whose main

outlines were already fixed. These had come

down from a remote past and bore traces of the

rude times which had given them birth. The

heroic legends of Greece were woven into the

texture of national life: they appealed to the

people by many associations, by local worships

and familiar representations of art. Epic story,
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however, had in it elements which the purer and

more reflective morality of the Periclean age was

constrained to reject. The traditional legends had

to be adapted, as best they might, to the new

ethical ideals.

In carrying out this task the poets were limited

by the possibilities of the plot. The great facts of

the legends could not be set aside. The audience,

familiar with their own heroic history, were not

prepared for bold surprises. So far as the delinea-

tion of character itself was concerned, the utmost

freedom of invention was allowed
;

the same

dramatist might in successive tragedies exhibit

a single person under various and inconsistent

types of character. The point at which ethical

portraiture was hampered was when the dramatic

persons had to be fitted harmoniously into the

framework of a particular plot. The details of

the story might vary within wide limits, but the

end was a thing given ;
and in the drama the end

cannot but dominate the structure of the whole,

incidents and character alike. The weakness of

the Denouement, as compared with the complica-

tion, of many Greek tragedies is the direct result

of the controlling tradition of the plot.

Though the poets handled the myths freely,

often transforming the inner spirit and meaning
of the tale, yet they could not quite overcome

the inherent difficulties presented by the problem.
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Aeschylus and Sophocles succeeded in deepening
and humanising the archaic stories, and in liberat-

ing the characters from the influence of the past.

But in Euripides the strain has become too great.

The tissue of the material yields ; the old and the

new world start asunder, the actions done belong-

ing to the older order of things, the characters

portrayed being the children of the poet's own

generation.

The freedom of the Greek poet in delineating
character was thus restricted by the choice of

subject-matter. Add to this another considera-

tion. The themes usually handled were simple in

outline, the main issues were clear and free from

the disturbing accidents of individuality. In the

legends selected the working of the eternal laws

which govern human life could be visibly dis-

cerned. The dramatic characters were of corre-

sponding simplicity. Their personality was seized

by the immediate intuition of the poet at some

decisive moment of action. A small portion was

carved out of their career, illustrating human life

in one of its typical aspects. Aeschylus, at once

poet and prophet, sets forth in dramatic form the

conflict between opposing principles, between the

implacable vengeance of an early age and the

mercy which tempers justice, as in the Eumenides :

or again, as in the Prometheus, he takes us back

to a far-off past, and depicts the strife between
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two antagonists, each of them divine, who are

representative of different dispensations, and hints

at a future harmony, when divine Might should no

longer be divorced from Wisdom and Benevolence.

Sophocles, too, brings rival principles into collision.

In the Antigone the divine and the human law stand

opposed, and the religious duty towards the family

triumphs over the claims of civic obedience. In

the Philoctetes, the instincts of natural truthfulness

finally carry the day against diplomatic falsehood

for the public good.

Greek Tragedy, in its most characteristic

examples, dramatises not the mere story of

human calamities, but the play of great prin-

ciples, the struggle between contending moral

forces. The heroes are themselves the concrete

embodiment of these forces. Religion, the State,

the Family, these were to a Greek the higher

and enduring realities, the ideal ends for which he

lived. Hence in the Greek drama, patriotism,

wifely or sisterly devotion, all those elementary

emotions which cluster round home and country,

are the motives which chiefly impel to action and

call forth the ardour of self-sacrifice. Seldom, at

least in the older tragedians, do passions purely

personal animate these tragic heroes : they are free

from inward discord and self-contradiction : the

ends they pursue are objective and rest on a

belief in the abiding reality of the social organism.
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The characters hereby gain universal meaning and

validity: they are not of their own age and

country only, but can claim kinship with man-

kind.

The modern drama introduces us into another

world of poetic emotion. A richer and more varied

inner life is opened up. The sense of personality is

deepened. Even the idiosyncrasies of human nature

become material to the dramatist. In Shakespeare

character assumes inexhaustible variety. Its aspects

are for ever changing, discordant elements meet and

are blended. The contradictions do not easily yield

to psychological analysis ;
we seek to explain them,

but we find ourselves dealing only with abstractions.

Not until the persons enact their story before us,

and are seen in the plenitude of organic life, do

we feel that they are possible and real creations.

The discovery of unsuspected depths in human

nature has brought into prominence the subjective

side of ethical portraiture and subjective modes of

viewing life. Love, honour, ambition, jealousy are

the prevailing motives of modern tragedy ; and

among these love, the most exclusive of all the

passions, dominates all other motives.

Shakespeare in deepening the subjective person-

ality of man does not, however, lose sight of the

objective ends of life and of the corresponding phases

of character. Between these two sides of human

experience he maintains a just balance. The par-
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ticular emotions he stamps, as did the Greeks, with

the impress of the universal. Nor does he permit

the dramatised action to become subservient to the

portrayal of individual character. Other poets, who

have explored, though less profoundly, the recesses

of human nature, and reproduced the rarer and

more abnormal states of feeling, have been unable

to rise above the pathological study of man, a

study as dangerous as it is fascinating to the

dramatist. Indeed the conscious analysis of char-

acter and motive, even where the study of morbid

conditions is not added, has marred the dramatic

effect of many modern productions. Goethe with

all his poetic genius did not surmount this danger.

His reflective, emotional characters, who view life

through the medium of individual feeling, seldom

have the energy of will requisite to carry out a

tragic action. They are described by the mouth of

others, they express themselves in lyrical utter-

ances of incomparable beauty. But the result

is that where Shakespeare would have given us

historical dramas, Goethe gives only dramatic

biographies. And, in general, the modern intro-

spective habit, the psychological interest felt in

character, has produced many dramatic lyrics, but

few dramas.

The increased emphasis attaching to individual

portraiture is seen again in the tendency of the

romantic drama to exhibit character in growth, in
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each successive stage of its evolution. A Greek

tragedy takes a few significant scenes out of the

hero's life
; these are bound together by a causal

chain and constitute a single and impressive action.

Much that the moderns would include in the play
itself is placed outside the drama, and forms a

groundwork of circumstances, antecedent to the

action but necessary to explain it. Frequently the

whole action of a Greek drama would form merely
the climax of a modern play. The Greek custom

of representing four dramas in a day placed a

natural limit on the length of each play and on

the range of the action. The romantic drama aimed

at a more comprehensive representation ;
a single

play in its scope and compass approached to the

dimensions of a Trilogy. Sir Philip Sidney gently

ridicules the quickened pace with which time is com-

pelled to move, in order to condense into a few hours

the events of as many years.
' Now of time they

are more liberall, for ordinary it is that two young
Princes fall in love. After many traverces, she is

got with childe, delivered of a faire boy, he is

lost, groweth a man, falls in love, and is ready

to get another child, and all this in two hours'

space.'

The dramatic theme is frequently enlarged in

modern tragedy so that the entire process may be

traced from the moment when a deed lies dormant

as a germ in the mind, till it has matured into action
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and unfolded itself in all its consequences. As the

period embraced by the action is extended, and the

relations with the outer world become more com-

plex, it is only natural that the characters should

expand in new directions and undergo essential

changes. A wider range was here opened up for

dramatic portraiture. It was not, of course, an

untried region of art. The Greeks had exhibited

character as moulded by the plot and developed

under pressure from without, or through impulses

which operated from within. Indeed every drama

must, in some measure, show the play and counter-

play of those forces which rule the outer and the

inner world. The process by which feeling is con-

solidated into a deed cannot but leave its mark on

the mind of the agent. Antigone suffers the natural

reaction from high-strained emotion. Neoptolemus
becomes a changed person in the progress of the

action, though the change is merely to restore him

to his true self, which for the moment he had lost.

Even Prometheus, grand in his immobility, is in

some sense worked upon by the persons and the

scenes which pass before him. His will, uncon-

querable from the first, expresses itself in tones

still more defiant at the close.

In all these instances we have character in pro-

cess of becoming. Wherever, in short, an action

grows and expands according to dramatic laws,

character, or at least feeling, must move in concert
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with it. But the extent to which growth and

movement in the character accompany the march

of the action is very various. The ancient stage
furnishes us with no such complete instance of

character-development as we have, for example, in

Macbeth. It is the peculiar delight of the moderns

to follow the course of such an evolution, to be

present at the determining moment of a man's

career, to watch the dawning of a passion, the

shaping of a purpose, and to pursue the deed to

its final accomplishment. We desire not only to

know what a man was, and how he came to be it,

but to be shown each step in the process, each link

in the chain
;
and we are the more interested if we

find that the gradual course of the dramatic move-

ment has wrought a complete change in the original

character. In this sense we may admit that the

modern drama has brought the delineation of

character into new and stronger relief.

But when we have taken into account all the

minor variations of structure which the modern

drama has undergone ;
when we have allowed for

the greater complexity of the plot, the greater pro-

minence given to the more subjective and individual

aspects of character, the deeper interest taken in the

unfolding of character and in its manifold develop-

ments
; yet plot and character, in their essential

relation, still hold the place sketched for them in

the Poetics, and assigned to them on the Greek
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stage. Plot is artistically the first necessity of the

drama. For the drama, in its true idea, is a poetical

representation of a complete and typical action,

whose lines converge on a determined end
; which

evolves itself out of human emotion and human

will in such a manner that action and character

are each in turn the outcome of the other.

Such a drama was the creation of Greece, and of

all her creations perhaps the greatest. Epic and lyric

poetry have everywhere sprung up independently.

Dramatic spectacles, religious or secular, are found

in every country, and at all periods of civilisation.

Dramatic narratives, such as the Book of Job,

dramatic lyrics, such as the Song of Solomon, are

among the forms of composition which meet us in

the Old Testament. Lyrical dramas, which in their

constituent elements recall the first beginnings of

the Greek drama, have existed in China and Japan.

India has produced vast poems which pass under the

name of dramas, wanting, however, both the unity

of action and the spiritual freedom which the drama

proper implies. The Greek drama is the harmonious

fusion of two elements which never before had been

perfectly blended. Lyrical in its origin, epic in the

nature of its materials, it is at once an expression

of passionate feeling and the story of an action ; it

embodies emotion, but an emotion which grows into

will and issues in deeds. If the lyrical utterance of

feeling had remained the dominant, as it was the
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original, element in a Greek tragedy, it would have

been left for some other people to create the tragic

drama. As it was, the Greeks fixed unalterably

its distinctive form and the artistic principle of its

structure.



CHAPTER X

THE GENERALISING POWER OF COMEDY

POETRY, we say following Aristotle is an ex-

pression of the universal element in human life
;

or, in equivalent modern phrase, it idealises life.

Now the word 'idealise' has two senses, which

have given rise to some confusion. Writers on

aesthetics generally mean by it the representation

of an object in its permanent and essential aspects,

in a form that answers to its true idea
; disengaged

from the passing accidents that cling to individu-

ality, and from disturbing influences that obscure

the type. What is local or transient is either

omitted or reduced to subordinate rank
; the par-

ticular is enlarged till it broadens out into the

human and the universal. In this sense 'the

ideal
'

is
' the universal

'

of the Poetics. But

there is another and more popular use of the

term, by which an idealised representation implies

not only an absence of disturbing influences in the

manifestation of the idea, but a positive accession

of what is beautiful. The object is seized in some
368
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happy and characteristic moment, its lines of grace
or strength are more firmly drawn, its beauty is

heightened, its significance increased, while the

likeness to the original is retained. The two senses

of the word coincide in the higher regions of art.

When the subject-matter of artistic representation

already possesses a grandeur or dignity of its own,

its dominant characteristics will become more

salient by the suppression of accidental features,

and the ideal form that results will have added

elements of beauty. The leading characters in

tragedy, while true to human nature, stand out

above the common man in stature and nobility,

just as, by the art of the portrait-painter, a likeness

is reproduced and yet idealised.
1 In the very act

of eliminating the accidental a higher beauty and

perfection are discovered than was manifested in

the world of reality. Tragedy, therefore, in the

persons of its heroes combines both kinds of

idealisation; it universalises, and in so doing it

embellishes.

Idealised portraiture does not, as has been

already observed,
2
consist in presenting characters

of flawless virtue. Aristotle's tragic hero, as

delineated in the Poetics (ch. xiii.), is by no means

free from faults or failings. The instance, again,

1 Poet. xv. 8, aTToSiSovres TTJV ISiav fiop^v ofwiovs irotovvrts

\Xiovs ypa(f>ov<riv.
2

p. 232.

2 B
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of Achilles as a poetic type of character, who in

spite of defects has a moral nobility entitling him

to rank as ideal, shows that the idealising process,

as understood by Aristotle, does not imply the

omission of all defects.
1 In general it may be said

that some particular quality or group of qualities

must be thrown into relief; some commanding

faculty heightened, provided that in so doing the

equipoise of character which constitutes a typical

human being is not disturbed. The ideal is that

which is raised above the trivial and accidental
;

by virtue of a universal element which answers to

the true idea of the object it transcends the limita-

tions of the individual. Even vicious characters

are not entirely excluded from tragedy on Aris-

totle's theory,
2

though the villain may not hold the

position of protagonist. The saying attributed to

Sophocles, auro? pep o'iovs Bel Trotetv, JZvpnrtBrjv Se

olot elo-l, does not bear the interpretation sometimes

assigned to it, that the characters of Sophocles are

patterns of heroic goodness, while those of Euri-

pides are the men and women of real life.
3 The

1 Poet. xv. 8. 2
pp. 227 and 316.

3 Poet. xxv. 6, irpos Se TOVTOIS eav cTriTi/Aarcu on OVK dXtjOrj,

aAA' icrtas <tos> Set otbv /cat 2o<oKA.?Js <?7 airrbs jJ-fv ol'ovs Set

Trotefv, ~Evpnri8r)v Se otot ettriv ravry Avre'ov. There is some

doubt as to the literal rendering of the words avros yu,ev ot'ous Set

TToifLv. Vahlen and most editors xmderstand etvai with otov<s Set,

'men as they should be,' whereas strict grammar undoubtedly

requires us to understand Troieu', 'men as the poet should repre-
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meaning is that the characters of Sophocles answer

to the higher dramatic requirements; they are

typical of universal human nature in its deeper
and abiding aspects; they are ideal, but ideally

human; whereas Euripides reproduced personal

idiosyncrasies and the trivial features of everyday

reality.

Objection may be taken to the distinction

drawn between the two meanings of the word

'idealise/ on the ground that they run into one

another and fundamentally mean the same thing.

It may be urged that so far as an object assumes

its universal form, ridding itself of non-essentials,

it will stand out in perfect beauty ;
for all ugliness,

all imperfection, all evil itself, is an accident

of nature, a derangement and disturbance by

which things fall short of their true idea. To

sent them,'
' men as they ought to be drawn.' In the first edition

I inclined to the latter view.

The general context, however, and the equivalent phrases in

this chapter (o?a etveu 8et 1, <ws> Sei 6, jSeXnov 7, 7iy>bs

TC> fie\.TLov 17) point strongly to the first interpretation. It

has in its favour this further fact (as is justly observed by Mr.

K. C. Seaton, Classical Review, vol. xi. No. 6), that the saying of

Sophocles is thus couched in a less arrogant form. Accepting

this view we must explain otovs Set (and similarly <u>s> Set 6)

as a kind of shorthand expression used, with more than Aristotelian

brevity and disregard of grammar, to denote the ideal in poetry.

Even if efvcu is to be understood with Set, the Set will still be

the '

ought
'

of aesthetic obligation, not the moral '

ought.' It has

been previously shown, however, that the aesthetic ideal of character

in the Poetics implies a high, though not a perfect morality.
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represent the universal would thus in its ultimate

analysis imply the representation of the object in

the noblest and fairest forms in which it can clothe

itself according to artistic laws. Comedy, which

concerns itself with the follies and foibles, the

flaws and imperfections of mankind, cannot on this

reasoning idealise or universalise its object.

Now, it may or may not be that evil or imper-

fection can be shown to be a necessary and ultimate

element in the universe ; but the point seems to

be one for philosophy to discuss, not for art to

assume. Art, when it seeks to give a compre-

hensive picture of human life, must accept such

flaws as belong to the normal constitution of man.

At what precise point imperfections are to be

regarded as accidental, abnormal, irregular; as

presenting so marked a deviation from the type

as to be unworthy of lasting embodiment in art,

is a problem whose answer will vary at different

stages of history, and will admit of different

applications according to the particular art that

is in question. Certain imperfections, however,

will probably always be looked on as permanent
features of our common humanity. With these

defects comedy amuses itself, discovering the in-

consistencies which underlie life and character, and

exhibiting evil not as it is in its essential nature,

but as a thing to be laughed at rather than hated.

Thus limiting its range of vision, comedy is able to
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give artistic expression to certain types of character

which can hardly find a place in serious art.

Again, it must not be forgotten that the in-

dividual character, considered by itself, is not the

same as this character considered in its place in the

drama. A character universalised may, if regarded

alone, still be *

ugly/ and yet it may contribute to

the beauty of the whole. In that sense we can

continue to call it
'

ugly
'

only by a kind of abstrac-

tion. Or to put it otherwise, evil regarded in its

essential nature may be ugly ; but, shown in the

action of the comedy to be nugatory and ridiculous,

it ceases to be ugly ; it is an element in a fact which

is beautiful.

Aristotle draws no distinction between the uni-

versality which is proper to tragedy and comedy

respectively. Each of these, as a branch of the

poetic art, embodies the type rather than the in-

dividual, and to this extent they have a common

function.

An Athenian of the fifth century would hardly

have singled out comedy as an example of poetic

generalisation. The large admixture of personal

satire in the old Attic comedy would rather have

suggested the view that the main ingredient in

comic mirth is the malicious pleasure afforded by

the discomfiture of another. And, in fact, Plato,

in the subtle analysis he gives in the Philebus
l of

1 Philebus pp. 48-50.
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the emotions excited by comedy, proceeds on some

such assumption. The pleasure of the ludicrous

springs, he says, from the sight of another's mis-

fortune, the misfortune, however, being a kind of

self-ignorance that is powerless to inflict hurt. A
certain malice is here of the essence of comic enjoy-

ment. Inadequate as this may be, if taken as a

complete account of the ludicrous, it nevertheless

shows a profound insight into some of the chief

artistic modes of its manifestation. Plato antici-

pates, but goes deeper than Hobbes, whose well-

known words are worth recalling :

' The passion of

laughter is nothing else but a sudden glory, arising

from a sudden conception of some eminency in

ourselves, by comparison of the infirmity of others

or with our own formerly.'

The laughter that has in it a malicious element

and implies in some sense the abasement of an-

other, does not satisfy Aristotle's conception of the

idea of the ludicrous. His definition in the Poetics
1

carries the analysis a step farther than it had been

carried by Plato.
' The ludicrous/ he says,

' con-

sists in some defect or ugliness which is not painful

or destructive. To take an obvious example, the

comic mask is ugly and distorted, but does not

imply pain.' The phrase
* not painful or destruc-

1 Poet. v. 1, rb yap ycAoiov ecrriv

dvutSvvov /ecu ov (frOapriKov, oTov evOvs TCI yeAoiov Tr

aicr^pov TI KCU
St,f<7Tpa,fJ.[Jifvov

avfv
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tive
'

either, that is, to the object of laughter, or

sympathetically to the subject is a remarkable

contribution to the idea under discussion. Still

more significant is the omission of malice, which

to Plato had seemed an essential ingredient.O
The pleasure, therefore, of the pure ludicrous is

not to be explained, as some tell us to-day, by
the disinterested delight of primitive man in the

infliction of suffering. It does not consist in a

gratified feeling of malignity, softened indeed by

civilisation, but ultimately to be resolved into a

kind of savage mirth. A good joke becomes, indeed,

a little more pungent if it is seasoned with malice,

but, even without the malice, laughter may be pro-

voked. And, according to Aristotle, the quality

that provokes laughter is a certain 'ugliness/ a

'defect' or 'deformity/ These words, primarily

applicable to the physically ugly, the dispropor-

tionate, the unsymmetrical, will include the frailties,

follies, and infirmities of human nature, as distin-

guished from its graver vices or crimes. Further,

taking account of the elements which enter into the

idea of beauty in Aristotle, we shall probably not

unduly strain the meaning of the expression, if we

extend it to embrace the incongruities, absurdities,

or cross-purposes of life, its blunders and discords,

its imperfect correspondences and adjustments, and

that in matters intellectual as well as moral.

Aristotle's definition is indeed still wanting in
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exactness ; for though the ludicrous is always in-

congruous, yet the incongruous (even limited as it

is here) is not always ludicrous. Incongruity, in

order to be ludicrous, requires a transition, a change
of mood, resulting in the discovery either of an

unexpected resemblance where there was unlikeness,

or of an unexpected unlikeness where there was re-

semblance. There is always a blending of contrasted

feelings. The pleasure of the ludicrous thus arises

from the shock of surprise at a painless incongruity.

It sometimes allies itself with malice, sometimes

with sympathy, and sometimes again is detached

from both. For our present purpose, however, it is

enough to note that, although Aristotle's definition

is hardly complete, it has the merit of recognising

the pure ludicrous, which is awakened by the per-

ception of incongruity and provokes no malignant

or triumphant laughter. The definition harmonises

well with his exclusion of personal satire and galling

caricature from genuine comedy, and with his

theory of the generalising power of poetry.

Indeed, Aristotle selects comedy as a salient

illustration of what he means by the representation

of the universal.
1

If I understand him aright he

* Poet. ix. 45, o5 (sc. TOV Ka66\.ov)

OVOfMCLTO. eTTlTI.defJ.fVr] . . . 7Tl
//,!/

o3v T7/S /Cto/ZwSldS r/Or]
TOVTO

SrjXov yeyovev o-WT^cravTes yap TOV fJLvOov Sta TWV CIKOTCOV ov

(OUTO) MSS.) TO. TV^OVTO, 'dvo/xara viroTiOfacriv, KO.I ov^ uxnrfp ol

ia/t/?07TOlOl 7TC/H TOV KO.6' fKa(TTOV TTOlOtJCTtV.

I have ventured to admit into the text my conjecture ov
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points to the tendency shown in comedy to discard

the use of historical names and adopt names which

are suggestive of characteroroccupation or
'humours.

'

It was part of the effort, which, as he says, poetry
makes to express the universal. The name had

only to be heard in order that the type to which

the person belonged might be recognised ; much in

(or ovxi) TO. Tvxovra for OVTW TO. Tvyovra of the MSS. :
' the plot

is first constructed
; then characteristic or appropriate names are

affixed.' (For ov ra TVX . cf. Poet. vii. 4, xxvi. 7, Pol v. (viii.) 5. 1339

b 32, ov rrjv Tvxovo-av rjoovrjv.) The Arabic version which has a

negative (' nequaquam,' Margoliouth) instead of OVTW supports the

correction. By a similar error in this very chapter, ix. 2. 1451

a 37, A gives ourto where the apographa rightly read ov TO.

The thought of the passage will, with the correction, be of this

kind :

'
It is at this universality that poetry aims when she attaches

names to the characters, i.e. when instead of adopting historical

names (yevo/j.fva ov6pa.ro) she gives names of her own invention

(cf. 6 TTfTronrjfjLeva). The names in that case are expressive ; they

indicate that the person is not an individual but a type. This

generalising tendency, which has been counteracted in tragedy, has

become apparent in the development of comedy.' Plato in the

Cratylus pp. 392-5 goes far beyond this. By a series of fanciful

etymologies he professes to discover an inner correspondence

between the names of various tragic heroes and their characters or

fortunes.

It is not quite clear whether the reference in
-ijSr)

TOUTO SrjXov

yeyovev is to the comedy of Aristotle's own day or is meant to

include all the developed forms of comedy. The contrast drawn

between the practice of 01 lap,(3oirotoi (cf. v. 3, K/oa-njs . . . d<e/*evos

T?)S ia/t/3iK7js iSeas) and the new tendency points rather to the

wider reference. Since comedy passed beyond the lampooning

stage, the movement towards generalisation has been perceptible.

The significant names of Greek Comedy fall into at least two

(1) Names, etymologically significant, such as Dicaeopolis, Euelpides,
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the same way as in the New Comedy the Boor, the

Parasite, and other types were known on the stage

by their familiar masks. It may be added that

not the names only of the characters, but the

extant titles of plays composed by writers of the

Middle Comedy, imply the same effort after

generalisation. They remind us of the character-

Peithetaerus, Pheidippides in the Aristophanic comedy, coexisting

side by side with real names (Socrates, Cleon, etc.), which were a

survival of the lafj,(3iKr) iSea. On this model probably Plautus

coined his Bombomachides, Polymachaeroplagides, Pyrgopolyneices

(cf. also Ai^a-iTeix^s in Diphylus) and the like. Of a tamer

kind but still of the same class are the names of soldiers of fortune

in Menander, Thrasonides (in the Microiytevos), Bias (in the KdAa),
Polemon (in the Hcpi/cei/ao/ici/os), and Thrasyleon.

(2) Names which, being appropriated by usage to certain parts,

designated occupation or condition, e.g. Eav$ias, Mavas (in Phere-

crates, Alexis, etc. as well as in Aristophanes), Hvppias, Mavta,

all slave -names. Similarly in Plautus, many of the names of

ineretrices, Philematium, Glycerium, Palaestra, etc., come pretty

certainly from writers of the New Comedy. Such names were

employed in ordinary life, to judge from Athenaeus (xiii. 583 D

ff.). Again, Plautus and Terence agree in using Chremes, Calli-

demides, Cratinus, Demipho, etc. for senes, and Charinus, Pamphilus
for adulescentes.

In Plautus the number of names etymologically significant

and appropriate largely preponderates over the non- significant ;

in Terence the proportion is the other way. In arguing back

from the usage of Plautus and Terence to Greek originals much
caution has to be observed. In Plautus, for instance, there are

some five hundred names which have a Greek appearance (Rassow,

De Plauti substantivis, Leipzig, 1881), but many of these are of a

mongrel formation. Terence's names are for the most part good
Attic names and were probably more or less associated with stock

characters in the New Comedy. Unfortunately the fragments of

Attic Comedy (Middle and New) furnish us with a very scanty
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sketches of Theophrastus. Such are
'

the Peevish

man' (6 AuovcoXo?), 'the Fault-finder' (o Me^ipoipos),
'the Busybody' (o Uo\virpayfuov), 'the Boor' (o

"Aypotrcos), 'the Hermit' (o Mov6rpo7ro<s). Other

pieces again bear the name of a profession or

occupation, as
'

the Boxer
'

(o Ilv/m??),
'

the

Charioteer' (6 'Hi/%0?),
' the Soldier

'

(o ^rpaTicor^),
'

the Painter
'

(6 Zcoypdfos) ; and others are called

after a people, 'the Thessalians,' 'the Thebans,'
'
the Corinthians/ and may be assumed, incident-

ally at least, to portray or satirise national

characteristics.

In various places Aristotle indicates the dis-

tinction between comedy proper, which playfully

supply of names on which to rest our conclusions. The Few/Dyos
of Menander contains no names etymologically appropriate to the

characters, though Aaos and 2v/aos are stock slaves' names, familiar

to us from Terence.

The following passage from Donatus on Ter. Ad. 1, which well

illustrates ou TO, rvyovra. ov6p.a.ra of the first class above mentioned :

' nomina personarum, in comoediis dumtaxat, habere debent rationem

et etymologiam ; etenim absurdum est comicum aperte argumenta

confingere, vel nomen personae incongruum dare, vel officium quod
sit a nomine diversum.'

If the MSS. reading is retained the passage will run thus :

' In

the case of comedy this is already clear : the writers first construct

their plots . . . and then, and not till then (OVTW), affix such

names as first come to hand '

(TO. rv^ovra ovopM.ro. being opposed

to TO. yevoptva ovo/mra). The names are given at haphazard ;

they are not as in primitive comedy and tragedy tied down to any

historical personage, not limited by association with any known

individual
;
and this fact serves to bring out the generality of the

action. The connexion between TO. rv^ovra and the nadoXov on

this interpretation is somewhat forced, though not impossible.
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touches the faults and foibles of humanity, and

personal satire
(f) lapftiicr) ISea)

1 or invective

(\oiSopia). The one kind of composition is a

representation of the universal, the other of the

particular. He does not expressly mention

Aristophanes in this connexion ;
but in the Ethics,

the old political comedy of Athens is contrasted

with the Middle Comedy as employing coarse or

abusive language (ala-^pdXoyia), instead of delicate

innuendo (vTrovoia).
2

Aristotle himself manifestly

prefers the comedy from which personalities are

banished and which presents generalised types of

character in conformity with the fundamental laws

of poetry.

It is doubtful whether Aristotle had any per-

ception of the genius and imaginative power of

Aristophanes. The characters of the Aristophanic

drama are not fairly judged if they are thought of

simply as historical individuals, who are subjected

to a merciless caricature. Socrates, Cleon, Euri-

pides are types which represent certain movements

in philosophy, politics, and poetry. They are

1 Poet. v. 3.

2 Eth. Nic. iv. 8. 1128 a 22, "Sot 8' av rts KCU e/c TWV

KUtyi^Siwv T<3i/ iraXaiiav Kai TWV KCUVWV TOIS /iv yap f}v yeXoLov

rj ato-^/DoAoyta, TOIS Se fj.aX.Xov rj
vTrovoia. Cf. frag. TTC/H

/cco/iwSuxs (Cramer Anecd.) : Siafapei 17 K<afj,o)8ia T>JS XoiSopias,

eTret
17 pV AotSo/ota aTrapa/caAvTrrcos ra Trpofrovra KO.KO. Sieficriv,

% Se Setrat TTJS KaAov/xev^s e/x^wxcrews : where e/i^acrews
= the

Aristotelian wrovoias.
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labelled with historic names ; a few obvious traits

are borrowed which recall the well-known person-

alities; but the dramatic personages are in no

sense the men who are known to us from history.

Such poetic truth as they possess is derived simply
from their typical quality. It is not, indeed, in the

manner of Aristophanes to attempt any faithful

portraiture of life or character. His imagination

works by giving embodiment to what is abstract.

His love of bold personification is in part inherited

from his predecessors on the Attic stage : Cratinus

had introduced Laws (No/iot) and Riches (U\ovroi)

as his choruses. But Aristophanes goes farther;

he seems to think through materialised ideas. He

personifies the Just and the Unjust Logic, and

brings them before us as lawcourt disputants; he

incarnates a metaphor such as the philosopher
'
in

the clouds,' the jurymen with waspish temper,

mankind with their airy hopes. The same bent

of mind leads him to give a concrete form to the

forces and tendencies of the age, and to embody
them in actual persons. A play of Aristophanes

is a dramatised debate, an 070)1;, in which the

persons represent opposing principles ;
for in form

the piece is always combative, though the fight

may be but a mock fight. These principles are

brought into collision and worked out to their

most irrational conclusions, little regard being paid

to the coherence of the parts and still less to
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propriety of character. The Aristophanic comedy,

having transported real persons into a world where

the conditions of reality are neglected, strips them

of all that is truly individual and distinctive, it

invests them with the attributes of a class or

makes them representative of an idea.

In the Middle Comedy and still more in the

New Comedy we observe a change in the manner

of poetic generalisation. We quit the fantastic

world of Aristophanes with its audacious allegories

and grotesque types of character. There is now

a closer study of real life and a finer delineation

of motive. The action by degrees gains strength

and consistency, till, like that of tragedy, it has

a beginning, a middle, and an end. Character

and action become more intimately united. The

typical follies and failings of mankind are woven

into a plot, in which moral probability takes the

place of the arbitrary sequence of loosely connected

scenes and incidents. The broad characteristics

of humanity receive a more faithful, if a more

prosaic rendering. Moreover, the great ideas of

Hellenism disengage themselves from local and

accidental influences and make their appeal to

a universal human sentiment. In Aristotle's day
the movement here described was but partially

developed. He did not live to see the master-

pieces of Menander, which were the poetic em-

bodiment of his own theory. The Middle Comedy
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which suggested to him his ideal had not indeed

altogether dropped the element of personal satire
;

it merely replaced the invective formerly levelled

against public men by a gentle raillery of poets and

philosophers. Still Aristotle discerned accurately
the direction in which comedy was travelling,

and not improbably contributed by his reasoned

principles and precepts to carry forward the

literary movement already initiated.

We have seen that in the Poetics (ch. ix.) he

draws no distinction between the generalisation

proper to tragedy and comedy respectively. It

is an important omission, though in a treatise so

incomplete as the Poetics, in which we have a bare

fragment of the section devoted to comedy, we

are hardly warranted in assuming that he saw no

difference in this respect between the two forms

of poetry. Yet critics give ingenious reasons for

what they conceive to be the orthodox Aristotelian

view. Lessing, to whom Aristotle's authority was

that of a lawgiver in art,
1 and who admits that he

considers the Poetics
*

as infallible as the Elements

of Euclid' having once satisfied himself that

Aristotle had pronounced upon the matter in

dispute, enforces at length the conclusion that

the characters in comedy are 'general/ precisely

1 This tradition goes back to Scaliger (1561) : see Spingarn,

page 141,
' Aristoteles imperator noster, omnium bonarum artium

dictator perpetuus.' (Scaliger, Poet. vii. ii. 1.)
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in the same sense as those of tragedy.
1 He con-

troverts the saying of Diderot that 'comedy nas

species, tragedy has individuals/ and the similar

observation of Hurd that 'comedy makes all

characters general, tragedy particular/
2

But, surely, there is a real distinction between

the generalisation of tragedy and of comedy, though
it is not exactly expressed in the sayings above

quoted. Comedy looking at a single aspect of

life, at the follies, the imperfections, the incon-

sistencies of men, withdraws its attention from the

graver issues which concern the end of conduct.

It takes those moments when life appears to be

idle and distorted, a thing of vanity and nothing-

ness ;
it brings out its negative side, its inherent

limitations; it exhibits situations in which the

sense of the ideal is lost under an outward gaiety,

or its realisation wholly frustrated. It does not

detach the essentials of life from the unreal ap-

pearances ; and, though some elements of tragic

earnestness may underlie the representation, comedy

cannot, while remaining within its own strict limits,

present, as tragedy does, a rounded and complete

action, an image of universal human nature. In

respect of character-drawing, its usual method so

far as it maintains itself as a distinct artistic type

is to embody a dominant characteristic or a lead-

1
Leasing, Hamb. Dram. pp. 458-470.

2 ib. p. 468.
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ing passion, so that the single attribute becomes

the man.

A character so created, exhibiting an ideal of

covetousness, misanthropy, or whatever tjie quality

may be, almost of necessity runs to caricature. It

is framed on lines of impossible simplicity. The

single quality, which in nature is organically related

to other impulses and powers, is isolated and ex-

aggerated. The process is one of abstraction, and

corresponds to an original one-sidedness in the

comic view of life. Even Moliere in Tartuffe and

Alceste portrays abstract qualities rather than

living men. Not that comedy in its generalising

effort suppresses particulars. No detail is too

trivial for it, no utterance too momentary, no desires

too purely egoistic, if only they can be made to

serve the general effect; but the details it

accentuates are of a different kind from those which

tragedy admits. In the passing and unreal ap-

pearances of life it finds everywhere material for

mirth. In a sense it individualises everything, no

less truly than in another sense it generalises all.

What it can rarely achieve as a purely sportive

activity is to combine these two aspects in ethical

portraiture.

The line that severs tragedy and comedy is not,

indeed, so sharply drawn by modern dramatic art

as it was in the ancient world ;
and characters have

been created in which the serious and the comic

2 c
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element interpenetrate one another. By the close

alliance of sympathy with humour an alliance

which was still imperfect in antiquity the most

far-reaching results have been produced affecting

the range and meaning of the ludicrous. Humour,
enriched by sympathy, directs its observation to

the more serious realities of life. It looks below

the surface, it rediscovers the hidden incongruities

and deeper discords to which use and wont have

deadened our perception. It finds everywhere the

material both for laughter and tears
;
and pathos

henceforth becomes the companion of humour. The

humorist does not, like the satirist, stand apart

from men in fancied superiority. He recognises

his own kinship with the humanity which provokes

him to mirth. He sees around him shattered

ideals ; he observes the irony of destiny ; he is

aware of discords and imperfections, but accepts

them all with playful acquiescence, and is saddened

and amused in turn. Humour is the meeting-point

of tragedy and comedy ;
and the saying of Socrates

in the Symposium has in great measure been

justified, that the genius of tragedy and of comedy
is the same. 1

It is chiefly through humour of the deeper sort

that modern comedy has acquired its generalising

power. To the humorist there is no such thing

1
Plato, Sympos. 223 D, TOV avrov dv8/309 etvai
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as individual folly, but only folly universal in a

world of fools. Humour annihilates the finite.

As Coleridge says,
' The little is made great and

the great little, in order to destroy both, because

all is equal in contrast with the infinite.' Uncle

Toby, in Tristram Shandy, with his campaigns and
his fortresses, is an epitome of the follies of man-
kind. In the greatest creations of humour, such as

Don Quixote, we have a summary of the contra-

dictions of human life, of the disproportion between

the idea and the fact, between soul and body,
between the brilliant day-dream and the waking

reality.

This universalising power of humour is not, in-

deed, unknown in ancient literature. The Birds of

Aristophanes is a splendid example to the contrary.

But if we restrict our attention, as we have chiefly

done here, to the portraiture of character that is

individual while at the same time it is universal,

we are at once aware of a distinction. Don Quixote

and Sancho are living and breathing beings ; each

is a tissue of contradictions, yet each is a true

personality. The actors in an Aristophanic

play are transparent caricatures. In these half-

grotesque impersonations the individual is entirely

subordinated to the type ;
and not here only, but

also so far as we can judge in the more minute

and realistic art of the New Comedy, where differ-

ences of age, sex, family relationship, or social
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condition are carefully delineated, coexisting, how-

ever, with strongly marked features of a common

humanity. Greek tragedy, on the other hand, like

all tragedy of the highest order, combines in one

harmonious representation the individual and the

universal. Whereas comedy tends to merge the

individual in the type, tragedy manifests the

type through the individual. In brief, it may be

said that comedy, in its unmixed sportive form,

creates personified ideals, tragedy creates idealised

persons.



CHAPTER XI

POETIC UNIVERSALITY IN GREEK LITERATURE

IT is characteristic of Aristotle's method that he

starts from concrete facts, and that his rules are in

the main a generalisation from these facts. He is,

in the first instance, a Greek summing up Greek

experience. The treasure-house of Greek art and

poetry lay open before him
; a vast body of litera-

ture, lost to us, was in his hands. He looked back

upon the past, conscious, it would seem, that the

great creative era was closed, and that in the highest

regions, at least, of artistic composition the Greek

genius had reached the summit of its powers. The

time was ripe for criticism to take a survey of the

whole field of poetic literature. Aristotle approaches

the subject as the historian of poetry, but his general-

ising faculty impels him to seek the law in the facts,

and from the observed effects of different kinds of

poetry to penetrate to the essential character of

each. If his rules have proved in most cases to be

not merely rules of Greek art but principles of art,

it is because first, the Greek poets contain so much
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that appeals to universal human nature, and because

next, Aristotle was able from the mass of literature

before him to disengage and to formulate this uni-

versal element. The laws that he discovers are

those which were already impressed on the chief

productions of the Greek genius.

We can hardly claim, as has been sometimes

done for Aristotle, that he rose above the traditions

and limitations of the Hellenic mind, and took up
the attitude of the purely human or cosmopolitan

spectator. On some points, doubtless, he expresses

opinions which contradict the current ideas of his

age. He admits that in certain cases the tragic

poet may take entirely fictitious subjects instead

of the well-known legends.
1 He holds that metre,

which was popularly thought to be the most essential

element of poetry, is in truth the least essential, if

indeed it is essential at all.
2 He leaves it at least

an open question whether the drama may not still

admit of new developments.
3 But in general it

remains true that Greek experience was the starting-

point and basis of his theory, though that experience

had to be sifted, condensed, and interpreted before

any coherent doctrine of poetry could be framed or

judgment be passed on individual authors. Aristotle

does not accept even the greater tragedians as all

of equal authority, or all their works as alike canons

of art; and it is a mistake to assume that the

1 Poet ix. 8. 2
pp. 141 ff.

3 Poet. iv. 11.
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precepts of the Poetics must, if there is no indica-

tion to the contrary, harmonise with the practice of

Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, if not of minor
writers also. His rules are based on a

discriminating
and selective principle, and imply some criterion for

judging of artistic excellence.

The principles of art as laid down by Aristotle

faithfully reflect the Greek genius in the exclusion

of certain tendencies to which other nations have

yielded. First, pure realism is forbidden
; that is,

the literal and prosaic imitation which reaches per-

fection in a jugglery of the senses by which the copy
is mistaken for the original. In the decay of Greek

art this kind of ingenuity came into vogue, but it

never found favour in the best times. Even the

custom of setting up votive statues of athletes who

had been thrice victors in the games did not lead to

a realism such as in Egypt was the outcome of the

practice which secured the immortality of a dead

man through the material support of a portrait

statue. Next, pure symbolism is forbidden, those

fantastic shapes which attracted the imagination of

Oriental nations, and which were known to the

Greeks themselves in the arts of Egypt and Assyria.

The body of a lion with the head of a man and the

wings and feathers of a bird was an attempt to

render abstract attributes in forms which do not

correspond with the idea. Instead of the concrete

image of a living organism the result is an impossible
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compound, which in transcending nature violates

nature's laws. The Odyssey, on the other hand,

with its impossible adventures by sea and land, its

magic ship, its enchanted islands, its men trans-

formed into swine, its vision of the world below, is

constructed according to the laws of poetic truth.

The whole is a faithful representation of human life

and action, the irrational elements (ra d\o<ya) being

but accessories that do not disturb the main impres-

sion. They are presented to the imagination with

such vividness and coherence that the impossible

becomes plausible, the fiction looks like truth.

That these principles were arrived at after due

observation of Oriental art is very improbable.

Familiar as Aristotle must have been with the ex-

ternal characteristics of this art and with specimens

of Greek workmanship which had been moulded

under its influence, there is no express allusion to

Eastern works of art in his writings. The omission

is not explained simply by saying that he did not

set himself the task of writing a treatise on sculpture,

and that his sole concern was with poetry. For,

had he given serious thought to the plastic art of

the East, as he certainly did to that of his own

country, some trace of it would probably have

been found in his writings; just as his observation

of Greek models led him to drop many detached

remarks on painting and sculpture. To learn a

barbarous tongue, however, was so uncongenial to
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a Greek that even the all-acquisitive mind of

Aristotle was content to remain ignorant of every
literature but his own

; and it may similarly have

seemed a waste of labour to study the symbolism
of a barbarous art.

1
Oriental art on the face of it

was not a rational and intelligent creation
;

it had

no counterpart in the world of reality.

The Greek imagination of the classical age is

under the strict control of reason, it is limited by
a sense of measure and a faculty of self-restraint.

It does not like the Oriental run riot in its own

prodigal wealth. We are always conscious of a

reserve of power, a temperate strength which knows

1 It is strange how little notice the Greeks took of symbolical

art. Dion Chrysostom (circa A.D. 100), 'OAv/xTr. Or. xii. 404 B, in

a speech put into the mouth of Phidias defends the plastic art of

Greece, which expresses the divine nature in human form. The

human body serves indeed as a symbol of the invisible, but it is a

nobler symbolism than that of the barbarians, who in animal shapes

discover the divine image. Philostratus Vit. Apoll. vi. 19 discusses

the point at greater length. Apollonius is here supporting the

method of Greek sculpture as contrasted with the grotesque forms

under which the gods were represented in Egypt (aroira KCU yeAcua

0wv
eiSr)). Thespesion, with whom he is conversing, argues that

the wisdom of the Egyptians is shown chiefly in this, that they

give up the daring attempt directly to reproduce the deity, and by

symbol and allegory produce a more impressive effect : a-offnov yap

1776/3 Tt Atyt'TTTlW KCU T&
/JLTj Opa<TVVf(rda.l S TO. TWV dflOV l8r),

v/j./3oXiKa Se avra TroteicrOai KCU virovoovfifva, KCU yap av KCU

o-epvoTcpa ovrta C/WXI'VOITO. To which Apollonius replies that the

effect would have been still more impressive if instead of fashioning

a dog or goat or ibis they had offered no visible representation, and

left it to the imagination, which is a better artist, to give form and

shape to the divinity.
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its own resources and employs them without effort

and without ostentation. The poet, the historian,

the artist, each of them could do much more if he

chose, but he does not care to dazzle us. He is

bent on seeing truly, on seeing harmoniously, and

on expressing what he sees. The materials on

which his imagination works are fused and com-

bined according to the laws of what is possible,

reasonable, natural. Greek mythology as it has

come to us in literature bears on it this mark

of reasonableness. Traces indeed there are of an

earlier type, rude and unassimilated elements,

flaws which have been left untouched by the

shaping hand of the poet or by the constructive

genius of the race. But compare Greek mythology
with that of other nations, and we cannot but

wonder at its freedom from the extravagant and

grotesque. The Greeks in creating their gods in

their own likeness followed that imperious instinct

of their nature which required that every product

of their minds should be a harmonious and in-

telligible creation, not a thing half in the world,

half out of it, no hybrid compound of symbolic

attributes.

To watch the formation of the Homeric Olympus
is to see the Greek mind working in its own

artistic fashion. The several tribes, Achaeans,

Argives, Minyae, and a host of others, have each

their local gods and goddesses, uncharacterised,
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unspecialised, save by the vague omnipotence of

godhead. With the victory of dominant races and

the fusion of cults there came a redistribution of

functions and attributes that might have issued

in unmeaning chaos or in bare abstractions. Not

so with the Greeks. From the motley assemblage

of tribal divinities the Homeric gods stand out

clear and calm as their own statues. The gods of

other nations may be but the expression of the

people's practical needs, or the abstracted utterance

of their thought. The gods of the Greeks are

fashioned by a race of artists in accordance with

nature, but completing and transcending her. The

mythologist notes how in the assignment of their

spheres and duties all that is non-essential is

eliminated. Attributes which a god already has

in common with other gods fall out. The Homeric

Olympus is a great gathering of living type-forms

whose image henceforth haunted the imagination

of the race.

It would not be true to say that the lighter

play of fancy is excluded from the literature

and mythology of the Greeks. Few nations have

taken more delight in weaving airy and poetic

fictions apart from all reality, made out of nothing

and ending nowhere. Almost all the Greek poets

have something of this national taste. It breaks

out at moments even in the prose -writers, in

Herodotus or Plato. In one domain, that of
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comedy, fancy seems at first sight to reign supreme
and uncontrolled. It obeys its own laws and

revels in its own absurdities. It turns the world

upside down, and men and gods follow its bidding.

The poet yields in thorough abandonment to the

spirit of the festival, he leads the orgy and shares

its madness and intoxication. No sooner is he

launched on his course than he is carried wherever

an exuberant poetic fancy and a gift of inex-

tinguishable laughter lead him. The transitions

from jest to earnest are as quick as thought.

Whole scenes follow one another in which no

single word can be taken seriously. Yet even

comedy has its lucid intervals, or rather in its

madness there is a method. In its wildest freaks

there is some underlying reason, some intelligible

drift and purpose. The fantastic licence, how-

ever, of comedy stands alone in Greek literature.

In other departments fancy is much more re-

strained, more reserved. It breaks through as

a sudden and transient light, as gleams that

come and go, it does not disturb the serenity of

thought.

The Greeks themselves were accustomed to

speak of poetic genius as a form of madness, an

inspired enthusiasm. It is the doctrine of Plato

in the Ion, in the Phaedrus, in the Symposium.
Even Aristotle, who sometimes writes as if the

faculty of the logician were enough to construct
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a poem, says
'

poetry is a thing inspired.'
l

Else-

where he more accurately distinguishes two classes

of poets, the man of flexible genius who can take

the impress of each character in turn, and the

man of fine frenzy, who is lifted out of his

proper self, and loses his own personality.
2 In

another place we read of a poet who never com-

posed so well as when he was in
'

ecstasy
'

or

delirium
;

3 but of these compositions no specimens

1 Ehet. iii. 7. 1408 b 19, evOeov yap rj TTOITJCTIS.
2 Poet. xvii. 2, 810 eu<vo{!s 17 TTOIT/TI/C^ rT6v

r) fiaviKov
' TOVTWV

yap 01 fitv ewrAaorcH 01 St (Ko-TariKoi ei'criv. The reading
Ko-TaTi/co4 is found in one MS. : the others have egeracrTiKoi.

The correspondence of the two clauses is beyond doubt best

maintained by reading l/arTcm/coi. Then, 01 /*ev, i.e. the ev^veis,

are evTrAao-roi : the finely gifted natures, poets who have the

versatility of genius, can take the mould of other characters :

whereas 01 8e, i.e. the paviKoi, are e/rraTi/H. If we keep

e^erao-TtKot, 01
//,ev will refer to piviKot, 01 8e to ev<f>veis. By

l^eTacrrt/coi will be meant a fine instinct of criticism, an artistic

judgment, a delicate power of seizing resemblances and differences.

In favour of this it may be argued that the v^>v^s has the special

gift of a fine critical faculty : cf. Eth. Nic. iii. 5. 1114 b 6, aAAd

</>uvat Set wirep tyiv tyovra, rj Kpwe.1 KaAws . . . Kai Icmv

ev(f>vr)s $ TOVTO KaAws TrtyvKev. But in either case the CV^VTJS

has a more conscious and critical faculty than the fiaviKos. The

Arabic version, which at first seemed undecipherable, is now found

to afford unquestionable confirmation of cKo-TariKoi: see Preface,

p. xxvi.

As a curious instance of perverted criticism, it is worth

mentioning that Dryden (following Rapin), Preface to Troilus and

Gressida, wished to read ei;<vovs ov paviKov, lest the 'madness of

poetry
' should be justified from the authority of Aristotle.

3 Probl xxx. 1. 954 a 38, Ma/aaK^s Se 6 Svpa/cowios KCU

dfAeivtav T^V TTOLY/Trj'S
OT e
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survive. Of the great poets of Greece, however, we

can say with certainty that whatever was the

exact nature of their madness, inspiration, ecstasy

call it what you will they never released them-

selves from the sovereignty of reason. Capricious

and inconsequent they were not. Their imagina-

tive creations even in their most fantastic forms

obeyed a hidden law.

Lamb's essay on ' The Sanity of True Genius
'

may be illustrated from Greek poetry as fitly as from

Shakespeare.
' So far from the position holding

true that great wit (or genius, in our modern way
of speaking) has a necessary alliance with insanity,

the greatest wits, on the contrary, will ever be

found to be the sanest writers. . . . But the true

poet dreams being awake. He is not possessed

by his subject, but has dominion over it. ...

Where he seems most to recede from humanity
he will be found the truest to it. From beyond
the scope of Nature if he summon possible exist-

ences, he subjugates them to the law of her con-

sistency. He is beautifully loyal to that sovereign

directress, even when he appears most to betray

and desert her.' The perfect sanity of the Greek

genius is intimately connected with its universality.

For is not insanity a kind of disordered indi-

vidualism ? The madman is an egoist ;
he takes

his own fancies as the measure of all things. He

does not correct his impressions, or compare them
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with those of others, or bring them into harmony
with external fact. The test of a man's sanity
is the relation in which his mind stands to the

universal. We call a man sane when his ideas

not only form a coherent whole in themselves,

but fit in with the laws and facts of the outer

world and with the universal human reason. Is

not all this in keeping with Aristotle's theory that

the effort of poetry is towards the universal ; that

it represents the permanent possibilities of human

nature, the essentials rather than the accidents?

The poet does not on the one hand create at

random or by guesswork, nor yet does he merely
record what has happened. He tells what may
happen according to laws of internal probability

or necessity. The sequence of poetry is not the

empirical sequence of fact but the logical or con-

ceivable sequence of ideas; it eliminates chance

and discovers unity and significance in characters

and events.

All great poetry and art fulfil this law of

universality, but none perhaps so perfectly as the

poetry and art of the Greeks. Take a single

instance, the delineation of female character in

Greek poetry. The heroines of Homer and of the

tragedians are broadly and unmistakably human.

In real life woman is less individual than man;

she runs less into idiosyncrasies, she conforms

rather to the general type. This however, it may
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be said, is owing to the deference she pays to the

conventional rules of society ;
it is due to artificial

causes that do not reach to the foundations of

character. But an inwardly eccentric woman is

also rare. Go below the surface and you find that

with all outward marks of difference, whether of

fashion or of manner, and in spite of a caprice that

has become proverbial, female character can be

reduced to certain elemental types of womanhood.

These essential types are few. Maiden, wife,

mother, daughter, sister, here are the great

determining relations of life. They form the

groundwork of character. Accident may modify

character, circumstances may stamp it with a

particular expression, and bring into relief this or

that dominant feature. But there remains an

ideal mould in which the type is cast. Once the

deeper springs of feeling are moved, circumstances

are thrust aside, and a woman's action may almost

with certainty be predicted.

The superiority of the Greeks over all but the

very greatest of the moderns in portraying female

character, is probably due to their power of seizing

and expressing the universal side of human nature

that side which is primary and fundamental

in woman. They
'

follow/ as Coleridge says of

Shakespeare,
'

the main march of the human

affections.' The vulgar and obtrusive elements

of personality are cast off, and in proportion as the
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characters are divested of what is purely individual,
do they gain in interest and elevation. Penelope,
Nausicaa, Andromache, Antigone, Iphigenia, are

beings far less complex than the heroines of a

dozen novels that come out now in a single year.
Their beauty and truth lie precisely in their typical

humanity. Nor, in gaining universal significance,

do the women of Greek literature fade into abstract

types. The finer shades of character are not

excluded by the simplicity with which the main

lines are drawn. In discarding what is accidental

their individuality is not obliterated but deepened
and enriched

;
for it is not disordered emotion or

perplexity of motive that makes a character poetical,

but power of will or power of love. Attentive

study of such a poetic creation as Antigone reveals

innumerable subtle traits illustrative of the general

principle of Greek art by which the utmost variety

of detail is admitted, if only it contributes to the

total impression and is subject to a controlling

unity of design.

For many centuries the standing quarrel of

Greek literature had been between the poets and

the philosophers. Poetry, said the philosophers, is

all fiction, and immoral fiction too ; philosophy

seeks the good and the true. Plato, inheriting

the ancient dislike of the wise men towards

poetry, banished the poets from his ideal republic.

Aristotle would heal the strife. He discovers a

2 D
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meeting -point of poetry and philosophy in the

relation in which they stand to the universal. We
should have been glad if he had explained his

conception of the exact difference between them;

clearly, he did not intend to merge poetry in

philosophy. Following the lines of his general

theory we can assert thus much, that poetry is

akin to philosophy in so far as it aims at express-

ing the universal ; but that, unlike philosophy, it

employs the medium of sensuous and imaginative

form. In this sense poetry is a concrete philo-

sophy, 'a criticism of life' and of the universe.

This is completely true only of the higher imagina-

tive creations, of such poems as those of Homer,

Aeschylus, Shakespeare, Dante. In them there is

an interpretation of man and of life and of the

world ; a connected scheme and view of things

not systematised or consciously unfolded, but

latent, underlying the poet's thought and essential

to the unity of the poem. Poets, too, even of an

inferior order, who, like Wordsworth, are capable

of presenting truly, if not the whole of life,

yet certain definite aspects of it in imaginative

form, are in their own way philosophers. They

embody a consistent and harmonious wisdom of

their own.

Between poetry and philosophy there had been

an ancient feud. It was otherwise with poetry and

history. Here at first there was no opposition.
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'Poetry,' says Bacon, 'is feigned history'; much of

the poetry of the Greeks might be called authentic

history, true not in precision of detail or in the

record of personal adventures, but in its indication

of the larger outlines of events and its embodiment
in ideal form of the past deeds of the race. Aris-

totle himself speaks of the myths as history ; the

incidents they narrate are facts
(TO, yevo^eva) ; the

names of their heroes are
'

historical
'

(yevo/jieva

ovopara) as opposed to fictitious
(TreTTotrjfjieva) names.

1

In this sense Greek tragedy was historical, but its

facts were drawn not from recent history or con-

temporaneous events. The tragedian was the suc-

cessor of the epic poet, who was himself the earliest

historian of the Greek race and the keeper of its

archives. Homer, it is true, is not to us as he was

to the Greeks the minute and literal chronicler of

the Trojan war. We may smile when we think of

his lines being quoted and accepted as evidence in

the settlement of an international claim. Yet the

Homeric poems are still historical documents of the

highest value ; and that not merely as reflecting

the life of the poet's age, the sentiments and

manners of the heroic society of which he formed

a part, but also as preserving the popular traditions

of Greece. Not many years ago it was the fashion

to speak of the legendary history of Greece as

legend and nothing more. Art and archaeology are

1 Poet. ix. 6-7 : supra, pp. 168-170.
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every day adding fresh testimony as to its sub-

stantial truth. Explorations and excavations are

restoring the traditional points of contact between

Greece and Asia Minor. Famous dynasties which

not long since had been resolved into sun-myths

again stand out as historical realities. Troy,

Tiryns, Mycenae rest on sure foundations ; their

past greatness, their lines of princes, their re-

lations with outside states, are not the dreams

of poetic imagination. The kernel of truth, which

was thought to be non-existent or indiscoverable,

is being extracted by the new appliances of the

historical method.

The Hellenic people, in short, are found to have

perpetuated their history with marvellous fidelity

through popular myth. Myth was the unwritten

literature of an early people whose instinctive

language was poetry. It was at once their philo-

sophy and their history. It enshrined their uncon-

scious theories of life, their reflexions upon things

human and divine. It recorded all that they knew

about their own past, about their cities and families,

the geographical movements of their tribes and the

exploits of their ancestors. Myth to the Greeks was

not simply what we mean by legend. Aristotle

observes that the poet is none the less a poet or

maker though the incidents of his poem should

chance to be actual events
;
for some actual events

have that internal stamp of the probable or possible
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which makes them the subject-matter of poetry.
1

Such were the '

actual events
'

recorded in myth.

They lay ready to the poet's hand as an anonymous

work, touched by the imagination of an artistic race,

many of them hardly needing to be recast from the

poetic mould in which they lay. Truth and fiction

were here fused together, and the collective whole

was heroic history. This was the idealising

medium through which the past became poetical ;

it afforded that imaginative remoteness which

enabled the hearers to escape from present real-

ities. It lifted them into a higher sphere of

existence where the distractions of the present

were forgotten in the thrilling stories of an age

which, though distant, appealed to them by many
associations. The Athenians fined Phrynichus for

his Capture of Miletus not because the event it

represented was historical instead of mythical, but

because it was recent and painful history. As the

fairy-land of fancy was to Spenser

* The world's sweet inn from pain and wearisome turmoil,'

so the Greeks looked to. poetry as a refuge from the

miseries and toilsomeness of life. The comic poet

Timocles in explaining the effect of tragedy gives

expression to the common sentiment of Greece.

' The mind, made to forget its own sufferings and

i Poet. ix. 9.
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touched with the charm of another's woe, carries

away instruction and delight.'
L

Greek poetry and art with true historic sense

did not take the present as an isolated point, but

projected it into the past, whose half-effaced outlines

were restored by the imagination. Myth was the

golden link which bound together the generations.

The odes of Pindar are a case in point. The poet,

starting from the individual victor in the games,

raises the interest above the personal level and

beyond the special occasion, by giving historical

perspective and background to the event. The

victor's fortunes are connected with the annals of

his house, with the trials and triumphs of the past.

Nor does the poet stop at the deeds of ancestors.

The mention of a common ancestor of a Heracles

will transport him from Lacedaemon to Thessaly.

He passes outside the family and the city and

1 Timocles Aiovwiaowcu : Meineke, Com. Frag. ii. 800 :

6 -yap vovs TWV tStcov \rjOr)v Xa/3<av

re \v

Of. Hesiod, Theog. 98-103 :

ct yap TIS Kal TrevOos l^coi/ vcoK7)8ei'

d^rjTai KpaSirjv a/ca^^/ievos, avrap
Mowacov OepaTTiav /cAeta irporepuv dvdpwiroiv

-y, //.aKapas re Oeovs ot "OXvpirov exovcrtl/
j

ye 8vcr<f>pove(j)v tTriA^^eTai, ov8e

renews 8e TrapeTpaire Swpa Oeduv.

Iambi, de Mysteriis, i. 11, p. 39, Sto, 8rj TOVTO ev re K(ap.(a8iq. KOI

aAAoTyna TrdOrj Bewpovvres TcrTa/tev ra oiKeta TrdBi].
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sweeps with rapid glance from colony to mother-

city, from city to country, from the personal to the

Panhellenic interest. Thus the ode is more than

an occasional poem, and the theme as it is unfolded

acquires a larger meaning. 'The victor is trans-

figured into a glorious personification of his race,

and the present is reflected, magnified, illuminated

in the mirror of the mythic past.'
l The ode rises

by clear ascents from the individual to the

universal.

It is this that constitutes Greek idealism. The

world of reality and the world of imagination were

not for the Greeks separate spheres which stood

apart ; the breath of poetry kindled the facts of

experience and the traditions of the past. The

ideal in Greek art was not the opposite of the

real, but rather its fulfilment and perfection.
Each

sprang out of the same soil ; the one was the full-

blown flower of which the other was the germ.

1
Gildersleeve, Pindar, Intr. p. xviii.
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230, 248 ff.

Mythology, Greek, 394 ff., 404 ff.

Names, expressive in comedy, 377 ff.

Nature an artist, 155 ff.

Nature and Art, 113 ff., 122
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Nature and Necessity, 151

Nature, imitation of, 116 ff.

Nature, organic and inorganic, 151
'

Necessity or Probability,' 164, 282,
399

Newman, J. H., 183

Newman, W. L., 250

Organic unity of a poem, 186 ff.

drama, 274 ff.

epic, 285 ff.

Oriental Art, 391 ff.

'Ought to be' (Set elvai), in aes-

thetic sense, 122, 151 ff., 168,
370-1

Painting, 133 ff., 153-4, 188, 231-2

Paul, H., 164

Pauson, 231
'

Phantasy
'

(^ratr/a), 125 ff.

Philosophy and Poetry, 190 ff., 215 ff.,

401-2

Philostratus, 127, 393

Pindar, 406-7

Pity and Fear, 213-4, 240, 251,
255 ff., 302 ff.

'Pity or Fear, '263-4
Plato and Aristotle contrasted, 121-2,

158 ff., 171, 192 ff., 203 ff., 208,
221 ff, 245-6, 266, 268, 374 ff.,

396 ff., 401-2

Plautus, 378
Pleasure the end of Fine Art, 198 ff.

Pleasure, the, of tragedy, 267-8
Plot and Character, 334 ff.

Plot the '
soul

'

of a tragedy,
346 ff.

Plotinus, 161

Plutarch, 217, 267, 303
Poet as a teacher, 215 ff.

' Poet
'

(iroiijrfis), including poet and

musician, 140
'Poetic Justice,' 224, 305 ff.

Poetic Truth, 163 ff.

Poetry and History, 163 ff., 185,
190 ff., 402 ff.

Poetry and Philosophy, 190 ff.,

215 ff, 401-2

Poetry and '

Politics,' 222

Poetry and Science, 192, 222

Poetry, its medium of imitation,
137 ff.

Poetry, origin of, 140

Polygnotus, 231-2

'Possible,' the (in poetry), 167 ff.

Prickard, 139, 252, 331

'

Probability or Necessity,' 164, 282,
399

Probability (poetic), 165 ff.

' Probable impossibilities,' 128, 174 ff.

Racine, 243, 300

Rassow, 144
Real events, 168 ff., 403 ff.

Reality, Poetry and, 165 ff.

Recognition (avayvupuris), 264, 278

,, pleasure of, 201
Reversal of the Situation (Tre/jiWreia),

278, 329-31, 347

Rhythm, 129 ff., 140 ff., 147-8

Ribbeck, 289

Robortelli, 236

Saintsbury, xxvii

Sandys, 188

Sanity of Greek genius, 398

Satire, 224

Scaliger, 236, 383

Scenery (Stage), 146

Schiller, 171, 210, 263, 315

Sculpture, 133 ff.

Seaton, 370

Semblance, aesthetic, 127 ff

Seneca, 300

Shakespeare, 176, 265, 272, 298 ff.,

321-2, 328, 333, 351-3, 361-2, 365

Shelley, 144

Sidney, Sir Philip, 144, 239, 264

291, 363

Sonnenschein, xxvii

Sophocles, 225, 261-2, 281, 283,

291, 309-10, 320, 322, 324, 335,

352, 359, 360, 370-1

Spingarn, xxvii, 145, 217, 236, 239,

247, 291, 383

Statius, 274

Sterne, 387

Stewart, 180, 187, 190

Strabo, 215 ff.

Susemihl, 144, 168, 243, 249, 250

265, 303, 307

Symbolical representation, 124 ff.

391, 393

Taste, 6 %api's the standard of, 211

Teichmiiller, 124, 146, 191, 281.

289

Terence, 378-9

Thucydides, 164

Timocles, 406

Tragedy, def. of, 240 ff.

function of, 242 ff.
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Tragedy, has not direct moral pur-

pose, 224, 269

pleasure of, 267-8
the ideal, 329

'Tragic collision,' 323 ff.

error or fault, 317 ff.

hero, 224, 260-1, 302 ff.

'

Katharsis,' 242 ff.

Twining, 172, 247

Ueberweg, 290

Ugly, the, 373, 375

Unities, Three, 274 ff.

Unity, ideal (of poetry), 186 ff.

Unity of Action, 274 ff.

Time, 289 ff., 363

Place, 292 ff., 297 ff.

Drama, 274 ff.

Epic, 285 ff.

Universal (/ca06Xoi>), the, Poetry as

expression of, 150, 164 ff., 185,

190 ff., 266, 270 ff., 368 ff., 376 ff.

Universality (Poetic) in Greek liter-

ature, 389 ff.

'

Unnecessary
'

badness, 227, 316

Vahlen, 144, 168, 172, 265, 303,

329, 370

Verrall, 291

Villain, the (as protagonist), 304,
312 ff.

Voltaire, 265, 296, 297

Wallace, 125
'Weakness of the audience,' the,

212, 305

Weil, 244

'Whole,' a, 186 ff., 275-6, 279 ff.

Wordsworth, 144, 402

Zeller, 144, 180, 246, 249, 303

Zeuxis, 168, 231



INDEX III

[Passages of Greek Authors referred to in the Critical Notes or

in the Essays.]

AESCHYLUS
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H(h. Nic. x. 6. 1 1 77 a 3
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Poet. vi. 1 8 .
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Polit. v. (viii.) 5. 1340 b 17 13<
v. (viii.) 6. 1340 b 30 200
v. (viii.) 7- 1341 t>32ff. 248
v. (viii.) 7. 1341 b 33 132
v. (viii.) 7. 1341 b36 249
v. (viii.) 7. 1341 b 39 251
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Iliad xx. 234, 272
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